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PREFACE 
On December 6-8, 1995, a group of twenty-nine scientists and engineers representing four NASA centers and 
Headquarters, DOE Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, NOAA Space Environment Laboratory, the National Academy of 
Science Space Science Board, aerospace industries, and several universities convened a "Workshop on Shielding 
Strategies for Human Space Exploration" at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. The provision of 
shielding for a Mars mission or a Lunar base from the hazards of space radiations is a critical technology since 
astronaut radiation safety depends on it and shielding safety factors to control risk uncertainty appeas large. The 
purpose of the workshop was to define requirements for the development and evaluation of high performance shield 
materials and designs and to develop ideas regarding approaches to radiation shielding. The workshop was organized 
to review the recent experience on shielding strategies gained in studies of the "Space Exploration Initiative (SEI)," 
to review the current knowledge base for making shield assessment, to examine a basis for new shielding strategies, 
and to recommend a strategy for developing the required technologies for a return to the Moon or for Mars 
exploration. 
The uniqueness of the current workshop arises from the expected long duration of the missions without the 
protective cover of the geomagnetic field in which the usually small and even neglected effects of the Galactic 
Cosmic Rays (GCR) can no longer be ignored. It is the peculiarity of these radiations for which the interaction 
physics is yet to be fully understood and for which the biological action is not yet quantified. In this light the shield 
characteristics in terms of their protective qualities are uncertain (or even unknown) at this time and the challenge is 
to provide a basis for guidance to the materials engineer in determining or developing shield materials. Other unique 
aspects of the workshop come from the fuller realization that the high launch cost and the resultant complexity 
associated with parasitic shielding require efficient use of the main architectural structure as shielding and that the 
factors defining that structure and the associated materials are essential knowledge elements in protecting the 
astronaut. Clearly, the shield design process is a multidisciplinary venture, and this diverse nature is noteworthy in 
the workshop attendance and content. 
The backdrop for the workshop was provided by the seven papers of the first session, including an introduction 
to the special considerations of deep space missions, the current status of environmental knowledge, review of design 
studies for the SEI, review of the cussent uncel-tainties in astronaut health risks from the GCR exposures and the 
resultant biological response to GCR radiation components, and a review of the impact of current uncertainties on 
the specification of shield protective characteristics. The available GCR environmental models have greatly 
improved with estimated uncertainties on the order of 10 to 15 percent for the most important components, but 
lesser components need better definition, and the time dependence is only characterized as the intensities at successive 
solar minima and maxima. Furthermore, the anomalous component is not yet included in the most recent model but 
will have minimal impact on shield design. Solar particle events remain problematic in the sense that the 
appropriate event intensity to which design should be made and the corresponding probability of occussence are 
uncertain. The SEI studies have shown that shield requirements for protection against GCR in a Mars or long 
duration lunar mission are sufficient to protect against the historical solar events of cycles 19 through 22. Although 
sufficient shielding can be provided, there is still the possibility of an accidentally high exposure to a solar event 
during surface operations or Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA) which is more in the domain of medical practice than 
shielding per se. Further analysis of the GCR shield requirements demonstrate that uncertainty in the shield 
properties and biological response to GCR are sufficiently large that the introduction of safety factors results in 
unacceptably high mission costs. A focus of the workshop was the problem of making useful specific 
reconlmendations in the light of these uncertainties. 
The second session of eleven papers covered the multidisciplinary database and computational procedures for 
shield design and the methods used in integration of the diverse databases into a workable design methodology. The 
required physical databases and the methods of development were covered in the first four papers of that session. The 
related factors which impact shielding in the domain of human operations and requirements were covered in three 
papers including the construction and materials in habitats, hardsuits, and rovers. Specific habitat construction 
technologies for a lunar base and the equipment requirements for use of in sitzc materials were covered in two papers. 
The methods of handling the complex geometries, including the human geometric factors and the final integration 
into design software for specific missions, are covered by the final two papers of the session. 
The final session of four papers covered materials development, including testing issues and the validation of the 
design process. The use of laboratory ion beams for validation of shield material concepts and space flight validation 
of the design process are discussed. An assessment of the current state of knowledge and current shield issues are 
discussed in the final paper. 
The working sessions were divided into two groups. Group A makes recommendations concerning the 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Human Exploration and Development of Space Enterprise calls for the development of space operations at 
costs comparable to the cost of corresponding tenestrial technologies to allow the effective exploitation of space. A 
critical issue is the mitigation of space related environmental hazards by means that have limited impact on 
developn~ental and operational costs. Among those environmental hazards is the exposure to space radiation which 
is a primary limiting factor to the duration of time allowable to any individual in the space environment. The 
radiation exposure health risks to the astronaut must be maintained at acceptable levels cunently taken as 
* Not more than 3 percent lifetime excess fatal cancer risks 
* Prevention of radiation sickness which may impact mission safety (lethality, vomiting, nausea,..) 
Other radiation related health risk limitations may be added as they become known. For example, functional 
impairment of the central nervous system may be a limiting health factor. Exposure limitation requirements to 
maintain acceptable levels of risk are most uncertain because there is little experience in human exposure or even 
animal exposure for these types of radiations on which to base such exposure limits. Current estimates on limits for 
whole body exposure in the LEO environment (assumed to be mainly proton exposure) are 25 cSv in any 30 day 
period, 50 cSv within any year, and 100 - 400 cSv within a career depending on age at exposure and gender. The 30 
day exposure limit is to control early responses which may impact mission safety, while the annual and career limits 
are to control the cancer risks later in life and depends on the latency period for tumor development and differences in 
male and female sensitivity. These limits are assumed adequate for the LEO environment when protons are the main 
source of exposure but are not applicable when significant contributions come from the galactic cosmic rays (GCR). 
Exposure limits have not been established for GCR exposures since the biological risks to the ions of high 
charge and energy (HZE) are not known. Using LEO exposure limits as a 'guide' to controlling health risks in deep 
space operations, the National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP) estimated in their report 98 (1989) on 
'Guidance on Radiation Exposures in Space' that 2.5 gIcm2 of aluminum would be required to meet the 50 mSv 
annual exposure limit (used for LEO operations) based on the calculations of the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) 
cosmic ray shielding code. Furthermore, the particles of high charge and energy (HZE) dominate the exposures for 
which the LEO exposure limitations are not applicable, resulting in large uncertainty in shield requirements since 
cancer induction rates from HZE particles are unknown. Aside from the uncertainty in cancer induction rates, 
uncertainty in shield transmission properties also limit shield design. For example, the NASA Langley Research 
Center HZETRN code with the first nuclear fragmentation database NUCFRGl required 17.5 glcmz of aluminum 
(seven times that estimated by NRL) to achieve the same annual exposure limitation. Since the Fe ions of the deep 
space environment contributed up to 30 percent of the estimated health risk, aluminum shield transmission 
measurements were made for Fe ions at the LBL Bevalac and BNL AGS facilities resulting in the improved nuclear 
fragmentation database NUCFRG2. The most current estimates of shielding required to achieve the LEO exposure 
limits is in excess of 50 .g/cm2 of aluminum resulting in an enormously negative impact on mission developmental 
cost. This recent history in shield code development emphasizes the uncertainty in shield transmission factors 
according to current technology and the need for further study of material transmission properties at HZE accelerator 
facilities for not only Fe ions but the many other HZE ions found in the deep space environment. 
UNCERTAINTY IN RADIATION PROTECTION 
A guiding principle in radiation protection (as well as in other safety matters) is that if errors in estimating 
safety related factors are made they must be made in favor of the health of the astronaut. For this reason it is 
important to understand the sources of uncertainty and their relative magnitude. These uncertainties have a large 
negative impact on mission design costs and current estimates of excess design cost is over $10B for a Mars 
mission. An incentive in reducing shield design uncertainty is to reduce mission costs. The uncertainty in 
estimating the astronaut risk on a given mission within a given structure is given by lack of knowledge in three 
factors: 
* Knowledge of the external environment 
* Understanding the modifications of the external environment in reaching the spacecraft interior 
The added risk to the astronaut by exposure to the interior environment 
Exterital Eilvironnzent. The uncertainty in the GCR environment near Earth (1 AU) is about 15 percent for 
3 to 9 month projections and about 25 percent in long-term projections based on a solar modulation model assuming 
an isotropic diffusion coefficient within the solar system. The GCR intensities will increase with increasing 
distance from the sun as the diffusion coefficient increases approximately with the square root of the radial distance, 
and these effects are not defined by current models. The greatest environmental uncertainty for deep space missions 
is the solar event exposure. Unlike the GCR which are ever present and vary slowly over the solar cycle, the solar 
particle events (SPE) appear randomly within the cycle with intensities and spectral content which differ greatly from 
event to event. Statistical models have been developed for the low energy (10 and 30 MeV) event fluence levels near 
Earth and the radial gradient in approaching Mars orbit are uncertain but appear to decline as radial distance to the 
third power (11~3). Statistical models in the range of 50 to 100 MeV are required but unavailable for manned 
mission design. A design criteria based on improved environmental models needs to be defined. 
Internal EIZ viron mertt. Understanding the modification of the external environment by the spacecraft 
structure requires transport codes and adequate nuclear databases. The predicted integral LET spectra of the 
environment within the shuttle (a largely aluminum structure) differ from measurement by as much as 1.5-2.7 over 
the spectral range of 7 to 40 keV1micron with an rms error over the whole spectral range of 43 percent. Measured 
secondary light ion spectra differ by 30 percent for hydrogen isotopes and about a factor of 2 for helium isotopes. 
Measurements for materials other than aluminum (the shuttle primary material) are not available. There are no 
v i i i  
reliable ~~~easureements of the neutron component. A primary limitation on the estimation of the interior 
environment within a spacecraft is the adequacy of the nuclear database defining the cross sections for the 
fragmentation of the incident HZE ions and the production of secondary light ions and neutrons. Systematic errors 
in current experimental fragmentation data will not allow the unanlbiguous testing of nuclear fragmentation models, 
and light ion production measured in shuttle measurements demonstrate the need for introducing cluster wave 
functions into particle knockout precesses. Furthermore, the excitation energies for few nucleon removal in heavy 
ion fragmentation events are expected to be controlled by the nuclear core states and clustering in the outer shells of 
the nucleus and will strongly affect the final fragment distribution for small mass removal. The development of a 
nucleas structure database as input to the fragmentation models is a high priority, and experimental guidance on 
nuclear stmcture parameters is required in model validation. These structure parameters would be best evaluated in 
proton beam experiments where cluster knockout is observed directly, from which state parentage ratios are extracted. 
The final test of the fragmentation database will require systematic testing with the major components of the GCR 
environment with appropriate shield materials in precision laboratory measurements. As fragmentation models 
improve, other physical processes need to be included in the transport codes such as meson production and transport 
of their secondruy products. Additional testing of the transport procedures and environmental models will require 
further experiments in space exposures with appropriate instrumentation. 
Astrorzazlt Risks. The specification of astronaut health risks requires the evaluation of the radiation fields at 
the specific tissues and the resulting response of those tissues to the physical insult. Use of NIH computerized 
anatomical data sets could improve the geometry definition of the human body and resulting estimates of the interior 
radiation fields at specific tissue sites. Given the radiation fields present at specific tissues, adequate tissue response 
models are required to estimate the health risks. It is generally regarded that space proton exposure risks are 
adequately represented by conventional dosimetric relationships with a linear energy transfer (LET) dependent quality 
factor. The uncertainty in resulting health risks are associated with a factor of 2 to 3 uncertainty in the low LET risk 
coefficient and a factor of 2 to 5 in the high LET risk coefficients (quality factor). Risk coefficients for HZE 
components are yet undefined for human risks, although data on manlmalian cell mutations and neoplastic 
transformations and animal experiments on harderian gland tumor formation show a more complicated dependence 
on radiation quality than that given by a simple LET dependence. Clear evidence on biological response indicates 
that the energy deposited in biological tissues per unit particle path is insufficient data to define biological risks but 
must include the lateral spread of the energy deposit into the surrounding tissues. Such human risk models are as yet 
undefined and risk   nod el development is hampered by the paucity of biological data. 
Slzielcl effectiverzess. The particles transmitted through a shield material depend on the appropriate atomic 
and nuclear cross sections, but the effectiveness of the shield for reducing the risk to the astronaut depends on the 
relative contribution of those transmitted particles to the health risk. The effectiveness of a shield material is known 
to depend on the assumptions within the biological risk model. Even the biological endpoints within the same 
biological system show differing shield effectiveness for different matel-ids. Although as a general rule, low 
atomic number matesials with high hydrogen content are most effective, the shield design cannot be specified until 
the biological response to specific ion types is fully understood. 
Other factors will affect material choices, among them are structural requirements and design costs. Polymers 
and polymeric composites are attractive and have good structural properties. Their developmental use in the aircraft 
industry will provide the needed construction techniques at competitive costs. Development of specific polymeric 
systems for maximum shield effectiveness would be one direction of investigation for future exploration missions. 
Other onboard materials such as food and bio-waste can provide a protection advantage by integration into the shield 
design. Local materials on the lunar and Mars surfaces may likewise allow cost advantage in developing surface 
habitation module shielding using local materials. An adequate understanding of these materials' protective 
properties is a necessary prerequisite. 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE WORKSHOP 
The recommendations of the workshop were of two types: the first reconlmendations concerned engineering 
design related issues, and the second concerned the physics of the interactions. Five categories of shielding 
mate~ials/concepts were recommended for further study including (I)  new materials cursently under development for 
space applications need evaluation as to their radiation transmission properties, (2) high pesformance shield matedals 
need to be identified and new materials developed, (3) utilization of in-situ materials requises knowledge of their 
properties requiring reconnaissance and testing to design equipment for processing, (4) combinations of materials to 
selectively filter specific components such as boron to absorb low energy neutrons, and (5) dynamic shielding 
concepts including movable and active shielding components as magnetic shields and plasmas. Shield properties 
should be tested in laboratory experiments and in space flight. Mission impact evaluation requires a baseline 
mission definition and trade studies to evaluate the advantage of specific materials. It was concluded by the 
workshop that additional laboratory testing of transport methods and databases is required to assure accurate 
evaluation of shield properties. It was also agreed that sufficient accelerator time is not currently available for the 
task and that a means to expand the beam time available needs to be found. Environmental models for SPE events 
need expansion to include He ions, HZE ions, and high energy components. Uncertainties in shield effectiveness due 
to uncertainties in risk models need evaluation and knowledge of how those uncertainties affect shield design is 
needed. The track structure about specific ion tracks has not been measured, and spectral distributions about the 
tracks of 0.1 GeV protons and 0.6 GeVInucleon iron ions would be a critical test of current models. Finally, the 
overall design codes for shields should be tested in spaceflight experiments with adequate diagnostic instrumentation 
before commitment to a final Mars design. 
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
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The radiations in space are of three sources consisting of every known particle including energetic ions formed 
from stripping the electrons from all of the natural elements. The radiations are described by field functions for each 
particle type over some spatial domain as a function of time. The three sources of radiations are associated with 
different origins identified as those of galactic origin (Galactic 'Cosmic Rays, GCR), particles produced by the 
acceleration of the solar plasma by strong electromotive forces in the solar surface and acceleration across the 
transition shock in a propagating coronal mass ejection (Solar Energetic Particles, SEP), and particles trapped within 
the confines of the geomagnetic field. The GCR constitutes a low level background which is constant outside the 
solar system but is modulated over the solar cycle according to changes in the interplanetary plasma which excludes 
the lower energy galactic ions from the region within several AU of the sun [I]. The SEP are associated with some 
solar flares which produce intense burst of high energy plasma propagating into the solar system along the confines 
of the sectored interplanetary magnetic field [2] producing a transition region in which the SEP are accelerated. The 
trapped radiations consist mainly of protons and electrons within two bands centered on the geomagnetic equator 
reaching a maximum at 3,600 km followed by a minimum at 7,000 km and a second very broad maximum at 10,000 
km [3]. The trapped radiations are experienced in passage of a spacecraft from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to 
interplanetary space and can be of some importance if the passage time is more than several minutes. The main 
focus of the workshop is on the long time spent outside the earth's magnetic field where exposures of concern are the 
SEP and the GCR. 
In prior manned space missions, the GCR have been considered negligible since the mission times were 
relatively short and the main radiation concern was the very intense SEP events which can rise unexpectedly to high 
levels, delivering a potentially lethal dose in a few to several hours which could cause death or serious radiation 
illness over the following few days to few weeks if precautions are not taken [4]. The most intense such event 
known occurred on August 4-5, 1972 between the Apollo 16 and Apollo 17 missions [5]. The potential effects of 
this event on a lunar landing has been a source of popular speculation [6]. Such events continue to be a concern to 
space operations. 
1 4  SHIELDING STRATEGIES FOR HUMAN SPACE EXPLORATION 
Deep space missions introduce a new challenge to astronaut protection as the accumulation of exposures to 
GCR ions can significantly increase the risks of cancer to the astronaut [7]. It is interesting to note that limitation of 
GCR cancer induction in long-term deep space missions provides sufficient protection against the early effects of 
SEP events unless the astronaut is away from his ordinary protective quarters as he would be on EVA or surface 
exploration in an unshielded or lightly shielded rover [8]. A large contribution of the exposure to astronauts is 
contributed by the ions of high charge and energy (HZE) for which there is little experience on the examination of 
shield properties [8] or biological response [9]. Studies have been made on the physical processes by which HZE 
ions interact with other nuclei in the search for unique states of nuclear matter [lo], but little work has been done for 
high accuracy cross sections and particle yields necessary as a database for shield evaluation [ l l ,  121. In order to 
develop shielding technology, we have had to rely on nuclear model calculations which are evaluated by comparison 
with the limited available experimental data [13, 141. Of the cross section and yield measurements that have been 
made, the experimental systematic errors are sufficiently large to limit model evaluation [15, 161. 
The unusual character of the HZE ions [17] is illustrated in figure 1. In the figure are tracks of cosmic ions as 
seen in nuclear en~ulsion. The energy deposited in the emulsion is mediated by secondary electrons produced by the 
interaction of the passing ion with the atomic electrons of the emulsion. The proton on the left is losing energy at 
the rate (Linear Energy Transfer, LET) of 2-3 keV1micron compared to the Fe ion of 1,200-1,900 keV1micron. The 
electrons recoil from the ion impact at up to twice the speed of the passing ion and propagate the energy tens of 
microns from the ion path, giving width to the track as shown in the figure [18]. A mammalian cell is on the &der 
of several tens of microns with a nucleus on the order of 10 microns containing most of the encoded DNA required 
for cell function and replication. A single Fe ion will deposit a significant amount of its energy in passing through 
the cell. An equal amount of energy (same dose) would require several hundred protons, which would be randomly 
distributed over the cell interior in distinction to the Fe ion, which if passing through the nucleus, is a devastating 
event. Vast differences in biological response are expected and are in fact observed, as will be discussed by 
Drs. Stan Curtis and Tracy Yang. It will become apparent that the lateral extent of the track will be an important 
parameter in predicting biological action in addition to the usual parameter of LET [19]. As yet a clear 
understanding of the risks to the astronaut from such ions is lacking [7]. 
In view of the lack of understanding the biological effects and the corresponding dosimetry of such ions, the 
astronauts exposure risk might best be placed on a risk basis as opposed to limiting dose equivalent as is done in 
terrestrial exposures [20]. It has been recommended that a three percent risk of excess fatal cancer for a career 
exposure of the astronaut would be acceptable [7]. This is about the same as the risk currently recommended for a 
terrestrial radiation worker earning a living at an industrial, medical, or research facility-estimated as about three to 
four percent [21]. A second risk limit is imposed on the astronaut due to the potential exposure to SEP, for which 
any effects of early radiation illness (lethality, vomiting, nausea, ...) is to be prevented [7]. Of course the means of 
predicting astronaut risks are limited by the lack of understanding of the biological action of the HZE ions, which is 
a topic of intense interest to the NASA Radiation Health Program [22]. 
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
Shield desigrz 
The shield design problem consists of three parts. The first step is to predict the astronaut risk for a given 
mission scenario and corresponding design architecture to accompIish the mission. If the astronaut's risk is higher 
than acceptable limits, then a redesign phase must be attempted until an acceptable risk is achieved 123, 241. One 
must evaluate construction methods for the design in terms of mission objectives and costs before the mission design 
is approved. These steps are shown in figure 2. One must then demonstrate that the resulting risk is in accordance 
with the protection principle [7] of keeping the risk As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). 
Since the shield encompasses the full spacecraft structure, the architectural design and material choices are 
important [23, 241. The architecture is set by not only the mission objectives but by human related factors such as 
efficient human performance [23, 241, living quarters, work areas, other protection and support systems (meteoroid 
bumper, hardsuit design, heat shield composition, food and water storage, biowaste management, ...). Even such 
factors as to where the astronaut spends his leisure time and work activity are important. The methods of 
construction also impact the overall exposure (onsite EVA, local material conlposition, ...). Mission objectives such 
as surface exploration and the need to provide local protection (perhaps using a rover vehicle) and the relation of the 
mission to the solar cycle are all important mission related factors. The iterative design process shown in figure 2 is 
a multidisciplinary activity and requires efficient computational procedures for evaluation of the associated astronaut 
risk to allow appropriate trade studies in the design process. This multidisciplinary nature of the design process 
became most apparent in the Space Exploration Initiative studies of the recent past, and those studies will be 
reviewed by John Nealy and Lisa Simonsen. 
Human performance factors and their implications for shielding choices are reviewed by Dr. Barbara Woolford. 
Construction technologies for a lunar base in which the issue of using local materials as opposed to prefabricated 
structures to be transported to the moon is given by Lisa Simonsen. The equipment needs for excavation of local 
materials to be formed into shielding structures, including operational requirements, is reviewed by Dr. Leslie 
Gertsch. The development of hardsuits and their inherent shielding materials for lunar construction or exploration is 
reviewed by Dr. Bruce Webbon. The rover required for surface operations is reviewed by John Connolly. 
Another complicating factor in the shield design process is the possible use of active shield elements such as 
magnetic fields [25]. Preliminary analysis on the use of super conducting magnetic technology indicates some 
usefulness in reducing the health risk from SEP but little value in protection from GCR. Equivalent protection is 
derived for GCR by turning the magnetic field off and allowing the apparatus to act as a passive shield with an 
improved mass distribution. Better yet is to replace the apparatus with an equal mass of polyethylene, which 
provides more protection at greatly reduced cost and results in a system exhibiting no single point failure mode as 
does the cryogenic system of the superconductor magnetic shield system. Although the development of high 
temperature superconductors may improve the reliability, the problem of the massive structural elements to support 
the field remains problematic. 
1-6 SHIELDING STRATEGIES FOR HUMAN SPACE EXPLORATION 
Risk estirnatioiz 
The central element in shield evaluation is the estimation of risk to the astronaut and the control of that risk 
through choice of material arrangement and composition. We may ask the question as to the knowledge 
rcquircmcnts to allow such an estimation. The essential features of risk evaluation are shown schematically in 
figure 3. First the external environment as the associated particle fields present at the spacecraft location as a 
function of time nlust be given. The most recent environn~ental models and their associated uncertainty will be 
discussed by Dr. Badhwar. The exterior environment interacts with the shield structure, consisting of the full 
architecture including equipment and supplies for the mission. The transmission properties of each architectural 
element must be known as well as the geometric arrangement in order to evaluate the radiation fields within the 
structure to which the astronaut is exposed. Due to the ir-segular geometric structure the interior environment is 
highly anisotropic with large spatial gradients 123, 241. The interior environmellt is further modified in arriving at 
the local tissues within the astronauts body and depends on the transmission properties of the astronaut tissues and 
the geometric arrangement of those tissues relative to the anistropies and gradients of the interior fields [26]. These 
factors place demands on the evaluation of the fields at the local tissue sites within the astronaut's body under the 
conditions of a dynamic geometry and temporally fluctuating boundary condition. 
To evaluate risk to the astronaut we must f~~r the r  valuate the energy absorption events within the local tissues 
[20, 271. Such events depend on the particle environment at the local tissue site as discussed but also an evaluation 
of the secondary electron fields about the ion paths [28]. Within the highly correlated electron fields is the 
information on track structure and LET which forms the basis for evaluation of biological response [7, 29, 301. 
Dr. Cucinotta will review the computational models for evaluation of the transmission properties including the 
associated nuclear models which affect the particle fields and the associated atomic interaction models used in 
handing off the energy to the highly correlated secondary electron fields in local tissues near the ion path. Our 
current state of knowledge on electron production in ion-atom collisions is reviewed by Dr. Eugene Rudd. 
The coupling to biological response models requires a knowledge of the internal structure of the cell and the 
sensitivity of those structures to the spatially dependent electron fields [30]. The NCRP recommended that the dose 
equivalent with the associated low LET cancer risk coefficients could be used as a guideline for preliminary studies 
of space exploration [7]. Indeed the studies during the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) of a few years ago were all 
commissioned on the basis of dose equivalent as the means of estimating astronaut risk. These past studies will be 
reviewed by John Nealy and Lisa Simonsen. The use of dose equivalent with its associated LET dependent quality 
factors assumes that the biological risk is independent of the width of the ion track. The uncertainty associated with 
this system of dosin~etry will be discussed by Dr. Curtis. Dr. Yang will then review the biological evidence for track 
width dependent effects observed in biological systems tested at HZE ion accelerator facilities. I11 that the purpose 
of shielding is to reduce biological effects of the exposure, the irnpact of track structure dependent effects 011 
evaluation of shield worth is also reviewed by J. W. Wilson. 
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 1-7 
The elements required in the evaluation of astronaut risk for a specific mission is indicated in figure 4. Each 
block is associated with a particular computation procedure or database. The dashed boxes indicate the 
experimental hardware used to characterize the environment in validation experiments either in the laboratory or in 
flight. The risk evaluation is implemented in a larger system analysis context in which the associated databases and 
computational procedures are integrated for mission analysis as reviewed by John Nealy and Garry Qualls. In 
practice, shielding is never an isolated issue and modern computational procedures allow shielding to be integrated 
into the full mission design process. 
Shield technology requirements 
In the implementation of the system indicated in figure 4, there are requirements which must be addressed to 
allow the operation within the design methodologies for shielding in deep space exploratory missions. Fast 
computational codes are required to evaluate risks in design trade studies. The codes need to be evaluated in 
laboratory experiments [3 11 to ensure that the material transmission characteristics are accurately represented by the 
computational model and the associated atomic and nuclear database [32]. Dr. Miller will review the current status 
on code and database validation. The final connection to biological models is through the highly correlated electron 
fields within the astronaut tissues and relies on the accurate representation of the atomic collision processes which is 
reviewed by Dr. Rudd. The development of adequate astronaut risk models remains an important issue to be 
resolved [22]. 
In the design process one develops the shield design concept which must be validated by laboratory testing. 
The development of required materials testing and processing techniques is reviewed by Dr. Thibeault. The 
accuracy of the astronaut risk estimates rely on the validity of the design methods used and the current lack of 
adequate testing leaves uncertainty in the design. It is currently mandatory that the specific testing of the final 
design in controlled laboratory experiments be performed to ensure that the design will perform as predicted [32]. 
The shield laboratory validation effort is reviewed by Dr. Miller. Although laboratory testing will allow evaluation 
of the predicted transmission properties of specific ion types the final astronaut risk depends on other quantities such 
as the specific environment and the spacecraft and body geometry. Adequate testing of the integrated design 
process including environmental models can only be accomplished under flight conditions and especially with 
human phantoms. The validity of such test requires definitive onboard instrumentation to allow evaluation of the 
environmental components important to biological injury [33]. The flight validation of shielding concepts will be 
discussed by Dr. Badhwar. 
An added demand on shield technology is the requirement to support space biology experiment design and 
analysis within the NASA Space Radiation Health Program's efforts to provide a scientific basis for evaluation of 
astronaut risk on future NASA missions [22]. The primary thrust of the program is to relate ground based biology 
data to exposure conditions in the space environment. The relation of biology data obtained in ground studies in 
which restrictions on particle types and energies in the earth's 1-g field must be modified by computational models 
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to estimate the biological response in the complex space radiation environment, and niicrogravity places demands on 
the ability of coinputational shield models to accurately specify the transmitted particles through the shield 
materials. Otherwise the effects of microgravity in the space experimental results will be obscured by computational 
inaccuracy unless highly reliable methods of evaluation of the transmitted particle environment, within the 
spacecraft structure is provided to the space biology experimentalist. This places great demands on the physical 
description and the corresponding computational models used which must be carefully validated prior to the final 
analysis of the space biology data. 
Risk rcrtcertairzty and missiorz costs 
There are several current issues alluded to in the foregoing which need to be resolved. The transmission 
properties of shield materials and astronaut tissues are uncertain as is our knowledge of the energy absolption events 
at local tissue sites, and the resulting biological response is also poorly understood [34]. Such issues require 
additional testing in both laboratory and flight experiments. The net result of current uncertainties is overly 
conservative designs and excessive niission construction and launch costs [35]. A study of the effects of risk 
uncertainty on mission cost were made with the following assumptions. The uncertainty in the astronaut risk 
consists of the biological risk uncertainty from HZE exposure coniponents (6b on the order of a factor of 5 to 10) 
and the uncertainty in the transniission factors [36, 371 for the HZE components (zt on the order of a factor of 2 to 
3). The design of the shield must incorporate a safety factor to ensure the risks incurred by the astronaut on the 
mission are within accepted limits. The safety factor required by the uncertainties are used as a basis for estimating 
the excess shield cost as a function of level of uncertainty. The mission cost of the Apollo program is used as the 
cost model with an added factor for the Mars mission. The result is shown in figure 5. If the biological uncertainty 
is reduced to a factor of 3 as a result of a vigorous radiobiology program, then the excess mission cost could be as 
large as $40B. If in addition to reducing the biological uncertainty to a factor of 3, the uncertainty in the 
transmission factors are reduced to the 10 percent level, then an added $30B reduction in excess mission cost would 
be achieved. It is clear from these results that the research costs associated with reducing the uncertainty in the 
biological response and the shield transmission properties would be small compared to the impact on the mission 
cost. 
Czcrrerzt obstacles irt shield techizology developnzent 
Space experiments alone cannot support the high resolution studies required to improve our knowledge of 
shield transmission properties for several reasons. The space radiations are mixed field components. The particle 
types, the direction of incidence, as well as the energy is poorly known for specific events within the shield material. 
Furthermore the count rate is low and the resulting poor statistics will not allow unambiguous testing of models. 
The instrumentation for space experiments are of low resolution compared to typical laboratory equipment so that 
the data obtained is of limited quality. Perhaps the largest obstacle is the large cost of space experimentation 
compared to that in the laboratory. 
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It follows that the primary obstacle to the development of HZE shielding technology is the lack of a dedicated 
HZE accelerator. Experiments now progress only with the availability of 1-2 weeks per year at the Brookhaven 
National Laboratory AGS for space shielding and biology experiments. Although such a program is helpful it will 
not likely resolve the many uncertainties now present in astronaut risk estimation. Still, such laboratory experiments 
are required to develop high precision models of the material transmission properties. 
Although the laboratory validation experiments are indispensable, the space flight experiment's role is likewise 
indispensable and totally complementary. Only by space experimentation can we ensure that the space 
environmental models, the material transmission models, and the spacecraft geometry models work together 
properly to evaluate the interior environment to the required degree of accuracy. Only through a combined effort of 
laboratory and space flight validation can we be assured that the exposure fields to which the astronaut is subjected 
are adequately defined. 
Workshop objectives 
The objectives of the workshop are three-fold. First is a review of the status of shield design technology. What 
do we know about the environment, the material transmission properties, and the relation to astronaut risks. The 
knowledge utilized in the SEI studies and how was it integrated into the shield design process is reviewed. The 
knowledge limitations on the SEI studies and the impact on mission objectives and costs are examined. 
Second, we will seek to define clearly the knowledge requirements for shield design in deep space missions. 
We will seek a logical basis for controlling astronaut radiation risks. We will seek answers to the questions: How 
can we ensure we can build what we design? How can we be sure the design has in fact achieved the desired risk 
limitation? Is it possible to quantify these requirements into a handbook? What is the best approach to achieving 
our goals? 
Third, what is required to further shield design technology? Must we have accurate knowledge of the biological 
response? How can we improve our understanding of the HZE transmission properties? Can we progress without 
HZE laboratory studies? Are there inexpensive space flight experiments to accomplish our goals and can we 
demonstrate this is true? 
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1. External environment 
a. Trapped radiations 
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2. Interior environment 
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b. Shield geometry 
c .  Computational procedures 
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specific tissue sites 
a. Tissue transport properties 
b. Human geometry 
c. Computational procedures 
4. Astronaut risk model 
a. Track structure and high LET effects 
b. Protracted and frationated components 
c. Extrapolate the low LET, single exposure 
database 
Figure 3. Astronaut risk assessment knowledge requirements. 
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Figure 4. Components of space shield design technologies. 
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Chapter 2 
DEEP SPACE RADIATION SOURCES, MODELS, AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL UNCERTAINTY 
SUMMARY 
There are three major sources of charged particle radiation in free space: (I) Galactic Cosmic Radiation (GCR), 
(2) Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs), and (3) Anomalous Cosmic Radiation (ACR). Reaccelerated SEPs (RESPs) 
are also present but play a relatively minor role. We briefly review each of the major components and describe their 
current descriptive model. 
GALACTIC COSMIC MODEL 
GCR come from outside our solar system (a region extending nearly 100 AU from the sun). The GCR contains 
particles of all charges from protons to uranium nuclei with energies from a few MeVln to nearly 1015 MeVln. 
Figure 1 shows the "quiet-time" energy spectra for H, He, C, N, and 0 measured at 1 AU (IMP-7 and IMP-8). The 
basic characteristics of these spectra are the peaks near a few hundred MeVln with flux falling away at both lower 
and higher energies. The upturn of flux around 3 0 4 0  MeVln is due to the ACR component. 
The basic requirements for any phenomenological cosn~ic radiation model are (I)  correctly reproduce the 
elemental abundances as a function of energylnucleon, (2) correctly reproduces the energy spectra of all the major 
elements (H, He, C, 0, Si, and Fe nuclei), (3) correctly reproduces the energy spectra of secondary particles (Li, Be, 
B nuclei), (4) correctly models the observed solar cycle dependence of flux at 1 AU, (5) has capability to predict, 
with reasonable accuracy, GCR spectra in the future, (6) can take the isotopic composition into account (mean 
mass), and (7) has the capability to extrapolate the current observation towards the outer heliosphere. Following 
these basic requirements, Mewaldt et al. [I] suggested that the differential energy spectrum, j (z, E, t, I- ,  q, f ), be 
expressed in terms of separable terms: 
where j, (2, E )  is the local interstellar spectrum of particle with charge Z, and the four terms F(Z ,  E, t )  are the time, 
radial, heliolatitude, and heliolongitude dependent functions respectively. The angular terms are important for 
relatively low energy particles and are not considered further. The radial gradient can be taken into account in 
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models to be described below fairly easily, although this is not a particularly large effect for Mars-type manned 
missions. We thus focus on the time-dependent function for solar modulation. 
The first significant descriptive model of the cosmic ray environment was made by Adams et 01. [2, 31 in their 
model called the CREME model. This model provided a reasonably accurate characterization of the cosmic ray 
composition and energy spectra. There were two drawbacks of this model: (1) the solar modulation effects were 
predicted in terms the solar F10.7 flux, and (2) He was used as a reference spectrum for 3 5 Z 1 16. The F10.7 does 
not track solar modulation. 3 ~ e  has contributions up to 25% of the total He component, depending on the 
energy/nucleon, and because of its different charge to mass ratio than 4 ~ e  and "secondary" GCR nuclei, leads to 
significant errors in their spectra. It however remains a very useful model. 
There are four new models, all pretty much based on the standard diffusion-convection theory of solar 
modulation by Badhwar and O'Neill [4], Nymmik et al. [5], Adams and Lee [6] and Chennete et 01. [7]. All of these 
represent a significant improvement over the CREME model. They incorporated the most recent data on 
composition and spectra. We refer the reader to the reference paper by Badhwar and O'Neill [4] for details and the 
relative accuracy. 
Figure 2 shows the 1973 data on H, He, 0, and Fe and prediction of the Badhwar and O'Neill model. The fits 
are fairly good. Figures 3 and 4 give the predicted worst case solar minimum and solar maximum, differential and 
integral energy spectra for these four nuclei. By correlating the deceleration parameter, $( t ) ,  with both the neutron 
monitor rate and the sunspot number, this model has the capability to predict GCR spectra roughly 3 and 9 months 
ahead with reasonable accuracy. Tables 1 and 2 give the relative accuracy of various models. These results show 
that we now have the ability to predict the spectra within rms error of nearly 15% in the short term and about 25% in 
the long term. 
ANOMALOUS COSMIC RAYS 
As already described, the anomalous cosmic rays (ACRs) are singly-chasged interplanetary particles. Elements 
H, He, C, N, 0, Ne, and Ar have been observed. They originate from neutral interstellar particles that are swept into 
the heliosphere and photoionized by solar UV or charge exchange with the solar wind. These singly ionized 
Table 1. Error Analysis of Iron Data 
YEAR TIME 9 (JSC) E (%) 9 E (%) E (%) 
JSC (Fitted) Fitted MSU 
--- - - 
1968 1968.704 926 9.12 869 7.66 25.9 
1973 (1972.704, 1973.33 - 602 9.17 832 8.17 19.6 
1973.92) 
1974 1974.603 590 7.35 577 7.01 17.9 
1979 (1979.416 - 1982.0) 1177 13.33 1132 13.66 15.1 
1980 1979.79 - 1980.45 1000 16.15 1260 6.21 13.0 
Average E ! ! .02 8.54 i8.3 
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Table 2. Error Analysis of Oxygen Data 
YEAR TIME 4 ( J sc )  E 4 (Fitted) E (%) E (%I 
JSC Fitted MSU 
1969 1969.416 1171 20.97 1253 16.05 27.2 
1973 1973.35, 1973.94 604 4.49 606 4.40 19.1 
1974-1978 1974.66 - 1978.66 544 9.95 583 8.23 12.9 
1980 1979.79 - 1980.45 1000 5.49 1013 5.20 7.8 
1990 1990.66 - 1991.25 1512 7.05 1545 3.96 29.9 
Average E 9.59 7.57 19.4 
particles are then convected into the outer heliosphere, and accelerated to kinetic energy of ten's of MeVln. About 
100 MeV/n oxygen ions were observed on low earth orbiting satellite SAMPEX. Because of rather low kinetic 
energy, these particles have not played a significant role in shielding design considerations so far. However, these 
particles can cause single event upsets in electronic devices that are under low shielding mass. The particle fluxes 
are strongly modulated by solar activity and they show a strong radial gradient. Figure 5, taken from Cuinmings and 
Stone [8], shows the energy spectra of all of ACR particles measured near the time of solar minima of 1987 and 
1994 from Voyager 1 and 2 spacecrafts. Their results show that if the energy is scaled appropriately, all of these 
ions have the same spectral form. These results can be used to more clearly model the ACR component. 
SOLAR PARTICLE RADIATION 
The particle emission from the active sun can result in copious flux of highly energetic particles. For crew 
health purposes, only events with fluence of >10 MeV protons greater than 3 x 107/cm2 are important. These events 
are fortunately very rare. The number of such events and their integrated fluence varies greatly from one solar cycle 
to the next. There is an emerging consensus that the source of these particles is due to the acceleration of some 
fraction of solar wind ions due to interplanetary shocks generated by fast coronal mass ejections. The intensity-time 
profiles of many of these events clearly show that interplanetary shocks do accelerate ions to high energies. 
The particle flux seen by an observer inside the solar system depends greatly on the topology and characteristics 
of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) encountered by these particles. There is both a longitudinal and radial 
gradient. The longitudinal gradient depends on how the field lines are connected to the observer. The radial 
gradient, for a well connected event, follows the classical geometry, and falls off as a power law in distance, R ,  
roughly as R - ~ . ~ .  
There are three important issues in planning manned exploratory n~issions that are related to these events: 
(1) fluence frequency distribution, (2) the expected flux and energy spectra, and (3) the largest likely event to be 
encountered during the mission. There is no accepted solar proton classification scheme. Terminology of o ~ x l i ~ ~ m y  
and rcnonialousl~~ large events has frequently, but mistakenly, been employed. Frequency distribution follows a log- 
llorrnal approximation [9]. Smart and Shea [lo] separated events in decades of >10 MeV peak flux, a system 
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recently adopted by Stassinopoulos et 01. [ l l ]  also. Nyrnmik et 01. [12] followed a classification system separated 
by one standard deviation in fluence. Recent work by Smart and Shea [13], however, shows that there is steeping of 
the slope of frequency-peak flux by one around a peak flux of 103/cm2 s sr. Thus, high peak flux events have a 
reduced number than would be expected from an extrapolation of more nomnlevents. This was originally noted by 
Lingenfelter and Hudson [14] and is consistent with very recent analysis of 14c and other data by Reddy [15]. 
These observations do not violate the log-normal behavior because of the rather poor statistics. Thus its quite 
plausible that the source of these large events is different than more normal events. 
Nymmik et al. [16], following an extension of the Feynman et al. [9] model, provided a means to calculate the 
expected energy spectrum. The most commonly used form, a power law in rigidity, describes the spectra for each 
l o  separation in flux. The average spectra of peak flux is given by 
where the power law index is 
and C' = IO-'F(~ 30). R30 is the rigidity of a 30 MeV proton (297 MV). Nymmik et nl. [12] make the e,vplicir 
asszrn~ptiorz that this same power law index applies for the average event and not just the peak flux. They show that 
if C' is replaced by 0.077 [F(2  3 0 ) ] ~ . ~ ~ ,  the integral energy spectra of averaged event fluences does not contradict 
experimental data from any of the observed events, including the large events of February 1956, November 1960, 
August 1972, and October 1989 (Figure 6). This analysis suggests that there is a systematic steeping of the energy 
spectra as the peak flux increases. 
Nymmik [16] modified this model suggesting that y is energy dependent and given by 
where yo is the spectral index at E > 30 MeV. Table 1 in Nymmik's paper provides the new relevant coefficients. 
An interesting observation from his analysis suggests that for best connected events (west limb) the spectral index is 
nearly independent of fluence and falls off sharply for east limb events. For events with integrated fluence greater 
than about los protons/cm2 the index is 4.5, irsespective of the position. 
In developing any shielding strategy, the assumed form of the tvor-st case energy spectrum is very important. 
Townsend et nl. [17] assumed an ad koc form that combined the flux from one event with slope from another. This 
is clearly in violation of Nymmik et al. model and adds significantly to radiation burden or risk. Wilson et 01. [IS] 
have used an envelope event in which the maximum fluence observed at each energy is used. Shielding from this 
spectrum is dominated by the August 1972 event for shields less than 10 g cmP2 and by the February 1956 event 
beyond i5 g cmP2 jig]. Recently, iviiroshnichenko [20] has tried to place an upper intensity-ene1g-y liiiiit based on 
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both data and physical grounds. However, he multiplied his intensities by ten at each energy to generate this 
"utmost" spectra. The shape of his spectra is more reasonable. It is suggested that either the energy spectrum of 
vely large (VL) events in Nymmik's classification be used for this analysis and account be taken of the confidence 
limits provided in the model or the September-October 1989 event spectrum multiplied by 10 in flux be used for 
shielding calculations [Smart, March 1996, Private Communication]. This is likely to lead to a lower shielding 
requirement than has been the case. Any shielding strategy has to balance the risk with cost. The problem is rather 
similar to a number of other problems faced by designers. For example, how high should the North sea dikes be to 
prevent flooding of productive land in Holland? Large scale flooding, large magnitude earthquakes, severe 
hurricanes, etc. are rare events. However, the cost of the damage, as well as the cost of prevention of this damage, 
rises very steeply with the magnitude of such events. In such cases, careful considerations of the probability 
distributions of such events must be taken seriously into consideration. For example, should one develop a shielding 
strategy to guard against, say an event twice as large as one ever observed? Clearly, such a plan would be 
prohibitively expensive in the example cited. It then becomes important to know whether the frequency distribution 
follows a long tail distribution of Pareto type (power law) or is log-normal. Further careful statistical analysis is 
needed. 
Particle flux from SPEs can also be reaccelerated by the same processes as the ACR. These reaccelerated SPE 
(RSPE) events have energies comparable to the anomalous component. 
We conclude that models of large fluence solar particle events of interest for radiation risk mitigation require 
additional work. It is difficult to quantify the true uncertainties of such models. The Nymmik [16] model provides a 
quantitative way to estimate these uncertainties. 
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Figure 1. Quiet-time energy spectra from IMP- 112. 
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Figure 2. Fit of the Fokker-Planck diffusion equation to 1973 differential energy spectra. 
Figure 3. "Worst-case" differential energy spectra (solar minimum and solar maximum). 
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Figure 4. "Worst-case" integral energy spectra (solar minimum and solar maximum). 
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Figure 5. Energy spectra of anomalous cosmic rays. 
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Chapter 3 
SEB ANALYSIS OF DEEP SPACE VEHICLE SHIELDING 
SUMMARY 
The purposes of this entry are twofold: (1) to present a computational scheme for estimation of high energy 
space radiation particle fluences and exposures for anticipated interplanetary missions, and (2) to illustrate by 
specific example of a representative Mars Transfer Vehicle an analysis that would pertain to a visit to that near 
planet. Although earlier (1985-92) space environment scenarios and conventional dosimetric exposure analyses are 
implemented, it is concluded that relatively long-duration interplanetary missions are possible with regard to the 
radiation exposures expected to be encountered during such missions. 
INTRODUCTION 
Well over two decades have elapsed since the Apollo flights in which humans ventured beyond the earth's 
protective magnetic shield and entered interplanetary space. While these excursions were recognized to be subject 
to space radiation hazards, their short duration tended to minimize the risks involved. The next stepping-stones in 
space exploration are envisioned to be of much longer duration stays on the moon, and possibly semi-permanent 
habitation on Mars. Such scenarios have forced much more detailed and concerted investigations of the potential 
effects of prolonged exposure to the high energy space radiation environment. Radiations in deep space of most 
concern are energetic protons emitted by the sun during flare activity and the Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) 
composed of stripped nuclei of the atomic elements. The exposure to this environment, as interpreted from recent 
satellite measurements, will be thousands of times greater than that which exists on Earth. In addition, free-space 
charged particle fluxes may vary both temporally and spatially by several orders of magnitude. Thus, considerable 
attention must be given to exposures and corresponding health risks due to this environment. 
Enormous advances in the knowledge of the deep space environment, principally provided by measurements 
from instrumented satellite platforms, have taken place since the era of the Apollo lunar flights. In addition, 
significant improvements have been [I, 21 and continue to be made in predicting the phenomena associated with 
high energy charged particle transport through various materials. This work utilizes recent environment information 
and transport methods to establish a data base and computer algorithm to obtain reasonable estimates of exposures, 
possible shield requirements, and subsequent incurred dose for a variety of interplanetary missions. Some of the 
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contents of the current data base, structure of the algorithm, representative implementation for candidate Mars 
mission scenarios, and recommendations for upgrading are described in the following sections. 
ENVIRONMENT DATABASE 
For purposes of the present SEI mission analyses, the modeled environment is broken into t h e e  categories: (1) 
the galactic cosmic rays, (2) the extremely large (giant) solar proton flares, which occur about 2 or 3 times per solar 
cycle, and (3) the more frequently occu~l-ing "ordinary" solar proton flares, of which observations indicate some 50 
to 75 take place during the 7 to 8 year period of increased solar activity. 
Galactic Cosrtzic Rays 
Particle fluxes for GCR were taken from the Naval Research Laboratory CREME (Cosmic Ray Effects in 
Micro-Electronics) model for solar minimum and maximum conditions [3]. The flux spectra at solar minimum are 
shown in figure la ;  the fluxes are greatest at this time in the solar cycle. At solar maximum, the GCR fluxes are 
reduced according to the energy-dependent ratios shown in figure Ib. The particle fluxes have been placed into five 
groupings for convenience of illustration. Modulation of the GCR fluxes between solar minimum and maximum 
within the solar cycle has been incorporated by means of a weighting function derived from the intensity of 10.7-cm 
radiance (F10.7 index) of solar activity as observed during solar cycle XXI (1975-1986). 
Lnrge Solar Protoll Flares 
On singular occasions during the course of the 7-8 years of high solar activity during the solar cycle, gigantic 
proton flares (sometimes referred to as "anomalously large events") occur which may produce more energetic 
protons than are released by the totality of the more numerous smaller flares occurring in the cycle period. Fluence 
spectra for six such events observed during the last four solar cycles are shown in figure 2 for a distance of one 
astronomical unit (AU) from the sun. For other locations in the solar system a I / R ~  dependence for the fluence is 
assumed, where R is the distance of the target (spacecraft) from the sun in AU. 
Ordinary Solar Proton Flares 
Events in this category are defined as those having an integral fluence of at least lo7 particles/cm2 for protons 
with energies greater than 10 MeV, but which remain distinctly smaller in magnitude than the much more infrequent 
giant flares. During Solar Cycle XXI (1975-1986), 55 such flare spectra were recorded on instrumented satellite 
platforn~s [4], and are used as the basis for modeling this space radiation constituent. Figure 3a depicts the fluence 
spectra for these smaller flares and the calculated total cycle fluence. Again, a I / R ~  dependence for the flares is 
assumed. The wide ranges of flare sizes and spectral characteristics are apparent. (Note that no proton flares in the 
"very large" category occurred in this cycle.) Similarities in the number of "ordinary" flares occurring and their 
frequency of occurrence are seen in data from the past three solar cycles 1.51. The Solar Cycle XXI data have been 
used to construct an exposure model for these normally occurring flares during the course of a solar cycle, in which 
a cun~ulative occurrence distribution function has been derived and used in conjunction with total cycle fluence and 
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corresponding dose functions to determine an average value of exposure due to such flares. The cumulative 
distribution function is shown in figure 3b. 
ALGORITHM STRUCTURE 
The computational procedure, which utilizes the environment and dose-vs.-depth data base, also requires 
mission definition and trajectory specification inputs, along with a selection of user-defined options. This program 
has been previously described [6], and a computational flow chart is given in figure 4. The mission definition 
information includes time of commencement, mission duration, and heliocentric distance as a function of time. 
When proximity to planets or moons produces shadowing of the radiation field, the program can take this into 
account. Additional input parameters required also include the following: 
- Number of large flares included (0 to 6); 
- Large flare spectrum selection (2156, 11/60, 8/72, 8/89, 9/89, 10189); 
- Times of occurrence of large flares; 
- Operational shield amount (equivalent g/cm2 H20); 
- Storm shelter shield amount ( I t  1; 
- Percent crew time in storm shelter. 
Calculations are made over each time interval as defined by the input trajectory, and cumulative fluences and/or 
doses are recorded on a data file for post-processing analysis. The code has proven to be very efficient with regard 
to execution time, and versions have been created for either stand-alone implementation or inclusion in trajectory 
codes as a subroutine. 
RESULTS FOR SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
500-day Mars Mission 
A conceptual manned Mars mission, taking place during a time of high solar activity, is chosen to illustrate the 
use of the code. The proposed scenario is representative of a 500-day class mission [7] for a piloted spacecraft 
powered by a nuclear thermal rocket. The spacecraft leaves the vicinity of Earth in February 2014, proceeds 
directly to Mars, spends a month in low circular orbit about Mars, and returns to Earth on a trajectory which swings 
by Venus. A relatively harsh flare environment is selected in which two large flares (spectra for 11/60 and 8/89) are 
specified to occur when the heliocentric distance of the spacecraft is less than 1 AU. Trajectory details are shown in 
figure 5. The shield amount for normal crew operations is specified as 2 g/cm2, with a storm shelter shielding of 
20 g/cm2. During both large and ordinary events, the crew is assumed to have full storm shelter protection, and an 
additional 33 percent of crew time (eight hours per day) is specified as being routinely spent in the storm shelter. 
The cumulative dose equivalents for the complete mission are given in Table 1, where both slab (or equivalent 
sphere) doses are presented along with those evaluated according to the Computerized Anatomical Man (CAM) 
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Table 1. 500-Day Mission Cumulative Dose Equivalents, cSv (rem). 
Slab Doses CAM Doses 
0 clil 5 cn1 Skin Eye BFO 
Ordinary Flares 0.43 0.22 0.26 0.26 0.12 
Large Flares 37.46 25.91 29.93 27.38 17.95 
GCR 
Total 86.98 63.78 66.21 66.95 48.92 
Model [8]. A noteworthy result is that the 5-cm depth slab dose, often used to approximate the BFO dose, is 
substantially larger than the more detailed CAM model result. It is emphasized that mission total particle fluence 
spectra generated may be used in more detailed transport calculations in which vehicle configuration effects may be 
addressed more accurately. 
Mars Transfer Vehicle Arzalysisl 
The reference mission used in this analysis is an opposition class mission which has a total mission time of 555 
days. The mission begins on January 17, 2014 with an outbound transfer time of 280 days. The inbound leg 
includes a Venus swingby. Using this mission timeline, sample radiation environments were selected as test cases. 
Each of these sample environments includes GCR and one or more solar proton flares. The flare spectra used in 
these test cases are the solar flares which occurred in August, September, and October of 1989. The computational 
procedure described above was used to estimate the doses in each of the test cases behind various water shield 
thicknesses. Dose-versus-water shield depth curves were then generated for each of the assumed environments. 
A computerized solid model of the Mars transfer vehicle was created which includes a detailed representation of the 
habitat module. The model was generated using the Solid Modeling Aerospace Research Tool (SMART) software 
developed within the Space Systems Division at Langley. The model was then converted to Wavefront format for 
application in the ray-tracing program RadICal (Radial Intersection Calculation). This program considers the 
volume, density, and relative location of objects in the spacecraft and determines an equivalent water shield 
thickness distribution for the entire vehicle (including all fuel tanks in their respective states of depletion during the 
course of the mission) as a function of solid angle for 4n steradians surrounding a specified target point using 1922 
rays at equal solid angles. Cutaway views of the modeled habitat configuration are shown in figure 6a and 6b, and 
the corresponding thickness distribution is given in figure 7. A target point was chosen inside the crew quarters as 
the location of interest and 1922 directional doses were calculated by interpolation/extrapolation along the 
previously calculated dose vs. depth curves using the thickness distribution. These directional doses were then 
 his unpublished analysis was performed by Ms. Aridrea L. Schmidt of Kansas State University while engaged with the Langley Aerospace 
Research Summer Scholars (LARSS) program, whose activities were directed by Lisa C. Sirnonsen. 
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integrated over the 4n solid angle to obtain the crew total incurred dose at the target point. Both outbound and 
inbound configuration thickness distributions were used to evaluate mission exposures. The differences in shielding 
amounts are representative of the quantity of fuel and tank structure carried by the entire vehicle during the various 
mission phases. 
Through this process, dose estimates were calculated for GCR during both transfer legs and the surface stay 
along with eight possible flare scenarios. The worst case flare scenario studied was that in which the three 1989 
flares occurred near the Venus swingby. For this case the combined GCR and flare doses were determined to result 
in a skin dose of 41 cSv and a BFO dose of 26 cSv. These total doses are incurred over a period of approximately 
1.5 years. The largest doses incurred during any 30-day period were estimated as 23 and 8 cSv for the skin and BFO 
doses, respectively. These results indicate that a Mars transfer vehicle similar to this configuration is capable of 
providing a significant amount of shielding for the crew. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The database described above provides a rather detailed representation of the interplanetary heavy-charged 
particle environment with regard to the species, their energy distributions, and their spatial and temporal behavior. 
In addition, the data include dosimetric results from calculations utilizing comprehensive transport codes which have 
incorporated a realistic treatment of particle-shield interaction processes. Clearly, many assumptions have been 
made in the formulation of the procedure, several of which are reiterated below: 
- All solar flares deliver entire fluence and dose instantaneously 
- Shield attenuation data are strictly applicable to water only, and are approximately valid for other high- 
hydrogen content materials 
- Isotropic radiation fields are inherently assumed 
- Slab or sphere shield geometries are implied in the dosimetric data 
- Trapped radiation contributions for near-Earth operations are neglected 
Furthermore, it is recognized that the current database is subject to periodic modification as new environmental 
measurements are made and as high energy charged particle dosimetric risk assessments evolve. After all of the 
qualifying factors and assumptions are taken into account, it is felt that such a computational procedure as described 
herein should be of considerable value in mission analysis and trade studies related to those future endeavors for 
which space radiation exposures are deemed to be an important consideration. 
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Figure 1. Galactic Cosmic Ray Environment Data. 
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Figure 2. Large Solar Proton Flare Spectra at 1 AU. 
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Figure 3. Ordinary Proton Flare Characteristics for Solar Cycle XXI. 
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Figure 4. Computational Algorithm Flow Diagram. 
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Figure 5. Mission Trajectory Details for Sample Calculation. 
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Figure 6. (a) Split View of CAD-modeled Mars Transfer Vehicle. 
Figure 6. (b) Exploded View of CAD-modeled Mars Transfer Vehicle. 
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Figure 7. Cumulative Thickness Distributions for CAD-modeled Mars Transfer Vehicle. 
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Chapter 4 
ANALYSIS OF LUNAR AND MARS HABITATION MODULES 
FOR THE SPACE EXPLORATION INITIATIVE (SEI) 
SUMMARY 
A summary of radiation protection assessments performed for advanced SEI Lunar and Mars manned missions 
are presented to illustrate radiation shielding estimation techniques. The Langley cosmic ray transport code 
HZETRN and nucleon transport code BRYNTRN are used to quantify the transport and attenuation of galactic 
cosmic rays and solar proton flares through various shielding media. Galactic cosmic radiation at solar maximum 
and minimum, as well as various flare scenarios are considered. Propagation data for lunar regolith (soil), carbon 
dioxide and Martian regolith are included. Shield thickness and shield mass estimates required to maintain incurred 
doses below 30-day and annual limits (as set for Space Station Freedom and used as a guide for space exploration) 
are presented for candidate lunar base habitats shielded with lunar regolith. On the surface of Mars, dose estimates 
are presented for crews with their only protection being the carbon dioxide atmosphere. Surface doses are estimated 
using both a low-density and a high-density carbon dioxide model of the atmosphere for altitudes of 0, 4, 8, and 
12 km above the surface. A solar modulation function is incorporated to estimate the GCR dose variation between 
solar minimum and maximum conditions over the 11-year solar cycle. Using current Mars reference design 
missions, doses are estimated on the Martian surface for both short- and long-duration stay times throughout the 
solar cycle. Doses are also estimated for crew members inside a candidate habitat protected by additional shielding 
provided by Martian regolith. 
INTRODUCTION 
The most critical aspect of manned lunar and Mars exploration missions is the safety and health of the crew. 
One of the major health concerns is the damaging effects of ionizing space radiation. Once the crew leaves the 
Earth's protective environment, they will be bombarded by radiation of varying energies and ranges of intensity. 
Adequate shielding will be required to protect the crew from this environment both in transit to and from the moon 
and Mars and while on the planetary surfaces. Shielding for transfer vehicles has been addressed in other 
analyses [I-1 11. Here, the radiation protection analysis will focus on lunar and Martian surface habitation issues. 
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For the surface analysis considerations, radiation doses from galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and solar proton flares are 
of the most concern. 
The constant bombardment of high-energy GCR particles delivers a lower steady dose rate compared with large 
solar proton flares which can deliver a very high dose in a short period of time (on the order of hours to days). The 
GCR contribution to dose becomes more significant as the mission duration increases. For the long duration 
missions, the GCR dose can become career limiting. In addition, the biological effects of the GCR high-energy and 
high-charge particles are not well understood and lead to uncertainties in the biological risk estimates. The amount 
of shielding required to protect the astronauts will depend on the time and duration of the mission. 
Solar proton flares are also a radiation hazard for crew members on the lunar or Martian surfaces. Very large 
solar proton events are relatively rare with one or two events per solar cycle. The largest flares observed in the past 
are the November 1949, the February 1956, the July 1959, the November 1960, the August 1972 event, and the 
August, September, and October 1989 events. A solar flare event can be very dangerous if a spacecraftlhabitat is 
inadequately shielded because of its potentially high dose. For relatively short duration missions (2-3 months), the 
most important radiation hazard is the possibility of an unusually large solar proton event. The amount of shielding 
required for protection will depend on the nature of the energy spectrum of the flare and the intensity of the event. 
Habitation shielding strategies on the lunar surface will differ from those employed on the Martian surface due 
to the differences in their environments. Final shielding requirements must be coupled with the anticipated doses 
incurred in transit (especially when considering the long Mars travel time) for a total mission dose estimation. It is 
this total mission dose that must be compared with the exposure limits established for exploratory-class missions. 
This paper summarizes some of the past radiation analyses performed under NASA's Space Exploration 
Initiative for lunar and Martian surface habitation. There have been significant advancements in the field since these 
studies were performed; such as transport code improvements, combined solid modeling shielding capabilities, 
improved atomic and nuclear data base models, biological risk assessment techniques, improved environmental 
models, etc. However, this work is a valuable starting point to continue the effort towards addressing radiation 
concerns for manned space exploration. Although, the final dose and shielding estimates may differ using the 
improved capabilities the methodology presented here remains valid. 
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
ALARA as low as reasonably achievable 
BFO blood-forming organ 
BRYNTRN a baryon transport code 
CREME cosmic ray effects on microelectronics 
Gray (GY) 1.0 cGy equals 1.0 sad 











galactic cosmic rays 
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite 
a heavy-ionlnucleon transport code 
International Comn~ission on Radiological Protection 
low-Easth orbit 
linear energy transfer 
Mission Radiation Calculation program 
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
Naval Research Laboratory 
Q quality factor 
SEI Space Exploration Initiative 
Sievert (Sv) 1.0 cSv equals 1 rem 
Z atomic number 
SHIELD ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 
The design process flow chart used for preliminary shield and dose estimates is illustrated in figure 1. The basic 
flow chart consists of the mission requirements feeding into the two separate branches which then combine into one 
for a preliminary shield design estimate. The desired mission information includes the time frame of the mission, 
the mission duration, candidate habitat configurations, transfer vehicle design and trajectory, possible shield material 
types, etc. As with any conceptual analyses, certain assumptions are made as required when not specified by the 
mission model. The left-hand branch consists of the transport calculations. Based on an assumed environmental 
model consistent with the reference mission time frame, transport calculations are performed to obtain dose as a 
function of depth for various shield materials. The right-hand path consists of modeling the candidate configuration, 
including shielding and equipment location, to calculate a shielding thickness distribution for specified points within 
the habitatlspacecraft. The directional shielding thickness distribution contains the amount of shield materials 
traversed by a series of rays covering a 4n (free space) or 2n (planetary surface) solid angle which emanate from a 
specified target point. An interpolation routine is then used to combine the two paths to calculate the directional and 
integrated dose. Once a shielding and subsequent dose estimates are made, they are then compared with the 
radiation exposure guidelines/limits and the ALARA principle to determine if an adequate shield design has been 
accomplished. If the shielding is considered insufficient, the habitatlspacecraft equipment and/or shielding can be 
increased or relocated until sufficient shielding is obtained as part of the design process. 
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From the simplified procedure shown in figure 1, a more advanced procedure evolved and is used for current 
shield design studies. This method is discussed by Nealy [12] and Qualls [13]. The most recent advances includes 
the incorporation of computer aided design solid modeling and ray tracing techniques to calculate the shield 
thickness distribution rather than relying on analytical calculations. The additional shielding provided by the habitat 
structure and supporting equipment, which can be significant, can now be easily included in the prelin~inary 
analyses. 
In the following sections, the features of the shield design flow chart will be discussed. The design methodology 
will be implemented to illustrate preliminary shielding requirement calculations for lunar and Martian surface 
habitation modules. 
DESIGN REFERENCE MISSIONS 
The mission will be designed in such a way as to provide enough shielding from the radiation environment in 
order to keep crew members doses within specified exposure limits and as low as reasonably achievable. Mission 
scenarios for the Nation's Human Exploration Initiative have been described in The 90-Day Study [14]. The final 
goal of the Initiative is to establish two permanent operational outposts on both the Moon and Mars. 
Lunar Surface Missioiz 
After a 3-day trip from Earth to the Moon, crew rotation times on the surface are described as starting with a 
30-day stay, to a 6-month stay, to a 12-month stay, and finally growing to 600 days. Early lunar habitats have been 
described as a Space Station Freedom derived module and an inflatable/constructible sphere [15]. The Space Station 
derived module is assumed to be 4.6 m in diameter and 12.2 m in length and situated lengthwise on the surface. The 
spherical habitat is 15.2 m in diameter and is modeled as a half-buried sphere with the portion above ground level 
requiring shielding. Local resources, such as lunar regolith, will be available for use as protective shielding to 
cover the habitats. 
Mars Szcrface Mission 
The flight time to Mars is estimated to take from 7 months to over a year each way. Crew rotations on the 
Martian surface are described as starting with a 30-day stay, to a 90-day stay, up to a 600-day stay. Thus, an entire 
Mars mission is estimated to take anywhere from 500 to 1,000 days round trip. Relief from the harsh free-space 
radiation environment can be found on the surface of Mars. Although Mars is devoid of an intrinsic magnetic field 
strong enough to deflect charged particles, it does have a carbon dioxide atmosphere which will help protect surface 
crews from free-space radiative fluxes. 
Because exploration crews are likely to incur substantial doses in-transit to and from Mars and perhaps from 
other radiation sources (e.g., nuclear reactors), further increasing the amount of shielding, beyond that provided by 
the atmosphere, may be desirable if reasonably achievable. By utilizing local resources, such as Martian regolith, 
shielding materials can possibly be provided without excessive launch weight requirements from Earth. A candidate 
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habitat configuration was considered in order to assess the potential benefits of additional shielding provided by 
Martian regolith. 
Similar to the lunar scenario, one early Martian habitat is described as a Space Station Freedom derived module 
8.2 m in length and 4.45 m in diameter [14]. The cylindrical module is assumed to be lengthwise on the Martian 
surface. The shielded configuration is assumed to have various thicknesses of Martian regolith surrounding it while 
another configuration assumes the module is situated 2 m from a 10-m high cliff. 
RADIATION EXPOSURE 
Ultimately, the mission must be designed to maintain crew-incurred doses to acceptable levels. This is 
illustrated at the bottom of the flow chart (Figure 1). Currently, no radiation-exposure limits are established for 
exploratory-class Mars or lunar missions. However, the National Council on Radiation Protection and 
Measurements has recommended that the limits established for low-Earth orbit (LEO) operations be used as 
guidelines if the principle of ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) is followed [16]. LEO limits are established 
for the skin, ocular lens, and blood-forming organs as shown in Table 1. The limits are included here only for 
discussion purposes. Exploratory class missions will most likely receive separate and individual consideration [16]. 
For high-energy radiation from GCR and solar proton flares, the dose delivered to the vital organs is the most 
important with regard to latent carcinogenic effects. This dose is often taken as the whole-body exposure and is 
assumed equal to the blood-forming organ (BFO) dose. When detailed body geometry is not considered, the BFO 
dose is conservatively computed as the dose incurred at a 5-cm depth in tissue (simulated in this analysis by water). 
A conservative estimate for the skin and eye dose is made using the 0-cm depth dose. Dose-equivalent limits are 
established for the short-term (30-day) exposures, annual exposures, and career exposure for astronauts in low-Earth 
orbit. Short-term exposures are important when considering solar flare events because of their high dose rate. 
Doses received from GCR on long-duration missions are especially important to total career limits, which are 
determined by the age and gender of the individual. A review of the NCRP-98 recommendations on risk limitations 
is discussed by Curtis [17]. 
Table 1. Ionizing Radiation Exposure Limits for Low-Earth Orbit (NCRP-98-1989) 
Exposure BFO Dose Equivalent Ocular Lens Dose Skin Dose Equivalent 




-Varies with age and gender 
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Standard dosimetric techniques used to evaluate health risks due to radiation exposures are uncertain, 
particularly with regard to latent effects due to the high-energy, low dose-rate exposure from the GCR heavy ions. 
Current methods for evaluating dose equivalents resulting from heavy-ion exposure utilize biological effectiveness 
quality factors (Q) which are specified as functions of linear energy transfer (LET) of the projectile particles to the 
biological system being traversed [IS]. Thus, efforts are in progress toward better definition of risk assessment for 
GCR exposures. Newly proposed quality factors have been based on recent biological effects data [19]. 
Preliminary calculations with the latest Q-values indicate that previous evaluations may have been somewhat, but 
not dramatically, conservative [20]. Other recent studies have suggested abandoning the Q-valueLET system 1211 
and formulating more detailed models of cell destruction and transformation using radiosensitivity parameters 
derived from biological experiments [22]. Such direct biophysical models are expected to be a distinct 
improvement. However, evolution of such models is directly coupled to the available radiobiological effects data 
bases, which for GCR-type radiation, are very limited in number. Clearly, the relationship between heavy-ion 
exposure and health risk is in need of better definition. 
Nonetheless, for illustrative purposes, the resultant doses for the mission model will be compared to the LEO 
limits at the end of the design process. This comparison can be used to estimate the magnitude of the shielding 
required and how it may affect mission parameters. 
RADIATION ENVIRONMENT 
The natural radiation environment encountered during a lunar or Mars mission will vary depending on the solar 
activity (measured by sunspot number). The solar dipole moment cycles approximately every 20-24 years leading 
to solar activity cycles of 10-12 years modulated by the direction of the dipole moment. The solar activity increases 
with the decline of the dipole moment with maximum activity occurring as the dipole switches hemispheres. 
Activity declines as the dipole moment maximizes along its new direction. With each activity cycle, there are 
approximately 3 112 to 4 years of active solar conditions. The greatest probability of a large solar proton event 
occurring is during this rise and decline in solar activity. The magnitude of the GCR flux varies over the 10-12 year 
solar cycle. The fluxes are greatest during solar minimum conditions when the interplanetary magnetic field is the 
weakest, allowing more intergalactic charged particles to gain access to our solar system. During maximum solar 
activity, the GCR fluxes are at their minimum, however, the probability of a large solar proton event increases 
significantly. 
For these analyses, a conservative radiation environment was selected for initial shield estimates. Typically, a 
solar flare environment can be assumed which consists of the possibility of a single large solar proton flare or the 
three 1989 solar proton flares occurring during the mission. The GCR environment at solar minimum conditions 
can be selected for conservatism if specific mission times are not specified. If mission times are specified, a GCR 
modulation function can be incorporated to estimate the GCR dose for the mission duration. The environmental 
models used as inputs to the transporl codes are discussed below. 
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Solar Flare Eveills 
Except for the near certainty that large solar proton events take place during the years of elevated solar 
maximum, they are practically unpredictable with regard to their time of occurrence and spectral characteristics. 
The three large flares of August 1972, November 1960, and February 1956 are widely used to estimate flare 
shielding requirements. The fluence-energy spectra for these events are shown in figure 2 [23]. The flare of August 
1972 produced the greatest number of protons above 10 MeV but had fewer protons than the other two events for 
energies greater than approximately 150 MeV. The February 1956 event produced approximately one-tenth as 
many protons above 10 MeV as the 1972 flare, but delivered far more protons of 200 MeV or greater than both other 
flares. 
Recently, several flares larger than any recorded since the August 1972 event have occurred in the latter months 
of 1989. These flares have been recorded by the GOES-7 satellite and include the August 12, September 29, and the 
October 19, 1989 flares. Figure 3 shows the proton fluence energy spectra based on rigidity functions reported by 
Sauer et a/. [24]. The magnitude of the October 1989 event is on the same order as the August 1972 event and has 
heightened concern over flare shielding strategies. The addition of these three flares can provide a fairly realistic 
estimate of a flare environment that may be encountered during missions taking place during active solar conditions. 
There are also more frequently occurring smaller flares which will contribute to mission doses. These flares are 
not included in the analyses presented here, because the shielding required to minimize the dose from a large solar 
proton flare and from GCR will also minimize the doses from these smaller proton flares [25]. 
Galactic Cosmic Rays 
Galactic cosmic radiation consists of the nuclei of the chemical elements that have been accelerated to 
extremely high energies outside the solar system. The natural GCR environnlent used in these analyses is the widely 
used Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) CREME model, which specifies ion fluxes for particles of atomic numbers 
between 1 and 28 (hydrogen through nickel) [26]. Figure 4 shows the GCR particle spectra at solar minimum 
conditions. The magnitude of GCR flux reductions at solar minimum for the various nuclei are shown in figure 5 in 
terms of the energy-dependent ratios of solar maximum to solar minimum fluxes according to the NRL model [26]. 
The flux reduction is most pronounced for the energy range between 1 and lo3 MeV, while the particles of higher 
energies (greater than lo4 MeV) are only slightly affected by solar cycle variation. The resulting dose varies by 
roughly a factor of two between the solar minimum and maximum extremes. There is growing evidence that the 
NRL model overestimates the modulation effect. 
The rather comprehensive study of ground level measurements by Nagashima et  a / .  [27] indicates an 
approxin~ate sinusoidal behavior of the general cosmic ray intensity between the extrema within a cycle. For these 
analyses, this flux variation between the cycle extrema was calculated using a weighting or modulation function. 
The nlodulation function represents the reduction factor to be applied to the peak GCR flux as a function of time 
throughout an 11-year cycle. The modulation of the GCR flux depends directly on the intensity of the solar activity 
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which may be gauged by examining the intensity of the 10.7-cm microwave flux (F10.7 index). The intensity of the 
10.7-cm flux is characteristically observed to return to approximately the same level at solar minimum for each 
cycle, but does vary from cycle to cycle. The modulation function has a reciprocal relationship to the magnitude of 
the 10.7-cm flux. The modulation function of figure 6 was derived from the F10.7 index variation during solar cycle 
XXI [28]. Since solar cycle XXI was a relatively weak cycle during active sun years, the GCR fluxes in the present 
model never attain their minimum values. Consequently, some degree of conservatism is present in the modeled 
GCR fluxes. The actual solar minimum fluxes have been observed to lag 10.7-cm flux [29]; an improved 
modulation function would incorporate a phase delay of 8 to 12 months. 
Considerable uncertainty does exist in the energy distribution of the CREME model GCR ions. An overview of 
current deep space environment models and their associated uncertainties is discussed by Badhwar [30]. More 
recent GCR flux models have been developed by Badhwar and O'Neill [31] which may represent significant 
improvements over earlier models. The 1977 solar minimum GCR spectrum described by Badhwar and O'Neill 
[31] has a greater number of particles between 50 and 500 MeV and lacks a low energy anomalous component 
compared with the NRL CREME model. Although the dose versus depth estimates for the various materials may 
differ slightly depending on the GCR model used, the calculated depths required for long-term GCR shielding are 
illustrative of the magnitude of the required shielding. 
TRANSPORT AND DOSIMETRY ANALYSIS 
Selected radiation environments, based on the mission scenario, are now used as inputs to transport codes. The 
transport of high-energy nucleons and heavy-ions through condensed matter is calculated with the Langley- 
developed codes BRYNTRN [32, 331 and HZETRN [34, 331. For solar proton flares, the baryon transport code 
BRYNTRN is used and for the galactic cosmic rays, HZETRN is used. Both programs implement combined 
numerical and analytical techniques to provide solutions to the one-dimensional Boltzmann transport equation for 
particle flux and energy. The solution methodology of this integrodifferential equation may be described as 
combined analytical-numerical technique [35]. The BRYNTRN code transports both primary and secondary 
nucleons and includes the effects of target nucleus recoil reactions. The energy loss by heavy target fragments and 
recoil nuclei is assumed to be deposited locally. The HZETRN code transports nuclear species with charge numbers 
between 0 and 28. Secondary products from nuclear fragmentation reactions are also transported. Both BRYNTRN 
and HZETRN evaluate dosimetric quantities based on the linear energy transfer of particles traversing the media. 
The dose, due to energy deposition at a given location by all particles, is evaluated in terms of cGy, or rad (100 
ergslg). For human exposure, the dose equivalent (in terms of cSv or rem) is defined by introducing the quality 
factor which relates the biological risk produced due to any ionizing radiation to the damage produced by soft X 
rays. In general, the quality factor is a function of linear energy transfer (LET), which in turn is a function of both 
particle type and energy. For the present calculations, the quality factors used are those specified by the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection [18]. These are the values used to specify radiation exposure 
limits for carcinogenic and mutagenic effects (see Table 1). The biological effects of HZE (high charge and energy) 
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particles, present in the GCR fluxes and to a lesser extent in the nuclear reaction products of GCR and solar flare 
protons [16] with material, are not well understood and lead to uncertainty in risk estimates [36]. 
Many uncertainties presently exist in high-energy, heavy-ion transport analyses; therefore, the results included 
herein should be considered as a means to scope the magnitude of the shielding problem for lunar and Mars 
missions. In addition, since these analyses were performed, many improvements to the transport codes have been 
incorporated including: improvements and additions to the existing nucleus-nucleus cross sections and their energy 
dependence, provisions for pion and muon contributions, improvements in target fragmentation treatment, and 
computational efficiency. These improvements should not greatly alter the current results which still provide a 
reasonable description of cosmic ray particle fluxes and the corresponding dose equivalent predictions. 
PROPAGATION DATA 
Basic propagation data can be generated for a variety of materials for both the GCR spectrum and different flare 
spectra using BRYNTRN and HZETRN. Results include slab calculations of the particle-flux energy distributions 
at various material thicknesses from which slab-dose estimates as a function of material thickness are determined. 
The slab calculations correspond to a monodirectional beam of particles normally incident on a planar layer of shield 
material. Both lunar and Martian regolith have been identified in mission scenarios as convenient candidate bulk 
shield materials. As previously mentioned, Mars has an atmosphere which will provide a significant amount of 
protection. The composition of the lower Mars atmosphere by volume is approximately 95.3% carbon dioxide, 
2.7% nitrogen, and 1.6% argon. For simplicity in this analysis, the composition of the atmosphere was assumed to 
be 100% carbon dioxide. Thus, propagation data was generated for lunar regolith, carbon dioxide, and Martian 
regolith. 
The regolith conlpositions are modeled using the mass-normalized concentrations of the five most abundant 
elements found in the soil. The lunar model conlposition is based on Apollo return samples [37], and the Martian 
model composition is based on Viking Lander data [38]. The normalized compositions used in the regolith 
shielding studies are given in Table 2 [39, 401. Moderate changes in composition are found to have negligible 
effects on the overall shielding properties 139, 411. As might be expected from the similarity of the Mars and lunar 
constituents, the regolith shielding characteristics are comparable. 
Sample propagation results are presented here to illustrate the nature of the data used in the preliminary shield 
analysis. Both skin and BFO doses (cSv) were calculated as a function of depth. The BFO results represent the 
dose evaluated after traversing a given material thickness followed by a 5-cm tissue layer (simulated by water). 
Often times, the largest shield thicknesses are required to maintain the BFO doses to acceptable levels. Thus for 
conciseness, only the BFO dose results will be shown here to illustrate the methodology. Other relevant propagation 
results are given by Simonsen [42]; Sirnonsen and Nealy [4, 431; Simonsen et 01. [44]; Wilson et al. [33]; and 
Nealy et 01. [39,41]. 
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Table 2. Composition of Lunar and Martian Regolith 
Composition, 
Normalized Mass Density, 
Percentage g/cm3 









The results of BFO dose versus depth in lunar regolith are given for the three large flares of February 1956, 
November 1960, and August 1972 in figure 7. The regolith results are very similar to those for aluminum, which is 
not surprising, since the mean molecular weight of the lunar regolith is comparable with the atomic weight of 
aluminum [4]. For incident solar flare protons, the variation of dose with shield amount is sensitive to the energy 
characteristics (differential flux spectra). For these flares, the proton fluences have an approximate coincidence 
close to 100 MeV. Consequently, this behavior is reflected in a corresponding cross-over of the dose-depth curves 
of figure 7, where the coincidence occurs at approximately 15 g/cm2 of regolith. 
Figure 8 shows the calculated propagation data for the GCR at solar minimum conditions. Although the code 
simulates the transport of particles 0, 1, 2, ..... 28 individually, the dose contributions are represented as five entities 
for illustration: neutrons, protons, alpha particles, lighter nuclei (3 2 Z 5 9), and heavier nuclei (10 5 Z 5 28). For 
very thin layers, the heaviest ion group (10 5 Z 2 28) contributes over half the dose equivalent. For increasing 
thicknesses, the heavier ions fragment and react with target nuclei to produce particles of lower mass (ultimately, 
nucleons) which then deliver the greater percentage of the dose. For the lunar soil, approximately 90 percent of the 
dose is estimated to result from nucleons (mostly secondaries) for shield layers greater than approximately 20 g/cm2. 
For the very energetic GCR spectrum, most of the reduction in dose occurs in the first 20-30 g/cm2, with the 
magnitude of the dose gradient decreasing at larger thicknesses. 
Martia~t Surface 
Radiation exposures on Mars differ considerably from radiation exposures on the lunar surface because of its 
carbon dioxide atmosphere. The basic carbon dioxide propagation data may be applied to the Martian atmosphere 
when gas density as a function of altitude is specified as will be illustrated later. Consequently, dose-depth 
functions are generated in carbon dioxide for the three large solar proton flares of 1956, 1960, and 1972. These 
results are shown in figure 9. The shielding effectiveness per unit mass of carbon dioxide is greater than the 
effectiveness of either aiuminum or regolith results a h  shown p1.evious1-y [4j. The BFO dose equivalent as a function 
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of carbon dioxide absorber amount is shown in figure 10 for the 1989 solar proton events. The October 1989 flare 
will deliver the largest dose at the surface conlpared with the August and September flares as illustrated by the dose 
vs. depth curves where the October event delivers the largest dose of the three flares at equal absorber thicknesses. 
The BFO dose equivalent rates as a function of carbon dioxide absorber amount are shown in figure 11 for GCR 
at solar minimum conditions and in figure 12 for GCR at solar maximum conditions. Again, the dose contributions 
are displayed as five entities. The GCR is not attenuated as quickly as the solar proton events due to the greater 
number of high-energy particles in the GCR spectrum. The shielding effectiveness per unit mass of carbon dioxide 
is greater than that of lunar regolith for the GCR dose attenuation. The annual BFO dose incurred during solar 
maximum conditions is roughly half of the dose incurred during solar minimum conditions. 
When Mars regolith is considered as a protective shield medium, the transport calculations must be made for the 
atmosphere-regolith thicknesses combined. In this case, the detailed fluxlenergy spectra emergent from a specified 
carbon dioxide amount is used as input for the subsequent regolith calculation. Sample BFO dose results for such a 
procedure are given in figure 13, where fixed carbon dioxide amounts are used in conjunction with increasing 
regolith layer thicknesses. Three sample transport calculations are shown here: two GCR cases and the energetic 
February 1956 solar flare. For moderate carbon dioxide absorber amounts, the dose reductions from additional 
regolith layers are small con~pared to the dose reduction occurring in the first few glcm2 of carbon dioxide (figure 9 
and figure 11). 
EXAMPLES OF SHIELD ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 
Considering once again the flow chart of figure 1, various radiation environment models have been used as 
input to the transport codes to generate propagation data in the form of dose as a function of depth in various 
materials (left-hand side). When the computed propagation data for the GCR and solar flare protons are applied to 
specific shield geometries (right-hand side), the dose at specified target points throughout a habitat can be evaluated 
(center). Examples using this methodology are presented for both lunar and Mars surface habitat modules as 
described by mission scenarios. 
Lunar Surface Habitation 
Dose calculations inside candidate habitats are estimated using the computed propagation data for solar flares 
and the GCR shown in figure 7 and figure 8. When mission dates are not available, a conservative estimate of the 
free-space environment is to assume the combination of GCR at solar minimum and the occurrence of one large 
proton event. The slab-dose results can be used as a first approximation of an appropriate shield thickness to select 
for further analysis. From figure 7 and figure 8, the regolith slab-dose estimates imply that a 50-cm (75 g/cn~2 
assuming a regolith density of I .5 g/cm3) thickness will reduce the BFO dose-equivalent to approximately 40 cSv 
for the sum of the GCR and one large flare (February 1956). With the 2n solid angle shielding provided by the lunar 
surface and the additional 50-cm regolith layer, the annual dose for this environment is reduced to approximately 
20 cSv. Thus, a minimum shield thickness of 50-cm is selecied lTor anaiybib to reduce I3FG dose levels to slightly 
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less than half of the annual limit. Shield thicknesses of 75 cm (112.5 g1cm2) and 100 cm (150 g/crn2) are also 
selected for analysis to determine the extent to which additional shielding can further reduce incurred doses. 
As described in the mission scenario, one lunar habitat concept is a modified space station module. Here, the 
module is assumed to be lengthwise on the lunar surface and covered with either 50 cm or 100 cm of lunar regolith 
overhead. Along the sides, the regolith material is filled in around the cylindrical module to form a vertical wall up 
to the central horizontal plane. For the 50-cm layer, the shield thickness will vary from 230 cm to 50 cm from 
ground level up to this plane as shown in figure 14a. The spherical habitat concept, as described by 
Alred et 01. [15], is 15.2 m in diameter and is modeled as a half-buried sphere with the portion above ground level 
shielded with either a 50-cm, 75-cm, or 100-cm regolith layer. See figure 14b. 
To evaluate the dose at particular points within the habitats, the radiation from all directions must be 
determined. In free space, radiation will sursound the crew from the full 4% solid angle. However, on a planetary 
surface, only a solid angle of 2n is considered because the mass of the planet protects the crew from half of the free- 
space radiation. The dose contribution attributed to particles arriving from a given direction is determined by the 
shield thickness encountered along its straight-line path to specified target points. For the shield assessments, the 
regolith thicknesses and the corresponding dosimetric quantities are evaluated for zenith angles between 0 and 90 
in 5 increments and for azimuth angles of 0 to 360 also in 5 increments. The regolith shield thickness 
distributions were calculated using geometric models. For the cylindrical habitat, the top half of the habitat was 
modeled as two concentric cylinders while the bottom half was modeled as a cylinder within a rectangular box. The 
spherical habitat was modeled as two concentric spheres. The thicknesses in all directions at a target point were 
then calculated analytically, thus completing the right hand side of the flow chart of f ig~ue 1 .  The directional dose 
was subsequently estimated by interpolatinglextrapolating a dose for each direction from the dose vs. depth 
propagation results based on the shield thickness encountered. The directional dose is then numerically integrated 
over the solid angle (2n for planetary surface) about the target point to determine the total dose at that point. 
The integrated BFO dose estimates which would have been incurred from the three solar flare events using 
shield thicknesses of either 50 cm or 100 cm are shown in Table 3. These values represent the dose in the center of 
Table 3. BFO dose comparison for three large solar flares for lunar habitats (Data from Nealy et al., 1988) 
Proton Flare Regolith Thickness Estimated Dose in Estimated Dose in 
Occurrence (cm)* Cylinder (cSv) Sphere (cSv) 
February 1956 5 0 7.5 7.0 
100 2.7 2.9 
November 1960 
August 1972 
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the habitat for each flare event. The dose distribution was also calculated throughout each habitat. The BFO dose 
variations within these habitats for the November 1960 flare event are shown in figure 15 and figure 16. For the 
cylindrical module, the general dose levels show little change for heights above and below the center plane. The 
radiation field maxima occur at about two-thirds the distance between the center and end wall. For the spherical 
habitat, the field maximum occurs above the center point at positions closer to the top, while doses in the buried half 
are significantly reduced. 
Dose estimates within the habitats were also calculated for the GCR at solar minimum conditions. The 
maximum integrated BFO doses estimated in each habitat for various regolith shield thicknesses are shown in 
Table 4. For the cylindrical habitat configuration, the dose variation throughout the configuration is relatively 
small (Figure 17). For the portion of the spherical habitat above ground level, the dose variation is also relatively 
small with a broad maximum dose rate observed directly above the center point (approximately 11 to 12 cSv/yr). 
Below ground level, a large gradient in dose rate is shown in the downward direction, with values in the lower 
section decreasing to less than 5 cSv/yr (Figure 18). With 75 cm overhead shielding, the dose rate maximum is 
reduced to 8 to 10 cSv/yr throughout the upper half of the sphere. This increased shielding is of even less 
significance in the regions below the ground where predicted doses approach the same low values as seen in the 
50-cm calculation. Relatively little reduction in dose (less than 20 percent) occurs for a 50-percent increase in layer 
thickness, indicating that further substantial dose reductions would require very thick layers of regolith. 
Table 4. GCR Integrated Annual BFO Dose Results for Lunar Habitats (Data 
From Nealy et al. 1989) 




*~ssurnes  regolith density of 1.5 g/crn3. 
Using the dose estimates calculated within the habitat, surface mission doses can be estimated. A conservative 
estimate of dose is to assume the crew receives the dose delivered from the GCR at solar minimum and the dose 
delivered from one large flare (in this case, the February 1956 flare since it delivers the largest dose in the shielded 
module). The surface habitat doses are shown in Table 5 for different stay times as specified by the mission 
scenario for the cylindrical habitat. Likewise, the mission doses can be estimated for the spherical habitat. As 
shown at the bottom of the flow chart of figure 1, the estimated doses can now be compared with established 
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Table 5. Surface Mission Dose Estimates Inside Cylindrical Habitat 
Configuration of Figure 14a. 
GCR Dose February 1956 Mission 
Stay Time (csv) Flare Dose Surface Dose 
(cSv) (cSv) 
- -- 
30 days 1 
6 months 6 7.5 13.5 
I year 12 7.5 19.5 
exposure criteria. All the surface dose estimates are well below the annual 50 cSv established guidelines for US 
astronauts. The 30-day limits, with regard to the flares, remain below the 25-cSv limit. The skin doses, not 
presented in this analysis, are also well below the established 30-day and annual limits. The above estimates have 
not taken into account the added shielding provided by the pressure vessel wall, supporting structures, or the 
placement of equipment in and around the module. It must also be emphasized that the dose in-transit to the moon 
and possible larger doses received during EVA'S are not included. The complete mission doses must be compared 
with established criteria. 
As seen in Table 5, the solar flare dose contribution dominates the shorter missions while the GCR contribution 
starts to dominate the longer missions. Shielding from solar flare events will be essential on the lunar surface 
whether in the form of heavily shielded areas (i.e., flare shelters) or overall habitat protection for any mission 
duration. For longer stay times on the surface, the shielding from GCR becomes necessary to reduce the crew 
member's annual exposures and overall career exposure. A regolith shield thickness on the order of 50 cm is 
estimated to provide adequate flare and GCR protection. However, further trade studies are required to investigate 
the ALARA philosophy. Before an optimum thickness and shielding strategy are selected, the complete mission 
scenario (including the lunar transport vehicle) must be studied in detail. 
Mai.tiari Surface Habitatiorl 
Atmosphere shielding analysis. The amount of protection provided by the Mars atmosphere from free-space 
radiative fluxes must be evaluated prior to estimating if additional shielding will be required for crew members 
while on the surface. The composition and structure of the atmosphere as well as the crew member's altitude will 
determine the extent of the atmospheric protection. The Committee on Space Research has developed warm high- 
and cool low-density models of the atmospheric structure [38]. The low-density model and the high-density model 
assume surface pressures of 5.9 nlb and 7.8 mb, respectively. The amount of protection provided by the atmosphere, 
in the vertical direction, at various altitudes is shown in Table 6 [44]. Dose predictions at altitudes up to 12 km are 
included in the analysis because of the great deal of topographical relief present on the Mars surface. Both 
atmosphere models are considered in order to estimate the possible variation in the radiation intensities found at the 
bur face. 
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Table 6. Martian Atmospheric Protection in the Vertical Direction 
Altitude Low-density 111odel High-density model 
(km) (g C O ~ / C ~ I ~ )  (g Co21cm2) 
The surface doses at various altitudes in the atmosphere are determined from the computed propagation data for 
the GCR and solar flare protons in carbon dioxide. The dosinletsic values at a given target point are computed for 
carbon dioxide absorber amounts along slant paths in the atmosphere. In these calculations, a spherical concentric 
atmosphere is assumed such that the amount of protection provided increases with increasing zenith angle as shown 
in figure 19. For a target point at altitude 11 above the surface, the distance s along a slant path with zenith angle 6' is 
given by 
s(z,%) = \I(R + h)' cos2 6 + [ 2 ~ ( z  - h) + z2 - hi] - (R + h)cos 8 
where z is the vertical altitude. The absorber amount along the slant path is then 
where M is the molecular weight of C 0 2 ,  NA is Avogadro's number, and c is the number density 
(particleslvolume) as a function of altitude determined by the atmospheric model. For a given target point, the 
absorber amounts and the corresponding dosimetric quantities are evaluated for zenith angles between 0 and 90 in 
5 increments. For example, on the surface (0 km) at a zenith angle of 0 ,  the low density model provides 16.0 
glcm20f protection directly overhead with the protection increasing to 59.6 g/cm2 at 75 . The dose equivalents 
corresponding to each absorber thickness at each zenith angle are log-linearly interpolated/extrapolated from the 
basic carbon dioxide dose vs. depth propagation data. The calculated directional dose is then numerically integrated 
over a 2n solid angle to obtain the total dose at the point of interest (the dose from the other 2n solid angle is 
assumed zero because of planetary shielding). 
Integrated total dose calculations are made for both the high- and low-density atmosphere models at altitudes of 
0, 4, 8, and 12 km as shown in Table 7. Results include dose estimates for the GCR at solar minimum and 
maximum conditions and the solar proton flare events of 1956, 1960, 1972, and 1989. The range in doses indicated 
in the table is a result of the different atmospheric models used. As seen in Table 7, the incurred GCR dose during 
solar maximum conditions is approximately half of the dose incurred during solar nlinimun~ conditions. The GCR 
remains reiatively constant with aiiiiude coiiipared with thc range of estimnted flare doses. 
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Table 7. Integrated BFO Dose (cSv) on the Surface of Mars Using Both High- and 
Low-Density Atmosphere Models 
Radiation Source BFO Dose at BFO Dose at BFO Dose at BFO Dose at 
0km 4km 8km 12 km 
- p p p p p  
GCR at solar 10.5 - 11.9" 12.0 - 13.8 13.7 - 15.8 15.6 - 18.0 
minimum (annual) 
GCR at solar 5.7- 6.1 6.2 - 6.8 6.7 - 7.4 7.3 - 8.1 
maximum (annual) 
Feb. 1956 flare 8.5 - 9.9 10.0 - 11.8 11.7- 13.6 13.4- 5.3 
Nov. 1960 flare 5.0- 7.3 7.5 - 10.8 10.6 - 14.8 14.4- 19.1 
Aug. 1972 flare 2.2- 4.6 4.8 - 9.9 9.5 - 18.5 17.4 - 30.3 
Aug. 1989 flare 0.1 - 0.3 0.3 - 0.6 0.6 - 1.3 1.2 - 2.6 
Sept. 1989 flare 1.0 - 2.0 2.0- 3.8 3.7 - 6.5 6.1 - 10.6 
Oct. 1989 flare 1.2- 2.7 2.8 - 5.9 5.7 - 11.4 10.6 - 20.5 
^High-density model dose estimate-low-density model dose estimate 
The flare doses were estimated using the fluence at 1 AU. In the vicinity of Mars (approximately 1.5 AU), the 
fluence of these flares is expected to be less. A reasonable estimate is that the radial dispersion of the flare particle 
flux is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the Sun [45]. However, large variabilities in this 
behavior may be expected primarily due to inhomogeneities in the interplanetary magnetic field, anisotropic flux 
properties and the nature of the energy spectrum [46]. There is still much discussion on the dependence of the 
flare's radial dispersion with distance. It is left to the judgment of the reader as to whether the estimated flare doses 
should be multiplied by 1/r2 (where i- is the distance from the sun in astronomical units; I- = 1.5 AU for Mars). 
The values in Table 7 can be used to estimate the total incurred dose while on the surface of Mars during a 
variety of proposed missions occurring at various times during the solar cycle. The GCR dose variation over the 
11-year solar cycle can be evaluated using the modulation function described previously. The GCR dose equivalent 
rate HGCR at time t (after last solar minimum) is evaluated as follows: 
HGCR ( t )  = rv(t)H~$f;: + [I- rv(t)]H,$& 
where ~ ( t )  is the modulation function value (Figure 6) and Hsolar min and H ~ ~ ' ~ ~  are the GCR doses listed in 
Table 7. 
When mission dates are specified, surface GCR doses for different Mars mission scenarios can be calculated. 
The references for the selected nlission stay times are compiled in Striepe et ril. [5, 61. Table 8 shows the calculated 
doses for short-duration stay times on the Mars surface and Table 9 shows the calculated doses for long-duration 
r 3 t r r .  , L U ~  times on the sui.face. The GCR doaes for a particular stay time are estimated by numerically integrating the 
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GCR variation with time in solar cycle as specified by the modulation function between the Mars arrival and 
departure dates. A11 calculations assume the stay is at an altitude of 0 km. (Likewise, these calculations may be 
performed at other altitudes; however, the GCR dose does not vary significantly with altitude). The calculations 
also assume that the crew member's only protection is the carbon dioxide atmosphere; i.e., the pressure vessel and 
other supporting equipment are not included as shielding. This approxin~ation is only slightly conservative. It has 
been shown that moderate amounts of additional shielding will not provide substantial additional protection 
compared with that already provided by the atmosphere [40]. 
For illustrative purposes, the surface doses of Table 8 may be compared with the LEO limits; however, it must 
be realized that the doses incurred for the entire mission nust  remain below the limits (the LEO limits may differ 
from future limits or acceptable risks for exploratory missions). The estimated GCR doses for surface stays of 
30 days do not contribute significantly to the 25 cSv BFO or to the 150 cSv skin limits; likewise, the GCR doses for 
short-duration missions over 30-days do not contribute significantly to the yearly skin and BFO limits of 300 cSv 
and 50 cSv, respectively. Similarly for the long-duration missions lasting over a year, the GCR doses listed in 
Table 9 do not surpass the yearly skin or BFO limits. 
Table 8. Estimated GCR Dose for Short-Duration Stays on Surface of Mars 
(Simonsen and Nealy 1993) 
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Table 9. Estimated GCR Dose for Long-Duration Stays on Surface of Mars (Simonsen and Nealy 1993) 
The other main contributor to dose that should be taken into account is the dose from a large solar flare event. 
Listed in Table 8 and Table 9 are the arrival and departure dates in terms of years after the last solar minimum. For 
missions taking place during active solar conditions (approximately years 3-9), the occurrence of a large solar 
proton event may be taken into account such as the large flares of August 1972, November 1960, and February 
1956. The 1989 large flare environment may be assumed. The September 29 flare occurred approximately 48 days 
after the August 12 flare, and the October 19 flare occurred approxin~ately 20 days after the September event. 
Individually while on the surface of Mars, the 1989 flares do not contribute significantly towards the 30-day BFO 
and skin limits (assuming LEO limits) of 25 cSv and 150 cSv, respectively. The September and October doses may 
be added together and compared to the 30-day limit since they occur approxin~ately 20 days apart. The sum of the 
September and October BFO doses of approximately 2.2-4.7 cSv are also shown not to contribute significantly 
towards the 30-day limits at a 0-km altitude. A solar flare can contribute more significantly to dose at higher 
altitudes. The only 30-day limit exceeded is the BFO limit of 25 cSv for the August 1972 event at the altitude of 12 
km. However, as seen in figure 9, the August 1972 flare is rapidly attenuated by matter, and a few g/crn2 of 
additional shielding should reduce the anticipated dose below this limit. 
The doses incurred during transit to and from Mars will most likely dominate the total mission dose [2]. The 
surface dose estimates presented here have been incorporated into the MIRACAL program which can be used to 
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estimate doses for an entire Mars mission including transit to and from Earth [47]. Applications of the MIRACAL 
code for various Mars missions including surface stay doses are presented in Striepe et al. [5, 61. 
Regolith Shielding Analysis. The atmosphere does provide a significant amount of protection. However, to 
follow the ALARA principal, the benefits of additional shielding should be addressed to determine if a significant 
amount of protection can be realized for little increased effort or expense. The shield effectiveness of Martian 
regolith will be examined here. The GCR particle flux at solar minimum and solar flare particle flux spectra 
obtained during the atmosphere calculations at 0-km and 8-km altitudes are now used as input conditions for regolith 
shield calculations. For a representative large solar flare contribution, the very penetrating spectrum of the February 
1956 event is selected for further analysis. This event has the greatest flux of high-energy particles which results in 
the highest dose at the Martian surface. The subsequently calculated particle flux versus energy distributions in the 
regolith can then be used to determine the dose at specified locations in the shield media. The dose contribution 
attributed to particles arriving from a given direction is now determined by the amount of carbon dioxide traversed 
and then the shield thickness encountered along its straight line path to a specified target point within the habitat. 
An example of some of the basic propagation data required was shown in figme 13. 
The candidate habitat configuration, as described by the mission scenario, is shown in figure 20. A series of 
calculations was performed for various regolith thicknesses covering the module. Again, no consideration is given 
to the added shielding provided by the pressure vessel and internal equipment. The largest integrated dose 
equivalent in a vertical plane through the center of the cylinder was plotted versus an effective regolith thickness in 
figure 21. As shown in the figure, the regolith does not provide much additional protection from the GCR or the 
flare event than that already provided by the carbon dioxide atmosphere. The slope of each curve is relatively flat 
after 20 g/cm2, with most of the BFO dose reductions occurring in the first 20 g/crn2. For 20 g/cm2 of regolith 
protection, the annual BFO dose equivalent due to GCR is reduced from 11.9 cSv/yr to 10.0 cSv/yr at 0 km, and 
from 15.6 cSv/yr to 11.2 cSv/yr at 8 km. For 20 g/cm2 of regolith, the BFO dose equivalent due to the solar flare is 
reduced from 9.9 remlevent to 6.3 cSv/event at 0 km. 
A possible way to further reduce the dose equivalent received on the Martian surface would be to locate the 
habitat next to a cliff as shown in figure 20b. The cliff further reduces the BFO dose equivalent by approximately 2 
to 3 cSv/yr for the GCR at 0 km, and by approximately 1 to 1.5 cSv/event for the February 1956 flare at 0 km as 
shown in figure 21. The shielding provided by the cliff and atmosphere alone result in a BFO dose equivalent of 
9.1 cSv/yr due to GCR at solar minimum and 7.4 cSv/event due to the February 1956 event. 
From this analysis, it is seen that moderate thicknesses of Martian regolith do not provide substantial additional 
protection to that already provided by the carbon dioxide atmosphere. If regolith is used as shielding material, the 
largest reduction in dose equivalent occurs in the first 20 g/c& (or approximately 15 cm assuming a regolith density 
of 1.5 g/cm3). Thus, if additional protection using Martian regolith is desired, a shield thickness on the order of 15 
to 20 cm should be considered. If additional protection using 15 cm of Martian regolith is provided at an altitude of 
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0 km, the blood forming organ dose equivalent (yearly solar minimum GCR plus Feb. 1956 flare) will be reduced 
from 22 to I6 cSv/yr, respectively [40]. 
For radiation protection provided by regolith on the surface of Mars, mission planners must decide if the 
radiation doses anticipated warrant the added equipment and time required for crew members to "bury" themselves. 
For the shorter stay times of 30 to 90 days, the additional requirements placed on a Mars mission to cover a module 
may be unnecessary, especially if a flare shelter is provided. A logical alternative to massive shielding efforts is to 
take advantage of local terrain features found on the surface of Mars. Regolith shielding may become more 
attractive for the longer stay times of 600 days or for futuristic permanent habitation. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A shield design methodology has been developed and implemented to estimate shield requirements and 
subsequent doses for both lunar and Mars surface missions. The results presented here should be considered best 
estimates made with the tools available at the time SEI studies were being initiated. Many advancements have 
developed in nuclear physics, environmental models, transport phenomena, radiobiology, and risk assessment 
techniques. There still remain many uncertainties which must be reduced in order to evaluate the shield 
effectiveness of materials and the effects of radiation on humans before the most affordable shield design strategy 
can be selected. In these studies, conventional dosimetry (quality factors) and LEO limits were used to assess 
material shield effectiveness. The definition of new quality factors relating dose to biological damage will have an 
impact on these results as well as the movement away from conventional dosimetric limits and techniques in 
assessing the risks of heavy-ion exposure. In most instances, these advancements can be incorporated into the 
current methodology as minor modifications. Available biological response models, as well as other subsystem 
response models (electronic, optical, etc.) can be inco~porated into the design methodology. The particle fluence as 
a function of depth in material would be used instead of dose as a function of depth. The directional particle 
fluences would be extrapolated from the propagation data and integrated to obtain the total particle fluence as a 
function of energy at the target point of interest. The particle spectrum can then be used as input to the response 
model. Current techniques also incorporate computer aided solid modeling of the shielding and advanced ray 
tracing techniques to calculate the shield thickness distribution. With this capability, radiation shielding can easily 
become part of the conceptual design process for transfer vehicle, habitat, and satellite configurations. The studies 
and iliethodology presented here provide an excellent starting point for further shielding analyses for manned lunar 
and Mars missions. 
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Figure 2. Integrated fluence spectra for the three large solar proton flares of February 1956, November 1960, and 
August 1972 (Wilson 1978). 
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Figure 4. Galactic cosmic ray differential flux spectra for solar minimum conditions for selected elemental groups. 
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Figure 5. Ratios of GCR differential flux at solar maximum conditions to corresponding flux at solar minimum for 
selected elemental groups. 
Time after solar minimum, years 
Figure 6. Modulation function for GCR flux as derived for solar cycle XXI in terms of a weighting factor for 
observed peak (solar minimum) flux. 
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Figure 7. Estimated BFO dose equivalent as a function of lunar regolith thickness for three large solar proton 
events (Nealy et al. 1988). 
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Figure 8. BFO annual dose-equivalent contributions from specified particle constituents as a function of lunar 
regolith thickness for GCR at solar minimum conditions (Nealy et al. 1989). 
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Figure 9. BFO dose equivalent as a function of carbon dioxide absorber amount for the solar proton events of 
February 1956, November 1960, and August 1972 (Simonsen et al. 1990a). 
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Figure 10. BFO dose equivalent as a function of carbon dioxide absorber amount for the three 1989 solar proton 
events (Simonsen and Nealy, 1993). 
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Figure 11. BFO annual dose-equivalent contributions from specified particle constituents as a function of carbon 
dioxide absorber amount for GCR at solar minimum conditions (Simonsen et al. 1990a). 
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Figure 12. BFO annual dose-equivalent contributions from specified particle constituents as a function of carbon 
dioxide absorber amount for GCR at solar maximum conditions (Simonsen and Nealy, 1993). 
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Martian regolith thickness, g/cm2 
Figure 13. BFO dose equivalent as a function of regolith thickness after transport through the Martian atmosphere 
in the vertical direction (Simonsen et al. 1990b). 
(a) (b) 
Figure 14. Modeled shielded configurations of candidate lunar habitat modules (Nealy eta].  1989). 
Figure 15. BFO dose-equivalent (cSv) variation resulting from the November 1960 flare event within the shielded 
cylindrical configuration of Figure 14a for the central horizontal plane (Nealy et 01. 1988). 
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Figure 16. BFO dose-equivalent (cSv) variation resulting from the November 1960 flare event within the half- 
buried sperical configuration of Figure 14b for a central vertical plane (Nealy et al. 1988). 
Figure 17. Annual BFO dose-equivalent (cSv) variation resulting from GCR at solar minimum within the shielded 
cylindrical configuration of Figure 14a for central horizontal plane (Nealy et al. 1989). 
Figure 18. Annual BFO dose-equivalent (cSv) variation resulting from GCR at solar minimum within the half- 
buried spherical configuration of Figure 14b for a central vertical plane (Nealy et al. 1989). 
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Figure 19. Martian atmosphere geometry and parameters associated with dose calculations at target point 
(Simonsen et al. 1990a.) 
(a) Side and end views. (b) Module next to cliff. 
Figure 20. Cylindrical habitat module with regolith shielding for Mars (Simonsen et al. 1990b). 
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Figure 21. Maximum BFO dose in central across sectional plane of module as a function of effective regolith shield 
thickness (Simonsen et al. 1990b.) 
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Chapter 5 
HUMAN RISK MODELS AND RISK UNCERTAINTY 
SUMMARY 
This presentation is a brief review of current methods of relating the galactic cosmic radiation environment in 
space to the estimated risk of radiation-induced cancer in space travelers on extended space missions. In the 
following discussion, only cancer will be addressed since it is presently assumed to be the most important late 
radiation effect to travelers on extended missions outside the magnetosphere. The hazard from large solar particle 
events will not be considered here. Uncertainty considerations will be discussed. 
CURRENT GUIDELINES 
First, we define terms and present current guidelines for earth-orbiting spacecraft such as Shuttle and Space 
Station. We must emphasize that concepts and even risk numbers for conventional radiation (i.e., low-LET 
radiation) are evolving and changing with time. The concept used in the radiation protection community up to 1991 
was the dose equivalent. The dose equivalent is defined as the dose of low-LET radiation (usually taken to be 
gamma rays) that is necessary to produce the same biological effect (i.e., risk) as the radiation environment in 
question. It is defined for use only in radiation protection and only for low dose and dose-rate situations, where 
linearity of risk response vs. dose is expected. Thus, dose equivalents from radiations of different quality (i.e., from 
different LET'S) can be added: 
where the sum is over the different LET radiations in the environment. For a mixed-LET radiation environment, the 
dose equivalent can be calculated: 
where D(L)dL is the dose deposited in the LET interval [L,  L + clL], and Q(L) is a weighting factor that converts 
absorbed dose into dose equivalent at a given LET. It is called the qualify fkcfol- and is decided upon (by com- 
mittee) after a study of relevant Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) factors obtained at low dose and dose-rate 
(or in fractionated experiments). The units of dose equivalent are sieverts (Sv). The exposure by 1 Sv of any 
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radiation is equivalent to 1 Gy of low-LET radiation (i.e., for Q = 1). Older units for the dose equivalent and 
absorbed dose are rem (1 rem = 0.01 Sv) and sad (1 sad = 0.01 Gy), respectively. The present guidelines [ I ]  for 
career limits (assuming an excess cancer risk of 3%) recommended by the National Council for Radiation Protection 
(NCRP) for low earth-orbiting missions (Shuttle and Space Station) and accepted by NASA and OSHA are given in 
Table 1. These numbers, however, are presently under revision by NCRP Committee 75 due to a revision in the 
low-LET risk coefficients by the ICRP [2] and NCRP [3]. Inclusion of this revision would be to lower the career 
limits given in Table 1 by about a factor of two. 
Table 1. Career Whole-Body Dose Equivalent Limits (Sv) for a 
Lifetime Excess Risk of Fatal Cancer of 3%l 
Age 25 35 45 55 
Male 1.5 2.5 3.25 4.0 
Female 1 .0 1.75 2.5 3.0 
' ~rom NCRP Report #98 [I]. 
In addition to the revision of the values of the low-LET risk coefficients mentioned above, other changes were 
recommended in the ICRP60 report [2] including the introduction of a new concept (equivalent dose) and a change 
in the dependence of the quality factor on LET. The unit of equivalent dose is the same as for dose equivalent 
(Sv), but a different calculation is used to arrive at the new quantity. The definition of equivalent dose is 
where the w~ are the radiation weighting factors, D R , ~  are the average absorbed doses from radiation R in tissue T, 
and summation is over all the different types of radiation. The radiation weighting factors for various radiations are 
given in Table 2 [2]. More recently, concern has been shown that the value in this table for protons with energies 
greater than 2 MeV ( w R  = 5) is too high [4], and the proton value has been lowered to 2 and further qualified in the 
most recent NCRP publication dealing with limitations of exposure to ionizing radiation [5]. An alternative method 
to calculate equivalent dose suggested for those radiations not covered in the table is 
where 
and D(L) is the distribution in dose from the radiation environment in question at n poirzt 10 iniiz deep within the 
ICRU sphere (a sphere of tissue-equivalent material 30 cm in diameter). In this case, is considered 
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Table 2. Radiation Weighting Factors1 
Type and energy range 
- 
Photons, all energies 
Electrons and muons 
Neutrons, energy < 10 keV 
10 - 100 keV 
100 keV - 2 MeV 
2 - 20 MeV 
> 20 MeV 
Protons, other than recoils, 
E > 2 M e V  
Alpha particles, fission frag., 
heavy nuclei 
'From ICRP60 121. 
an "approximation" of the radiation weighting factor , t ~ p  The new dependence of the quality factor on LET is 
given in Table 3, and both the new and old dependencies are shown for comparison in figure 1. Therefore, in 
evaluating radiation risks that have been calculated in recent years, it is inlportant to be aware of which (new or old) 
risk coefficients and Q vs. LET expressions were used, and whether dose equivalent or equivalent dose was 
calculated. 
Table 3. Table of Quality Factor in Various Regions of LET' 
Unrestricted LET, L, in water 
(keV / pm) Q(L) 
EFFECTS OF SHIELDING 
It is of some interest to note what increasing the shield thickness might do to the relative contributions of high- 
and low-LET radiation caused by the galactic radiation. Figures 2 and 3 show LET-distributions of the galactic 
cosmic radiation (at solar minimum) behind aluminum shielding thicknesses of 1 and 10 g/cm2 weighted by the new 
(1990) quality factor. The two maxima on the left are from the proton and helium-ion components and the large 
portion between 15 and 1000 keVlym is contributed by carbon through iron ions. It is clear that the 9 g/cm2 of 
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aluminum decreases the carbon through isoil comporlent appreciably while the proton and helium-ion contributions 
remain almost the same. Included in the figures are the physical dose distributions in LET; they are seen as dashed 
lines at the bottoin of the figures. Below 10 kev/pm, Q = 1, so the "biologically weighted" and physical dose 
distributions are identical. 
The process can be taken one step further by introducing a Computerized Anatomical Man (CAM) and 
calculating the risk of cancer in a particular organ being induced by the galactic cosmic rays. To do this, the risk 
coefficients for the radiosensitive organs of the body are used. They are given in Table 4 and come directly from 
ICRP60 [2]. The total risk of radiation-induced callcer is considered to be 4% per Sv for an adult population. The 
numbers in this table come from a reevaluation of the epidemiological data obtained from the atomic bomb 
survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Several steps, however, have been taken to arrive at these values. First, the 
data for cancer mortality have been projected O L I ~  to the end of life to arrive at lifetime mortality risks because many 
of the survivors are still alive, and probabilities as a function of age are not yet con~pletely known. Secondly, the 
risks were transferred across populations, since the Japanese people have organ sensitivities different from 
populations in other countries of the world. Finally, a factor of one-half was introduced to decrease the risk 
coefficients (which were obtained at high dose-rate) to those considered to apply to a low dose-rate situation. The 
numbers in the second column of the table are those assumed to apply to the various organs of the body. Using 
those numbers, the risk distribution in LET can be calculated for each organ of the body behind 10 &m2 of 
aluminum for a galactic cosmic ray spectrum at solar minimum. This is shown in figure 4 [6]. Here we see that all 
the distributions have similar shapes; the heights of the distributions are affected by (1) how much self-body 
shielding is available, and (2) the value of the risk coefficient from Table 4. The results of the integrations of these 
curves are given in Table 5. Here we see the risks per year of exposure to the galactic cosmic rays from radiation- 
induced tumor mortality to astronauts at solar minimunl behind 10 g/cm2 aluminum shielding. 
UNCERTAINTIES 
Several sources of uncertainty have been identified in the risk evaluation process. They can be divided into two 
distinct categories: ( I )  uncertainty in the physical determinatio~l of the radiation environment inside the space 
traveler's body and (2) the uncertainty in the risk give11 the radiation environment within a tissue in the body. The 
first uncertainty can be broken into two components: uncertainty in the radiation environment itself to be found 
outside the spacecraft (or habitat), and the uncertainty involved in transporting the radiation through the available 
shielding and the bodies of the space travelers. The uncertainty in the risk for a given radiation exposure within the 
tissues of interest can also be broken into two components. Since the risk is presently anchored to the risk from 
low-LET radiation, one component arises from the uncertainty in the low-LET risk coefficients and the other from 
the uncertainty in the risk from the high-LET components relative to that from the low-LET components (i.e., the 
radiation weighting factors or quality factor as a function of LET). One attempt to estimate the uncertainties from 
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Table 4. Low Dose-rate Cancer Mortality Risk Coefficients 
Probability of Excess 
OrganITissue Fatal Cancer1 















' ~ r o r n  ICRP Report #60 [2]. 
these various sources is shown in Table 6. We note that the overall uncertainty is dominated by the biological 
uncertainties in the low-LET coefficient and the high-LET quality factor. The uncertainties in the low-LET risk 
coefficient has been addressed in some detail [7], and the contributions are identified in Table 7. Estimates have 
been made in the table as to the magnitudes of the various contributions as well as the direction that errors would 
move the risk coefficient (i.e., to greater or less risk). 
NCRP COMMITTEE ON THE STUDY OF A FLUENCE-BASED RISK METHODOLOGY 
The NCRP has appointed a committee to study various methodologies of radiation protection for space 
activities outside the magnetosphere, including one based on the fluence spectra of charged particles found in organs 
of interest. It is presently too early to report the final conclusions of this study, but it appears that available 
experimental data do not support an introduction of a totally fluence-based system at the present time. The 
committee is unanimous, however, in recommending that more well-chosen biological experiments be performed to 
define the dependence of end points (relevant to human risk) on the important particles and energies making up the 
space radiation environment. 
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Table 5. Risk Quantities for Seven Radiation-induced Cancersa 
Risk per yr of Yearly absorbed Yearly dose 
Organ exposure to GCR dose (Gy) equivalent (Sv) 
BFO 1.28 x lo-3 0.12 0.32 
Bladder 6.25 x lo4 0.12 0.26 
Colon 2.04 x 0.12 0.30 
Esophagus 8.42 x loJ 0.12 0.35 
Lung 2.07 x lo-3 0.12 0.30 
Stomach 2.27 x 0.12 0.26 
Total yearly 10.3 x lo-3 
risk (for females) 
9.1 x 
(for males) 
" Conditions: One year exposure to GCR at solar minimum conditions behind 10 g/cn~2 
aluminum shielding, assuming Computerized Anatomical Male (CAM) or Female 
(CAF) model . 
b~pplicable to female crew only. 
Table 6. Uncertaillties 
Risk = R~ Q(L) L  % ( L )  (1L 
- 
Source RY Q(L) Q f L )  
Physical 
Particle Environment 
Transport through shielding k50  % 
Biological 
DDREF, extrapolation across nationalities, risk 200 - 300% 
projection to end-of-life, dosimetry, etc. (mult.) 
Radiation quality dependence of human cancer 200 - 500% 
risk (mult.) 
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Table 7. Uncertainties in the Low-LET Risk coefficient1 
Uncertainties Approximate Contribution 
Supporting higher risk estimates 
Dosinletry bias errors 
Under-reporting 
Projection directly from current data + ?% 
Supporting lower risk estimates 
Dosimetry: more neutrons at Hiroshima - 22% 
Projection, i.e., by using attained age (?) - 50% 
Either way 
Transfer between populations ? f 25-50% 
Dose response and extrapolation ? k 50% 
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Figure 2. Dose equivalent and physical dose distributions for the galactic cosmic rays at solar minimum behind 
I g/cm2 aluminum shielding. The shaded area denotes the difference between the distributions with and 
without the ICRP60 quality factor included. 
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Figure 3. Dose equivalent and physical dose distributions for the galactic cosmic rays at solar minimum behind 
10 g/cm2 aluminum shielding. The shaded area denotes the difference between the distributions with 
and without the ICRP60 quality factor included. 
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Figure 4. Differential risks per logarithmic interval of LET for one year's exposure to the galactic cosmic rays at 
solar minimum behind 10 g/cm2 aluminum shielding plotted semi-logarithmically against LET for seven 
radiation-sensitive organs. The plots show the relative importance of the various components of LET to 
the total risk (from [6]) .  
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Chapter 6 
BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO HEAVY ION EXPOSURES 
SUMMARY 
Studies on the biological responses to heavy ion radiation began early in the 20th century. As accelerator 
techllologies advanced, biological research moved gradually from the effects of low-energy to high- energy heavy 
ions. Although radiotherapy was the main focal point of research, significant findings were obtained from basic 
studies of heavy ion effects. Most experimental results showed that high-Linear Energy Transfer (high-LET) heavy 
ions can be more effective than low-LET radiation in causing various biological effects, including cell inactivation, 
mutation, and carcinogenesis. Basic studies of types of DNA damage and chromosome aberrations suggested that 
the high ionization density of the heavy particle track might be the reason that heavy ions have relatively high 
Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE). 
Further investigations, however, have indicated that certain type(s) of chromosome damage, such as sister 
chromosome exchange, may be independent of LET. In addition, studies of low-energy charged particles have 
suggested that the biological effectiveness of heavy ions may depend on both the energy and the LET of the particle, 
i.e., its track structure. Fragmentation of primary particles and/or target can be important in the biological response 
to heavy ions, since limited data on the induction of chromosome aberrations with very high energy charged 
particles showed RBEs greater than one. 
Although substantial amounts of data have been obtained during the past several decades, many important 
questions remain unanswered. Many more studies are needed to complete our understanding of the various potential 
biological effects of heavy ions and its mechanisms. In the past, the availability of radiation sources limited the 
range of heavy-ion energies that could be studied. Most investigations were conducted with 10-600 M~VILI heavy 
ions; very few experimental data exists on the biological effects of very-low-energy (less than 1 MeVIu) and very- 
high-energy particles (greater than I GeVIu). Within the next few years, it is expected that exciting heavy ion 
research will be continued and that new data will be obtained from very-low- and very-high-energy charged particle 
studies. 
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IMTRQDLICTIBM 
Since the discovery of cosmic rays early in the 20th century, many scientists ha~le studied the physics of high 
energy charged particles [I ] .  Advances in accelerator technology and increasing emphasis on human health 
problenls during the past thirty years have greatly stimulated biological and medical research with heavy ions. The 
new era of human space flight program demanded further investigations of heavy-ion radiobiology to assess the 
health risks from space radiation. 
The space environment includes several sources of ionizing radiation, including trapped radiation belts around 
the Earth, the solar pas-ticle events, and the galactic cosmic rays. These types of radiation are different from gamma 
rays and neutrons. They are high-energy charged particles with energy in the MeVlu to GeVlu range and charges 
ranging from one (protons) to many (e.g., uranium nuclei). For long-term space flight, especially missions to the 
moon and Mars, the crew members will unavoidably be exposed to ionizing radiation as they travel through the 
inner trapped proton belt, the outer trapped electron belt, and through the galactic cosmic rays of interplanetary 
space. In addition, outside the Earth's magnetosphere, there is the possibility for exposure to charged-particle 
radiation from solar particle events. The potential biological effects of these kinds of space radiation must be 
understood and countered where possible to ensure the safety of the crew members and the success of their missions. 
Intensive studies of the effectiveness of both low- and high-energy charged particles in inducing cellular as well as 
tissue injuries are urgently needed. Understanding the molecular mechanisms of radiation damage is essential for 
developing countermeasures and for building biophysical models that can be used to project risks for a given space 
radiation environment. 
This paper briefly reviews early studies and recent advances in heavy-ion radiobiology. Clearly, large amounts 
of data have been obtained and from these data some insights have been gained on the basic mechanisms of heavy 
ion effects. However, many basic questions remain to be answered, and far more information is needed on the 
biological effects of heavy ions with energies less than 1 MeVIu or greater than 1 GeVIu. A complete set of data on 
biological effects of charged particles with various charges and energies is essential for shielding design of 
spacecraft and for radiation risk assessment. 
BIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO HZE PARTICLES 
As early as 1932, alpha particles were found to be more effective in killing cells than X or gamma rays [2, 31. 
Shortly after World War 11, the biological effectiveness of accelerated helium ions was shown to depend on the 
kinetic energy of the particle in yeast cultures [4]. Studies of chsomosomal aberrations in plants indicated that fast 
particle beams produced aberrations in a linear fashion with dose, whereas X rays produced chsomosome abessations 
with quadratic kinetics [5]. From the late 1950's to the 19601s, many investigations were performed using heavy- 
ion linear accelerators (HILAC). A detailed study was completed on the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of 
low-energy heavy ions (10 MeVIu) on human cells, and the low oxygen effect of high-LET heavy ions was 
demonstrated [6].  
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From 1970 to present, investigators in various countries have been able to characterize the relationships 
between LET and various biological effects, such as cell killing, mutation, carcinogenesis, and tissue damage, using 
high-energy heavy ion beams. From these studies, the RBE and LET relationships have been determined. For most 
normal mammalian cells, the RBE determined at 10% survival level increased with LET, reaching a peak at about 
100-200 keVIpn1, and decreasing with further increases of LET 17-91. From the dose-response curves, the target 
size or cross section can be calculated. The calculated cross-section for inactivation under aerobic and hypoxic 
condition shows an increase of size with an increase of LET and reaches a plateau value close to the geometric area 
of the cell nucleus. For high-LET radiation, nornlal cells in general have a greater RBE value than repair-deficient 
cells, suggesting that heavy ions are effective in producing irreparable lethal lesions [lo]. Experiments with 
confluent mouse embryonic cells exposed to heavy ions yielded results indicating that the production of irreparable 
lethal lesions depended on both LET and track structure [S], as shown in figures 1, 2, and 3. Analysis of these data 
suggests that more than one heavy particle must pass through the cell nucleus to inactivate a mammalian cell in 
culture (Figures 4 and 5). 
The RBE and LET relationships for somatic mutation and neoplastic transformation also have been obtained by 
several groups [11-141. The general pattern of the RBE and LET relationships for these two biological effects are 
similar to that for cell inactivation. Heavy ions having LET of less than 200 keV/pm can be more effective in 
causing somatic mutation and neoplastic transfornlation [13-151. High-LET heavy ions also produced more 
potentially oncogenic lesions that are irreparable in cells, and the RBE value for cells for which plating was delayed 
was greater than that for cells plated immediately after inadiation [16]. 
Studies of early and late effects of radiation in animals revealed RBE and LET relationships similar to those for 
cellular effects. Effects studied to date include the colony-forming ability of spleen cells, the inactivation of 
proliferative cells in the testes and intestine, and the reduction in life span. Peak position and RBE values vary to 
some extent, however. In general, high-LET charged particles can be much more effective than low-LET radiation 
in generating these effects. These results have been sumnlarized in several reports [17,18]. 
In addition to these studies of cells and animals, many experiments sought to reveal the basic mechanisnls by 
which heavy ions exerted their effects. Studies of free radical scavengers showed that heavy-ion damage may be 
induced through direct action. For example, mammalian cells treated by 2M DMSO were about three times less 
sensitive to X rays but had the same responses to high-LET iron particles in terms of cell inactivation, mutation, and 
transformation [7, 161. This difference in protection by DMSO was taken to indicate possible difference in track 
structures of heavy ions versus X rays. High-LET heavy ions can produce tracks with dense ionization, which 
increases the probability of direct damage to cellular DNA. A heavy-ion track with dense ionization that passes 
through DNA is likely to cause double-strand breaks. This idea was confirmed in other experiments in which 
increasing LET led to an increase in double-strand breaks, with no change or decreases in single-strand breaks 
[19, 201. Moreover, high-LET particles were much more effective in producing nonrejoining DNA breaks, and the 
relationship between percent of nonrejoining DNA strand breaks and LET was very similar to that between RBE and 
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LET for cell survival [21, 221. DNA double-strand breaks can lead to breaks in chromatin and chromosomes; 
several studies have verified that high-LET radiation was more effective than photons in causing chromatin breaks 
[23,24] and chromosome aberrations [25,26]. 
Since 1990, significant and exciting studies have been done with accelerated heavy ions and low-energy alpha 
particles. Interest in the potential health effects from radon spurred many investigations of biological effects of low 
energy alpha particles. Also, advances in cellular and molecular biology in recent years have enabled scientists to 
explore fundamental questions that could not be addressed before. 
After many years of research, sufficient data were generated on the carcinogenic effects of radiation with 
different qualities to allow definition of the relatio~iship between RBE and LET 127, 281. For a long time, it was 
unclear if the RBE will stay the same at LETs over 100 keV/pm [29]. From the dose-response curves generated for 
gamma rays, protons, helium, neon, iron, niobium, and lanthanum ions, which cover LET ranging from about 0.3 to 
1000 keV/pm, RBE values were obtained from the initial slope and tumor prevalence at 25%. 
Figure 6 illustrates the RBE-to-LET relationship for Harderian tumor induction; this relationship is very similar 
to that for neoplastic cell transformation. The peak RBE for Harderian tumors, however, was about four times 
higher than that for cell transformation. This big difference in RBE values might be due to the fact that one heavy 
ion can traverse through many cells in the body. The cross section for carcinogenesis, calculated from the initial 
slope of the dose-response curves as a function of LET, becomes larger as the LET increases and reaches a plateau 
at about 500 keV/pnl. The maximum cross section is about 100 pm2, close to the geometric nuclear area of the cell. 
This interesting result suggests that all DNA in the nucleus might be the target for carcinogenesis. Since a diploid 
mammalian cell contains about one million genes, and since only limited genes, less than one hundred, have been 
identified as important in cancer formation, these results suggest that one heavy ion traversing through the body 
could hit targets in more than ten thousand cells. Although possible, the probability of such interactions is very 
small, and other mechanisms probably play roles in heavy ion carcinogenesis. For example, heavy ions may kill a 
certain number of cells in the tissue where they hit, thereby allowing transformed cells to proliferate and thus having 
promotional effect. It is well known that promotion is an important step in carcinogenesis. 
Unlike photons, heavy ions at low dose rates can be more effective in transforming cells than at high dose rates. 
This so called "inverse dose-rate effect" has been shown recently to depend on LET and be limited to LET between 
30 and 130 keV/pm [30]. Similar results have been found for fractionated doses of 4.3 MeV alpha particles (LET = 
101 keV/pm) [31]. Brenner and colleagues [32] have proposed a cell cycle-dependent model to explain this inverse 
dose rate effect. According to this model, the inverse dose-rate effect disappears at high LET because fewer cells 
are being hit, and disappears at LETs below about 30 keVIpm because most of the dose is deposited at low specific 
energies, which can not produce the saturation effect central to this phenomenon. Inverse dose-rate effect, however, 
has also been detected in confluent mouse embryonic cells [33]. Mechanisms other than cell cycle need to be 
sought. 
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Ts~iboi and others [14] have repoi-ted results from a detailed study on the mutagenic effects of heavy ions it1 
human diploid fibroblasts. For all types of radiation studied (gamma rays, neon, argon, iron, and lanthanum ions), 
mutation frequency increased linearly with dose. The RBE-to-LET relationship is shown in figure 7. Notably, at 
LET above 500 keV/pm, the RBE for survival seems to be higher than that for mutation, suggesting that very high- 
LET particles may be more effective in inactivating cells than in inducing mutation. 
Figure 8 shows calculated cross sections for mutation and inactivation of human diploid fibroblasts. The 
maximum cross section for inactivation was about ten thousand times greater than that for mutation. Since only one 
gene (HPRT) was studied, these results suggest that the target for HPRT mutation can be larger than the gene itself. 
Molecular analyses have verified that radiation can induce mutation by deleting DNA that is larger than the HPRT 
gene. 
Chronlosome studies also have produced interesting results. Nagasawa et al. [34] examined the induction of 
chron~oson~al berrations by 3.7 MeV alpha particles or gamma-ray inadiation in Chinese hamster cells. Their 
results of chromosomal breaks show that the RBE values for chromosomal breaks ranged from about 10 at low 
doses to 5 for high doses. Gamma rays seemed to produce breaks, rings, and dicentrics in approximately equal 
numbers; several data points, however, indicated that gamma rays might be slightly more effective in causing rings 
and dicentrics. Alpha particles, on the other hand, seemed to induce breaks more often than rings or dicentrics. 
Durante et al. [35, 361 provided additional evidence that chromosomal aberrations produced by high-LET 
radiation may be different from those produced by photons. This group scored dicentrics, breaks, interstitial 
deletions, gaps, rings, and chromatid aberrations separately in mouse embryonic cells and in human mammary 
epithelial cells. X rays were found to be most effective in causing dicentrics in confluent mouse embryonic cells 
and that helium ions were most effective in inducing breaks in this cell type. Similar results were found with the 
epithelial cells. Why photons and heavy ions should produce different chromosomal aberrations is unclear at 
present. 
Although most investigations have shown that high-LET heavy ions can be more effective than low-LET 
radiation in causing biological effects, one suggested otherwise [37]. In this study, high-LET alpha particles 
(120 keV1ym) were found to be less effective than deuterons (40 keV/ym) in inducing sister chromatid exchanges 
(SCE). When the frequency of SCE was normalized with that of the control, alpha particles clearly induced fewer 
SCE than deuterons for a given dose. At low fluence, i.e., less than one particle per nucleus, the induction of SCE 
was independent of LET. These responses seem to preclude DNA double-strand breaks as the origin of radiation- 
initiated SCE; since DNA single-strand breaks also are independent of LET, these results suggest that they may 
provide the origin. 
Raju and others [38] have systematically examined the effectiveness of low-energy alpha particles 
(0.4 to 3.5 MeV) in cell killing. As alpha-particle energy decreases, their effectiveness in killing cells decreases as 
well. The maximum RBE value was found to extend to LET values as high as 180 keVlym. Alpha particles that 
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penetrated the cell nucleus were more effective than those that stopped inside the nucleus. The terminal tracks of 
alpha particles were less effective in causing cell death. These results, taken together, indicate a track-structure 
effect. 
Track-structure effects also have been observed by other investigators using different cell systems and 
endpoints. For LET between 20-30 keV/pm, the RBE for protons was higher than that for deuterons and helium 
ions [39]. At 31 keVIpm, cell inactivation is similar for protons and decterons, and at higher LETS the RBE values 
for protons were less than that for helium ions. In studying the induction of DNA strand breaks by low-energy 
heavy ions at GSI in Darmstadt, Germany, Heilmann et 01. [40] found that for a given particle, both the LET and the 
particle energy determined the efficiency of inducing DNA lesions. Similar track structure effects for cell 
inactivation and chromosomal aberrations in mammalian cells have been observed and reported [25, 41, 421. 
Goodwin et al. [43] also found that the RBEs for both cell inactivation and chromosome damage decrease as particle 
energy increases, using helium, neon and argon beams with the same LET (120 keV/pm). 
At present, the reason for the reduction of the biological effects at very high LET near the stopping point of the 
particles is unclear. One possibility is that in mammalian cells at very high energy densities, radical recombination 
occurs at a high rate, thus reducing the ability of free radicals to incur biological damage. An alternative explanation 
would be to assume that the DNA in the mammalian cell nucleus is not distributed uniformly, since nuclear DNA 
has helical structures and accounts only for about 6% of the nuclear volun~e. There can be spaces in the nucleus free 
of DNA molecules. Therefore, a very low energy particle, which has a very small track, may be able to traverse the 
nucleus but miss the DNA. Nevertheless, a track structure repair kinetic model developed by Wilson et al. [44] 
gives a good fit to these data. 
Chatterjee and Schaefer [45] proposed a model for microdosimetric structure of heavy ion tracks in tissue. This 
model distinguishes the particle track into two regions: core and penumbra. The core is a narrow central zone with 
a radius in tissue far below 1 pm where energy deposition occurs mainly in processes of excitation and electron 
plasma oscillation. The penumbra is a peripheral zone enveloping the core where energy deposition occurs mainly 
in ionization events by energetic secondary electrons released by the primary particle in the center of the core 
traveling at rather high speed, thus spreading laterally. About half of the total energy deposits in each region. The 
local energy density in the core is assumed to be uniform, and the local energy density in the penumbra decreases 
with the square of increasing radius. The radius of the core (Rc) is directly proportional to the speed of the particle: 
Rc = 0.01 16 (vlc) pm, where 11 is the velocity of particle and c the speed of light. The radius of penumbra (Rp) can 
be calculated from the formula: Rp = 0.768 E - 1.925(E)1/2 + 1.257 pm, where E is the kinetic energy of the 
particle in MeVIu. The core radius increases rapidly with energy at low energies and reaches a maximum value of 
O.01pm at about 1000 MeVIu. Unlike the core, the radius of penumbra continues to increase with energy. At 
1000 MeVIu, the radius of penumbra can be over 500 pm. The importance of core or penumbra in producing DNA 
damages may depend on the energy and charge of the particle. 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Since the discovery of cosmic rays, many scientists have studied the biological effects of heavy ions, and much 
quantitative information has been obtained on the RBE-to-LET relationships for DNA breaks, chromosomal 
aberrations, cell inactivation, somatic mutation, neoplastic transformation, tumor induction in animals, and normal 
tissue responses. These experimental data have generated significant insights as to how heavy ions cause various 
biological effects and have provided a scientific basis for protecting humans from space radiation. Most of these 
studies, however, involved heavy ions having energies in the range of 1 to 1000 MeVIu. Very limited data indicate 
that multi-GeV charged particles with relatively low LET can be more effective than X or gamma rays in inducing 
chromoson~al aberrations in human cells (Table 1). For a complete understanding of heavy ion effects, we need to 
study the biological effects of heavy ions with very low energies (less than I MeVIu) and very high energies (greater 
than 1 GeVIu). 
Table 1. Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE*) Coefficients of Accelerated Charged 
Relativistic Particles. 
- - - 
Radiation Type, Energy and LET 
Helium Ions Protons Deuterons 
4 GeVIu 9 GeVIu 4 GeVIu 
Biological Test 0.80 keV1pm 0.23 keV1pm 0.2 1 keV1pm 
Number of aberrant ceIls 1.8 f 0.2 1.4 2 0.2 1.8 20.2 
Total no. abersants 1.7 + 0.2 1.6 f 0.2 1.6 t- 0.2 
No. dicentrics & rings 1.9 1f: 0.2 1.4 _+ 0.2 1.9 20 .2  
Average value of RBE coefficient 1.8 f 0.2 1.47 f 0.2 1.77 f 0.2 
* 6 0 ~ o  gamma rays as the reference radiation for RBE determination. Human blood lymphocytes were ir~adiated in 
culture. (Data from V. N. Gerasimenko et al. (1986) Radiobiologiya 27: 743-747.) 
Table 2 shows a summary of biological responses to HZE particles or to X or gamma rays. At present, the 
mechanisms by which heavy ions exert their biological effects are incompletely understood, and much remains to be 
learned. Findings discussed here lead to still more challenging questions: Can a single heavy ion induce mutation 
and neoplastic transformation? And is it energy and charge dependent? Do high-LET heavy ions produce genetic 
alterations different from that by photons? If so, what mechanisms underlie there differences? Do initial lesions 
induced by photons differ at the molecular level from lesions induced by heavy ions? How do repair enzymes 
handle these different types of lesions? Do heavy ions induce unique damage to DNA, membranes, or both? 
Answers for these questions will be essential for the fundamental understanding of radiation effects, as well as for 
shielding design to protect humans from space radiation on long-term missions. 
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Table 2. Radiation Responses of Mammalian Cells to Charged Particle. 






Nonrejoining DNA Breaks less more 
Dose Rate Effects reduced at low dose Effects enhanced or 
rates unchanged at low dose rates 
Cell Cycle Radiosensitivity highly Effects less depend on cell 
depends on cell stage stage 
Oxygen Radiosensitivity decreases Radiosensitivity about the 
under hypoxic condition same under hypoxic 
condition 
Free Radical Scavenger Highly effective in reducing Not very effective in reducing 
radiosensitivity radiation effects 
Repair Inhibitors Significantly increase Not effective in increasing 
radiosensitivity radiation responses 
SUMMARY 
1. Most experimental results showed that high-LET heavy ions can be more effective than low-LET radiation in 
causing various biological effects, including chromosomal aberrations, cell inactivation, mutation, and 
carcinogenesis. 
2. The biological effectiveness of heavy ions depends on both the energy and the LET of the particle, i.e., its track 
structure. 
3. The RBE values of accelerated relativistic charged particles, which have low LET, can be much greater than 1. 
4. Biological effects induced by high-LET heavy ions can be qualitatively different from that by low-LET 
radiation. 
5 .  Research studies on biological effects of particle or target fragmentation are needed. 
6. For radiation protection, both quantitative and mechanistic studies with low- and high-energy charged particles 
are essential. 
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Figure 1. Dose-response curves for survival of confluent mouse embryonic cells (C3HlOT112) exposed to heavy 
ions with various charges and energies. 
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Figure 2. Dose modifying factor as a function of LET for confluent C3HlOT112 cells. 
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Figure 3. Dose modifying factor as a function of z * ~ / B ~  for confluent C3HlOTlI2 cells. 
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Figure 4. Number. of pariicies per iiilciei~s f ~ i .  cell iilaciivation as a function of LET. 
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Figure 5. Inactivation cross section as a function of LET for C3HlOT112 cells. 
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Figure 6. The KBE-to-LET relationship for Harderian tunlor induction. 
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Figure 7. The RBE-to-LET relationship for HPRT gene mutation in human diploid fibroblasts. 
LET, LeVipm 
Figure 8. The calculated cross sections for mutation and inactivation of human diploid fibroblasts. 
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Chapter 7 
RADIATION SHIELDING DESIGN ISSUES 
INTRODUCTION 
Within a few years of the discovery of particles of high charge and energy (HZE) as components of the Galactic 
Cosmic Rays (GCR), the unique pattern of energy deposit on the microscopic scale raised issues with respect to 
effects on living cells as discussed by Schaefer [I]. Although radiobiological knowledge has greatly improved, still 
our ability to estimate risk to the astronaut from such exposures is uncertain [2] by a factor of 4 to 15 131. Even a 
crude estimate using the Linear Energy Transfer (LET) dependent quality factor [4] results in as much as 1.2 Svlyr 
exposures depending on shielding near solar minimum showing a large potential impact on the career of a space 
worker or a deep space explorer. 
It is clear that 1.2 Svlyr is an important number but one must hesitate in applying it to astronaut risk in the usual 
sense of extrapolation from the human database for late somatic effects which are based primarily for X-ray and y - 
rays exposures [3, 51. There is growing evidence of biological endpoints which are peculiar to high-LET exposures 
(including HZE) that are not produced by X-rays or y -rays for which Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) is 
infinite or undefined [2, 6-81. Thus, new methods to predict the risk resulting from exposure to GCR radiation may 
need to be developed which are not simple extrapolations of the present human database. 
The biological response of living tissues depends (in part) on the temporal and spatial fluctuations of the energy 
deposits within the tissue system. Such fluctuations depend not only on the specific environment to which the 
astronaut is exposed but how that environment is modified by interaction with the astronaut's body in reaching the 
specific tissues. Only by knowledge of the specific radiation types and their physical properties at the tissue site can 
a basis for estimating astronaut risk be found. Even if the environment to which the astronaut is exposed is known 
precisely, the energy deposit within specific tissues deep in the astronaut's body are largely known through 
theoretical estimates and therefore are limited by the uncertainty in the calculational models. Clearly, an accurate 
conversion of the astronaut's environment to estimates of exposure fields at specific tissue sites is a high priority in 
the space radiation protection problem [2]. 
Apart from the issues of the astronaut's self-shielding factors and uncertainty in human response to the HZE 
particles, radiation shielding implies some control over the interior radiation environment to which the astronaut is 
exposed. The traditional structural material within the space program has been aluminum and the dose at solar 
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minimum (1977) from an annual GCR exposure within an aluminum shield increases from the free space value of 
190 mGy/yr to a maximum 210 mGy/yr at 3 4  g/cm2 and declines to the free space value at about 30 g/cm2. 
Clearly no shielding advantage is found in reduction of the energy absorbed by the astronaut, and if any protection is 
provided it results from changes in the microscopic pattern of the energy absorption events [9, 101. 
Herein we examine the modification of the physical parameters of the attenuated GCR environment in various 
materials to develop an understanding of the qualitative changes in environmental components as a function of 
shield composition (including tissue equivalent shields). In this context one begins to appreciate the role of nuclear 
reactions in modifying the interior environment and the associated microscopic fluctuation in the energy absorption 
events at local tissue sites. Furthermore, we will begin to understand the effects of nuclear cross section uncertainty 
as it applies to the change in the estimated microscopic energy absorption fluctuations. We will assess the 
importance of these environmental modifications on biological systems in terms of conventional dosimetry using 
defined quality factors for stochastic effects and several track structure dependent biological response models. We 
are not suggesting that a clear relationship between these biological models and astronaut cancer risk are known, and 
the use of an LET dependent quality factor has specifically not been recommended [ 5 ] ;  the present study will only 
allow us to evaluate the relative merits of an LET dependent quality factor and tract structure dependent risk models 
in shield estimates. 
BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE MODELS 
The astronaut excess cancer risk from a dose Dywith low LET and low dose rate is represented by a sensitivity 
coefficient ky as 
The concept of dose as a physical or chemical insult per unit mass of tissue is a carryover from the concepts of 
pharmacology and assumes dose is a measure of effects on individual cells [I 11. Tissue cells are not all equal at low 
exposures because the energy deposits are quantized, and energy is deposited in only a fraction of cells; similarly, 
volumes within a given cell are not all equally sensitive. In general, absorbed dose D is not a good measure of 
biological damage for charged ions since the energy deposit is highly localized near the particle trajectory and 
relatively few cells are in fact hit for ordinary exposures and high LET. Consider the decomposition of the dose as 
follows [ll]. 
where the average energy deposition event size (hit size) E is 
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and V is the sensitive site volume (unit density is assumed), E; is the energy absorbed by the site of the ith hit, NH is 
the number of site hits, and NE is the number of sites exposed. The site size for biological injury is not precisely 
known. A single chromatin strand and its immediate environs on the order 0.1 pm may provide an important site 
size. The mean hit size, r ,  and the fraction of sites hit, NH/NE, in exposed 0.1 pm sites is shown for 1 Gy 
exposure with several ions in figure 1. The maximum biological effects are expected for LET values on the order of 
100 keV/ pm, for which less than one per thousand sites are in fact hit. These results can only be understood if 
cancer induction results from transforming only one or a few cells which ultimately produce the tumor and that high 
LET particles are the most effective in forming a transformed cell. The average hit size and fraction of sites hit for a 
5 pm cell nucleus is shown in figure 2. Again we see for the most effective exposures at 100 keV/pm that about 
50 percent of the nuclei are hit and only a small fraction of hit cells are in fact transformed. This maximal biological 
effectiveness at high LET values is introduced by factors depending on the quality of the radiation (the term quality 
is taken herein to refer to energy loss per unit path length and its radial distribution). 
CONVENTIONAL RISK ASSESSMENT 
Human excess cancer risks are estimated according to eq. (1) based on coefficients derived from X-ray and y - 
ray exposures. The conventional method of extrapolating the human database to high-LET exposures is to replace 
Dy in eq. (1) by the dose equivalent H given by 
where Q is the LET dependent quality factor. Equation (4) follows from analogy with the relative biological 
effectiveness given for y -ray and ion exposure levels ( Dy and Di) which result in the same biological endpoint by 
RBE = D,/Di (5) 
We note that the quality factor is a defined quantity (not given by a measurement) and represents trends of measured 
RBE in cell culture, plant, and animal experiments. The RBE values depend on endpoint, dose, dose rate, and 
quality of the radiation usually represented by LET. It is usually assumed that RBE reaches a maximum value 
(denoted RBE,,,) at sufficiently low dose as related to the initial slopes of the response curves of each radiation type 
[5]. The current uncertainties in risk estimates derive from uncertainty in the gamma-ray risk coefficient ky for low 
dose rates and the appropriate value for RBE (including dose rate effects). Conventional estimates of risk in 
radiation protection rely on the defined quality factor and risk coefficient ky  . The quality factor recommended by 
the ICRP [4] is shown in figure 3. 
CELLULAR TRACK-STRUCTURE REPAIR MODEL 
Although the use of quality factors may give some indication of the attenuation of biologically important 
components, their use in space protection against HZE particles has specifically not been recommended [ 5 ] .  We 
consider herein an alternate approach utilizing bioiogicai systems which have been characterized in laboratory tests 
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using HZE ion beams. The limitations of the laboratory data are the limited number of ion types and energies 
available in the test and that the tests are done at relatively high dose rates as opposed to the low dose rates 
experienced in space exposure. Thus we are required to have a dynamic model in which the extrapolation to low 
dose rate is made by knowing dynamic inforn~ation on the repair rates, the repair efficiencies, and information on 
tissue dynamic processes [12, 131. 
Such a dynamic model must represent the processes within the tissue system which occur at both the cellular 
level and the systemic level. Cancer is a multistep process in which a cell is transformed or initiated into a 
precancerous state but not engaged in tumor formation. At least one added stage of development is required to 
promote the cell into a growing tumor [14, 151. The initiation stage is thought to be a cellular event inducible by 
ionizing radiation in a process known as transformation. Cellular repair of radiation induced injury is important in 
relating to space exposure and the repair rates and repair efficiencies need to be understood. These are obtained in 
fractionated exposures within the cellular repair period (such repair occurs over several minutes to several hours) in 
which recovery is measured by comparison with single exposure data. An example study is the split dose recovery 
with a variable recovery interval [I61 as shown in figure 4. The second step (and possible subsequent steps) to 
promote tumor growth may be systemic or may also be promoted by subsequent exposure and accounts for the delay 
between exposure and tumorgenesis. The radiation promotion of transformed cells is an important issue to space 
;xposure and can only be studied in fractionated exposures over time periods of the tissue dynamic response of days 
to several weeks [17]. 
The first alternate test biological system considered herein is a track-structure repair model for inactivation and 
cell transformation of the C3HlOT112 mouse cell which has been well characterized in HZE ion beams by Yang and 
coworkers [IS, 191 for the comparative study of space shield properties. Ionizing radiation interacts with matter 
through the formation and interaction of radicals which we call the nascent lesions. These highly active chemical 
species may result in structural change or restore the cell to its initial state but are finally consumed. If these 
structural changes occur within the DNA and cannot be repaired by enzymatic processes, then subsequent 
generations may exhibit new phenotypes (for example, transformed) or the cell may be unable to undergo cell 
division for which clonogenic death occurs (inactivation). 
The track structure model of Katz [20] attributes biological damage from energetic ions to the secondary 
electrons (6-rays) produced along the ion's path. The effects caused by energetic ions are correlated with those of 
gamma-rays by assuming the injury at sensitive sites near the ion's path is the same as for gamma-rays at the same 
dose. The injury due to single ion effects is then approximately related to the gamma-ray response and the delta-ray 
dose surrounding the ion's path. For a multitarget cell response with target number ~ i z ,  the inactivation (or 
transformation) of cells by gamma-rays is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution reflecting the random 
accumulation of sublethal damage [4], with a radiosensitivity parameter Do. Such inactivation (or transformation) 
may occur by the passage of a single ion with sufficiently dense ionization spread laterally over the cells' sensitive 
sites. 
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In exposures to galactic cosmic rays, the dose rate is very small ( D = 0 . 3 ~  Gylmin) for which the nonsurviving 
(or transformed) fraction after a time t is [I21 
1 
In eq. (6) the parameters Do, o, and P are the usual Katz model values and 63 results from a binomial coefficient 
for a 3 hit system. 
The inactivation (or transformation) cross section for a sensitive site is determined as 
where D is the average dose at the sensitive site from the ion's delta rays. The evaluation of the cross section is 
separated by Katz [20] into a so-called grain-count regime, where inactivation (transformation) occurs randomly 
along the path of the particle and into the so-called track-width regime, where many inactivations (transformations) 
occur and are said to be distributed like a "hairy-rope7' (these descriptive terms come from the track appearance in 
nuclear emulsion). The transition from the grain-count regime to the track-width regime is observed to take place at 
a value of Z * 2 / ~ p 2  of about 4; (at lower values we are in the grain-count regime and at higher values the track- 
width regime) where the effective charge number is given by 
and K is a parameter related to the radius of the sensitive site, by 
The cross section exhibits an inflection at this boundary where o attains a saturation value of 00. In the grain-count 
regime, o may be approximated as 
and is the source of some approximations to radiation quality in terms of ~ * ~ / p ~  as o posed to LET [21]. In 
general, one should use eq. (7) for accurate cross-section values [22]. 
The fraction of the cells damaged in the ion-kill (ion-transformation) mode is P = o/oo, and note that in the 
track-width regime o > oo, it is assumed that P = 1. The track model assumes that a fraction of the ion's dose, 
(1 - P), acts cumulatively (at least at high dose rate) with that for other particles to inactivate (transform) cells in 
the gamma-kill (gamma-transform) mode. These intertrack processes are closely related to gamma-ray or X-ray 
exposure response and show strong dose rate dependence depending on the enzymatic repair efficiencies. At low 
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dose and low dose rate the inactivation and transformation do not compete and eq. (6) applies. At high dose and 
high dose rate the competition yields a more complex formalism 1121. We identify H I  (taken as 3 in eq. (6)) with the 
number of lesions for which adequate enzyme repair is no longer possible. Note that art,, /a, is the probability that 
a single lesion is not properly repaired. The repair efficiency is (1 - a,,,l / a l )  The kinetic parameters found from 
the cell survival and transformation experiments of Yang et 01. 118, 191 are given in Table 1. Examples of model 
comparisons are shown in figures 5 and 6 with added details given elsewhere 1121. 
Table 1. C3HlOT112 Cellular Track Structure and Repair Parameter 
The RBE at low dose and low dose rates (denoted as RBE,,, since it is maximized) for the cell model of an 
exponentially growing population is found from eq. (6) as 
-1 
 
o  3 a10 RBE,,, =I- -+6 Do- 
0 0  at,,, L 
where the RBE of HZE ions ( a  c 0) can be large if the repair efficiency is high (a,,,, << a l ) .  Furthermore, strong 
track structure dependent factors enter through o. In the zx2/p2 approximation given by eq. (lo), the RBE,,, for 
C3HIOT112 survival is shown in figure 7. The results in figure 7 are in fact somewhat misleading since the cross 
section given by eq. (7) is more complex as seen by comparing the cross-section values of eq. (7) with that of 
eq. (lo), as shown in figure 8. In actual practice, eq. (7) appears reasonably accurate as shown by the comparison 
with experimental data [22] for V79 cell inactivation and HGPRT mutation, as shown in figures 9 and 10. The 
study of the effects of simplified models of risk such as (RBE - Q), as given by eqs. (4) and (9, or as related to 
, as given by eqs. (10) and (1 1) in comparison with the more accurate values given by eqs. (7) and (I  I)  
would be of interest in understanding the shield attenuation characteristic dependence on the biological model used 
to estimate risk. At least to the extent that risk is related to cellular events. 
TISSUE CANCER RISK MODEL 
The initiation promotion model describes the time development of initiated cell populations which once 
pronloted leads to formation of tumors [17]. There are naturally occurring initiations described by 
where 1 7 ~ ( t )  =: s is assumed to be a stable population of normal target cells in mature animals, is the natural 
initiation rate, P I  is the rate of initiated cell loss through (immunological) death, aI is the rate of initiated cell 
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division, and p,,, is the rate at which initiated cells are promoted. Tumor prevalence is scored as the fraction of 
animals in which a neoplasm is found at time (t). The rate of tumor appearance (hazard function) is given as 
where tg is the minimum growth time to an observable tumor. The prevalence is related to the distribution of 
tunloss among the co~ltrol group assuming Poisson statistics as 
P(t) = 1 - exp - lz(t)& [I I 
The initiated cell population is given as 
HI (t) = P1"exP[(gI - pi.)'] - ~xP( -YI~)}  
gl  + V I  -Yp 
where we have set g1 = aI - Dl . The rate of growth is controlled by gi if gl >> pI or pp The parameters in eqs. 
(12)-(15) are determined by experimental observation [13, 171 and shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Natural incidence parameters for Harderian tumors in B6CF, mouse 
Harderian gland tumor induction was studied by Alpen et 01. [23, 241 with various ion beams. These 
experiments were analyzed by Cucinotta [13] in which the number of initiated cells from the high dose rate exposure 
at age t,. is added to the result of eq. (15) as 
??I (t,.) = 'I' {exp[(gl- Y p)t,.] - ~xP(-PP,. )} + 
g I +  V 1  - Pi, 
where a , , , l ,  al ,  P, Do, o have the usual meaning as cellular parameters but with values fit to the data of Alpen 
et 01. [23, 241. The analysis by Cucinotta [13] and the resulting prevalence is shown in figure 11 in comparison with 
Alpen's data with the cell induction parameters in Table 3. Cucinotta has solved the cell/tissue dynamic equations 
Table 3. Radiation induction parameters for Harderian gland 
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for low dose rate exposures appropriate to GCR exposures [17] and has found the following form if radiation 
promotion of initiated cells is ignored. The probability of excess tumors at age t is 
where 
t,. is the age at time of flight, t is the age at observation, and the remaining parameters were fit to the Alpen et 01. 
data. The expression in the base of eq. (18) is the cross section for initiating a target cell in the Harderian gland 
and clearly shows the relation between cell and tissue responses. The initiation cross section for the Harderian gland 
tumor induction is shown in figure 12 and compares favorably with the C3H10T1/2 transformation cross section 
found from the data of Yang et al. shown in figure 8. The comparison is interesting in that the track structure effects 
are quite similar and the magnitude of the initiation cross section is reasonable in spite of uncertainty in the model 
parameters, including the number of target cell s. The limitation of the ~ * ~ / p ~  model to represent cellular data 
may be judged by comparing figures 8, 10 and 12. 
Clearly the above mentioned models show greatly varied dependence on radiation quality expressed in terms 
related to the particle track. The effects of these differences will now be examined as to their importance to shield 
design. 
SHIELD MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Shielding the work area of an astronaut crew will always result in a wall thickness (given in cm) that is small in 
comparison with the linear dimension of the crew compartment. The shield mass is then proportional to the areal 
density (given in g/cm2), which we use as the appropriate measure of shield thickness. 
The shield properties depend on the basic atomic/molecular and nuclear cross sections. Atomic/molecular 
stopping cross sections depend on the number of electrons per unit volume, the electronic mean excitation energy, 
and tight binding corrections for the inner shell electrons. The stopping range in units of areal density are shown in 
figure 13 for several ions and greatly differing materials. Materials with the most electrons per unit mass, the least 
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mean excitation energy, and the least tight binding corrections make the best energy absorbers. Thus, liquid 
hydrogen is a favored material and lead is less efficient as an energy absorber. 
The nuclear cross sections relate not only to the free paths for nuclear reaction but to the nature of the reaction 
products. The projected nuclear cross section per unit mass of material is the appropriate parameter as shown in 
figure 14. Equally important is the nature of the reaction products produced. The production cross sections per unit 
mass of shield at high energy are shown in figure 15. Although the low atomic number shields are favored by the 
short free paths of figure 14, the effects of the products produced in figure 15 are unclear. 
The microscopic fluctuations in the energy absorption events of several ions are represented parametrically as a 
function of LET in figure 1. Although LET is a less-than-perfect indicator of the microscopic patterns, it is a useful 
physical quantity to indicate radiation quality; it remains the focus of many biological investigations and serves as 
the basis of conventional radiation protection practice [4, 51. The transmitted differential LET spectra for the year 
1977 (solar minimum) through four shield materials are shown in figure 16. The fluence in 1977 is the largest 
fluence observed over the last 40 years and provides a conservative estimate [25]. The left-hand discontinuities are 
associated with the minimum ionization at relativistic energies for each ion type. The far-left discontinuity consists 
of hydrogen isotopes followed by helium isotopes and so on through Ni isotopes. The smaller right-hand 
discontinuities are associated with maximum ionization in the stopping region. At one time these stopping ions 
were suspected of being the primary hazard [I]. 
One should keep in mind that uncertainties in nuclear cross sections limit the accuracy of the attenuation 
characteristics. An uncertainty factor of 2 to 3 was estimated a few years ago for the LET region above 
100 keVl ym because of an uncertainty in the projectile nuclear fragmentation cross sections [26]. Even adding 
energy dependence in the nuclear cross sections resulted in a 50-percent increase above 100 keV1 p m  [27] at 
15 g/cm2. Current efforts are being made to improve our nuclear data and reevaluation of the uncertainties seems 
appropriate. A second means is to consider the succession of databases which is a converging sequence for which 
the last two iterates provide an estimation of uncertainty. Thus we would compare NUCFRGI with NUCFRG2, 
including target knockout processes [28, 29, 301. We will further discuss this issue in a subsequent section. 
In each case, we see the attenuation of the highest LET components in each material with liquid hydrogen being 
the most efficient and lead the least efficient. When viewing the transmission curves for aluminum (figure 16(c)), 
one notes that the spectral changes are minimum in the range of several keVlym and that the LET spectrum 
attenuates at higher LET and amplifies at lower LET. This pivotal LET value, which is a function of the shield 
composition, increases to 40 to 50 keV/ pm for lead and decreases to less than 1 keV/ ym for liquid hydrogen. The 
pivotal LET value is associated with the loss of a given species because of attenuation being matched by the 
production of a similar species of equal LET in nuclear events. The location of the pivotal LET value is critical to 
the changes in the microscopic fluctuations in energy-absorption events which ultimately affect the biological 
response. Clearly, the shield effectiveness is intimately related to the nature of the nuclear cross sections through 
the change in the microscopic fluctuations in biological exposure. How effective these changes are in reducing 
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biological risk depends on the nature of the dependence of the risk model on specific transmitted conlponents as we 
now demonstrate. 
ILLUSTRATIONS OF SHIELD EFFECTIVENESS 
We examine the afore~nentioned concepts in terms of three biological models. The first model is the 
co~lventional risk-assessment method [4,5] using the quality factor as a function of LET. The second model is a 
track-structme-repair kinetic model [12] for the C3H10T112 mouse cell using the Z*2/p2 approximation of 
eq. (10). We will evaluate the effectiveness of these materials to reduce the biological effects as a function of shield 
mass. 
The distribution of particle fluence at 5 g/cm2 is converted to the distribution of absorbed dose over the same 
LET intervals in figure 17a. Also in figure 17a is the dose-equivalent distribution obtained by multiplying the 
absorbed dose at each LET by the corresponding quality factor (as shown in figure 3). A large contribution to the 
dose equivalent results from ions in the LET interval ranging from 10 to lo3 keV/pm. Shown in figure 17b are the 
geometric hit frequency, the initial level of cell injury (nearly proportional to dose), and the unrepaired cell injury 
leading to clonogenic death in a C3HlOT112 mouse cell population as calculated by Wilson et 01. [12]. 
The attenuation of dose equivalent as a function of areal density is shown in figure 18(a). The modification of 
the LET distribution as it depends on shield composition is obviously a critical issue. Lead shielding with the LET 
pivot point near the peak of the LET contributions to dose equivalent is a poor shield material for the GCR 
environment. Clearly the lowering of the LET pivot point enhances the shield performance of the materials, with 
liquid hydrogen being an optimum selection. Liquid hydrogen, is of course, a difficult material to use because it is 
a very low temperature cryogenic liquid. Evaluation of the relative gain made by the use of off-optimun~ shield 
materials that are more useful in construction is a critical issue. Furthermore, the adequacy of results derived using 
quality factors to represent biological systems is still questionable for HZE particles. 
A second illustration is found using a model for neoplastic transformation of the C3H10T112 mouse cell for 
which sufficient experimental data exist for developing a reasonable model [12]. The repair kinetics model was 
solved at a low dose rate for a I-year exposure behind the shields materials in figure 16. Figure 17b shows that 
although the cell is most often hit by protons and helium ions, the probability of injury is small and the repair 
efficiency is high with little permanent injury. Conversely, a high probability of injury and near-zero efficiency of 
repair occur from hits of silicon and iron ions. As a consequence, most clonogenic death from GCR exposure comes 
from ions with an LET above 10 keV/pm (ions above relativistic carbon). Radiation injury from these ions shows 
minimal cellular repair. As a result, dose protraction (an extended exposure period at the same accumulated dose) 
for GCR exposure will be less effective in reducing the biological response. 
The change in radiation-induced transformations for a 1-year exposure in space for the ~ * ~ / p ~  model 
(eq. (10)) is shown in figure 18b. Although the attenuation characteristics for various shield nlaterials ase 
qualitatively similar to attenuation of dose equivalent shown in figure 18a, important quantitative differences exist. 
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This is best seen in terms of the attenuation of the transformation rate in a given material compared with attenuation 
of the dose equivalent in the same material. The relative attenuation for the transformation rate and dose equivalent 
are shown in figure 19 for the data shown in figure 18. 
The rates of attenuation of biological effects as estimated by the LET and Z *2/p2 risk models are similar only 
for the liquid hydrogen shield. This implies that the quality factor in ICRP-60 represents in some way the 
dependence on radiation quality in this case, or at least the general decline of the high LET spectrum in hydrogen 
targets results in similar attenuation characteristics in each model. The quality factor is less useful in representing 
cell transformation for shields containing nonhydrogenous components and is a poor indicator for lead shields. Very 
similar results are found as well for clonogenic death of the C3H10T1/2 cells [12]. What is very clear from figure 
18 is that the use of local materials (such as regolith) for a lunar base or for Martian exploration shielding designs 
based on quality factors remains in great doubt. 
The third illustration uses the Harderian gland tumor model which was fit to the data of Alpen et 01. using 
eq. (7) for the action cross section. The attenuation of tumor incidence after a one year exposure behind various 
shield materials is shown in figure 20. The curves are qualitatively similar to the corresponding transformation 
curves in figure 18 in which the Z*2/p2 approximation was used. Had the more accurate values of action cross 
section for transformation given by eq. (7) been used, then the attenuation curves for C3H10T1/2 cell transformation 
and the cossesponding curves for Harderian gland tumors would be nearly indistinguishable. Thus the three models 
may exhibit some degree of universality as models based on LET, Z *2//32, and track structure and their relative 
attenuation characteristics. The correlation of the Harderian gland tumor in the track structure model with the 
attenuation of dose equivalent is shown in figure 21. Clearly, the lack of correlation is further accentuated in the 
more accurate track structure model. 
PROPOSED SHIELD-PERFORMANCE INDEX 
In an attempt to assign a quantitative measure of shield performance, we consider a track-structure kinetics 
model of the C3H10T1/2 cell system for clonogenic death and transformation using the ~ * ~ / / 3 ~  approximation to 
the action cross section in eq. (10). Results of this model for a 1-year exposure behind a 5 g/cm2 aluminum shield is 
shown in figure 17b. We have further evaluated this model for various shield materials used in the present study at 
the various depths in figure 18b. We note that the depths in units of areal density are proportional to the total shield 
mass of a large shielded region. The exposure conditions assume a stationary GI phase exposure for a constant dose 
rate over the 1-year period. We compare the cell transformation behind an aluminum shield ( ~ ~ ~ ( x ) )  of areal 
density x  with the cell transformation for a different material (T,,,(x)) of the same areal density. Thus, the cell 
transformation shield performance index pT (x) is 
TAI yT (s )  - Cell - transforn~ation ratio = - 
T,, (4 
as a measure of the relative biological protection of the two materials. 
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As shown previously, the cell-transformation ratio does not correlate well with the dose equivalent. (See ref. 10 
and figure 19 herein.) Although the attenuation of dose equivalent may be quite different from that of cell 
transformation for a specific material, a dose equivalent based performance index pH (x) given as 
will show similar relative merit of specific materials relative to aluminum shielding. One would similarly define a 
performance index based on Harderian gland tumor prevalence as 
We will now examine these performance indices to evaluate the relative merit of various shield materials relative to 
aluminum, which is predominately used in space construction. 
The three performance indices pT("), and P H G ( ~ )  are shown in figures 22-24 for several shield 
materials. It is clear from figures 22-24 that liquid hydrogen has the potential of very high shield performance as 
does methane or lithium hydride. Using liquid hydrogen as the limiting high performance material, then the high 
performance limit achievable can be set using the three biological models as shown in figure 25. Clearly, there is an 
enormous potential for developing high perforn~ance shield materials, and the challenge is to develop these materials 
to approach the limiting region as closely as possible. 
Thus far in this presentation, we have examined the effects of uncertainty resulting from the three biological 
response models. A second source of uncertainty results from the cross-section data used to evaluate the 
transmission properties. 
NUCLEAR ATTENUATION AND SHIELD PERFORMANCE 
The transmission properties are represented by the LET distribution in figure 16 which is related to biological 
response models as in figure 17 and the shield attenuation characteristics in figure 18. Relating any particular LET 
interval with any particular species of the radiation field or to the specific nuclear processes by which the field 
composition is altered is difficult because of the large number of particle types contributing. The nuclear data are 
represented by two aspects as they affect the radiation field. The first aspect is the mean free paths of individual 
species to a nuclear reaction site given in figure 14, and the second aspect is the array of secondary products of the 
reactions as given in figure 15. 
The nuclear free paths are among the best-known nuclear parameters. Although the physical measurements of 
free paths are limited in the number of projectile-target combinations and beam energies, theoretical calculations can 
be made without a detailed knowledge of the nuclear excitation spectra and corresponding wave functions because 
free paths are calculated from the elastic channel amplitudes and are little affected by coupling to inelastic 
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processes. Confidence is gained in that the limited experimental nuclear-absorption cross sections agree well with 
theoretical calculation, as will be discussed in detail by Dr. Cucinotta. In distinction, the nuclear breakup depends 
on the details of the nuclear excitation spectra (both discrete and continuous) and theoretical calculations are not as 
yet possible (with the exception of very light nuclei). 
The effects of the fragment distributions can be studied by looking at the physical limits of the fragmentation 
event. These limits are expressed as an extreme peripheral collision in which a single nucleon is removed from the 
projectile per collision to extreme central collisions in which the projectile is completely dissociated into nucleonic 
components. There are important target constituent knockout events which can strongly affect the shield 
transmission properties. The effects of these physical limits on several shield types are shown in figure 26 along 
with results from several nuclear databases. 
In the figure are shown dose equivalent relative attenuation curves (H(x)/H(o)) using several nuclear models. 
The use of relative attenuation in part corrects for the fact that the NUCFRG2, soft, and hard spectrum results used a 
different environmental model that mainly affects the absolute magnitude, but the shape is dominated by the nuclear 
database. The peripheral and central collision limits result from the application of unitarity requirements on the 
projectile states while ignoring target knockout and fragmentation products. The curve labeled Letaw et al. [31] is 
for the database developed by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in common use until a few years ago and still 
used extensively in electronic hardening. NUCFRGl is the first database developed by Langley Research Center 
[28] as a result of concerns over the NRL database in comparison with experiments performed by Dr. Schimmerling 
[32] and atmospheric airshower data [33]. The NUCFRG2 database [29] is the result of the last series of validation 
experiments at the Bevalac by the NASA funded experiments to be further discussed by Dr. Miller. As a result of 
the recent comparisons with shuttle flight studies using a particle telescope, to be discussed by Dr. Badhwar, we 
have recently added target knockout contributions to the database which yields attenuation curves higher than the 
peripheral collision limit. The hard spectrum database is the addition of target knockout components approximated 
by available data in the literature extrapolated to high energies [30]. The soft spectrum is a high energy 
extrapolation correction factor compared to the shuttle measurements [30]. The NRL database is still commonly 
used in electronic hardening applications, and cosmic ray studies. The NUCFRGl and NUCFRG2 database codes 
are mainly used in radiation health applications. The addition of target knockout contributions yields results above 
the peripheral collision limit and is the current step towards a new nuclear database. Clearly, the curves represent in 
some way our current level of uncertainty in dose equivalent attenuation. The track structure biological response 
models are even more sensitive to nuclear database modifications. 
A similar analysis using the Z *2/j32 cell transformation model is shown in figure 27 for four different 
materials. The two materials of lower atomic number than aluminum show good attenuation characteristics for each 
of the three databases shown whereas aluminum shows good attenuation for the central collision limit (similar good 
attenuation is expected for NUCFRGl and Letaw et 01. databases), the NUCFRG2 database shows a substantial 
increase in cell transformatior? rate with increasing shield thickness and emerging databases mainly resulting from 
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the shuttle flight experiments carry LIS well above the peripheral collision limit indicating that alunlinum 
construction may be harmful to the astronaut's health. Clearly, these effects of nuclear database rnodifications need 
to be resolved. 
As a final note of our cussent nuclear database uncertainties, the relative effects of Z'k2/p2 and the track 
structure model given by eq. (7) are shown for aluminunl in figure 28 for the NUCFRG2 database. The addition of 
target knockout contributions is shown for the track structure model (using eq. (7)) as well. The possible hazard 
poised by aluminum space construction is clear. While the experimental database on nuclear reaction products in 
space and the biological response models are uncertain, these issues beg for resolution because of the current use of 
aluminum as the basic space construction material. This is especially true in a Mars or Lunar mission design where 
excess shield mass has such a large impact on mission cost as noted in the introduction to this workshop. It would 
be ironic to add substantial aluminum to the wall structure on the basis of reducing dose equivalent for these 
missions at substantial cost, while increased health risk to the astronaut is the result. 
SPACE RADIATION RISK VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS 
Although ground based testing can provide data for the development of biological response models, there 
remains concern that biological response to radiations in space may be modified by space related stress factors, the 
most obvious being microgravity [2, 34, 351. The specific testing of radiation risk models based on ground 
experiments can be used in a null hypothesis with space flight validation [34]. The risk model is relatable to the 
cellular response model and tissue systems dynamic factors. The cellular response model parameters depend not 
only on the tissue in which they reside but on overall specific stress factors which modify the cell response and the 
tissue dynamics as well [35]. These factors can only be tested in whole mammalian systems. 
The demands for space flight validation require a detailed understanding of the biological response of specific 
particle types which initiate the biological events leading to tumor development (for example, figures 9-12). A 
broad dynamic range of particle type and energies are ultimately related to the space biological response, and the 
null hypothesis requires not only an adequately developed ground tested biological response model but an adequate 
understanding of the physical radiation components present at specific tissue sites during the space flight test. This 
last requirement is likely only to be met by well defined computational procedures and corresponding validated 
database in conjunction with adequate radiation monitoring during the validation test. The combination of 
computational procedures and measurement is required to define the particle fields within the biological test systems 
to allow evaluation of unmeasured components, the mapping of the fields into test sites outside the measured 
locations, and to correct for measurement errors of specific measuring devices. For example, during the German 
Spacelab mission (Dl), the radiation was monitored by CR-39 detectors. The measured LET spectrum (A) is 
compared with the evaluated LET spectrum (- -) in figure 29. The measured results are understood only if the 
processing of the CR-39 foil is modeled (-), for which reasonable agreement is obtained. Clearly, the LET 
spectrum inferred from the CR-39 measurement alone may differ from the actual LET spectrum by up to an order of 
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magnitude above the 100 keV/ pm and has an important impact on space risk model validation. It is likely that 
computational procedures will provide the essential link in risk model validation and will place great denlands on 
the accuracy of the computational procedures and databases. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Radiation risks to astronauts depend on the microscopic fluctuations of energy absorption events in specific 
tissues. These fluctuations depend not only on the space environment but on the modifications of that environment 
by the shielding of the astronaut's surrounding structures and the attenuation characteristics of the astronaut's body. 
The effects of attenuation within the shield and body depends on the tissue biological response to these microscopic 
fluctuations. In the absence of an accepted method for estimating astronaut risk, we examined the attenuation 
characteristics using conventional LET dependent quality factors (as one means of representing RBE) and track- 
structure repair models fit to cell transformation (and inactivation) data in the C3H10T112 mouse cell system and the 
Harderian gland tumor system obtained for various ion beams. Although the usual aluminum spacecraft shield is 
effective in reducing dose equivalent with increasing shield depth, cell transformation rates are increased for thin 
aluminum shields and provide no or little added protection to rather large depths in aluminum. Clearly, the exact 
nature of the biological response to LET and track width is critical to evaluation of biological protection factors 
provided by a shield design. A significant fraction of the biological injury results from the LET region above 
100 keV/ ym. Since uncertainty in nuclear cross sections results in a factor of 2-3 uncertainty in the transmitted 
LET spectrum beyond depths of 15 g/cm2, even greater uncertainty is due to the combined effects of uncertainty in 
biological response and nuclear parameters. This is especially true for the track-structure dependent models which 
are sensitive not only to LET but the individual particle type as well. Clearly, these uncertainties must be reduced 
before the shield design can be made. 
Even within these current limitations, one can evaluate shield performance relative to aluminum as the space 
construction standard material. It is clear that low atomic number materials are good performers, although degree of 
increased performance for lesser atomic number is different for each biological model used in the present study. 
The limiting maximum performance material is liquid hydrogen, for which the performance is about an order of 
magnitude improvenlent over a pure aluminum shield. Clearly, such materials related factors are important to 
reducing mission costs. The challenge is to produce functional shields which are structurely sound, thermally stable, 
and resistant to degradation over the mission lifetime, which approach these high shield performances. Clearly, a 
materials development program to develop shielding technology is highly desirable. 
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Figure 1 .  Microscopic fluctuations in 0.1 pnl sites represented by (a) mean hit size and (b) number of sites hit. 




Microscopic fluctuations in 5 pm sites represented as (a) mean hit size and number of sites hit. 
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Figure 4. CHO cell kinetic response studies. 
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Figure 6. Transformation of C3HTlOT1 112 cells compared with experiment for ~e~~ (425 h4eVlamuj. 
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Figure 8. Cell transformation cross section in C3H10T1/2 according to Z *2/p2 model and track structure model. 
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Figure 10. Track structure model mutation cross section compared to experimental data. 
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Figure 1 1. Fluence response for Harderian gland tumors. 
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Figure 12. Cancer initiation cross section for Harderian gland target cells. 
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Figure 13. Stopping ranges of selected ions in four diverse materials. 
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Figure 14. Nuclear absorption cross sections per unit mass for selected ions in four diverse materials. 
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Figure 15. Fragment production cross sections per unit mass for ions transported in the shielding code in four 
diverse materials. 
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Figure 16. Annual transmitted 1977 solar minimum GCR differential LET spectrum in four materials. 
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Figure 17. Distribution of biological injury behind 5 g/cm2 of aluminum according to two biological models 
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Figure 18. Attenuation of dose equivalent and cell transformation in one year exposure behind several shield 
materials. 
Figure 19. Correlation of cell transformation and dose equivalent behind several shield materials. 
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Figure 21. Correlation of excess Iiarderian gland tumors with dose equivaient behind various shield maierials. 
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Figure 22. Dose equivalent based relative shield performance factors for several materials relative to aluminum. 
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Figure 23. Cell-transformation based relative shield performance factors for several materials relative to aluminum 
standard. 
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Figure 24. Excess Harderian gland tumor based relative shield performance factor for several materials relative to 
aluminum. 
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Figure 26. Shield attenuation for solar minimum galactic cosmic ray dose equilvalent resulting from nuclear 
fragmentation models. 
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Figure 27. Effects of physical limits on several shield types. 
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Figure 29. Calculated LET spectra, predicted CR-39 response, and measured CR-39 response for the DI mission. 
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Chapter 8 
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES AND DATABASE 
DEVELOPMENT 
SUMMARY 
The development of the theory of high charge and energy (HZE) ion transport and the associated atomic and 
nuclear databases are reviewed. The basic solution behavior and approximation techniques will be described. An 
overview of the light ion and HZE transport codes cunently available at the NASA Langley Research Center will be 
given. The near-term goal of the Langley program is to produce a complete set of one-dimensional transport codes. 
The ultimate goal is to produce a set of complete three-dimensional codes which have been validated in the 
laboratory and can be applied in an engineering design environment which implies high computational efficiency 
and ease in interfacing with computer aided design (CAD) software. Recent progress toward completing these goals 
is discussed. The transfer of energy from the radiation fields to materials and biological tissues is dominated by the 
local production of electrons by the moving ions, and methods of representing the highly correlated electron fields 
are discussed. The development of nuclear databases relies heavily on quantum multiple scattering theories. 
Progress in the development of these models is discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Propagation of galactic ions through matter has been studied for the past 40 years as a means of determining the 
origin of these ions [l,  2, 31. The "solution" to the steady-state equations is given as a Volterra equation by 
Gloeckler and Jokipii [4], which is solved to first order in the fragmentation cross sections by ignoring energy loss. 
They provide an approximation to the first-order solution with ionization energy loss included that is only valid at 
relativistic energies. Lezniak [5] gives an overview of cosmic-ray propagation and derives a Volterra equation 
including the ionization energy loss, which he refers to as a solution "only in the iterative sense" and evaluates only 
the unperturbed term. The main interest among cosmic-ray physicists has been in first-order solutions in the 
fragmentation cross sections, since path lengths in interstellar space are on the order of 3-4 g/cm2. Clearly, higher 
order terms cannot be ignored in accelerator or space shielding transport problems [6-101. 
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Several approaches to the solution of high-energy heavy ion propagation including the ionization energy loss 
have been developed over the last 20 years [7-191. All but one have assumed the straight-ahead approximation and 
velocity conserving fragmentation interactions [7]. Only two have incorporated energy-dependent nuclear cross 
sections 17, 101. The approach by Curtis, Doherty, and Wilkinson [15] for a primary ion beam represented the first- 
generation secondary fragments as a quadrature over the collision density of the primary beam. Allkofer and 
Heinrich [16] used an energy multigroup method in which an energy-independent fragmentation transport 
approximation was applied within each energy group after which the energy group boundaries were moved 
according to continuous slowing down theory (-dE/dx). Chatterjee, Tobias, and Lyman 1171 solved the energy- 
independent fragment transport equation with primary collision density as a source and neglected higher order 
fragmentation. The primary source term extended only to the primary ion range from the boundary. The energy- 
independent transport solution was modified to account for the finite range of the secondary fragment ions. 
Wilson [8] derived an expression for the ion transport problem to first order (first collision term) and gave an 
analytic solution for the depth-dose relation. This was followed by examination of the more common 
approximations used in solving the heavy ion transport problem [7]. Errors generated by assuming conservation of 
velocity on fragmentation and the straight-ahead approximation were found to be negligible for cosmic-ray 
applications. Methods of solution for the energy-dependent nuclear cross sections have been developed [7]. Letaw, 
Tsao, and Silberberg [I81 approximated the energy loss term and ion spectra by simple forms for which energy 
derivatives were more explicitly evaluated (even if approximately). This approximation results in a decoupling of 
motion in space and a change in energy giving rise to a separable solution [ I  I]. In Letaw's formalism, the energy 
shift was replaced by an effective attenuation factor. Wilson added the next higher order (second collision) term 191. 
This term was found to be very important in describing 2 0 ~ e  b ams at 670 MeVInucleon. The three-term expansion 
of Wilson [9] was modified to include the effects of energy variation of the nuclear cross sections [lo]. The integral 
form of the transport equation [7] was further used to derive a numerical marching procedure to solve the cosmic- 
ray transport problem 1111. This method can easily include the energy-dependent nuclear cross sections within the 
numerical procedure. Comparison of the nunlerical procedure [ I  11 with an analytic solution to a simplified problem 
[I21 validates the solution technique to about 1 percent accuracy. Several solution techniques and analytic methods 
have been developed for testing future numerical solutions to the transport equation [19]. More recently, an analytic 
solution for the laboratory ion beam transport problem has been derived assuming a straight-ahead approximation, 
velocity conservation at the interaction site, and energy-independent nuclear cross sections 1131. These analytic 
techniques were used to derive the Green's function to be used for space or laboratory exposure 1201. 
In the previous overview of past developments, the applications generally split into two separate categories 
according to a single ion species with a single energy at the boundary versus a broad host of elemental types with a 
broad, continuous energy spectrum. Techniques requiring a representation of the spectrum over an array of energy 
values require vast computer storage and computation speed for the laboratory beam problem to maintain sufficient 
energy resolution. On the other hand, analytic methods [7, 8, 131 are probably best applied in a marching 
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procedure [I 11, which again has within it a similar energy resolution problem. This is a serious limitation because 
we require a final High Charge and Energy (HZE) Code for cosmic-ray shielding that has been validated by 
laboratory experiments. In the present report we will review our current status in the development of computational 
procedures and databases for the evaluation of particle fields within materials and the corresponding energy transfer 
processes to the material media including the highly correlated electron fields about individual ion trajectories. 
TRANSPORT THEORY 
The massive particle transport equations are derived by balancing the change in particle flux as it crosses a 
small volunle of material with the gains and losses caused by nuclear collision. The resulting equations for a 
homogeneous material are given by [21] 
I 1 a Q.V---Sj(E)+oj(E) @j(x,Q,E) Aj aE 
k 
1 
= 1 dE' dQ'o jk (E, E', Q, R'bk (x, Q', E') 
where @j(x,Q,E) is the flux of ions of type j with atomic mass Aj at x with motion along Q and energy E in units of 
MeVInucleon, oj (E) is the corresponding macroscopic cross section, SJE) is the linear energy transfer (LET), and 
ojk(E, E: Q,  Q') is the production cross section for type j particles with energy E and directionQ by the collision of 
a type k particIe of energy E' and direction R'. The term on the left side of equation (1) containing Sj(E) is a 
result of the continuous slowing-down approximation, whereas the remaining terms of equation (I) are seen to be 
the usual Boltzmann terms. The solutions to equation (I) exist and are unique in any convex region for which the 
inbound flux of each particle type is specified everywhere on the bounding surface. If the boundary is given as the 
loci of the two-parameter vector function I'(s,t) for which a generic point on the boundary is given by T, then the 
boundary condition is specified by requiring the solution of equation (I) to meet 
for each value of Q such that 
where n(T) is the outward-directed unit normal vector to the boundary surface at the point I' and4 is a specified 
boundary function. 
The fragmentation of the projectile and target nuclei is represented by the quantities ojk(E, E <  R,  a'), which are 
con~posed of three functions: 
o j k ( ~ ,  E', Q, Q') = O ~ ( E ' ) V  jk (~')fjk(E, E', Q, Q') (4) 
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where vjk(Et) is the average number (which we loosely refer to as nlultiplicity) of type j particles being produced by 
a collision of a type k of energy E', and fjk (E, E',!2,Qr) is the probability density distribution for producing 
particles of type j of energy E into direction Cl from the collision of a type k particle with energy E' moving in 
direction R'. For an unpolarized source of projectiles and unpolarized targets, the energy-angle distribution of 
reaction products is a function of the energies and cosine of the production angle relative to the incident projectile 
direction. The secondary multiplicities vjk( E') and secondary energy-angle distributions are the major unknowns in 
ion transport theory. 
The spectral distribution function is fo~znd to consist of two terms that describe the fragmentation of the 
projectile and the fragmentation of the struck nucleus as follows [22, 231: 
where v$and f$ depend only weakly on the target and v$ and f$ depend only weakly on the projectile. 
Although the average secondary velocities associated withfP are nearly equal to the projectile velocity, the average 
velocities associated with fT are near zero. Experimentally, Heckman [22] observed for massive fragment (A 2 4) 
that 
where p and p' are the momenta per unit mass of j and k ions, respectively, and 
P T where ojk and ojk are related to the root-mean-square (rms) momentum spread of secondary products. These 
parameters depend only on the fragmenting nucleus. Feshbach and Huang [24] suggested that the parameters 05 
T and o j k  depend on the average square momentum of the nuclear fragments as allowed by Fermi motion. A precise 
formulation of these ideas in terms of a statistical model was obtained by Goldhaber [25]. 
The notation is simplified by introducing a vector of flux fields as 
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the linear Boltzmann operator 
and the integral collision operator 
Each component of the field vector @ corresponds to a given particle type and by convention we place the most 
massive particle to the top of the vector and least massive to the bottom. The Boltzmann operator B representing 
field drift and collisional losses (atomic and nuclear) is diagonal and the collisional operator tends to be lower 
triangular. There exists an integrating factor for B; we will refer to its inverse as the Boltzmann propagator Go and 
it has been found using the method of characteristic [6,7] as a solution of 
BG, = 0 (1 1) 
The general solution to the Boltzmann equation is then [6, 71 
and satisfies the boundary conditions (2) provided Go reduces to the identity operators at the boundary (note: we 
choose the constants of integration for equation (I  I ) ,  so this is true). A number of approximate methods have been 
developed based on equation (12). 
A Newman series [6,7,20] may be developed for equation (12) as 
which we rewrite in terms of the complete propagator G as [20] 
It is clear from equation (13) that the complete propagator is given by 
Clearly, G depends on the bounding surface and the physical properties of the media [26]. There are two 
streams of development in solving the transport problem. The first is to establish solutions to equation (12) 
according to some computational procedure [6-111 and the second is to develop methods for evaluation of the 
complete propagator of equation (15) for application to specific input spectra [20,26]. 
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APPROXIMATION PROCEDURES 
In the remainder of this report, we will discuss a progression of development towards increasing levels of 
sophistication in evaluation methods of particle fields within complex geometric objects. We will not discuss 
methods for which the relation to the previously discussed formalism is at best tenuous [ I  I]. Nor shall we dwell on 
strictly finite difference procedures or Monte Carlo simulation, although they shall at times provide insight into the 
accuracy of the final methodology [6, 14, 19, 261. 
Decozcplirzg of Target Fragrneilts 
The separation of the interaction cross sections into projectile and target fragment contributions as in 
equations (5) to (7) provides a basis of simplifying the computation procedure. We may separate the fields as 
4 = iPP + 4 in which 
In that the second term on the right-hand side of equations (16) and (17) is negligible since the range of the multiple 
charged target fragments is small compared to the nuclear mean free paths, we may take 
where Rj(E) is the range energy relation for ion type j. Equation (18) must be yet evaluated after which 
equation (19) becomes a simple quadrature [7, 271. The remainder of this report will focus on the solution of 
equation (18) neglecting terms to the order of ak Rj (a$ /2m) = LO-'. In the remainder, we will drop the 
subscript P from equation (18) to simplify notation so that 4 will refer to the projectile fields only and 4 will refer 
specifically to target fragments. 
Corlservative Field Estimates 
A guiding principle in radiation protection practice is that if errors are committed in risk estimates they should 
be overestimates. The presence of strong scattering terms in the collision terms in equation (10) provides lateral 
diffusion along a given ray. Such diffusive processes result in leakage at near boundaries [26]. If @(r) is the 
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solution of the Boltzmann equation for a source of particles on the boundary surface r, then the solution for the 
surface source on r within a region enclosed by I" denoted by (r) has the property 
@rf(T) = 4 03 + (20) 
where E ~ I  is positive definite provided T' completely encloses T. The most strongly scattered component is the 
neutron fields for which cyt = 0.2 percent for an infinite media for most practical problems [26]. Standard practice 
in space radiation protection replaces G as required at some point on the boundary and along a given ray by the 
corresponding GN evaluated for normal incidence on a semi-infinite slab. The errors in this approximation are 
second order in the ratio of beam divergence and radius of curvature of the object and rarely exceed a few percent 
and are always conservative [26]. 
Straight-Ahead Approxinzation 
The adequacy of the straight-ahead approximation in shielding from space protons was demonstrated by 
Alsmiller and coworkers many years ago (281. The straight-ahead approximation for multiple charged ions is 
accomplished by approximating equation (6) as 
The error term generated [7] by the replacement of equation (21) is 
and is quite small provided the angular distributions of the fields at the boundary are relatively uniform [7] since the 
P width o j k  of the fragment momentum spectrum is small compared to the projectile momentum. Furthermore, the 
straight-ahead approximation overestimates the transmitted flux and is therefore conservative in most space 
shielding applications. The success of the straight-ahead approximation results in part from the small increase in 
attenuation for lateral diffusion through angles as large as 30" [21]. 
Velocity Conservilzg Interactions 
The multiple charged fragments formed by nuclear interaction are mainly the spectators of the collision process 
which conceptually lead Goldhaber [25] to suggest that the momentum spread o: in the fragment spectrum is 
related to the spectators random Fermi motion at the time of collision. The final fragment velocity is then the 
collective spectator velocity prior to collision and is nearly equal to the velocity of the projectile. The velocity 
conserving interaction is affected by replacing 
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in equation (21). The error term generated [7] by the replacement is 
E" = 05;- /m 
Although this error is small when energy variation in the fields is modest as for space radiations, the velocity 
conserving interaction is an inferior approximation to the straight-ahead approximation for space radiations as seen 
by comparing equations (22) and (24). 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL THEORY 
This section will deal with evaluation of the particle fields under approximations given by equations (18) and 
(21). There is no lateral spread so that the surviving spatial variable is the depth of penetration and the integral 
operator C is reduced to a simple integral operator over the energy variable only. The transmitted flux in this 
approximation is always conservative but the degree of error is small for space radiation exposure estimates [28]. 
We now consider methods by which equation (18) can be solved under the approximation given by equation (21). 
Pertzcrbation Theory 
The integral form of equation (1 8) is given as 
and has the Neuman series given by equation (13). The first two terms of the Neuman series have been used by 
various workers to implement an approximate solution for low penetration depths [4, 5, 8, 15, 171. An iterative 
procedure was developed by Lamkin and Wilson [6, 7, 291 which is continued until convergence. The charged 
particle fields were found to converge rapidly while the neutral neutron component required a greater number of 
terms [30]. Although these methods showed promise as a very efficient shielding code compared to Monte Carlo 
procedures, the computational demands were considered excessive compared to marching procedures. 
Nztmerical Marching Procedures 
As a consequence of the straight-ahead approximation, the integral equation (25) is a Volterra equation and may 
be solved using marching procedures. Considering any point on the boundary, the solution can be propagated from 
the boundary Fo to an interior surface Tl using equation (13) as 
where the error term is on the order of the square of the distance between To and r1 which can be made arbitrarily 
small. Equation (26) may be used repeatedly to cover the solution domain as 
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The propagated enor at the 11th step is 
& ( I f )  E,, 5  -[I- exp (-mzh)] 
12 0 
where h is the distance between F,,+I and F,, and ~ ( h )  is the maximum enor committed on any step. The truncated 
error of equation (26) is on the order of ( 0 1 % ) ~  giving reasonable error propagation in equation (28) for most 
components except the low energy neutrons. This method is the basis of the BRYNTRN and HZETRN codes 
[I 1, 14,211 and provides adequate solutions where low energy neutrons are of minor importance. 
For convenience of notation and to simplify the computational procedures, we scale the flux vector by 
multiplying by the proton stopping power as 
where 9, C', Go are new operators corresponding to B, z, Go.  The component equations of equation (29) are 
written along a given ray as 
-o,(r)h - o j ( r ) z  ce Y j ( x + h , r ) =  e  y j ( x , r + v j h ) + ~  jt d z e  L+vjz jjk(r + vjz ,  r?) 
k 
where E has been replaced by proton residual range and v j  the ion range scale parameter Z j 2 / ~ j  . It was shown by 
Lamkin et al. [29] that the integrals of equation (30) may be evaluated as (for Z j , Z k , 5  2) 
x r' + vk z )  dr'qk(r,  v jh ,  r') + 0 ( h 3 )  
where 
Equations (3 1) and (32) are the bases for the BRYNTRN code for nucleon transport. The % ( r ,  v j  h, r ')  is related 
to the integral spectrum of particles produced by the nuclear collision. 
The ions with Z > 2 can be written as 
y j ( x  + 12, r )  = e - Y ~ ( r ) " ~ j ( x ,  r  + v j h )  
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and may be reduced to 
-0, ( ! - ) I !  yj (x + h, r) = e Y, (x, r + vjh) 
Note that this formula is similar to the prescription of Allkofer and Heinrich [16]. Equation (34) for Z 5 2 coupled 
to equation (3 1) provides the source for the HZETRN code. 
As a method of validation, we show in figure 1 a comparison of BRYNTRN with a three-dimensional Monte 
Carlo simulation (HETC) for a rather thick aluminum shield (20 g/cm2) in front of a 30-cm tissue slab (phantom). 
The HZE propagation of equation (34) compares to a converged numerical solution [19] of equation (18) under 
approximations (21) and (23) to within 2 percent. Further attributes of these codes are described elsewhere [21]. 
Green's Fztnctions 
Although the numerical procedures discussed above are adequate when the primary particles have broad 
continuous spectra, the problem of code validation would be limited to space flight experiments in which the 
primary particle environmental models are only approxinlately known, the spacecraft geometry is to a degree 
uncertain, and detector response is only partly understood. Code validation is ultimately to be achieved in particle 
accelerator experiments where the primary particle type is known with certainty, its energy is well defined, and the 
highest quality detection systems can be employed under optimal configuration design to measure the reaction 
products transmitted through shield materials. We now discuss methods which are efficient tools for space shield 
design and may be validated in a laboratory environment. 
The content of the Green's function method is when @ (T) defined on a closed boundary r is related to q5 in 
the interior region as 
@ = GI- @(I-) (35) 
where G, is the Green's function which reduces to the identity on the boundary and satisfies 
We noted in connection with equation (20) that G, could be replaced at each point on the boundary by the Green's 
function for a semi-infinite slab value G,, and that a conservative estimate of GpF within the interior is found by 
using the straight-ahead approximation of equation (21). We therefore consider a conservative approximate solution 
of equations (35) and (36) by using G,, in place of G, but must yet develop G,, for the semi-infinite slab. 
The propagator 6, relates solutions in a semi-infinite slab to any arbitrary flux @(p) at the planar boundary p 
as 
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Suppose we evaluate $, (p' ) at a plane p ' parallel top which is chosen such that 
G, = G,, + B-~cG, ,  + B - ~  CB-I  C G ,  
Then the solution beyond y ' is given as 
4,. = GPl 4p(~ ' )  = G,' G*,(pf) @(P) 
If we denote G,(P') as the propagator from p -+ p' and G,, as the propagator beyond pf(p' -+ M), while G, is 
the propagator from p -+ p' -+ M , then equations (37) and (39) yield 
Since G, (p') and G, differ only by a translation they are functionally equal and equation (38) can be used to cover 
a restricted region of the space while equation (40) is a nonperturbative relation which can be used to cover the 
entire space. 
Approximate Greeit's Fzcnctioils 
The scaled Green's functions in residual range space are given by 
where rj,  I& are the residual ranges. This Green's function may be approximated by 
( e-Oj.r - ]] gj,n (x) - e-(T~18 jll, - a j,,l a??' -a ;  
where 
The function gj,, (x) is a solution to the energy independent problem and is approximated by 
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where higher order terms are discussed elsewhere 113, 201. The perturbation series may be used to cover a portion 
of the space and the nonperturbative equation to cover the remaining space is 
These nonperturbative techniques hold great promise for accurate and efficient computational methods for 
evaluation of the H'LE particle fields in space or laboratory problems. They are yet to be extended to light ion and 
especially neutron fields. 
Values for the collision related terms of 4 jr7, (x, rj ,  5;) are shown in figure 2. The x is depth in a water medium, 
Zp is the charge of the incident projectile, and specifically produced species are noted in the figure label. Clearly the 
production of any given species is dominated by the projectiles of nearly the same but greater charge. The multiple 
collision terms are mostly important for those projectiles whose charge is far removed from the specific species. 
These Green's functions are used to evaluate the composition of a 600 MeVInucleon iron beam in a water column at 
several depths with results i11 figure 3. These types of solutions are amenable to experimental validation by HZE ion 
beams. By way of example, the calculated unchanged charge fluence of 674(*2) A MeV beams of 12c, 1 4 ~ ,  and 1 6 0  
is compared to experiments at the GSI accelerator [32] in figure 4. The single charge removed fluence is shown in 
figure 5.  To achieve this level of agreement required the addition of clusters knockout in the projectile fragmentation 
of 1 6 0  and ad hoc corrections for shell structure effects indicating the level of detail required for predictive nuclear 
models. 
OVERVIEW OF NUCLEAR MODELS AND DATABASES 
The database of nuclear interaction cross sections required for galactic cosmic ray transport is enormous when 
one considers the energy and charge spectrum of the incident ions and the materials of interest in spacecraft and 
aircraft design, biological tissues, and planetary atmospheres and surfaces. The large number of reaction species 
combinations, secondary types, and primary energies makes an experimental determination of the cross section data- 
base unlikely because of the large number of measurements required. Nuclear reaction models must then be 
developed which are both accurate and diverse in predictability. The final reaction models to be used for transport 
code databases must be computationally efficient in order to be practical as input to transport codes to be used by a 
design engineer. 
The reaction cross sections necessary for GCR transport are the inclusive ones, which are a function of the 
primary type and energy, secondary energy and angle, and the target atom. For transport codes utilizing the straight- 
ahead approximation, the angular dependence is not required. There have been two main approaches to the 
development of databases for high energy ion transport: 1) Monte Carlo simulation, and 2) Quantum Multiple 
Scattering Theories (MST). Monte Carlo simulation is used extensively in proton or neutron reactions on target 
nuclei, as well as particle production processes such as pions, muons, and gamma-rays [31, 331. Cugnon 1341 has 
developed the Monte Carlo approach for heavy ion reactions; however, only light particle production has been 
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extensively studied. Early on, Bertini [33] had noted the lack of any diffractive nature in most particle production 
processes, making a Monte Carlo simulation which relied only on classical physics and including the Pauli principle, 
advantageous. 
The manifestation of diffraction is not the only signature of quantum effects in nuclear reactions. The optical 
theorem relates the absorption cross section to the elastic amplitude which is very diffractive in nature, pointing to a 
quantum description. Also, there are other quantum effects which become important and make the quantum MST 
approach more favorable. These include the non-diagonal components of the nuclear response function important 
for describing the quasi-elastic peak in proton, neutron, and alpha particle scattering; the spin effects important in 
nucleon induced reactions; the discrete nature of low lying states in lighter mass nuclei (A < 16); and the importance 
of nuclear structure such as shell effects and clustering and correlation effects in the nuclear wave function. The 
rich variety of quantum effects expected to be manifest in nuclear reactions favors the use of the MST approach, 
which we next describe. 
A non-relativistic MST [35-391 proceeds from the Schrodinger equation and the corresponding integral form in 
the Lippman-Schwinger or Faddeev equations. A relativistic MST is now available based on meson exchange 
theory [40-421, while a more general relativistic treatment awaits further theoretical understanding of the non- 
abelian theory, quantum chromodynamics. The elastic channel can be described through the derivation of an optical 
(one-body) potential. The inelastic channels, including particle production and fragmentation, are more difficult to 
treat since several relative motions become important, such that a one-body integral equation is not useful. 
Approaches for treating the inelastic channels are through a perturbative type solution of a Faddeev like equation 
and the use of the Eikonal model or Glauber models to reduce the MST to a solvable form. The quantum approach 
relies heavily on models of nuclear structure for treating excited state wavefunctions, cluster wavefunctions, and 
also of the nuclear response function. We next describe several developments in the theoretical framework for 
database development. We also discuss the relation between the quantum models and the semi-empirical NUCFRG 
model which has been used in the past for the heavy ion fragmentation database in the HZETRN code. 
Inclusive Scattering Cross Sections 
The scattering amplitude for the heavy ion collision is related to the cross section by the phase space of each 
particle that appears in the final state. We consider inclusive reactions where a fragment originating in the projectile 
is measured. For simplicity, the final target state is not considered and will use closure on these states with a single 
momentum vector denoted pxused to represent these states. The cross section is then determined by 
where p is the relative projectile-target velocity, F* represents the pre-fragments formed in the projectile-target 
interaction, 12 is the number of nucleons knocked out of the projectile in the overlap region with the target, and i and 
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f label the initial and final states, respectively. The pre-fragment will decay through particle emission if sufficient 
energy is available. To include the phase space of decay products of F*, we write 
where the r is the ions (if any) emitted in the decay of the F*. In considering nucleon production from the decay, 
we would study the p,.. We use the momentum conserving delta-function in (46) to eliminate pF or of the p j ,  
from equation (46). 
The total momentum transfer is related top, through 
wherepT is the initial target momentum. The inclusive cross section for producing and ion F is then 
For elastic scattering on the excitation of discrete states, the relation between the transition matrix Tfi and the 
inclusive cross sections is trivial. For fragmentation reactions, where several to many particles are present in the 
final state, the integrals in (49) then become intractable and approximations must be introduced. One approach is to 
use a closure approximation on all unobserved projectile fragments. Such approximation is made at the expense of 
losing information on final state interactions among the projectile fragments. Real progress in reducing the multi- 
particle momentum integrals to a computationally feasible form is achieved only after studying the structure of the 
nucleus-nucleus transition matrix, which we next discuss. 
NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS TRANSITION MATRIX 
The equations of motion for nuclear scattering are expressed in terms of the transition operator which represents 
an infinite series for the multiple scattering of the constituents of the projectile and target nucleon. The strong 
nature of the nuclear force requires a non-perturbative solution to the scattering problem. A relativistic theory is of 
interest for the space radiation databases, because of the high energies of the particles and the large number of 
production processes which are naturally included in a relativistic theory. In relativistic field theory, the non-abelian 
nature of the strong force precludes a formulation of the transition matrix for nuclear scattering using the Lagrangian 
of quantum chromodynamics. A relativistically covariant formulation of the problem has been put forth by Maung 
and co-workers using meson exchange theory [40-421. The basic approach, in both relativistic and non-relativistic 
multiple scattering theories, is to re-sum the n~ultiple scattering series, which is expressed in terms of the irreducible 
and reducible exchange diagrams in the RMST or the nuclear potential in the NRMST, in terms of the transition 
matrix for the constituents of the projectile and target nuclei. This avoids having to deal directly with the highly 
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singular behavior of the nuclear potential at short distances, and instead the constituent transition matrix is used, 
which is often known from experimental determinations. 
The integral equation approach is quite successful for studying elastic scattering where a one-body integral 
equation can be found using an optical potential. For studying knockout and fragmentation reactions, the Eikonal 
approximation is useful in order to reduce a many component integral equation to a manageable form. The 
importance of final state interactions between projectile fragments suggests the use of a Faddeev type integral 
equation where the interactions between projectile constituents are treated [43,44]. 
In the RMST the infinite sum of meson exchange diagrams is written as an integral equation of the Bethe- 
Salpeter form [42]. The Bethe-Salpeter equation is reduced to a three-dimensional form using a covariant three- 
dimensional relativistic propagator. The propagator of Maung et al. [41] is most useful for performing the three- 
dimensional reduction, since it treats the target and projectile constituents on an equal footing, avoiding non- 
physical singularities that occur with other propagators. The transition operator derived in the RMST [42] is written 
as 
where G is the Bethe-Salpeter propagator representing the two nuclei in intermediate states and the kernel K is the 
sum of all irreducible diagrams based on meson exchange theory for scattering of the projectile and target 
constituents. The kernel is decomposed into various terms corresponding to one meson exchange between 
constituents, two meson exchange between constituents, two meson exchange between more*than one constituent, 
etc. 
This infinite sum of irreducible diagrams is described in [42]. The three-dimensional reduction of the RMST is 
found by introducing an approximate propagator g to obtain the coupled integral equations: 
The three-dimensional reduction is chosen to represent the best approximation to an exact propagator G. In 
application, the approximation V z K1 is often evoked. 
The effects of nuclear clustering are considered in the MST by assuming the constituent interactions are those 
between clusters rather than the choice of nucleons [4244].  The RMST with clusters has been treated in [42] and 
involves complicated summations over irreducible diagrams among the cluster constituents. The choice of which 
cluster configuration is chosen is determined by reaction channel and nuclear cluster considerations. The 
convergence of a cluster expansion series should be more rapid than the nucleon one when the kernel is known; 
however, more detailed bound state properties may be involved for performing such calculations. 
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The NRMST is obtained from equations (50)-(53) by approximating the full kernel by the leading order term 
corresponding to one-meson exchange diagrams and using a non-relativistic reduction of the three-dimensional 
propagator g. The potential term is then the sum of the interactions of the constituents 1371 
and the non-relativistic propagator is given by 
where H p  and HT are the projectile and target internal Hamiltonians, respectively. The constituent interactions 
involve the full many-body problem as seen from the integral equation 
where V is the nucleon-nucleon potential and the propagator includes the effects of nuclear binding. At high 
energies the impulse approximation is invoked, which assumes that the relative kinetic energy of the constituents is 
much larger than the binding energies such that the propagator is approximated by (impulse approximation) 
and the constituent interactions are replaced by the free interactions which are truly of the two-body form. For high 
energy reactions, the scattering is often confined to the forward direction. Here the Eikonal approximation is useful 
for reducing the scattering problem to a closed form expression. There are several approaches for deriving the 
Eikonal form of the MST [45, 461. Here we continue our considerations of the nucleus-nucleus propagator and 
introduce the Eikonal propagator [45] 
k. (k-k' )  
.eik = ( pa ) 8 (k - k') 
The insertion of the Eikonal propagator into the MST allows for a summation of the series into a closed form 
expression. Calculations using the Eikonal model are considered next. 
THE ELASTIC CHANNEL AND NUCLEAR ABSORPTION 
The evaluation of the nuclear absorption cross section proceeds from the elastic scattering amplitude and the 
optical theorem. In the Eikonal coupled channels (ECC) model [46, 471, the matrix of scattering amplitudes for all 
possible projectile-target transitions is given by 
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where barred quantities represent matrices and bold quantities represent vectors. Here, b is the impact parameter 
vector, q is the momentum transfer vector, and k is the projectile-target relative wave number. In equation (59), 2 
is an ordering operator for the z-coordinate which is necessary only when noncommuting two-body interactions are 
considered. The phase elements of 2 are defined by matrix elements of arbitrary projectile-target states of the 
operator 
where p is the nucleus-nucleus reduced mass, a and j label the projectile and target constituents, respectively, r is 
the internal coordinate, x is the relative coordinate with x = (b, z), and tW is approximated by the free two-body 
scattering amplitude in the overall center-of-mass frame. For a projectile transition from quantum state 12 ton' and 
target transition from v to v' we write 
where Ap and AT denote the mass numbers of projectile and target, respectively. Equation (61) is written in terms 
of transition densities p as 
or in terms of transition form factors as 
where F and G are the projectile and target one-body form factors, respectively. The two-body amplitudes must be 
related to their values in the nucleon-nucleon (NN) center-of-mass (CM) frame where the physical amplitude fNN is 
determined by experiments. Making this transformation and noting that the z-integration in equation (63) can be 
performed formally if commuting interactions are assumed reduces equation (63) to 
where fNN is the two-body scattering amplitude in the NN CM frame. Equation (64) is convenient for calculations 
since it is essentially a one-dimensional integration if the form factors are known. 
The second-order approximation to the elastic (EL) amplitude is obtained by including all transitions between 
the ground and excited states and assuming that transitions between excited states are negligible. Furthermore, the 
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density of all excited (EXC) states is approximated by an average excited-state density. The phase matrix is then of 
the bordered form 
where XEL = XOO,OO. The characteristic equation of this bordered matrix is 
(xEXc - h ) N 0 - 2 [ ( ~ E L  - h)(xEXc -A)- y2]  = o 
where No is the order of 2, ?L is the eigenvalue, and y2 is defined by 
The eigenvalues are given by 
with all others taking the value X E X C .  The form of the eigenvalues allows us to treat the scattering system as an 
effective two-channel problem with 
Then, from employing Sylvester's theorem we find that 
where the subscript CC denotes coupled channels and the difference (DIF) is given as 
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An expansion of equation (70) reveals, as expected, that X, appears only in third-order and higher order terms in 
fNN(q). A reasonable approximation to XExC is to assume the ground-state density for the excited states [47]. If 
X , is set equal to X EL we find 
-ik 2 f;c(q) =  exp(-iq . b)[exp(ixEL) cos Y - I] d b 
2Tc (71) 
The coherent approximation [46] is recovered in the limit of small Y.  
By using closure to perform the summations in equation (67), y2 is given as 
where F(') and F ( ~ )  ( G(') and ~ ( ~ 1 )  are the projectile (target) one- and two-body, ground-state form factors, 
respectively. 
Townsend [48] has considered Pauli correlation effects between projectile and target nucleons. Here, the first- 
order elastic phase is written as 
The direct (DIR) term is written as 
AP AT x,, (b) = -I d2q  2"' F(')(-¶) ~ ( ' ) ( q )  f, (q) 
2 n k ~ ~  
and the exchange (EX) term is written as 
We use the parameterization of fNN as 
O(P + i, kNN exp -- ~q f N N ( q ) = q T I  ( 2 ,  
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where kNN is the relative wave number in the two-body system, O is the two-body scattering cross section, B is the 
slope parameter, and p is the ratio of the real part to the imaginary part of the forward two-body scattering 
amplitude. Values for the energy-dependent 0, B , and p are found in [48]. The correlation factor is found as 
in [48] with d = 1.85 fm-I. 
The total (TOT) cross section is found from the elastic amplitude by using the optical theorem as follows: 
Equations (71) and (79) show that 
o, = 4n ,fib db 1--exp [-Im (x, +Y)] cos [R~(x, +Y)] i :  
1 
- - exp [- 1m (x, - Y)] cos [R~(x, - Y)]} 
2 
where Im and Re denote imaginary and real quantities, respectively. The total absorption (ABS) cross section is 
found by using 
OTOT = GABS + (?EL (80) 
where G E L  is the total elastic cross section. Integrating equation (71) by using dQ = d 2 q / k 2  and equations (79) 
and (80) yields 
o,, = 2n jr b db 1- - exp (-2 Im x,) [cosh (2 Im Y) + cos (2 Re Y)]} { : 
For low-energy ions, the impulse approximation and the forward scattering assumption are not expected to be valid. 
However, here the effects of Coulomb Repulsion on the scattering becomes important and may dominate other 
effects. The Eikonal model is connected for the Coulomb trajectories by modifying the impact parameter surface as 
[491 
where V,, is the Coulomb potential between projectile and target nuclei and ECM is the total C. M. kinetic 
energy. 
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Liglzt Ion Ittteractiorzs 
For proton or neutron induced knockout of nucleons or light clusters and the fragmentation of light nuclei, such 
as cosmic ray helium, the multiple scattering series is written in the Faddeev form in order to include the effects of 
final state interactions in the formalism [50-511. An alternate approach would be to consider a distorted wave form 
for the knocked-out particles. The three-body approach of the Faddeev formalism allows for a convergent series if 
the transition matrix for the light particles incident on nuclei is known. The leading order terms to the knockout 
series are represented by the overlap functions for the virtual decay of the nucleus and the quasi-elastic scattering of 
the participants. For heavy ions the overlap functions are represented by the single particle wave functions. 
We consider the breakup of a light ion into a two-body final state as 
The transition matrix can be written as a three-body problem of a - T, b - T, and a - b interactions when 
rearrangement channels are neglected and with the understanding that all target final and intermediate states must be 
summed. Using the Faddeev method we consider the multiple scattering series generated by the coupled set of 
integral equations [5 11 
with 
where loT, ibT, and lob are the "two-body" amplitudes which are the transition operators for aT, bT, or a b  
scattering, respectiveIy, in the PT Hilbert space and where the Green's function in the impulse approximation is 
We consider the leading order cossections to the pole approximation by truncating (84) as 
and replacing TOT and Ib, by their on-shell values. Equation (86) allows for all orders of multiple scattering, 
however, assuming the dominance of the ab cluster in the projectile and that ab final state interactions (FSI) occur 
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only after interactions with the target. A comparison of the light ion breakup model to experiment for 3~ production 
a-"C reactions is shown in figures 6. 
The MST of (86) has been applied to @-particle knockout, as well as to the knockout of nucleons from target 
nuclei by incident nucleons. For the target knockout case 
a series similar to (84) is introduced as 
= I N 1  +9-N2 + T X  
The evaluation of the inclusive cross sections for the @-particle breakup or light particle knockout from nucleon 
induced reactions involves the quasi-elastic scattering of the fragments. The quasi-elastic distributions have been 
described by Cucinotta et al. [52-541 in the Eikonal model and are further described below. For the reaction (87) 
the identity of N1 and N2 may be the same (e.g., for p and n production) and the quasi-elastic scattering of the 
incident nucleon ( p  or 11 ) may overlap with the knockout distribution. These individual contributions are written 
do 
EVAP 
where we have also included a contribution from the decay of highly excited target recoils. The quasi-elastic term in 
(89) may have a contribution from charge-exchange [54] or nucleon resonances. 
QUASI-ELASTIC SCATTERING SERIES 
We next consider the quasi-elastic scattering or energy loss distributions for light particles. When treating 
inelastic scattering, we assume that the off-diagonal terms in X (denoted by X,) are small compared with the 
diagonal ones [46], X,; then we expand f in powers of X ,  to 
We also will make the assumption that all the diagonal terms are represented by the ground-state elastic phase. 
Using equation (90), we sum over target final states X (continuum) to find the inclusive angular distribution for the 
projectile when its mass remains unchanged as in 
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Equation (91) only allows for a study of the momentum transfer spectra of the projectile. However, in any 
consideration of the projectile energy loss, energy conservation must be treated. Based on continuum states for the 
target final state, energy conservation leads to 
and 
where Ept is the energy of the projectile in the final state, 0) is the projectile energy loss, and we define 
where k j  is the wave number vector of a knocked-out target nucleon. We first consider the evaluation of the 
collision terms W,, using plane waves for the final continuum states of the target. The projectile motion is treated 
in the coherent approximation. The first collision term is written [54] 
w, (b, b', a) = 
where Go k  is the transition form factor of the target and A p  and AT are the projectile and target mass numbers, 
T 
respectively. Changing variables as 
Also. 
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with the transverse parts denoted RI and Sl , respectively. The first collision term is rewritten 
where we have defined 
A(q) = F ( ~ ) ~ N N  (4 
and 
Introducing the Fourier transform pair 
R, (a, p, = j L e ; m f $  ( a ,  p, t )  (105) ( 2 4  
and 
R, (a, p, t )  = I dm eP imt~ l  ( a , p, W) 
allows us to evaluate the energy-conserving delta function in equation (104). For the target nucleons, 
we use 
where MZN is the nucleon mass, Eg1 is the binding energy, and equation (106) is 
where the density matrix is p(r,  r') and is defined by 
p(r ,  rt) = @(r)  ~ ' ( r ' )  
and @ is the ground-state single-particle wave function. We then find 
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where j, is a spherical Bessel function, O is the unit step function, and 
The higher order terms are more difficult to treat because of the enumeration of projectile and target intermediate 
states. A first approximation is to assume that the projectile remains in the ground state throughout the collision 
(coherent projectile approximation). 
Using similar coordinate changes as described above, we find the mth-order collision term as [54] 
where 
where R,,, = 0 for o < IB,,, . The solutions for the nzth-order terms in equation (1 13) result from the Fourier 
transform of the temporal response. For forward-peaked wave functions, we approximate 
such that 
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K 7r n2 
where Cl = 1, C2 = -, C3 = -, and C4 = -. Equation (1 14) is found by considering the Taylor series for 
4 105 240 
J3m/2-1. We then have, for the energy loss spectra (eq. (92)) in a coherent projectile model, 
and 
The coherent approximation assumes that the projectile remains in the ground state throughout the scattering. The 
leading-order correction to the coherent terms occurs in the collision term W2 and corresponds to the following 
replacement of W2 [53]: 
which follows from using closure on the projectile intermediate states. Physically, equation (1 18) allows the 
projectile to dissociate in the intermediate state. Further modifications are necessary when correlation effects are 
treated. 
The target transition form factors will describe the effects of the FSI between the unobserved ejected nucleons 
and the recoiling target nucleus. The transition form factor of the target appearing in the first-order response is 
given by 
Go,,, (9) = (0T1 eiqq vp) (119) 
where is the outgoing scattering state. With the Moller operator 6(-), the transition form factor is written, kl 
using plane-wave states, as 
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The Moller operator is related to the Green function iL-) and to the transition operator f as 
hi;) = 1 + $-If (121) 
Using equations (120) and (121), we can separate the first-order response function into three terms corresponding to 
the plane-wave response, elastic distortion in the FSI, and inelastic reaction in the FSI (cascade). Thus [54], 
R, (q, q', w )  = R , P ~  + RIDW + RlIN (122) 
The plane-wave term was described above. For the DW term, we have 
R:" = ~ ( w  - E ~ ,  ) [(0,1 eiq" , & ) ? ' I  k,) (k, 1 eiq'-"l 0,) 
( 2 ~  
where I O R  > is the ground-state wave function of the recoil nucleus. The cascade term describes a new inelastic 
collision series of the ejected nucleon with kl reacting on the target recoil given by 
The evaluation of the response functions is considered in [54, 551 using the harmonic oscillator shell model wave 
function and the Eikonal approximation. Comparisons of the model for proton scattering on 2 7 ~ 1  and a - a 
reactions are shown in figures 7 and 8, respectively. 
Heavy Ion Fragt~lentation Models 
The abrasion-ablation models describe nuclear fragmentation as a two-step process of abrasion, where the 
projectile and target overlap at various impact parameters leading to the shearing of the nucleons in the overlap 
region, followed by ablation where the projectile or target remnants denoted the pre-fragments that were outside the 
overlap zone are assumed to have received excitation energy due to the collision and subsequent decay through 
particle emission. The theoretical calculation of the fragmentation cross sections involves 4 areas: (1) the 
description of the probability of removing a given amount of mass and charge, (2) the description of the distribution 
of pre-fragment excitation energies formed in the abrasion step, (3) the description of the statistical decay of the pre- 
fragments to form the final fragment distribution, and (4) the description of the momentum distributions of light 
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particles (p, 1 2 ,  cl, f, h ,  and a )  created both in initial overlap of projectile and target and the statistical decay of the 
pre-fragments. 
The earliest abrasion-ablation models [56] considered a geometrical formulation of the abrasion-ablation model. 
Following Bowman, Swiatecki, and Tsang [56] the cross section for removal of AA ilucleons is given by 
o(AA) = nbi - nb: (125) 
where b2 is the impact parameter for which the volume of intersection of the projectile contains Anbl. nucleons and 
the resulting exciting energies release additional Anbl nucleons at the rate of 1 nucleon for every 10 MeV of 
excitation such that 
and similarly for bl 
Wilson, et al. [57-581 have considered modifications of the original model for both Anb,. and Anbl. The impact 
parameter dependence of the Anbr now includes an energy dependent attenuation factor and a correction for 
Coulomb trajectories. The mass removal for abrasion is given by 
where CT is the chord lengths of the intersecting surface in the target at the separation which maximizes the 
interaction potential [58]. The expressions for F differ depending on the nature of the collision (peripheral versus 
central) and the relative sizes of the colliding nuclei. The functional dependence for F is given in 158, 59, 601. The 
charge ratio of removed nuclear matter is assunled to be that of the parent nucleus. 
The mass removal for ablation assumes that a nucleon is removed for every 10 MeV of excitation energy with 
the excitation energy having contributions from surface distortion and frictional spectator interactions [60-621. The 
mass removal in ablation is then 
Es + Ex 
Aabl = 10 MeV 
The surface distortion energy is modeled by considering the difference in surface area between a misshapen sphere 
and a perfect sphere of equal volume [59, 601. The excitation energy associated with surface energy is taken as 
0.95 h4ev/fm2 such that 
E.; = 0.95AS (1 30) 
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where formulas for the change in surface area are given in [59, 601. Wilson et al. [57, 581 have considered 
corrections to (129) for large numbers of nucleons removed, represented by 
which approaches 1 when the impact parameter is large but increases the excess excitation when large portions of 
the nuclei are removed in the collisions and when grossly misshapened nuclei are formed. The term in brackets is 
limited to positive values. The total excitation energy is then 
It is also assumed that all fragments with a mass of 5 are unbound, that 90 percent of the fragments with a mass of 8 
are unbound, and that 50 percent of the fragments with a mass of 9 ( 9 ~ )  are unbound. 
A secondary contribution to the excitation energy is the transfer of kinetic energy of relative motion across the 
intersecting boundary of the two ions. The rate of energy loss of a nucleon when it passes through nuclear matter 
[63] is taken at 13 MeVIfm, and the energy deposit is assumed to be symmetrically dispersed about the azimuth so 
that 6.5 MeV/nucleon-fm at the interface is the average rate of energy transfer into excitation energy. This energy is 
transferred in single particle collision processes, and on half of the events, the energy is transferred to excitation 
energy of the projectile and the remaining half of the events leaves the projectile excitation energy unchanged. The 
first estimate of this contribution is to use the length of the longest chord C1 in the projectile surface interface. This 
chord length is the maximum distance traveled by any target constituent through the projectile interior. The number 
of other target constituents in the interface region may be found by estimating the maximum chord Ct transverse to 
the projectile velocity which spans the projectile surface interface. The total excitation energy from spectator 
interaction is then 
where the second term only contributes if Ct > 1.5 fm. It is assumed that the effective longitudinal chord length for 
these remaining nucleons is one third the maximum chord length. 
In accordance with the previously discussed directionality of the energy transfer, Ex is double valued as 
where Pj is the corresponding probability of occusrence of each value in collisions. The charge distribution of the 
final projectile fragments are evaluated using the Rudstam empirical formula [61]. Selection rules within the code 
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assume the most tightly bound structures are removed first in the excitation decay process subject to overall mass 
and charge conservation. 
The geometric model is useful for its computation efficiency (a complete nuclear database for cosmic ray 
transport requires about 20 minutes on a VAX4000), while including some of the physics of the abrasion-ablation 
process. It thus offers some advantage over empirical fits to fragmentation data such as Silberberg and Tsao [64] in 
that charge and mass are conserved and extrapolation into regions where no experimental data on fragmentation 
exist is guided by physics of the model. However, many aspects of the physics are considered only in a simplified 
manner or not at all. These include the diffuseness of the nuclear surface, nuclear structure effects that are apparent 
in the single particle wavefunctions, and statistical decay properties such as fluctuations in ground-state masses and 
level densities. Also, not included are clustering effects, such as a-particles. These effects are next considered 
through a microscopic formulation of the abrasion model. 
MICROSCOPIC ABRASION MODEL 
We next discuss the derivation of the abrasion cross section using the nuclear scattering operator including its 
relationship to the excitation spectrum of the pre-fragment nuclei. The work of Hufner, Schaffer, and Schurman [65] 
first discussed this problem in a microscopic context and further related to the optical model formalism by 
Townsend [66]; however, closure approximations were invoked on both the projectile knockout and pre-fragment 
final states resulting in complete loss of information on the momentum spectrum of knockout or pre-fragment 
excitation spectrum, respectively. Herein we discuss the excitation spectrum of the pre-fragments and its 
relationship to the abrasion cross section and the relation to the momentum distribution of the knockout protons [67, 
681 and neutrons [69]. The excitation spectrum following cluster abrasion of alpha particle was treated by Cucinotta 
and Dubey [44]. 
The excitation spectrum is treated by considering energy conservation in the projectile-target overlap. This is 
done only approximately, due to the complexity of the reaction. The two main approximations introduced at this 
time are the neglect of the longitudinal momentum transfer in the high energy model and the use of a closure 
approximation on the target final states. We also have the problem of treating final state interactions (FSI) between 
the projectile knockouts and the prefragment where further energy is expected to be deposited in the prefragment. 
Methods for treating this interaction have been considered [54]. 
In the Glauber model the scattering operator for nucleus-nucleus collisions is written 
ik f (q) = -I 27-c d2b efqbr(b) 
where k is the projectile-target relative wave number, b is the impact parameter, q the momentum transfer, and the 
profile function is 
T ( b ) = l - n  [ l - ~ , ~ / b - s ,  - s j  
a, j 
(1 36) 
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where a and j label the target and projectile constituents, respectively. In equation (l36), Faj is the two-body 
profile function with the internal coordinate having components r = (s, 2 ) .  
The scattering amplitude of equation (135) is related to the production cross section for a projectile nucleon 
from the abrasion process by 
where the k j  are the wave numbers of the abraded nucleons, F* is the pre-fragment, with AF* = AP - n ,  and in 
equation (137) we have inserted initial and final states. The excitation spectrum of the pre-fragments is given by 
d o  1 
--=z,jd2qd2bd2b' exp [ i q ( b - b f ) ] 6 ( E i - E i )  
d *  .Y ( 2 4  
x j fI [%I (TPll'(bf)1xF * k j )  ( k  F * x l r ( b ) I P i )  
j=2 ( 2 7 ~ )  
Equations (137) and (138) show the direct relationship between the momentum spectrum of the nucleons produced 
in P-T overlap and the spectrum of the pre-fragments. However, the momentum distribution is expected to have only 
a weak dependence on the residual spectrum and a closure approximation on the F* states will be accurate. In 
contrast, the prediction of the excitation of specific levels will require construction of these states. Previous 
abrasion-ablation models [65,66] which used average excitation energies for the F* suggest a statistical model for 
the reduction of (138) would be useful, especially for n > > 1. At high energies a closure approximation over the 
target states is accurate which reduces (138) to 
clo 
- = (TI d 2 q  d 2 b  d2b' exp [ i q  (b - bf)]pFF*(b ,  ' ) ~ , ,  (b, b', E ~ * ) ~ T )  
d~~~ 
(139) 
where the abrasion response function is defined 
and the pre-fragment excitation is described by 
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In Eq's (140) and (141) we have used the factorization of the projectile coordinates into pre-fragment and abraded 
nucleon terms as 
where 
Also, we have used a simplified model of the projectile wavefunction. Here the orbits of the pre-fragments are 
assumed to be nearly the same as those of the projectile. This is consistent with the use of the impulse or frozen 
nucleus approximations at high energies. A completely factored form in the participant and spectator coordinates is 
assumed for the projectile wavefunction such that 
The antisymmetrization is ignored in (144) which should be accurate if the mass of F is much larger than the 
knockouts. Antisymmeterization in the sub-systems of 1 F) and I $,,) may still be included. A more accurate form of 
the projectile wavefunction which includes configuration mixing could be included using the same formalism as 
described above. The reduction of the momentum spectrum (137) is described in [67, 681. A comparison of the 
model for proton production in l2 C - AT reactions is shown in figure 9a and for 4 0 ~ r  - AT in figure 9b. In Fig. 10 
we show a similar comparison for neutron production [69] where the evaporation neutrons have been included. 
The reduction of (140) follows closely the developments of equations (94)-(114) which show the direct 
relationship between the quasi-elastic response of fast projectiles and the response of the knockouts in both cases as 
they multiple scatterer on the target. As shown in [67] the spectrum described above reduces to the optical [62] or 
Glauber model [65] forms of the abrasion cross section when energy conservation is not considered and closure is 
assumed on the projectile subsystems. 
The reduction of the core-excitation function (141) is difficult to treat due to the detailed dependence on the pre- 
fragment wavefunctions. For few nucleon (or cluster) removal direct evaluation using model wavefunctions is 
useful. For large numbers of knockouts a statistical model is warranted. The fragment cross sections are found as a 
convolution of the abrasion cross sections with the probability for decay as 
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Statistical Decay of Pre-Fragments 
The prc-fragment nuclei are assumed to decay through particle emission to a stable nucleus. Many studies have 
employed a Monte-Carlo simulation computer code for describing the decay cascade. A Master Equation has been 
used to describe the decay and solved in closed form under approximate conditions [70]. An alternative approach is 
to solve the Master Equation in a perturbative fashion at low to medium excitation energies as has been studied in 
[71]. The approximate closed-form solutions may be used at large excitation energies to improve convergence. A 
further improvement on the accuracy and convergence of this approach is to test the strength of the pre-fragment 
xoss section, using the more accurate solution above a cut-off in the pre-fragment formation cross section and the 
approximate solution below the cut-off. 
The de-excitation of the pre-fragments into a stable configuration is described by the Master Equation [70] 
where f ( E l ,  t )  is the probability of finding the nuclei b at time r with excitation energy E;, and P / ( E )  is the 
probability that an ion k will be emitted by b with energy E. The first term on the right-hand side of (146) 
corresponds to gains by the decay of nuclei n as n -+ b + j . (We use subscripts j ,  k, I . .  . to label the light ions in a 
decay and superscripts n, b, c.. . to label the parent and daughter nuclei.) The second term on the right-hand side of 
(146) corresponds to losses through b -+ c + k . 
Campi and Hufner [70] have solved equation (146) by keeping only the first-order derivatives in the energy loss 
and second-order in the neutron excess, while using only average values for these quantities, thus ignoring nuclear 
structure effects and the change in these quantities in the cascade. The resulting closed-form solutions to the 
statistical decay are quite convenient and resemble closely the parametric model of Rudstam [61]. For both light to 
medium mass nuclei (A < 60) and lower regions of excitation energy (E* < 100 MeV), nuclear structure effects in 
the nuclear level density are known to be important. Here a perturbative solution to (146) is convergent and has been 
described in [71]. The decay probabilities are modeled using an energy dependent formation cross section which 
includes coulomb basrier and tunneling effects. Also, the level density model of Ignatyuk et al. [72], which includes 
pairing effects, shell structure, and energy gaps, is used for A > 11. For lighter nuclei (A 4 1 I), decay probabilities 
are coded using experimentally determined properties of nuclear levels and decay branches. 
The probability of finding the nuclei b at time t with E; can be divided into stable and unstable parts depending 
on the lowest excitation energy of E, , min[~,6] 
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where g b  are stable and h h  are unstable. As t -+ mi we have hb -+ 0 such that 
The corresponding probabilities for a one-step decay are defined as 
and 
with 
FP = ~ ' 7  +H! 
J J J  
and 
CFj" = l  
j 
The effects of nuclear structure on the decay probabilities Gq and H; were studied in [70] and found to be quite 
important in describing the final fragment distributions in heavy ion reactions. 
The integral equation of (148) can be separated into two parts using (147) and (148) as 
and 
The solutions of (154) and (155) in terms of the Gjand Hj proceed by testing the available excitation energies and 
thresholds for parent and daughter nuclei to determine how many terms in their iterations occur for forming each 
stable product based on the initial conditions. An alternative approximate analytic solution is considered in [70]. 
Comparisons of the microscopic abrasion-ablation model to the NUCFRG2 model and experiments for 2 4 ~ g  [73], 
3 2 ~  [74], and 5 6 ~ e  [75, 761 projectile fragmentation are shown in figures 11-15. The use of the statistical decay 
model with a nuclear level density that includes structure effects reproduces much of the odd-even dependence of 
the experimental elemental cross sections; however, further work on determining the pre-fragment excitation 
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energies is needed. Initial development of a con~plete GCR fragmentation database using the HI model described 
above suggests c.p.u. times on a VAX4000 of 22 hr for a specific material which are stored for later use by the 
HZETRN code. For the first time, an alternate to the NUCFRG database generator code is available with sufficient 
computational efficiency for use in shielding studies. 
NUCLEAR CLUSTERING EFFECTS IN HEAVY ION FRAGMENTATION 
For many light to medium mass nuclei, specific light ion configurations (d , t ,  h,a) have a large probability to 
appear in relative motion with a core configuration in the ground-state wavefunction. Physically this clustering 
effect occurs through the shell structure of the nucleus which favors a closed-shell core configuration and due to the 
favorable binding properties of the alpha particle. Nuclei, where clustering effects are expected to be important, 
include many of the most abundant GCR primaries and the constituents of tissue. Clustering effects will lead to an 
enhanced probability for populating specific final fragments of the projectile similar to the dominant role of one 
nucleon removal in the fragment population. Also, the energy spectrum of the light ions produced by direct 
knockout will be more energetic than the evaporation components of light ions since their distributions will be 
indicative of the fermi motion of the nucleus rather than the temperature of a nuclear resonance, thus leading to a 
buildup of secondary radiations in shielding materials. The development of an abrasion cross section for clusters was 
considered in [44] and follows closely the development of the nucleon abrasion cross section as is summarized here. 
We next consider the formulation of the abrasion cross section for a-particle knockout [44]. The profile 
function is factored into clusters of alpha particles rather than nucleons leading to the introduction of the cluster 
~vavefunction in the model. For a projectile nucleus with a number, Nc, of a clusters we introduce 
such that the profile function becomes 
The cluster model wave function is an antisymmetrized product of the intrinsic wave function of a core nucleus and 
an alpha particle, and their wave function of relative motion @ ( I . )  such that 
In describing the fragmentation of a projectile through a-abrasion ( P  + n a  reactions) we will neglect multistep 
contributions where a particles are dissolved and reformed in intermediate states. The profile functions are then 
averaged over the intrinsic a-particle wave functions in equation (157) in a rigid a-particle model defining 
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where we have introduced projectile coordinates I-; relative to the cluster coordinates R,il with Si( the transverse 
component of Rjc . Only the relative part of the projectile wave function is then indicated in the remainder of this 
paper. The abrasion cross section that is similar to (139) with multiple scattering of the a-particle on the target and 
the pre-fragment (core) excitation occurring predominantly through the rotation bands favored by the P - aF * 
configurations are used. Results in figure 16 for 12c production from 160 projectiles studied experimentally by 
Olson et al. [83] versus target mass number indicate an important role for a abrasion process. In figure 17 we show 
comparison [82] for projectile fragmentation through leading to a final fragment with charge and neutron number, 
Z p  - 2 and N p  - 2, respectively. The results indicate the large contribution for a-abrasion relative to the multi- 
step nucleon abrasion and ablation. These calculations require a large number of cluster wavefunctions and further 
developments in this area will be needed to improve the accuracy of the calculations and to consider other systems. 
"TRACK STRUCTURE MODELS 
The development of track structure models to describe the spatial distribution of ionizations about the path of 
heavy ions originates from the paper of Butts and Katz in 1967 [84]. These authors considered the radial 
distribution of dose from secondary electrons produced in the medium by the passing ion. A more comprehensive 
approach is to consider the spatial distribution of ionizations produced by the ion tracks. These calculations require 
large Monte-Carlo simulations in order to follow the paths of individual electron tracks [85, 861 as they transverse a 
medium. The accuracy of both approaches depends on the production cross sections of the primary electrons 
released and their subsequent transport properties. We next review the radial dose model of Katz which is 
advantageous due to its rapid generation of spatial ionization properties for all ions. The success of the radial dose 
model is based on efficient representation of secondary electron energy depositions at the expense of loss of 
information on fluctuations in individual energy depositions. 
Radial Dose Model 
For calculations of cross sections the radial dose from secondary electrons based on the model of Kobetich and 
Katz [87] is used. We have updated some of the physical inputs in this calculation [88], including the use of the 
secondary electron spectrum from proton impact in water from Rudd [89], a revised angular distribution ansatz, and 
the electron range-energy and stopping power formula from Tabata et al. [90]. Also, we have included a 
contribution for excitations to the radial dose model using the ansatz of Brandt and Ritchie [91], normalized such 
that the summed contributions from excitations and delta-rays (from modified Kobetich and Katz model) conserves 
the LET for each ion where 
LET = 2a JOTn1" r d r [~ , ( r )  + D,,, ( r ) ]  
We have not considered the effects of nuclear stopping power which should become important at low energies 
(< 1 M~VILI). The radial dose model used in calculations is based on the model of Koebetich and Katz [87] using 
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recent models for secondary electronic production and the electron range-energy formula and stopping power 
(Tabata et al. [90] and Rudd [89]) .  In this model the radial dose D(t) is a function of the radial distance t from the 
center of the ion's path and including an angular distribution for the ejected electrons with energy o at an angle 8 
is given by 
a,,, is the maximum secondary electron energy, Ii is the ionization energy for an electron, q is the transmission 
function, and w is the residual energy of the electrons. In equation (161) the summation is over all atoms. The range- 
energy formula assumed is from Tabata et al. [90] and the transmission functions from Kobetich and Katz [92] .  
A qualitative model for the angular distribution of the secondary electrons is to assume a distribution peaked 
about the classical ejection value, such as 
with 
with 8, (a) determined as the root of 
2 03 cos e = - 
o11, 
with N a normalization constant, and A a constant found to be about 0.015 keV to simulate the data of Rudd et al. 
[93] and Toburen [94]. The Eq. (162)-(164) will not reproduce any forward or backward peaks in the production 
specturm. For the single differential distribution in equation (162) we use the model of Rudd [89] scaling to heavy 
ions using effective change. Extensive comparisons of the model described above to experiments for radial dose 
from heavy ions are described in Cucinotta et al. [88]. The use of the model of Rudd and the angular distribution of 
equations (162)-(164) generally reduce the estimated dose in the core region. 
The model for the radial dose from 6 rays described above can be parameterized by utilizing the l / t 2  fall off 
dependence at intermediate distances and introducing functions that modify the distribution at small and large 
distances. The radial dose in water is then 
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where PC is the ion's velocity, Z* is the effective charge, and 111 the electron mass. The function f ,  ( t )  modifies the 
sho1-t distance behavior and is represented by 
with 
C, =0.6+1.7P 
The function fL(t) modifies the long distance behavior and is represented by 
where T, is the maximum radial penetration distance for 6 rays of an ion at speed PC. 
The radial dose from excitations is assumed of the form [92] 
where C is determined by Eq. (160) and d = P/2W,. with W,. = 13 eV for water. The radial dose contribution from 
excitations is then contained to small radii of less than a few 10's of nm. 
The result of our calculations, for 1 MeV protons in water using different assumptions (to display problems 
encountered close to and remote from the ions' path) and   ON^ at 377 MeVIamu, and in which the excitation 
functions of Brandt and Ritchie [91] are incorporated, are shown in figures 18a and 18b, in comparison with 
measurements by Wingate and Baum [95] for protons and measurements of Varma and Baum [96] for Ne, 
respectively. The present calculations made for other ions (adjusted from calculations for protons by multiplication 
with the square of the effective charge) are here used for the evaluation of action cross sections. Typically different 
assumptions yield major differences close to the ion's path (most important for latent tracks and possibly for 
consideration of damage to crystalline structure) and remote from the ion's path (most important for considerations 
of "thin down," the decrease in the inactivation cross section while the ion's LET increases, as the ion approaches the 
end of its range). A comparison of the parametric Eqs. (165)-(168) to the model of Eqs. (162)-(164) is shown in 
figure 19 with good agreement found. 
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Figure 1 .  Comparison of the BRYNTRN code with Monte Carlo calculations. 
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Figure 2. Scaled Green's function for specific species produced in water shield. 
Figure 3. Composition of a 600 MeVInucleon Fe beam in water shield. The ZF > 2 flux is scaled by l/ZF. The 
ZF - 1, 2 flux is scaled by 1/10. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of calculations with NUCFRG2 database experiments [32] for attenuation of C, N, and 0 
beams in water. Calculations are with GRNTRN code and include secondaries of same charge as beam. 
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Figure 5. Comparisons of calculations with NUCFRGl database ( 0 )  and NUCFRG2 database (---, -), to 
experiments [32] for total flux of 2 charge removal fragments. Comparisons are as a functions of depth 
in water. 
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Figure 6a. Comparison of calculations to experiments [77] for longitudinal momentum distribution of tritons from 
alpha-C collisions at 1.9 A GEV. 
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Figure 6b. Comparison of calct~lations to experiments [78] for transverse momentum distribution of tritons from 
alpha-C collisions at 2.1 A GEV. 
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Figure 7. Comparisons of calculations to experiments [79] for double differential cross sections for secondary 
protons in p-A1 reactions at several angles. 
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Figure 8. Momentum spectra of a particles in collisions at 1 A GeV for scattering angles of 2.112" 
(q = 1.31 fm-I), 3.094" (q = 1.92 fm-l), 3.63" (q = 2.25 fm-I), and 4.552" (q = 2.82 fm-l). Experimental 
data are from Ref. [SO]. The dotted line is the first collision term, the dashed line is the second collision 
term, the dot-dashed line is the sum of the first and second collision term, and the solid line includes the 
third collision term. 
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Figure 9a. Comparison of calculation with experiments of [77] for proton production at 0 deg from C collisions on 
several target nuclei at 1.028 A GeV. 
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Figure 9b. Comparison of calculation with experiments of [81] for proton production at 5 deg from Ar collisions on 
several target nuclei at 1.8 A GeV. 
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Figure 11. Comparisons of model calculations to experiments [82] for projectile fragmentation of 2 4 ~ g  on 12C at 
.739 A GeV. 
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Figure 12. Comparisons of model calculations to experiments [74] for projectile fragmentation of 3 2 ~  on Cu at 
1.2 A GeV. 
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Figure 13. Comparisons of model calculations to experiments [75, 761 for projectile fragmentation of 5 6 ~ e  on Pb at 
1.6 A GeV. 
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Figure 14. Comparisons of model calculations to experiments [75,76] for projectile fragmentation of 5 6 ~ e  on Cu at 
1.6 A GeV. 
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Figure 15. Comparisons of model calculations to experiments [75] for projectile fragmentation of 5 6 ~ e  on C at 
1.6 AGeV. 
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Figure 17. Comparisons of model calculations to experiments [82] for fragment production from alpha cluster 
nuclei at 600 A MeV. 
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Figure 18. Comparison of radial dose distributions from model calculations with experiments [95, 961. 
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Chapter 9 
HZE INTERACTIONS IN BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS 
SUMMARY 
It is shown that most of the energy deposited by fast charged particles traversing matter occurs through 
ionization, i.e., the ejection of electrons during the atomic collision. The important mechanisms of ionization are 
identified and several methods of calculating the relevant differential and total cross sections are described. These 
include both classical and quantum theoretical methods and two semi-empirical models. The calculational methods 
were intended only for light, bare-ion projectiles, and care must be exercised in extending them to heavy, dressed 
projectiles. 
IMPORTANCE OF IONIZATION 
Fast charged particles traversing matter lose energy in successive collisions through three main processes: 
excitation, charge transfer, and ionization. Since ionization is not only the most probable of the three processes but 
also the one that involves the largest energy transfer, it is the one that contributes most to the stopping power. 
Energy must be transferred to overcome the binding energy (or ionization potential) in addition to that which 
provides the kinetic energy of the ejected electron or electrons. Furthermore, a sizable fraction of the ejected 
electrons (roughly half) have a high enough energy to cause further ionization. For these reasons, an understanding 
of radiation effects caused by fast charged particles requires data on ionization. Figure 1 shows the contributions to 
the stopping power by the three processes for proton impact on water vapor. At high energies, where charge transfer 
has dropped off to a negligible value, the sum of the fractions due to secondary electron kinetic energy F, and 
overcoming binding FB account for over 80% of the stopping power with excitation contributing the rest. Thus, to 
make a comprehensive model of energy deposition, the systematics of electron production must be known. 
INFORMATION NEEDED 
To model the deposition of energy by charged particle interactions with matter, the following information is 
required: 
1. The angular distributions of secondary electrons are needed to determine the spatial pattern of energy 
deposition. 
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2. The energy distributions of secondary electrons are needed to find the energy loss per ionization event, i.e., 
the stopping power. 
3. Total ionization cross sections are required to calculate the mean free paths between ionizing events. 
Unfortunately, ionization is a complex process, even for simple incident particles such as electrons and protons 
and is more complex for heavy, bare-nucleus projectiles. Heavy, dressed projectiles (i.e., those carrying electrons) 
have additional complications. We begin with a description of light ion (mostly proton) impact ionization because 
(a) many processes are the same as for heavy ions, and (b) most of the existing data and theories are for light ions, 
but these can often be extrapolated to apply to heavy ions. 
CROSS SECTIONS 
To make information on collisions useful we need to know the probabilities for various collision events. The 
quantitative measure of probability in atomic physics is the cross section which is a measure of how large the target 
looks to an incoming beam of ions for a given process. The total ionization cross section (or TICS) is measured in 
area units such as cm2 or m2. We also define singly differential cross sections (SDCSs) which are measured in units 
of area per unit ejected electron energy or area per unit solid angle, and doubly differential cross sections (DDCSs) 
measured in units of area per unit energy per unit solid angle. By integration, one can calculate the SDCSs and the 
TICSs from the DDCSs. Measurements of DDCSs are available for protons on many gases from a few keV to 
several MeV energy and for some heavy ions up to about 1000 MeV. 
MECHANISMS OF ELECTRON EMISSION 
The process of ionization can take place through one or more of several mechanisms. Some of the most 
important of these are: 
1. Distant, soft collisions produce a peak at zero in the energy spectrum of electrons and an almost isotropic 
angular distribution. 
2. Close, hard collisions are binary or billiard-ball-type interactions with a single electron in the target. Such 
collisions yield a peak in the spectrum of electrons at a secondary energy related to the angle of ejection 
through momentum and energy conservation. 
3. Autoionization and Auger emission are processes that involve transitions between sharply defined energy 
levels and therefore yield sharp peaks in the energy spectra. Except in certain spectral regions, these 
mechanisms do not contribute much to the cross sections. 
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4. Projectile ionization (electron loss). A dressed ion (or atom) incident on a target may be thought of as a set 
of loosely bound electrons moving with the projectile which are easily detached, making elastic collisions 
with the target. While they may come off at any angle, they are found mostly in the forward directions. 
They produce a broad peak in the spectrum centered at the speed of the projectile. 
Figure 2, showing energy spectra at different emission angles for electrons from 30-MeV 05+ + O2 collisions, 
illustrates these mechanisms and their dependence on angle. 
THEORETICAL METHODS 
Several classical and quantum mechanical methods have been used to calculate electron ejection cross sections. 
Most of them account only for the soft, distant collision mechanism and the binary collision mechanism. The more 
elaborate methods generally yield better accuracy than the simple ones and are often more widely applicable. 
However, we will consider only a few of the simpler, more widely used methods. 
Rutherford Equation 
The Rutherford equation [I] was derived classically on the assumption that the electron in the target is initially 
at rest but held by a binding energy B. The total cross section is 
where T = m,v2/2, me is the mass of the electron, v is the velocity of the projectile, a. is the Bohr radius (=0.529 A), 
and R is the Rydberg of energy (=13.6 eV). The differential form of the equation is 
with Q = B + E where E is the kinetic energy of the ejected electron. This form of the equation is often used with the 
kinematic cutoff at E = 4T = 2mev2. 
Binary Encounter Approximation or BEA 
The binary encounter approximation (BEA) takes account of the initial orbital motion of the electrons [2], but 
assumes that all electrons in the same shell have the same energy, U. The SDCS is 
where Q+ = 4T k ~(Tu)"~ .  
- 
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Binary Encozcnter Approximatioiz With Fock Disfribzction 
If one assumes a Fock hydrogenic distribution of velocities of the orbital electron and integrates over that 
distribution, the result is called the BEA-F equation [ 3 ] .  It is stated in terms of the quantities 
- 112 
a = Q/B, 9 = (T l U )  and p = (a149 - B ) ~ ,  where (i is the average orbital kinetic energy. 
o(Q) = oA + oB,  for B < Q < 4 T  ( 5 )  




R' = tan-' p-ll2 + ------ (1 + P - P2)  
(1 + PI3 
and 
112 
R2 = R3 + (1 - a)-312 tan-' (s) , for a < l  
(a + 0)'i2 - ( a  - 1)li2 
= R3 + ( a  - 1)-312 1n , for a > 1 
(1 + p)'i2 
and 
Although this appears somewhat complicated, it is an analytic equation and can easily be programmed on a desk 
computer to produce cross sections for any given target, projectile energy, and secondary electron energy. The 
quantities B and U needed for the computation are given in the literature for a wide range of atomic and molecular 
targets [4j. In muitishell targets the con~putation on these models is made for each shell, using the proper 13 and U 
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values, and then added. Usually only the outermost two or three shells contribute much to the cross section. There 
is a comparison of the Rutherford, BEA, and BEA-F equations with experimental data in Fig. 3. 
Plane-wave Born Approximatiorz 
This is a quantum mechanical treatment which has been widely used. It assumes that the incident ion is deflect- 
ed only slightly in its interaction with an electron in the target and also assumes a hydrogen wave function, scaled 
by the effective charge. It is generally fairly accurate at high energies (>500 keV1u) for relatively simple targets and 
projectiles. 
where 
2 A = 4 - ~ ~ , , , K c o s ~  + (K2 + p2)(q,, /q)' cos2 0 
B = 2(q2 - qil)1/2 K sin 0 - (r2 + p2)(2qTtl /q2)(q2 - q: sin 0 cos 
c = (r2 + p2)[(q2 - q:)/q2]sin2 0 
2 2 2 D = q  - ~ ~ , , , K c o s ~ + K  /L 
E = 2r(q2 - yi)1/2 sin 0 
0 is the angle of ejection of the electron, q,,, = (tn/2)(lc2 + p2)/k, k is the wave vector for the incident ion in the 
laboratory system, K is the wave vector of the ejected electron, p = (B/R)"~, and q, = 2 ~ .  Cross sections are 
obtained by doing the integration over q numerically. Figure 4 shows a comparison of measured DDCSs with those 
calculated on the Born approximation and on the BEA. The agreement is good at intermediate angles but at the 
lower ejected energies, there are large discrepancies at small and large angles. The Born approximation is better for 
the large angles than the BEA, but still much too low. Both do poorly at small angles. These faults have been 
corrected in more sophisticated theoretical treatments. 
SEMI-EMPIRICAL ANALYTICAL MODELS 
Many users of cross section data are less interested in a rigorously derived theoretical equation than in a simple 
method of obtaining reasonably accurate cross sections. Many semi-empirical analytical models provide relatively 
simple equations or methods which yield such cross sections. Most analytical models require either some 
experimental data as input or values of a number of adjustable parameters. If the parameters have already been 
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determined from experiment, the model immediately yields the needed cross sections. Two such models will be 
described. 
The Miller Model 
The Miller model [5] is based on the Bethe equation which may be written 
where Q = B + E, B is the ionization potential, & is the ejected electron energy, and df/dQ is the differential optical 
oscillator strength. Quite accurate values of the latter quantity can be obtained from photoionization measurements. 
The first term of the Bethe equation is the "soft-collision" term; the second is the "hard-collision" term. Since the 
quantity b ( ~ )  is independent of projectile properties, it can be determined by subtracting the first term from one 
experimental spectrum of O(E) at one incident energy. Then b ( ~ )  can be used for all incident energies. The model is 
most useful for large projectile energies. Figure 5 shows the good agreement between calculations using the Miller 
model and experimental energy distributions. 
The Rudd Model 
The Rudd model [6], which is based on Bethe equation, the BEA, and on molecular promotion theory, is useful 
at all incident energies and all electron energies. To obtain an electron spectrum at one incident energy, one needs 
to know 3 parameters, F1, F2, and a. To obtain spectra at all incident energies requires 10 parameters. The SDCS is 
given by 
2 
where lo = &/B,v2 = T/B, MI, = 4v2 - 2v - R / ~ B ,  S = 4nO2 ~:N(R/B) , N is the number of electrons, and where 
Values of the ten parameters, A l ,  B1, ... E l ,  A2, B2, ... D2, and a for many of the simple atomic and molecular gases 
are given in Table 1. 
A sample of the fit of the Rudd model is given in Fig. 6 showing the energy spectra of electrons from H+ + ~~0 
collisions at 15-1000 keV. The quantity Y = o(&)/ak&), which is the ratio of the SDCS to the corresponding 
Rutherford cross section, is plotted instead of the SDCS itself in order to reduce the large range of values and to 
make a more compact graph. The solid lines represent the model and the circles and crosses are measured values. 
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HEAVY BARE PROJECTILES 
Most theoretical treatments yield collision cross sections which are proportional to Z2, where Z is the charge of 
the projectile. This allows easy scaling from proton calculations, e.g., to any heavy bare ion projectile. 
Unfortunately, there are limitations to Z2 scaling, especially for very high Z projectiles. There are at least three 
reasons for this: (1) for a given impact parameter, the probability of an ionization increases for increasing Z, but as 
the probability approaches unity, saturation limits its increase, (2) multiple ionization, which is an important 
contribution to the overall ionization cross section for heavy incident ions, does not scale as Z2, and (3) simple 
theories do not account for two-center effects, that is, emission of electrons in which the fields of both the residual 
target ion and the incident ion affect the trajectories of emitted electrons. 
The criterion for z2 scaling to hold is that Zvo/v << 1 where v is the projectile velocity and v, is the Bohr 
velocity. The failure of Z2 scaling is illustrated in Fig. 7, where the total ionization cross sections for heavy bare-ion 
impact divided by the corresponding proton cross sections and by z2 are plotted against the energy per unit mass of 
the incident ion. The dotted line at unity indicates the results expected if Z2 scaling held. At low incident velocities 
and especially for high Z projectiles, the cross sections fall off from the expected values. 
A further example of z2 scaling failure is shown in Figure 8 for 25-MeV M O ~ O +  ions incident on helium. The 
energy spectra of electrons emitted at a forward angle, 20n, and a backward angle, 150n, are shown. The cross 
Table 1. Parameters for fitting SDCSs to the Rudd Model 
Inner 
He Ne Ar Kr H2 N2 O2 H20 CO, CH, Shell 
S 
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sections have been divided by 1600 times the equal velocity proton cross sections. Thus, if 2' scaling held, the 
result should be unity as shown by the dashed line. However, the high-Z projectile evidently drags some of the 
electrons initially directed in the backward direction into the forward direction. Such two-center effects are 
important for electron emission in all directions. Furthermore, they are most important for V, 5 vi,,,. Also plotted 
in Fig. 8 are calculations made on the continuum-distorted wave-Eikonal-initial-state (CDW-EIS) theory, a 
relatively recent quantum mechanical model that takes the effects of both collision centers into account. 
HEAVY DRESSED PROJECTILES 
There are additional complications if the incident ion carries electrons. Some of these are: (1) The emission of 
projectile electrons. This was already discussed briefly earlier. (2) The possibility of simultaneous excitation and 
ionization. This provides an additional channel for the emission of electrons and in any calculation of cross sections 
it must be taken into account. An example is given in Fig. 9 showing the angular distributions of 218-eV electrons 
from 0.5-MeV/u He+ + He collisions. In the calculation four reactions are combined to approximate the 
experimental distribution. The four are: (a) projectile ionization with the target remaining in the ground state, 
(b) projectile ionization with simultaneous target excitation, (c) target ionization with the projectile remaining in the 
ground state, and (d) target ionization with simultaneous projectile ionization. Note that all four contribute 
substantially to the total. (3) Screening effects. The nuclear charge of a dressed projectile is partially screened by 
the electrons it carries. When a projectile of nuclear charge Z carrying N electrons passes a target at a large distance, 
it looks to the target like an ion of charge 2-N.  However, if it makes a very close collision the full charge Z is 
effective. This difference of screening has to be considered in calculating cross sections for dressed-ion collisions. 
An example of the effect of this change in screening is shown in Fig. 10 which compares the energy spectra of 
electrons for 0.5-MeV/u H+, Hef ,  and ~ e ~ +  ions incident on helium atoms. Consider the He+ curve. The low 
energy ejected electrons come primarily from distant collisions for which the projectile's electron provides almost 
complete screening, making the projectile look like a proton. The high energy electrons, however, come mostly 
from very close collisions for which the nucleus is not screened and therefore yields a cross section close to that of 
the ~ e ~ + .  
TWO USEFUL REPORTS 
There are two extensive reports, both recently published, which review the subject of electron emission by 
charged particle interactions with matter. These should be especially useful to those who need cross sections for 
modelling the interaction of charged particle radiation with matter. One is Atoinic a id  Molecula~. Data for Radio- 
tl~el-apy and Radiatiotl Researel?, IAEA-TECDOC-799, May 1995,754 pages. This is obtainable from Nuclear Data 
Section, International Atomic Energy Agency, Wagramerstrasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria. The 
other is Seconda~y E1ecti.011 Spectraji.on~ Chal.gec1 Particle Ititei.rrctior~s, ICRU Report 55 .  This may be obtained 
from the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements, 7910 Woodmont Avenue, Bethesda, MD 
20814. 
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Figure 1. Graph showing the fractions of the stopping power for protons incident on water vapor due to various 
processes: FE excitation; FCC charge transfer; FB, overcoming binding energy of electrons; F,, kinetic 
energy given to ejected secondary electrons. The total fraction due to ionization is the sum F, + FB. 
(Taken from Wilson, 1972.) 
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Figure 2. Energy spectra of electrons ejected at various angles from 30-MeV 05+ + O2 collisions. T stands for 
emission from the target, P from the projectile. The binary collision peak comes at different energies for 
different angles. The Auger peak from the projectile also shifts with energy because of the kinematic 
effect of the moving source. (Taken from Stolterfoht, et al., 1974.) 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the Rutherford, the BEA, and the BEA-F equations with experiment for the energy 
spectrum of electrons from 300-keV H+ + He collisions. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of the Born approximation and the BEA with experiment for angular distributions of 
electrons of 30 to 800 eV from 300-keV H+ + He collisions. (Taken from Rudd and Macek, 1972.) 
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Electron energy, eV 
Figure 5. Comparison of energy spectra calculated using the Miller model with experiment for four energies of 
protons on helium. (Taken from Miller et al., 1983.) 
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Figure 6. Comparison of the Rudd model with experimental values of cross sections for 15 keV to 1 MeV 
H+ + H 2 0  collisions. (Taken from Rudd et al., 1992.) 
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Impact energy/keV/u 
Figure 7. The total ionization cross sections (TICSs) vs. impact energy per unit projectile mass. The TICSs have 
been normalized by dividing by z2 times the corresponding proton cross sections. The dotted line 
indicates expected results if z2 scaling held. (Taken from Fainstein, 199 1 .) 
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Figure 8. Energy spectra of electrons at two emission angles for 25-MeVIu M O ~ O +  + He collisions. The cross 
sections have been normalized by dividing by 1600 times the equal-velocity proton values. The dashed 
line indicates the expected result if z2 scaling held. The solid line gives calculations using the CDW- 
EIS theory (see text). (Taken from Stolterfoht et al., 1987.) 
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Figure 9. Angular distribution of 218-eV electrons from 0.5 MeV/u He+ + He collisions. Calculated values of 
four processes (see text) are added to give the total which is in fairly good agreement with experiment. 
(Taken from Manson and Toburen, 198 1 .) 
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Figure 10. Energy spectra of electrons ejected at 60" from H+, He+, and ~ e ~ +  collisions with helium to show how 
screening of the He+ varies with ejection energy. (Taken from Manson and Toburen, 1981 [14].) 
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Chapter 10 
DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND LABORATORY 
MALEDATION 
SUMMARY 
The two types of measurements needed for shielding applications, thin target cross sections and thick target 
fluence spectra, were defined. The existing database was discussed. Some basic principles of nuclear fragmentation 
and the detector systems used in accelerator experiments were outlined, with illustrative examples. The available 
heavy ion accelerator facilities were discussed. Estimates of accelerator beam time required to acquire data were 
presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
Data on heavy ion fragmentation and transport in shielding and tissue are needed for input to and validation of 
heavy ion transport models, and for direct evaluation of selected shielding materials. The data required are of two 
general kinds: cross sections, which are probabilities that an ion with a given charge, mass and energy incident on a 
given target nucleus will produce a fragment with a particular set of properties (charge, mass, energy, angle); 
fllieizces, which are numbers of fragments produced at depth in the material. The measurements involved in the two 
cases are similar, the principal difference being the target thickness. A cross section is the probability for a 
particular interaction to take place, and therefore must be measured with as thin a target as practical, in order to 
minimize the likelihood of secondary or higher order interactions affecting the final state of the measured fragment. 
Cross sections as a function of fragment energy are particularly critical for transport model development. A 
fragment fluence measurement can be made, in principle, behind any target thickness, and is deliberately designed to 
measure the cumulative effects of all the nuclear and electromagnetic interactions which can affect the final 
products. Cross sections more directly reflect the dynamics of the high energy nucleus-nucleus interactions, and are 
fundamental information which must be incorporated in heavy ion transport models. Fluence measurements are 
used to test the ability of a given model to account for the many different interactions which can occur in a thick 
target such as a spacecraft wall or the human body. 
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The energy range of greatest interest for space radiation applications (roughly 0.1-1 GeVJnucleon) is 
fortuitously similar to what has been available for over 20 years at heavy ion accelerators, and a number of heavy 
ion reaction cross sections have been measured (Figs. 1 and 2). However, since the choice of projectiles, targets, 
energies, and parameters measured has been motivated, for the most part, by basic questions in nuclear physics, the 
matrix of fragmentation cross section data which include fragment energies (Fig. 1) is still somewhat sparsely 
populated in some regions of particular interest for space radiation, for example, for iron projectiles ( Z = 26). Note 
that measurements have been made at only a few beam energies. The beam energy dependence of fragmentation is 
a critical piece of information needed for accurate modeling. Similarly, until recently most of the measurements 
with thick targets were driven by the needs of the charged particle radiotherapy community, and thus have been 
largely confined to relatively light ions and tissue-equivalent targets such as water and polyethylene. However, the 
experimental methods developed for use in heavy ion nuclear physics and radiotherapy are directly applicable to 
space radiation. In this paper I will briefly review some of the methods and facilities which have been and are being 
used in database development and model validation. 
NUCLEAR FRAGMENTATION 
Nuclear fragmentation measurements may be somewhat arbitrarily divided into three regions (Fig. 3): target 
fragmentation, projectile fragmentation and mid-rapidity, or intermediate in velocity between target and projectile. 
Projectile fragments are the most numerous and most penetrating, and are concentrated in the forward direction. 
Mid-rapidity fragments tend to be light fragments emitted at large angles in the laboratory, and are detected using 
the same techniques as projectile fragments, but with the detector designed or positioned to cover angles well away 
from the projectile direction. Target fragments are slow and lose energy rapidly. Although many of them will stop 
very near where they are produced, they cannot be neglected-especially when they are produced within the human 
body. 
0 20 40 60 80 100 
Z target 
Figure 1. Fragmentation cross section measurements which include fragment energy spectra. Symbols denote 
projectile energies in GeVJnucleon. Open square: 0.1; Open triangles: 1.05; Open circles: 1.08; Filled 
squares: 1.65; Filled circles: 2.1 (Data from refs. [14] . )  
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Figure 2. Data for fragmentation cross section measurements where the fragment energy was not directly 
measured. (Data from refs. [5-171.) 
Projectile n 
Figure 3. Schematic representation of a high energy nucleus-nucleus collision. Target fragments are boiled off 
from the target remnant (second from right). "Mid-rapidity" fragments are emitted from the central 
interaction zone. The most energetic fragments are the one or more projectile remnants (left) that 
continue in the forward direction. 
Target fragmentation presents unique detection problems because of the tendency of the particles of interest to 
be absorbed before they reach the detector. The majority of penetrating particles produced by GCR heavy ion 
interactions in shielding are projectile fragments, and I will focus on projectile fragmentation here. 
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DETECTORS 
Table 1 lists some detector types and the observables which they can be used to measure. All particle physics 
experiments use one or more detector elements in combination with readout and data acquisition devices to record 









plastic nuclear track detector (PNTD) 
calorimeter 
velocity (or time of flight) Cerenkov counter 
scintillator 
position multi-wire proportional chamber 
drift chamber 
TPC 




multiplicities of the particles to be measured. Two extreme examples are detecting cosmic rays in the laboratory and 
finding the top quark. Muons which are the end products of the interactions of cosmic rays with nuclei high in the 
atmosphere arrive at the Earth's surface at a rate of approximately l/sec/cm2. Top quarks are produced in the 
laboratory in high energy proton-anti-proton collisions along with hundreds or even thousands of other particles in a 
fraction of a second. A table top experiment to count cosmic rays can be done with two plastic scintillation 
counters, whereas the large detectors recently used to identify the top quark from among the huge background 
contain hundreds of detectors of many different designs. 
Detection systems to measure projectile fragmentation are typically of small to moderate size, depending upon 
the angular range covered. Figure 4 is a schematic of a detector configuration which our group has used to measure 
the fragmentation of 1.08 GeVInucleon 5 6 ~ e  in a variety of materials at the Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) [3]. A series of solid state detectors record the energy deposited by 
charged particles traversing them. Convoluting the energy losses in two or more detectors makes it possible to 






and flight path 
T2 from TI (start) 
Beam direction -P 
not to scale 
Figure 4. Detectors used to measure fragmentation cross sections and fragment fluences from 1.08 GeVInucleon 
5 6 ~ e  incident on a variety of targets. The detectors include plastic scintillation counters (Tl, T2, TOFI), 
position sensitive solid state detectors (PSD1,2,3), and 3 and 5 mm solid state energy loss detectors 
(d3mml-4, d5mml-2). 
calculate the particle's charge and energy. The solid state detector stack was augmented in this case by plastic 
scintillation counters to measure the time of flight between two points. This information is needed to supplement 
the energy loss information in the case of the lighter charged particles. 
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate part of the process of converting signals from the detectors into useful information. 
(These data were taken using a detector similar to the one depicted in Figure 4, and using 510 MeV/nucleon 5 6 ~ e  at 
the LBL Bevalac [18].) Figure 5 is a plot of energy loss, measured in a 3-mm silicon detector, for fragments 
produced by iron beams interacting in 2 cm of polyethylene (CH2). The abscissa is the energy loss in MeV. The 
lower energy peaks are from the lower Z fragments, with energy deposition falling with decreasing charge. Nuclei 
ranging from Z = 26 down to at least Z = 13 can already be discerned even in the raw data. Figure 6 is the same 
Figure 5. Energy loss spectrum for charged fragments produced by 510 MeV/nucleon 5 6 ~ e  incident on 2 cm CH2. 
This measurement was made by a single 3mm thick solid state detector. 
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Figure 6. Data in Fig. 5, converted to an LET spectrum. 
distribution, converted to an LET (linear energy transfer) spectrum. The full charge identification is done using an 
analytic procedure [19]. In this case, charges in the range Z = 7 - 26 were identified. The lower limit for fluence 
measurements has now been extended to Z = 2 ,  and in some cases to Z = 1. Figure 7 shows data for the cross 
section for production of fragment charges 12-25 by 1.08 GeV/nucleon 5 6 ~ e  in graphite. In this case, also, the 
lower limit of the measured charge will decrease with further data analysis. 
FACILITIES 
Table 2 is a list of the available high energy heavy ion accelerators. At the present time, the only facility which 
can provide iron projectiles at energies above 200 MeV/nucleon, and which has beam time available, is the AGS. 
The AGS Booster is at present used exclusively as a pre-accelerator for the AGS, and lacks a system for delivering 
beams to experimental areas. Beam time at SIS-18 is extremely limited. 
Table 2 
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Figure 7. Cross section for production of fragment charges 12-25 by 1.08 GeV/nucleon 5 6 ~ e  in carbon. (From 
ref. [3].) 
BEAM TIME 
How many hours of beam time are required for each data point for cross section and fluence measurements? 
Define a single data point as: 1 projectile, Zp 
1 beam energy, Tp 
1 target, A, 
1 angle, 8 
all fragment charges, Z = 1 -+ Zp 
Assume that the LET distribution is relatively flat (within an order of magnitude) as a function of energy and 
charge, except for light fragments and the primary, which dominate the statistics. This is supported by AGS and 
Bevalac data. 
For zero-degree measurements, the rule-of-thumb relation is: 
Nbin ' Nevt ' Nfrag No. hrs. = 
R . P . &  
where 
Nbin = number of bins (energy intervals) 
Ne,, = number of events/bin 
Nkag = number of fragments to measure 
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1 R = evt. rate (hr- ) 
P = probability of producing one of NfKag fragments 
E = analysis efficiency 
N,,, is determined by the precision desired. 
The event rate, R,  is a function of the detector, the data acquisition, the spill rate, and the spill structure. For 
recent measurements at Brookhaven [3], 
For all but the thickest targets, P is roughly e-"~' ''I , where hr is the nuclear interaction length, and since 
the reaction products are dominated by primaries, Nkag = Zp - 1. (This will give somewhat higher-than-needed 
statistics for protons and light fragments.) 
Example: for a 20% interaction length target, 10 fragment energy bins with 10% statistics and E = 0.5 : 
No, hrs. = 10.100.25 
1.8 x105 .0.2.0.5 
This is consistent with the measured data rate at the AGS in 1995 of about 1 hour per data point for (near-) zero 
degree iron cross sections and fluences with 10% statistics. 
This number is obviously sensitive to many parameters. For example, Nbin and N,,, are likely candidates to 
change over time according to the requirements of the theorists and others in the space radiation community. 
Obtaining data at higher angles will greatly increase the beam time required-by an order of magnitude, at least. 
In accelerator experiments, one must also take into account beam time for detector setup and tests, which is 
typically between 8 and 48 hours-but can and occasionally will be greater. It can also take a number of hours for 
the accelerator to change ions and energies, limiting the number of different data sets which can be taken in a single 
running period. 
CONCLUSIONS 
For the most part, the facilties and detectors needed to generate the fragmentation database are available. What 
is required now-especially given the limited accelerator resources-is to determine what the critical data points 
are, and to assign priorities to the measurements, a process of which this workshop is a part. This is to some extent 
an iterative process: e.g., accelerator-based tests of model predictions often dictate what cross sections need to be 
measured, and with what precision. 
DATABASE DEVELOPMENT AND LABORATORY VALIDATION 
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Chapter 11 
PRODUCTION OF NEUTRONS FROM INERACTlONS OF 
GCR-LIKE PARTICLES 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to accurately determine the radiation risk to astronauts from GCR, the nature of the secondary radiation 
field created by the fragmentation of GCR in shielding and tissue must be understood. Due to their high 
penetrabilities, neutrons are an important component of the secondary radiation field, especially for astronauts 
protected by thick shielding on lunar or Martian bases [I]. Because of their relatively short lifetimes, free neutrons 
are not present in the primary GCR. The predominant source of neutrons, then, is interactions of GCR in shielding 
materials. These interactions span the full range of GCR ions (protons, helium, and HZE) and GCR energies 
(100 MeVInucleon and up), and hence neutrons are produced from an enormous set of varied and different 
interactions. Some studies have been conducted at ground-based accelerator facilities in regards to the production of 
neutrons from GCR-like interactions, but because accelerator resources are limited and because neutron experiments 
require a large amount of the time available at those accelerators, the best approach to the problem of determining 
the amount of neutron radiation behind shielding is through a calculational approach, such as the ones reported in 
references [I]  and [2]. The models used to calculate neutron production behind thick shields will need cross-section 
data as input and thick-target production data for verification of the models' output. From the viewpoint of the 
experimentalist, the key questions are (1) What are the important sets of data needed by theorists for the 
development and verification of their codes, and (2) What data sets already exist that are applicable to the problem? 
The answers to those questions will help in the developnlent of an experimental program that best addresses the 
problems concerning the production on neutrons behind shielding in various deep-space mission scenarios. 
In answer to question (I), the data will need to shed information on some of the properties of the neutron flux 
such as total neutron production, angular distributions, and energy distributions. In addition, details on the 
systematics of neutron production on projectile mass and energy and target mass will be needed. The projectiles 
include protons, helium, and heavy ions with atomic number as large as 26 (iron). The projectile energies should at 
least span the range of energies around the peak of the flux distributions, namely 100 MeVInucleon to 2 
GeVInucleon. Target masses should include possible shielding materials such as aluminum, water, and regolith 
components, as well as tissue components such as water, carbon, and nitrogen. 
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In the following sections, we describe some of the experimental results which are pertinent to question (2). In 
addition to briefly describing those results and how they apply to the issues raised above, we also outline some of 
the missing gaps in the database which we feel need to be filled. 
NEUTRON PRODUCTION FROM PROTON INTERACTIONS 
Since protons make up close to 90% of the GCR flux, data in regards to the production of neutrons from proton 
interactions are needed. One research program has produced an extensive set of measurements of neutron 
production from proton interactions in a variety of targets, including both thick-target (stopping and near-stopping 
target) yields and thin-target cross sections [3-61. The measurements were done with proton energies of 113 MeV, 
256 MeV, and 597 MeV, and with targets including Be, C, 0, Al, Fe, W, Pb, and U. Neutrons were measured at 
energies as low as 500 keV and as high as the incident beam energy. Measurements were done at laboratory angles 
of 7.5, 30, 60, 120, and 150 degrees. This set of data covers much of the data needed to describe neutron production 
from GCR-like protons. Additional data that may be needed include measurements at 0 degrees with the systems 
mentioned above, measurements with water targets, and measurements at higher proton energies (up to 2 GeV). 
NEUTRON PRODUCTION FROM HELIUM AND HZE INTERACTIONS 
Although helium makes up about 10% of the GCR flux and HZE makes up about 1% of the GCR flux, one 
calculation [2] predicts that about 15% of the neutron flux behind 50 g/cm2 of water comes from helium 
interactions, and another 16% comes from HZE interactions. As is the case with neutron production from proton 
interactions, any model that predicts neutron production from helium and HZE interactions needs cross-section data 
and thick-target data for input and verification. However, unlike the case with protons, the heavy-ion neutron 
database has a scant amount of applicable data. To our knowledge, there is only one reference [7] on neutron 
production from heavy-ion GCR-like particles stopping in shielding materials (177.5 MeVInucleon and 160 
MeVInucleon helium particles stopping in C, Pb, steel, and water). There are a few references in regards to thin- 
target neutron cross-section data (see, for example, references [8-141) that are relevant to GCR-like interactions. 
More data are needed in order to determine the systematics of neutron production on heavy-ion projectile mass and 
energy and on target mass. In order to fill in some of the missing gaps in the heavy-ion neutron database we have 
done two sets of accelerator-based experiments that have measured neutrons from heavy-ion interactions. What 
follows is a brief description of the results from those experiments for the purpose of illustrating the issues relevant 
to neutron production from GCR-like heavy-ion interactions. 
272 AND 435 MeVINUCLEON Nb c Nb, Al SYSTEMS 
This set of data was collected from experiments carried out at the Bevalac facility at Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory. The 435 MeV/nucleon Nb beam was stopped in a Nb target 1 cm thick (8.57 g/cm2), and the 
272 MeV/nucleon beam was stopped in targets of 1.27-cm thick A1 (3.42 g/cm2) and 0.51-cm thick Nb 
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(4.37 g/cm2j. Data were taken from 14 detectors placed between 3O and 80° in the laboratory. Neutrons were 
detected at energies starting from 20 MeV up to twice the beam energy per nucleon. 
Figure 1 shows neutron energy spectra at 3O, 9O, 16O, 2S0, 4S0, and 80° for the 435 MeVInucleon Nb + Nb 
system. The error bars represent statistical uncertainties only. The solid lines are BUU (Boltzmann-uehling- 
Uhlenbeckj model calculations of the data. 
The broad peak in Figure 1 at 3O between 200 MeV and 400 MeV indicates a strong contribution from projectile 
breakup due to peripheral collisions with the target nuclei. Since the projectile may have any energy between 
435 MeVInucleon and 0 MeV at the time of collision, projectile breakup occurs over a wide range of velocities, 
hence the broadness of the peak at 3'. The spectra at 16O, 2S0, 4S0, and 80° have an exponential behavior which is 
typical of evaporation of fragments and nucleons from a hot source created in the overlap region between the target 
and projectile. There may also be some contribution from target evaporation in these spectra, but the low energy 
cutoff (about 20 MeV) is too high to see most of the neutrons that come from such a source. At 9O there is a 
transition from neutron spectra dominated by projectile-like neutrons to spectra that are dominated by neutrons 
emitted from the decay of the overlap region. Note that neutrons with energies above the beam energy per nucleon 
are observed, even out to 48O. This is typical of the collective nature of heavy-ion collisions, where individual 
nucleons in the projectile and target may get a momentum boost at the time of collision due to the Fermi motion of 
nucleons inside a nucleus. Figure 2 shows the same set of spectra for the 272 MeVInucleon Nb + Nb system. The 
0 200 400 600 800 
Energy 
Figure 1. Thick-target neutron spectra from the 435 MeVInucleon Nb + Nb system at the indicated angles. The 
solid lines come from a fit to the data using BUU calculations. 
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same general features seen in Figure 1 are also seen in Figure 2, with the only significant change being the range of 
neutron energies at which these features occur. The shapes of the spectra for the 272 MeVInucleon Nb + A1 system 
are essentially identical to the 272 MeVInucleon Nb + Nb system. 
In order to predict the thick target neutron yields using BUU calculations [IS], we have used a simple technique 
that builds up thick target yields using the cross sections calculated by the code. The physical dimensions of the 
detectors used in the experiment were included in the calculation of the thick target yield in order to account for any 
geometrical acceptance effects that may have affected the calculation. 
The neutron cross sections were calculated at 50 MeVInucleon intervals for each system. For the 
272 MeVInucleon Nb systems the calculations ran from 50 MeVIaucleon up to 250 MeVInucleon, and for the 
435 MeVInucleon system the calculations ran from 50 MeVInucleon up to 400 MeVInucleon. Each separate 
calculation represented the neutron spectra produced by an incoming Nb ion in the target for a range of Nb energies. 
For example, the 200 MeVInucleon Nb + A1 calculation represented the neutron spectra produced by Nb ions 
ranging from 175 to 225 MeVInucleon interacting in an A1 target. All calculations represented a 50 MeVInucleon 
span of Nb energies, except for the 400 MeVInucleon calculation (which represented Nb energies between 375 and 
435 MeVInucleon) and the 50 MeVInucleon calculation (used for Nb energies between 0 and 75 MeVInucleon). 
Nb + Nb 272 MeVInucleon 
Degree 
I I I I 
0 100 200 300 400 500 
Energy 
Figure 2. Thick-target neutron spectra from the 272 MeVInucleon Nb + Nb system at the indicated angles. The 
solid lines come from a fit to the data using BUU calculations. 
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The calculated cross sections were then put into a code that transported incoming Nb ions in the stopping target. 
The incoming Nb ion was passed through s~tccessive layers of the target, and at each layer the probability of 
undergoing a nuclear interaction was calculated using an energy-dependent geometric cross section. Then, using a 
Monte-Carlo method, it was determined whether or not the Nb ion underwent a nuclear interaction. If so, then the 
nlultiplicity of neutrons resulting from the interaction, as well as the distribution of neutron energies and angles, 
were determined by a Monte-Carlo method using the calculated neutron cross sections appropriate for the energy at 
which the Nb ion interacted. Each neutron produced was then followed to see if it made it within the geonletrical 
acceptance of any of the detectors used in the experiment. Neutron interactions in the target were neglected. In this 
way, spectra for each neutron detector were built up by passing a large number of Nb ions through the target. A 
minimum of 10 million Nb ions were transported through the target in each of the simulations. The simulated thick 
target yields were then normalized for the number of Nb ions and for the solid angle of the detector, allowing for a 
direct comparison with the experimental data. 
In general the BUU calculations do a good job of fitting the data at large angles, both in magnitude and shape. 
However, at the forward angles the BUU calculations either overpredict or underpredict the yield, depending on the 
angle and system. Even though the BUU calculation misses the magnitude of the forward angle spectra, it does a 
fairly good job in reproducing the shape of those spectra. Clearly, it would be helpful to have cross section data for 
the Nb + Nb and Nb + A1 systems at a variety of Nb energies in order to find where the BUU calculations are not 
able to reproduce the data. 
Figure 3 shows the angle-integrated energy distributions from ail three systems. The solid lines show the fits to 
the data using BUU calculations. The BUU calculations fit the data well in the 435 MeVInucleon Nb + Nb system, 
but underestimate the yield in the 272 MeVInucleon Nb + A1 system, and overestimate the yield below 100 MeV in 
the 272 MeVInucleon Nb + Nb system. The disagreement between the model and data in the 272 MeVInucleon 
Nb + Nb system indicates that the good agreement in the 435 MeVInucleon Nb + Nb system may be fortuitous. 
Since the model overpredicts the yield below 100 MeV for incoming ion energies between 0 and 272 MeVInucleon, 
it must underpredict that same yield for ion energies ranging between 272 and 435 MeVInucleon in order to match 
the data for ion energies between 0 and 435 MeVInucleon. This again points to the need for cross-section data in 
order to explore the finer details of the BUU calculations and find the points where the model can and cannot fit the 
data. 
Table I shows the total neutron yield per incident ion for the indicated ranges in laboratory angle. The 
uncertainties shown include both statistical uncertainties and an assumed 10% systematic uncertainty in neutron 
detection efficiency. Also shown in Table 1 is the percentage of incident Nb ions that undergo a nuclear interaction 
in the stopping target, as calculated by stepping the incident beam ion through successive layers of the target and 
using the applicable energy-dependent geometric cross sections at each layer. For all three systems at least 80% of 
the total yield between O0 and 90° is contained in the forward 45O. Between 30% and 40% of the total neutron yield 
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Figure 3. Thick-target neutron energy distributions from all three systems. The solid lines show a fit to the data 
using BUU calculations. 
is contained in the first lo0. Comparing the two Nb + Nb systems, one would expect from the % interacted 
calculation that the total yield from the 272 MeVInucleon system would be about 112 of the total yield from the 
435 MeVInucleon system. In fact, the data show that the ratio of the two total yields is 0.38 rt 0.06. Keeping in 
mind that the data cut off below 20 MeV for both systems, that ratio may be closer to 112 if one could include data 
for neutrons between 0 and 20 MeV, since a larger fraction of the total 272 MeVInucleon yield will be contained in 
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the first 20 MeV than it will for the 435 MeVInucleon system's yield. One can argue, then, that to first order, the 
beam-energy dependence of the neutron yield scales as the number of interaction lengths seen by the projectile. 
Comparing the two 272 MeVlnucleon systems, one expects from the % interacted calculation that the Nb + Nb 
system's yield will be about 60% of the Nb +A1 system's yield, and the data show the ratio to be 0.80 k 0.13. It is 
difficult to extract any conclusions about the target dependence on the neutron yields from this data set since the 
lowest detected neutron energies are 20 MeV, which excludes a great deal of the neutron yield from target 
evaporation. It is interesting to note that Ref. [7], which also had neutron energies cut off around 20 MeV, found 
that the total neutron yield was independent of the target (about 0.5 neutrons per incident He). One can argue that 
here, too, the total neutron yield is independent of target for the same projectile, within uncertainties. Again, 
though, it is necessary to extend the measurements to neutron energies below 20 MeV in order to fully understand 
the target dependence on the total neutron yields. 
Table 1. Neutron yields for the given systems and the given angular ranges in units of the 
number of neutrons above 20 MeV per incident ion. Numbers in the far right 
column indicate the estimated percentage of beam particles which undergo a 
nuclear interaction. 
It is interesting to compare the neutron yields between the 256 MeV p + A1 system and the 272 MeVInucleon 
Nb + A1 system. Figure 4 shows the yields from both systems at 7S0,  30°, and 60° as a function of the atomic 
number of the projectile. At both 30° and 60° the yield from the Nb + A1 system is about 10 times the yield from the 
p + A1 system, whereas at 7.5O the yields differ by a factor of about 1000. This, along with the fact that there is an 
appreciable yield of neutrons above the beam energy per nucleon in HZE interactions with no such yield in proton 
interactions, best illustrates why the production of neutrons from HZE will need to be handled differently than in the 
case of production from proton interactions. The results shown here show that the production of neutrons from HZE 
interactions cannot be estimated reliably by a simple scaling of the neutron production from proton interactions. 
I55 MeVINUCLEON He AND C + Al SYSTEMS 
Thick target neutron yields from 155 MeVInucleon He + A1 and from 155 MeVInucleon C + A1 were measured 
at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University. In addition to the thick target 
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Figure 4. Comparison of neutron yields from 256 MeV p + A1 and 272 MeVInucleon Nb + A1 interactions. 
yields, cross section measurements were made for C + A1 at 155 MeVInucleon and 75 MeVInucleon. Arrays of 
neutron detectors were placed from 4" to 160" in the laboratory. Analysis of the data is ongoing at this time. 
However, some preliminary thick-target spectra can be shown. Figure 5 shows unnormalized neutron spectra at lo0, 
30°, 60°, 90°, 125O, and 160° for the 155 MeVInucleon C + A1 system. 
As with the Nb systems, there is a strong contribution from projectile-like fragmentation in the forward 
direction, with neutron energies as high as twice the beam energy per nucleon. The spectra at the larger angles 
display the typical exponential behavior of the de-excitation of the overlap region of the beam-target collision. The 
data from these systems will be used to provide more information on the contribution to the yield from target 
evaporation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The problem of determining the flux of neutrons produced by GCR interactions in shielding must ultimately be 
done using calculational techniques, which in turn require experimental data for verification of both the input and 
output of their calculations. To date the most complete data set available is with proton-induced interactions, 
although there are gaps in that data set which should be filled, such as extending the existing measurements to 0' 
and to higher incident proton energies. The set of data in regards to neutron production from heavy-ion induced 
interactions still requires a great deal of data in order to determine the systematics of neutron production on 
projectile mass and energy, target mass, production angle, and neutron energy. These systematics should cover a 
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Figure. 5. Stopping-target neutron yields from 155 MeVInucleon C + A1 interactions at the indicated angles. 
span of projectile energies from 100 MeVInucleon up to 2 GeVInucleon and projectile mass from He up to Fe. 
There is only one thick-target data set that looks at the dependence of the yield on projectile energy, and that set 
spans only a small part of the range (Nb + Nb reactions at 435 and 272 MeVInucleon), and only looks at neutrons 
20 MeV and above. There are two sets of data that look at the target-mass dependence on the yield 
(177.5 MeVInucleon He + C, Al, Pb, and water, and 272 MeVInucleon Nb + Nb and Al), and they have somewhat 
conflicting results. There is one set of thick-target data that looks at the projectile-mass dependence on the yield, 
and that only covers a small part of the range in mass (He and C interactions in A1 at 155 MeVInucleon). These 
measurements should also cover neutron energies down to 500 keV since neutrons in that range of energy still have 
large weighting factors in regards to their potential biological hazard. To our knowledge, no set of neutron 
production from heavy-ion thick-target interactions extends below 10 MeV. In addition, the comparison of the 
Nb + Nb and Nb + A1 data with BUU calculations points to the importance of cross-section data for use in model 
calculations, and as is the case with thick-target data, there is an inadequate amount of cross-section data available. 
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Chapter 12 
HUMAN FACTORS IMPLICATIONS FOR SHIELDING 
INTRODUCTION 
A number of human factors issues affect spacecraft and surface module design, and therefore shielding 
strategies and designs. First, the overall volume of the module ("module" will be used to refer either to the habitable 
portion of a spacecraft or to a surface habitable volume) depends on crew size and mission duration, and on the 
functions to be performed within it. Second, architectural features such as materials and layout within the volume 
are affected by gravity level, and by functional and habitability considerations. Finally, since the limiting factor is 
the total radiation exposure of the crewmember, the amount of extravehicular activity (EVA), in which less 
shielding is available, will drive the amount of radiation acceptable within the module. This allocation of crew time 
is partly mission driven, and partly driven by the use of technological alternatives to human EVA. 
MISSION DURATION AND VOLUME 
As demonstrated by the Gemini missions, relatively short durations (up to 2 weeks) can be endured by a person 
restrained to a couch or chair most of the time. The habitable volume per crewmember in Gemini was 0.57 cu m. 
[1,2]. However, the crew did perform EVAs, providing some relief. This level of restriction limits the functions a 
crewmember can perform to operating equipment and accessing supplies within reach from a relatively fixed 
position. It is also regarded as "tolerable," as opposed to a level permitting reasonable performance, much less an 
optimal level. For example, it does not permit reasonable levels of hygiene, allowing only for cleansing by wipes; it 
does not permit adequate access to medical facilities other than medication stored within reach, or to exercise 
countermeasures, recreation, waste management, or many other activities regarded as part of normal life. This level 
of restriction should be considered only as an extraordinary measure, for short periods, such as an EVA team being 
restricted to a heavily shielded rover during a solar particle event, when return to the habitat is impractical because 
of distance or equipment malfunction. 
The Man-Systems Integration Standards, NASA-STD-3000, [3], recommends about 10 cubic meters of 
habitable volume per person as a minimal level at which performance can be maintained for mission durations of 
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four months or longer, and recommends about 20 cubic meters per person as optimal (Figure 1). Above four 
months,no significant increase in volume is needed for increased duration. Habitable volume should be interpreted 
as free volume, not volume occupied by equipment or stowage. 
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 
The functional analysis of the mission is essential to determining the amount and layout of the equipment and 
stowage. In p-g, all parts of the volume are equally accessible for these, although a local vertical should be 
maintained in each module for crew efficiency and comfort. NASA-STD-3000 [3], Sec. 8.4, discusses orientation 
requirements. On the other hand, on the lunar or Martian surface, floor area becomes more significant than overall 
volume, and usable volume is limited to that which can be reached relatively easily. That is, all the volume of a 
3-m high room may count towards "habitable volume" in pg, but not in a gravitational field. Shuttle crews 
routinely sleep in a variety of locations and orientations, but in a significant gravity environment, sleeping requires 
about a 2m x lm  horizontal area per person. 
Functional adjacencies within the module may affect its shape, as well as being driven by it. Equipment used 
together, such as video displays and controls for teleoperators, or food stowage and preparation areas, should be in 
close proximity. On the other hand, some types of facilities must be widely separated. For example, the waste 
management and personal hygiene system should not be located next to the food preparation or dining areas for both 
hygienic and aesthetic reasons. The sleeping quarters should be acoustically isolated from the worst sources of 
noise during sleep periods, such as the waste management area. Again, the mission scenario drives design. When 
there is a small crew, operating on a single shift and sleeping at the same time, location of the sleep compartment is 
less important than when multiple shifts are planned, and noise from equipment and crew operations is always 
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Figure 1. Habitable Volume vs. Mission Duration 
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The significance of gravity in human biomechanics must also be considered in the issue of whether an 
interplanetary spacecraft can be used as a habitat on a planetary surface. In particular, the designation of local 
vertical must be made consistent with what will be the actual vertical on the surface. This may have design 
implications that result in a less than optimal layout for either environment. Another consideration in the spacecraft 
design for transit to Mars is the physical condition of the crew upon arrival. If the spacecraft is not designed to 
house the crew in a satisfactory manner for several days after landing, the crew will be required to don heavy 
extravehicular mobility units (EMUS) on their first encounter with gravity after several months in microgravity, and 
walk to the habitat. While some astronauts and cosmonauts have been able to stand and walk in Earth's gravity 
immediately after months in orbit, others have not been able to perform this task for a day or longer. Although 
Mars' gravity is significantly less than Earth's, the added mass of an EMU would decrease the effect of this 
difference. No conclusive data on means to reliably prevent this deconditioning are available. 
MATERIALS AND DESIGN 
Certain human factors considerations affect the materials used in module construction. First, since the Mercury 
flights, crewmembers have very strongly recommended windows. This requirement has been for both functional 
and psychological reasons. The International Space Station has windows integrated into the design, despite the 
increases in cost and the challenges in maintaining structural integrity. However, with the advent of high definition 
television and high resolution displays, and in view of the significantly increased radiation environment, it is likely 
that this requirement can be reduced, provided that the crew has access to high fidelity exterior views at all times. 
Trade-off studies and consultation with crewmembers may be required. 
Another consideration is the design of airlocks for transit vehicles and particularly for surface habitats, where 
the hatches, and access to and from the outside, must be designed for quick, easy, reliable operation, and must not 
require excessive strength for operation. Possible scenarios include an EVA team returning with an injured member 
who must be carried into the habitat, or an EVA crew which has had to walk back from a broken rover, with 
resulting fatigue. This requirement for operation with minimal strength may affect the mass or other design features 
of the hatches. 
Interior to the vehicle, some advantages in shielding may be obtained by the stowage of consumables in an 
enclosing arrangement around the habitable volume. Crew consumables include water, food, clothing, etc. The 
shielding properties of these materials will differ from each other. The amount of water will depend on the degree 
of recycling; the amount of food, on the use of plants grown for this purpose or for environmental control. 
However, equipment may also need to be arranged around the free space to allow room for operation by some 
crewmembers and a passageway for others to move from one area to another. Clearly, the design must permit 
access to the stowage areas without moving or disassembling equipment. Similarly, if plants are grown for food or 
environmental support in a habitable module that also serves other functions, the location of the trays and associated 
equipment (lights, liquids, and associated plumbing and pumps) should be planned both for any contribution 
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possible to increasing shielding and for easy access for care and harvesting. Another consumable, fuel, may be used 
for shielding outside the pressurized module, if precautions are taken to ensure that incidents such as a meteorite 
strike will not cause the fuel to either enter the module as a contaminant, nor, of course, burn the module. 
Materials and layout of equipment and volume should also contribute to the habitability of the environment. 
Visual stimuli, including personal choices of pictures, variety of color and texture of the surfaces, etc., are necessary. 
Sound abatement is a very important criterion in interior design and layout, since prolonged exposure to high noise 
levels can cause permanent hearing damage, and even short durations of lower level noises can cause distraction, 
poor communications, and loss of productivity and efficiency. Such considerations affect any interior partitions 
which may be used for additional shielding. 
MISSION OPERATIONS AND GOALS 
Defining mission goals is logically the first step in spacecraft and habitat design. Until the purpose of the 
mission is clear, neither crew size nor duration can be meaningfully decided. Further, it determines the amount and 
types of equipment and supplies that must be available to the crew, from food to workstations to surface rovers. 
Sending humans to the Moon or Mars implies that there will be extensive extravehicular activity (EVA); However, 
the more time the crewmembers spend in EVA, the higher the exposure to radiation, and the lower the remaining 
budget for exposure inside the habitat. Separate discussions on EMUS and Rovers will address the shielding 
available from proposed EVA scenarios and equipment designs. 
Exposure during EVA will also be affected by the design of any surface transportation, such as rovers. Since 
contingency planning requires assurance that the EVA team can return from any exploration, even if the rover 
malfunctions, sorties may be very limited in range unless redundancy is provided by a pair of rovers escorting each 
other, each with sufficient volume to accommodate all of the team. If lengthy or overnight expeditions are planned, 
the rovers should be designed to provide protection from normal levels of radiation, and a storm shelter in the case 
of solar particle event, either through intrinsic shielding or by being able to construct a shield from the lunar or 
Martian soil. 
Within the habitat, the crew will spend more time in some areas and less in others, which again may affect 
shielding strategy. At least 8 hours per day are necessary for sleep; heavily shielded sleep compartments, or even 
protective coverings worn during sleep, could reduce total radiation exposure. Areas of lower shielding may include 
plant growth chambers. The design goal of current work in plant growth calls for minimal crew time 
requirements-a few hours per week, perhaps, after initial setup. Depending on the effects of radiation on the plants 
themselves, this would seem to be a candidate facility for less shielding. The time spent in the exercise area in 
transit may be a couple of hours per person per day. (Exercise requirements in lunar or Martian gravity are not 
known. Surface EVA will provide a significant amount of exercise of the load-bearing muscles and bones, due to 
the mass of the EMU.) Hygiene, dressing, and preparing for sleep require about another two hours. Food 
preparation and dining should be allocated about three hours per person per day, if Shuttle-type food is used, 
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requiring minimal preparation. For processing fresh food from a plant growth chamber, or preparing more elaborate 
meals for the group, one person may spend more time in the galley/wardroom. For long-duration missions, group 
meals, and in particular occasional "feasts" to mark special events or milestones, are recommended for 
psychological reasons [4]. The remaining time, about 10-12 hours per day, would be spent primarily on mission 
operations. Laboratories may therefore require significant shielding. 
On n~issions exceeding a couple of weeks, rest days for personal recreation and activities are essential for the 
psychological well-being of the crew. If the sleeping quarters are adequately spacious and properly furnished with 
lights and a surface for writing, supporting a laptop computer or other audiovisual and communication equipment, 
members wishing privacy can use these locations. Other activities, such as group viewing of movies, might employ 
the displays used for external viewing. Conversations can be held in the wardroom or other work areas. Thus the 
recreational requirements can probably be fulfilled with dual use of areas required for mission operations. 
CANDIDATE DESIGNS 
The Johnson Space Center has developed a number of possible designs for surface modules over the last several 
years in conjunction with center and agency initiatives for lunarMars exploration. In a recent NASA Mars mission 
study, Weaver and Duke [S] proposed a cylinder, 7.5 m in diameter, vertically oriented with two levels, as a 
common module to be replicated, with modifications as necessary, for all mission phases. This concept is further 
developed in an in-house report by Weaver [6]. The integration of a plant growth subsystem into these modules is 
explored by Campbell and Moore [7]. These papers do not directly address the matter of shielding, but concentrate 
on mass, volume, and layout. 
Proposals to construct a habitat separate from the transit vehicle, using local resources to build a shield, have 
also been presented. These include a design from the Lunar Outpost Study [8] to build a spherical, inflatable habitat 
partially underground, with a 1 m regolith-filled coil surrounding the aboveground portion. This particular design 
assumes a large crew, and estimates of the mass of atmospheric gases, interior equipment to be installed, 
construction equipment, etc., as well as the amount of crew time needed to erect and outfit the habitat and put the 
regolith shielding in place, make it questionable whether this design is as efficient as integrating multiple modules, 
assembled on Earth or in LEO. 
MODELING TOOLS 
The JSC Flight Crew Support Division (FCSD), in cooperation with other NASA divisions and program 
offices, has developed two tools which may be of use in estimating the mass and volume required for various crew 
sizes and mission durations. The Habitation Development Tool (HDT) is a habitable module parametric sizing tool 
described by Razzack, Campbell, and Bond [9]. The user inputs include crew size, mission length, technology 
choices for the various subsystems (life support, health care, thermal control, electrical power, etc.) and other 
variables, and the program computes the mass and pressurized volume for the habitable module. The HDT model 
can be used to estimate the size and mass of habitable modules for many different space flight missions. i t  is most 
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useful to personnel who are familiar with both flight crew support techniques and with the design of space flight 
n~issions, and is not generally distributed outside FCSD. 
The Crew Habitable Element Estimation of Radiation Shielding (CHEERS) model is focused on radiation 
shielding requirements and mass estimates. Inputs include crew size, stay time, environment, radiation type of 
interest, allowable dose equivalent, shield material, and information about the habitable element. The outputs 
include an estimate of shield mass, of the inherent shielding provided by the habitable element, and of the additional 
shielding required. Multiple runs can be performed to generate plots showing shield mass versus allowable dose, or 
radiation dose equivalent versus mission elapsed time. This program is based primarily on data produced by the 
NASA Langley Research Center and is documented in Campbell [lo]. The CHEERS model is integrated into the 
1995 version of the HDT. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Most of the questions regarding radiation shielding are not related to human factors at all - material properties, 
radiation sources and levels, the medical effects of different types and doses of radiation. However, when the 
shielding becomes integrated with the place people live and the functions they perform, human factors issues must 
be considered. The use of materials that are essential for human survival and performance to provide shielding is 
one example of the interaction of the two disciplines. Undoubtedly the optimal arrangement of consumables and 
equipment will differ for human factors criteria and for shielding criteria. If the crew sustains damaging or lethal 
radiation exposure, human factors are irrelevant. But if the shielding strategy prevents the crew from achieving the 
mission objectives, the same result could have been achieved by keeping the crew on Earth, at far less cost. It is in 
the interests of both disciplines to work together to achieve their mutual goals: a healthy crew performing its work 
effectively with minimum risk and difficulty. 
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Planetary surface mobility is a key to increasing the range in which EVA astronauts are able to explore. Space 
suits are the primary means of surface mobility, but limit an astronaut's range of exploration to "walkback distance." 
Walkback distance is a function of the time which it takes to return to a place of safety, and can be limited by factors 
such as the amount of life support consumables carried on EVA or by the rise time of a solar particle event. 
Rovers were first employed on Apollo 15 as a way to extend surface mobility range. Prior to the first Lunar 
Roving Vehicle (LRV), the maximum range an EVA crew traversed was only 1.1 krn from the lunar module. With 
the addition of the LRV, crews increased their range to as much as 8.9 km from the LM. The increased range 
greatly increased the science content of the later Apollo missions, as it provided access to almost two orders of 
magnitude more surface area than prior surface missions. 
Calculating the range (defined here as the accessible radial distance from a base or safe haven) which a rover 
allows crews to reach requires assumptions as to the average speed of both rovers and EVA crewmembers on foot. 
Along a straight-line path, nominal velocities of 2.5 krnlhour for unaided EVA and 7.5 kmlhour for rover traverses 
are consistent with Apollo experience. If EVA crewmembers carry 8 hours of life support consumables with them, a 
single, unpressurized rover would therefore be limited to a range of 15 km from the base. Multiple unpressurized 
rovers would increase this range to 26 km, and the addition of a single pressurized rover would increase the range to 
60 km. 
These ranges assume that life support consumables are the limiting factor in range calculation. In fact, radiation 
protection may be the limiting factor, and the maximum distance from a base or safe haven may be reduced to the 
distance which can be traversed before radiation flux or energy rises to a predetermined limit. For many of the lunar 
and Mars exploration studies performed between 1989 and 1995, an average SPE "rise time" of 2 hours was 
assumed, after which crews would need to be at a location with adequate radiation protection. 
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TYPES OF ROVERS 
Crewed rovers are divided into two classes, pressurized and unpressurized [I]. Unpressurized rovers are 
characterized by an open crew cockpit which requires that each crewmember's EVA suit function as their only life 
support system for the duration of the sortie. Unpressurized rovers are usually thought of as lightweight, utilitarian 
and highly mobile. The Apollo LRV (figure 1) is an excellent example of an unpressurized rover. Although it has a 
mass of only 249 kg, its simple and robust design allowed it to carry 521 kg of crew and cargo. 
Pressurized rovers are complete spacecraft on wheels. In addition to their mobility systems, they contain all the 
subsystems than any human-rated spacecraft such as the space shuttle or space station must contain. The fact that 
pressurized rovers are full-fledged spacecraft put them in a range of complexity and cost which is far above that of 
unpressurized rovers. Figure 2 shows a concept for a pressurized rover [2]. 
SORTIE TIME AND DISTANCE 
As stated in the introduction, it is assumed that an EVA suited crewmember can traverse a radial path at 
approximately 2.5 kmlhour, and that the addition of a rover increases surface velocity to approximately 7.5 kdhour .  
Speeds in excess of 7.5 k d h o u r  were indeed attained on the lunar surface, but the low lunar gravity caused the 
LRV's wheels to increasingly lose contact with the surface as velocity was increased. 
Figure 1. Apollo Lunar Roving Vehicle 
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Figure 2. Pressurized Rover concept 
Life Support system lifetime, usually measured by the amount of consumables carried, is the second factor in 
computing sortie capability. Apollo moonwalkers carried enough consumables for approximately 8 hours of EVA, 
but were limited to three consecutive workdays on the lunar surface. Future crews, especially those traveling to 
Mars on conjunction-class missions, may have as many as 500 days to explore the planet. This may change the 
desired duration and scheduling of EVAs. Currently, mission planners are investigating 6-hour EVA durations as a 
better match for crew comfort. 
Figure 3 shows a surface mobility continuum generated for NASA's 1992 "First Lunar Outpost" (FLO) Study. 
The Mare Smythii site is shown in the lower right with concentric arcs showing the limits of Apollo EVAs and the 
desired range for FLO exploration. The 20-km unpressurized rover range was possible only with two rovers 
delivered to the Outpost location. In a worst-case scenario, EVA astronauts begin their EVA by roving 20 km 
(2.67 hours) from the Outpost and then develop a rover failure. They begin to walk back to the Outpost at 2.5 
kmhour, but will exceed their 8 hours of consumables before they arsive at the base. Therefore, the remaining two 
astronauts begin an EVA on a second rover, meet the first crew en route, and return them to the Outpost. The 
pressurized rover range shown is a lower limit and would eventually only be limited by consumables storage and 
crew time. A pressurized rover sortie of one week (168 hours) is estimated to cover a range of 135 km. 
UNPRESSURIZED ROVERS 
Pictures of the Apollo LRV bounding across the lunar surface give us a clear mental image of exactly what an 
unpressurized rover is. Many of the concepts for unpressurized rovers studied since Apollo have arrived at similar 
design solutions. In each case the rover held two primary crewmembers and some amount of cargo. The 
crewmembers wore only EVA suits as protection from the environment of the surface. Unpressurized rovers were 
typically powered by batteries or fuel cells, which were well suited for their limited service. 
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Figure 3. Surface Mobility Continuum for the First Lunar Outpost Study 
Unpressurized rovers offer no inherent radiation protection to their occupants, so an EVA crew 20 k n ~  from 
their Outpost may be almost 3 hours from a safe haven if a radiation event occurs. The only radiation protection 
available to the crew on an unpressurized rover is that which comes from their EVA suits. 
Man-made radiation sources may also affect these crews. In a number of designs seen since 1989, radioisotope 
power supplies have been suggested for piloted rovers. One example is a FLO utility rover [3] shown in figure 4. In 
order to attain the power levels necessary for mobility systems, dynamic power conversion systems are matched 
with radioisotope heat sources. These Dynamic Isotope Power Supplies (DIPS) systems have the advantage of 
delivering constant power in the 1- to 3-kW range, but offer the distinct disadvantage of a radiation hazard. 
The FLO utility rover was conceived to utilize a solid shadow shield to separate the crewmembers from the 
DIPS power system. The characteristic radiation field from an unshielded DIPS power source is shown in Figure 5. 
In the case of the FLO rover, the crew would be oriented in the "B" direction. Neutron and Gamma Ray attenuation 
for the DIPS is shown in figure 6, and a further mass breakdown of this rover is shown in figure 7. The lithium 
hydride shadow shield was sized to limit the crew's integrated radiation dose from the DIPS to about 0.01 remlhour. 
ROVERS 
Power Crew cab 
Figure 4. First Lunar Outpost utility rover. This 922 kg rover is capable of carrying crew and cargo totaling 
1000 kg. The DIPS power system is located behind the crew station and is separated by a shadow 
shield. 
PRESSURIZED ROVERS 
As early as 1964, NASA was considering pressurized rover designs for second generation Apollo lunar landings. 
The Mobile Lunar LABoratory (MOLAB) (Figure 8) would have been landed on a dedicated cargo lander and 
would have provided 2 crewmembers the ability to spend 14 days on the lunar surface traversing 400 km. The 
MOLAB concept progressed to the mockup and ground test phase before its future, and the Apollo program, in 
general, was cut short. 
Pressurized rovers are still a goal of planetary exploration mission planners, and appear in every exploration 
study conceived since Apollo. Much more attention to radiation protection has been paid to pressurized rovers due 
to the long sortie durations associated with them. Because pressurized rovers are in fact complete spacecraft, with 
thermal, power, life support, crew accommodations, communications, guidance, navigation and propulsion 
(mobility) systems, there is greater opportunity to make use of their inherent systems as a first level of radiation 
protection. 
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Figure 8. MOLAB Pressurized Rover concept. 
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Figure 9. Boeing "Rover First" Concept. 
A small pressurized rover concept developed by Boeing [4] in 1992 is shown in Figure 9. Although this rover has a 
mass of only 4400 kg, it contains all the necessary subsystems to perform a 14-day, 240-km sortie with two 
crewmembers. Boeing calculated crew radiation levels within the rover by first optimizing the arrangement of the 
equipment racks and storage tanks. They generated contours and vector dose data utilizing the Boeing Radiation 
Exposure Model (BREM) analysis tool. The solid model was constructed utilizing the material densities shown in 
Figure 10, rack locations and equipment densities shown in Figure 11. 
Without any additional radiation protection other than the inherent equipment, the Boeing design limited the 
crew radiation exposure for both skin and BFO to less than the NCRP limits in every case except the August 1972 
SPE model. Some optimization of the internal equipment may in~prove the inherent shielding, but alternate 
protection for SPEs should also be investigated. These alternative methods include: 
* In-situ shielding options (lunar regolith) 
* Conformal water storage (fuel cell by-products or life support water storage) 
* Alternate materials (lightweight, low Z materials) 
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The Boeing design is typical of pressurized rover designs and can generally be scaled to model larger 
pressurized rovers. Equipment rack densities should remain approximately constant, only volun~e will increase for 
larger rovers. The choice of power system may also change. The fuel cells which operate this rover will trade 
poorly with other power sources if longer sorties are attempted with larger rovers. If nuclear sources of power are 
employed (such as DIPS), then additional radiation protection measures need to be undertaken. 
Pressurized rovers must carry their own radiation protection. The duration of their sorties is such that both 
active solar particle monitoring and integrated SPE shielding are a requirement. Tools which provide a thorough 
analysis of the rover configuration are necessary to model the radiation environment inside the rover during a 
radiation event. 
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The typical spacesuit allows up to 7.5 hours of maximum EVA (extravehicular activity) time spent outside the 
spacecraft in which the astronaut is with little protection. Nearly an hour is required to exit the normal living 
quarters while thirty minutes is spent in the airlock prior to re-entering the habitat. The spacesuit design can have a 
significant impact on exposure of some organs, depending on the environment spectral content. 
INTRODUCTION 
A spacesuit is required to protect the astronaut from the many environmental hazards of space during extra- 
vehicular activity EVA in low-Earth orbit, free-space, on the lunar surface, as well as activities within the tenuous 
Martian atmosphere. In addition to thermal, atmospheric, and micrometeoroid protection, the suit provides limited 
protection from space ionizing radiations. A description of the spacesuit's physical configuration is discussed in 
terms of the protection the suit provides from ionizing radiations which will impact the astronaut's exposure levels. 
SPACESUIT USAGE 
A typical shuttle EVA lasts 6-7 hours. The nominal maximum out-of-hatch time is 7.5 hours as limited by the 
suit consumables which is partially dependent on the metabolic rate of the astronaut. Eight hours per operation is 
regarded as a hard maximum upper limit as determined by the capability of the suit to operate under its own power. 
Future spacesuit usage in space exploration will depend on the rover design. If an unpressurized rover is 
utilized, then the suit is the primary life support. If a pressurized rover is utilized, then the suit design may only 
support the astronaut for a few hours before a replenish/change-out cycle at a refill station. The use of such 
replenishment stations would greatly reduce the mass and volume of the portable life support systems. 
For current shuttle operations, the time required in preparing for suit activity (once the liquid cooled ventilation 
garmet is donned) consists of: 
- 20 minutes to suit up 
- 8 minutes for suit purge 
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- 40 sllinutes for pre-breathe at 10.2 psi 
- 10 to 15 minutes to exit the door 
In returning to the shelter or habitat, the times required are: 
- 10 minutes to close hatch 
- 20 minutes to connect suit to the airlock 
Planetary operations are expected to have a much different donning and doffing scenario. The goal of future space 
suit systems is a "10-minute out-the-door" preparation time. 
SPACESUIT CONSTRUCTION 
The basic spacesuit assembly (SSA) is shown in figure I .  It consists of an inner-liquid cooling ventilation 
garment (LCVG), communications carrier assembly (CCA), helmet, extravehicular visor assembly (EVVA), hard 
upper torso (HUT), arm assembly, gloves, and the lower torso assembly (LTA) which includes the boots. The 
helmet bubble (fig. 1) provides the pressure seal while the EVVA houses the various visors. Details on the EVVA 
visors and eyeshades are shown in figure 2. The 'protective visor' protects the helmet bubble from penetrations and 
scratches and remains physically closed. The 'sun visor' and 'center and side eyeshades' are movable within the 
EVVA and can be fully open or fully closed as the astronaut prefers. A thermallmeteoroid garmet covers only the 
EVVA shell with the front of the helmet protected by the various visor assemblies. 
Although Shuttle and future spacesuit designs may have the same subassemblies, their construction varies with 
application. The construction of the spacesuit currently used on Shuttle missions is described in Tables 1 through 3. 
A similar suit design is planned for use at the International Space Station but will be strengthened (e.g., stitch 
patterns and primary axial restraint webbing) to increase usage to 25 EVA'S. An advanced suit technology 
demonstrator, called the Mark 111, is currently under development for exploration-type missions. It is similar in 
layup to the WETF-Qua1 suit analyzed elsewhere [I]. The construction of the Mark I11 suit assembly is described in 
Tables 4 through 6. The thermal/n~icrometeoroid garmet (TMG) of the Mark 111 suit is not yet designed and will 
probably be quite different from that of the shuttle suit due to the different micrometeoroid and thermal 
environments expected on lunar and Mars missions. The Shuttle suit TMG consists of an orthofabric cover, 
insulation, spacers, and an inner liner. For the material layups of the Mark 111, the tables assume the usage of the 
shuttle suit TMG for con~pleteness with the addition of a radiation shield layer. Likewise, the EVVA shell is not yet 
designed and the shuttle suit EVVA is assunled for the tables. The areal density estimates of the suit materials listed 
in the tables were partially compiled from reference 1. An illustration of a typical spacesuit assembly garmet cross 
section is shown in figure 3. 
Several differences exist between the Shuttle suit design and the Mark 111 suit design. The Mark I11 suit may 
contain an additional layer of tungsten loaded silicone for radiation and nleteoroid protection within the TMG. The 
usefulness and makeup of this layer is still being evaluated. More ionizing radiation protection is also afforded by 
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the increased thickness of the helmet bubble, protective visor, eye shades, and sun shade. The hard upper torso 
(HUT) of the advanced Mark 111 suit is currently designed using 6061T6 alun~inum instead of the Fiberglas hard 
shell of the shuttle suit. Other candidate materials being considered for the Mark 111 HUT include carbon composite 
and urethane. The Mark I11 suit has an extended hard shell region, which not only includes the upper torso, but also 
the lower torso and the brief area to mid-thigh as indicated by Table 5. The shuttle lower torso and thighs are 
similar to the fabric for the arms and legs as indicated by Table 3. The proposed radiation protective layer is 
reduced in thickness in the Mark 111 suit for the arms and legs as shown in Table 6. 
PRIMARY LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM 
The Portable Life Support Subsystem (PLSS) is a complex array of equipment which performs many functions. 
One of the main goals of the Apollo PLSS design was to minimize weight while one of the main goals of the shuttle 
PLSS design was to minimize volume [2]. Aluminum could be used as the basic construction material for the 
Apollo PLSS for weight minimization because the short-duration Apollo missions incorporated nonreusable systems 
for which coi-sosion was not a concern. In contrast, the highly reusable PLSS of the Shuttle utilizes stainless steel 
construction to nlinimize corrosion. Consequently the mass and volunle of the two PLS subsystems are different. A 
listing of subsystem mass, overall dimensions, and approximate material conlposition for the Apollo PLSS and the 
Shuttle PLSS are given in Table 7 and Table 8, respectively. 
RADIATION EXPOSURES IN LEO 
Calculations of the effects of spacesuit shielding in low-Earth orbit (LEO) were made by Kosmo et al. [I] for 
two suit configurations. The Shuttle suit assembly was assumed as listed in Tables 1 through 3 and an advanced suit 
configuration similar to the Mark 111 technology demonstrator suit described in Tables 4 through 6 was assumed. 
The advanced suit design was referred to as the 8.3 psi WETF (Weightless Environment Training Facility)-Qualified 
Space Assembly by Kosmo et al. [I]. This suit differed from the Mark I11 configuration assumed for Tables 4 
through 6 in the TMG layer makeup. However, the tungsten loaded silicone layer as listed in the tables (4-6) was 
used for the analysis. The exact layering is listed in reference 1 and was converted therein to equivalent aluminum 
thickness for the analysis. 
The EVA dose estimates are shown in Table 9. The EVA mission case conditions shown include a LEO orbit at 
400 km and 28.5" and a LEO polar orbit at 250 km and 90". The doses encountered in the LEO orbit are confined to 
protons and electrons in the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). A11 additional dose due to galactic cosmic ray 
exposure is included in the totals at all body locations at an exposure rate of 45 microSvIday for the 28.5" orbit. The 
LEO proton environment is similar to the spectral distribution of the solar cosnlic rays in space so that these 
calculations are relevant to the effects in solar proton event exposures. The proton doses in polar orbit are confined 
to the SAA but the majority of the electron dose is ellcountered in the outer belts. At polar latitudes, a significant 
portion of the dose is from electrons for which the advanced suit design inclusive of a tungsten protective layer 
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provides a significant amount of protection. An additional dose due to galactic cosmic ray exposure is also included 
in the polar orbit totals at all body locations at an exposure rate of 100 microsvlday. 
REMARKS 
The material composition, configuration, and usage requirements of current and future spacesuit designs are 
presented to enable the evaluation of the radiation protection requirements for safe EVA'S outside of spacecraft and 
surface structures. Several past radiation dose estimates are included to illustrate the added protection against 
electron doses provided by the tungsten loaded silicone layer while in LEO. Similar radiation analyses will be 
required for the radiation environn~ents encountered during exploration missions outside the Earth's protective 
magnetosphere where galactic cosmic radiation will contribute more to the dose and where the hazards of solar 
proton events will be more prevalent. A more comprehensive spacesuit model is currently under development to 
estimate the shield mass distribution of suit designs while preserving the material composition of the layers (e.g., not 
equivalent aluminum) to aid in EVA analyses for exploration missions. 
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Table 1. Material layups (from exterior to interior) for the helmet/EVVA of the 













Orthofabric cover -Teflon/Nomex/Kevlar 
Reinforced aluminized Mylar -5 plies 







Table 2. Material layups (from exterior to interior) of hard upper torso (HUT) of the Shuttle suit assembly 
covering the torso area of the astronaut. 
Areal density 
Layer Material (g/cm2> 
Outer layer Orthofabric cover -Teflon/Nomex/Kevlar 0.049 
Insulation Reinforced aluminized Mylar - 5 plies 0.014 
Inner liner Neoprene coated nylon ripstop 0.028 
Hard shell Fiberglas 0.354 
LCVG Spandexlwaterl Ethyvinylacetate 0.154 
Table 3. Material layups (from exterior to interior) for the lower torso assembly (LTA), arms, and legs of the 
Shuttle suit assembly covering the brief area, arms, and legs of the astronaut. 
Areal density 
Layer Material (g/cm2) 
Outer layer Orthofabric cover -Teflon/Nomex/Kevlar 0.049 
Insulation Reinforced aluminized Mylar - 5 plies 0.014 
Inner liner Neoprene coated ripstop 0.028 
Pressure restraint Dacron 0.021 
Pressure bladder Urethane coated nylon ripstop 0.014 
LCVG Spandex/waterlethylvinylacetate 0.154 
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Table 4. Example of possible material layups (from exterior to interior) for the helmet/EVVA of the Mark I11 




Outer layer Orthofabric cover - 0.049 
Teflon/Nomex/Kevlar 
Insulation Reinforced alunlinized Mylar -5 plies 0.004 
Spacer Non-woven Dacron -5 plies 0.01 1 
Radiatiodmeteoroid Tungsten loaded silicone (75% by wt) 0.850 
Inner liner Teflon 0.028 
EVVA shell Polycarbonate 0.381 
Sun visor Polysulfone 0.570 
Eye shades Polysulfone 0.570 
Protective visor Polycarbonate 0.546 
Helmet bubble Polycarbonate 0.558 
Table 5. Example of possible material layups (from exterior to interior) of hard upper torso (HUT) and the 
lower torso assembly (LTA) of the Mark 111 advanced technology demonstrator suit assembly covering the 
torso, brief and mid-thigh areas of the astronaut. 
Areal density 








Orthofabric cover -Teflon/Nomex/Kevlar 0.049 
Reinforced aluminized Mylar - 5 plies 0.014 
Tungsten loaded silicone (75% by wt) 0.850 
Neoprene coated nylon ripstop 0.028 
6061T6 Aluminum 0.549 
Spandex/Water/Ethyvinylacetate 0.154 
Table 6. Example of possible material layups (from exterior to interior) for the arms and legs of the Mark I11 











Orthofabric cover -Teflon/NomexlKevlar 
Reinforced aluminized Mylar - 5 plies 
Tungsten loaded silicone (75% by wt) 
Neoprene coated ripstop 
Polyester 
Urethane coated nylon ripstop 
Spandex/water/ethylvinylacetate 
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Table 7. Approximate materials and dimensions of the Apollo primary life support system [2]. 
Mass* Dimension* 
Subsystem Materials (lb.) (in.> (h,w,d) 
Oxygen Ventilating Circuit 
regulators, vessels, fans. 
LiOH assembly 
Liquid transport 











Al, Cu ... 
H, 0 ,  ... 




'From reference 2. 
Table 8. Approximate materials and dimensions of the Shuttle primary life support system [2]. 
Mass* Dimension* 
Subsystem Materials (1b.l (in.) (h,w,d) 
Oxygen Ventilating Circuit 
regulators, vessels, fans.. Fe,Cr,Ni,Cu.. 14.4 - 
LiOH assembly LiOH, Fe 6.4 - 
Liquid transport 
pump, valves, sensors... Fe, Cu ... 




Oxygen purge system 
bottles 
regulator 




TOTAL 65.2 25 x 23 x 7 
* From reference 2. 
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Table 9. Exposure (microSv1day) of critical organs in LEO environments (proton, electron, and GCR) within 
two spacesuit designs [I]. 
400 km x 28.5" Orbit 
Dose from Total 
protons electrons Dosea 
Space shuttle suit 
Eye (sun visor up) 1010 1 1056 
Eye (sun visor down) 960 1 1006 
Skin (torso) 1140 9 1194 
Skin (arms & legs) 1640 70 1755 
BFO Depth 490 1 536 
250 km x 90" Orbit 
Dose from Total 
protons electrons iIoseb 
8.3 psi WETF-Qualified Space Assembly 
Eye (sun visor up) 870 1 916 4 1 4 145 
Eye (sun visor down) 800 1 846 3 5 1 136 
Skin (torso) 910 1 956 47 33 180 
Skin (arms & legs) 1210 14 1269 158 896 1154 
BFO Depth 470 1 516 14 1 115 
'Includes 45 microSv1day from GCR for all body locations. 
b~ncludes 100 microsvlday from GCR for all body locations. 
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Figure 1. Basic components of a spacesuit assembly (SAA) 










Pressure garment bladder 
(urethane coated nylon) 
Restraint (Dacron) 
TMG liner (neoprene- 
coated nylon ripstop) 
TMG insulation 
(multi-layered insulation - MLI) 
(aluminized mylar) 
Figure 3. Cross section of material layup used for fabric for the arms and legs of the spacesuit. 







MMU n n H2O tanks 
PLSS structure 1 
n-tt- Plimary 0 2  tanks 
w \-- Primary 0 2  
regulator issembly 
Figure 4. Space Shuttle extravehicular mobility unit (EMU) portable life support subsystem. 
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Chapter 15 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGIES FOR LUNAR BASE: 
PREFABRICATED VERSUS IN SITU 
ABSTRACT 
The shield effectiveness of lunar regolith is compared with possible prefabricated shield materials from Earth, 
including comn~ercially used shield nlaterials in nuclear facilities. Several of the fabricated materials categorized as 
neutron absorbers and moderators exhibit favorable characteristics for space radiation protection. Although this 
effort is not intended to be a definitive trade study for specific shielding recommendations, attention is given to 
several factors that warrant consideration in such trade studies. For example, the transporting of bulk prefabricated 
shield material as opposed to the transporting of regolith-moving and processing equipment to the lunar surface is 
assessed on the basis of space Exploration Initiative (SEI) scenario studies. Other shielding strategies such as the 
processing of regolith with a composite material are considered to reduce the amount of bulk regolith required, to 
enhance its shielding characteristics, and to form a more structurally sound shield. Nevertheless, launching all the 
shield material from Earth may still be a viable alternative to the use of regolith from the standpoints of cost- 
effectiveness, EVA time required, and other risk factors. 
INTRODUCTION 
The protection of crewmenlbers from the harmful effects of ionizing radiation is an important issue that must be 
addressed during the development of lunar base mission scenarios. For the shorter duration missions, the possibility 
of an extremely large solar proton event occurring will drive the radiation protection requirements. As mission 
duration increases, the steady contributions to dose from galactic cosn~ic radiation will become more important. 
This study investigates the properties of various shielding materials for protection against both large solar proton 
events and galactic cosmic radiation (GCR). 
Various strategies exist for the protection of crewmenlbers at an established lunar base. Popular concepts 
employ using in-situ materials to reduce launch mass requirements from Earth [ 1 4 ] .  However, this will not reduce 
shielding launch requirements to zero mass because of the heavy equipment required to cover the habitats, although 
much of the equipment may serve multiple purposes. Other considerations of this strategy include the protection of 
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thc crew from a potentially large solar proton event while they are in the process of covering their habitats and the 
logistics of such a covering operation on the lunar surface. 
In this study, regolith shielding is compared with shields of aluminum, lithium hydride, magnesium hydride, 
various polymers and borated polymers, regolith-epoxy mixtures, and water. This information provides a materials 
database which is not only applicable to lunar surface operations, but also to cis-lunar and interplanetary space 
transfer vehicles. The amount of shielding required will ultimately be based on radiation exposure limits set forth by 
regulatory agencies for exploratory class missions. 
RADlATlON EXPOSURE 
Currently, no limits have been recommended by the National Council on Radiation Protection and 
Measurement (NCRP) for exploration missions [5]. However, for planning purposes only, the NCRP suggests that 
the limits established for astronauts in low-Earth orbit (LEO) may be used as guidelines for other missions if the 
principle of ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) is followed [5]. LEO limits for the skin, ocular lens, and 
vital organs are shown in table 1. The NCRP is cul-sently in the process of revising the LEO recommendations as a 
result of larger estimates of cancer risk coefficients [6] .  For high-energy radiation from GCR and solar proton 
events, the dose delivered to the vital organs is the most important with regard to latent carcinogenic effects. This 
dose is often assumed equal to the blood-forming organ (BFO) dose. When detailed body geometry is not 
considered, the BFO dose is usually computed as the dose incurred at a 5-cm depth in tissue (simulated by water in 
these analyses). Likewise, the skin and ocular lens dose can be conservatively approximated by the 0-cm dose. 




Dose Equivalent, cSv 
Blood 
Forming Ocular Skin 
Organ Lens 
- 
30-day 25 100 150 
Annual 50 200 300 
Career 1 00-400* 400 600 
"Varies with gender and age at initial exposure 
LEO exposure limits are currently given as dose equivalents to specific organs for short-term (30-day) 
exposures, annual exposures, and total career exposure. The short-term exposures are important when considering 
solar flare events because they often deliver their total dose within several hours to a few days. It is believed that by 
adhering to the short-term limits, nonstochastic late effects as well as acute effects of the bone marrow, ocular lens, 
and skin can be held to acceptable levels 1.51. Doses received from GCR on long duration missions are especially 
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important to total career limits, which are determined by the age and gender of the individual. For instance, career 
limits for typical 30-year old male and female astronauts are 200 cSv and 140 cSv, respectively. 
For human exposure, the dose equivalent is defined by introducing the quality factor, Q, which relates the 
biological damage produced due to any ionizing radiation to the damage produced by soft x-rays. In general, Q is a 
function of linear energy transfer (LET), which in turn is a function of both particle type and energy. For the present 
calculations, the quality factors used are those specified by the International Commissio~l on Radiological Protection 
(ICRP) [7]. The biological effects of HZE (high charge and energy) particles, present in the GCR fluxes and to a 
lesser extent in the nuclear reaction products of GCR and proton flares upon interaction with material, are not well 
understood and lead to uncertainty in risk estimates. 
Three sets of quality factors have been published [6,7,8] to relate the deposition of energy to biological risk. 
Currently, the ICRP-26 quality factors are accepted by the United States regulatory bodies. The ICRU-40 quality 
factors have been pre-empted by the ICRP-60. However, neither the ICRU-40 or the ICRP-60 have as yet been 
accepted by any regulatory body in the United States. A system of weighting factors have been recommended by 
the ICRP which reflect the uncertainties in estimating the effects of the high LET radiations with the associated 
quantity referred to as equivalent dose [6]. The change in quality factors from ICRP-26 does not significantly affect 
the dose equivalents for 1989 solar proton flares [9], but Iarger differences are seen for the contributions to dose 
equivalent from the HZE particles of GCR. Future shield design studies should move away from dose limits based 
on quality factors and move toward emphasizing risk-based assessment methods based on biological response 
modeling [lo]. 
LUNAR MISSION SCENARIO 
There have been many habitat concepts proposed for future lunar outposts. However, analyses and trade studies 
must still be performed to clearly define the first outpost and the growth of the outpost to support crewmembers for 
longer stay times. One scenario envisions a crew of 5 on the surface for 14 days with stay times growing to a range 
of 45 days to 180 days for the more mature base [I]. Many concepts consider the use of existing technology 
modified for lunar operations, such as Space Station nlodules [I-31. In order to compare radiation shield mass 
estimates, candidate concepts using station modules are selected for this analysis. The methodology of the shielding 
calculations presented here is also applicable to other habitat concepts. 
Habitats composed of modified space station modules, as defined by Hypes et al. 121, are shown in figures I and 
2. Concept 1 considers a 213 size module with dual airlocks while Concept 2 considers a full size module with dual 
airlocks. The use of multiple initial habitats was assumed to evolve into the permanent habitat for longer duration 
stay times. The individual habitat units could either be located as desired near base operational areas or be 
interconnected into a single base. Studies have shown that lunar regolith is a viable option for radiation protection. 
Estimates by Nealy et al. [11,12] have shown that 75 g/cm2 of regolith will reduce the annual GCR dose during 
solar minimum and the dose due to largt: flales to within the lilnits established for LEO operations. Just as ihcrc are 
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many habitat concepts, there also are many regolith covering concepts, such as bagging the regolith, setting the 
regolith directly on the structure or on a standoff, constr~lction of regolith concrete blocks, etc. The coverage 
technique selected for Concept 1 is a combination of regolith bags and direct application of regolith as shown in 
figure 3 [2]. Two coverage techniques for Concept 2 using direct application and standoffs are shown in figures 4 
and 5 [2]. The minimum coverage of regolith is 75 g/cm2 with increased protection in some areas as deduced from 
figures 4 and 5. The density of regolith varies from 1 g/cm3 at the lunar surface to 1.5-2.0 g/cm3 at depths of 10 to 
20 cm [13]. Assunling a nominal regolith density of 1.5 g/cm3, the regolith shield mass requirements can be 
calculated as shown in table 2. 
Table 2. Regolith radiation shield requiren~ents for candidate habitat concepts [2]. 
Concept Coverage Technique Volume of Regolith, m3 Mass of Regolith, t" 
- -- 
1 fig. 3 556 834 
2 fig. 4 48 1 722 
2 fig. 5 693 1040 
" 1 metric ton = 1000 kg 
The use of in-situ materials for the coverage of a lunar base does reduce the mass of shielding material that must 
be launched from Earth. However, heavy equipment, such as cranes, mining excavators, and haulers, must be 
available on the lunar surface to excavate the regolith, transport it to the base site, and place it on the habitat. 
Several examples of this type of equipment found in the literature [1,14,15] with their associated masses are shown 
in table 3. A list of this equipment is provided for an example of what kind of mass penalties may be involved in the 
coverage of the base. However, a direct trade-off of these mass requirements with the mass of prefabricated 
shielding is difficult because much of this equipment can serve multiple purposes, such as unloading cargo from 
landers and collecting regolith for the production of lunar liquid oxygen. Other matters which make a trade study 
difficult are estimating the EVA time required to cover a habitat, the cost of EVA, the risk of personal injury during 
EVA, how much of the coverage can be automated, etc. 
NATURAL RADIATION ENVIRONMENT 
The natural radiation environment encountered during a lunar mission will vary depending on the solar activity 
(measured by sunspot number). The solar dipole moment cycles approximately every 20-24 years leading to solar 
activity cycles of 10-12 years modulated by the direction of the dipole moment. The solar activity increases with 
the decline of the dipole moment with maximum activity occurring as the dipole switches hemispheres. Activity 
declines as the dipole moment maximizes along its new direction. With each activity cycle, there are approximately 
3 112 to 4 years of active solar conditions. The greatest probability of a large solar proton event occul~ing is during 
the rise and decline in solar activity. The magnitude of the GCR flux varies over the 10-12 year solar cycle. The 
fluxes are greatest during solar minimum conditions when the interplanetary magnetic field is the weakest, allowing 
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more intergalactic charged particles to gain access to our solar system. During maximum solar activity, the GCR 
fluxes are at their minimum. 
Table 3. Survey of proposed lunar outpost heavy-operation equipment. 
Equipment Description Mass, t 
Payload unloader 111" 
Miner hauler I11 
Miner loader I l l  
3-strut, teleoperated gantry crane 
5 t load capacity 
Front-end type 
Ripper/excavator/loader 1141 Loosens  conlpact regol i th ,  
excavates and loads regolith 
Regolith hauler I141 Dump-truck type 7.7 t capacity 1.0 
Payload unloader with excavator 3-strut cargo unloader with ability to 5.5 
shovel assembly 11 41 excavate and pile regolith 
Drag-bucket excavator 1151 3-drum cable-way slusher excavates 5.5 
and loads regolith 
-Denotes reference 
Solnr Proton Events 
Very large solar proton events are relatively rare with approximately 0 to 3 events occurring within an 11-year 
solar cycle. The largest solar proton flares observed in the past are the February 1956, the November 1960, and the 
August 1972 events. The largest flares recorded since August 1972 occurred in the months of August through 
October 1989. Figure 6 shows the 1989 proton fluence energy spectra based on rigidity functions reported by Sauer 
et al. [16]. The magnitude of the October 1989 flare is on the same order as the widely studied August 1972 event. 
The addition of the three 1989 flare events, which occurred within 3 months of each other, can provide a fairly 
realistic estimate of the flare environment that may be encountered during missions taking place in the 3 or 4 years 
of active Sun conditions (solar maximum). There are also smaller, more frequently occurring solar proton events 
throughout a solar cycle. These events are not considered here since the shielding designed to reduce the GCR dose 
and a large solar proton event dose to within acceptable limits will dominate the shield design calculations. For the 
flare analysis, the transport calculations through various materials are performed for the sum of the three 1989 flares. 
The forecasting of large solar proton events, such as the 1989 flares, will be of vital importance to warn crew- 
members of potentially lethal doses. Practically continuous monitoring of various aspects of solar activity (x-ray 
and radio emissions, sunspot number, etc.) during Solar Cycle XXI (1975-1986) to the present time has provided a 
valuable database for flare forecasting statistics. During recent years, the NOAA Space Environment Laboratory 
has examined the intensities of x-ray and radio emissions from the Sun and related them to the likelihood and 
severity of a subsequent energetic proton release. For 24-hr predictions during Solar Cycle XXI, the number of 
events which occurred without prediction of occurrence was about 10% of the total number predicted [17]. This 
resulted primarily because the initial x-ray and radio bursts were not on the visible portion of the Sun. The false 
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aiarin rate was approxiillately 50%; that is, for every two flares predicted 24 hours in advance, one flare actually 
occurred. 
Large solar proton events are preceded by strong x-ray bursts which may be detected a minimum of 
approximately 20 minutes before the arrival of energetic particles at 1 AU. Thus, the likelihood of a proton event is 
more accurately predicted with a 20-minute warning time, although the severity of the flare is still not predicted with 
much success. Therefore, it becomes important to consider the case where a crew may only have a 20-minute 
advance warning that energetic protons may arrive. The October 1989 flare was successfully predicted by NOAA 
from an x-ray burst that occurred approximately 1 hour before flare onset. The impact of a potentially large solar 
proton event during lunar activities away from the base is an operational concern that mission planners rnust 
address. 
Gnlnctic Coslnic Radiation 
Galactic cosmic radiation consists of the nuclei of the chemical elements which have been accelerated to 
extremely high energies outside the solar system. The natural GCR environment used in this analysis is the widely 
used Naval Research Laboratory CREME model, which specifies ion flux spectra for particles of atomic numbers 
(Z) between 1 and 28 (hydrogen through nickel) [18]. Figure 7 shows the GCR particle spectra at solar minimum 
conditions. Protons account for nearly 91% of the total flux, alpha particles account for approximately 8%, and the 
HZE (high charge and energy for Z > 3) particles account for less than 1% of the total flux. Even though the 
number of HZE particles is relatively small, they contribute to 86% of the total dose equivalent (using ICRP-26 
quality factors) [19]. Of the HZE particles, iron is the largest contributor to GCR dose equivalent, making up 26% 
of the total dose equivalent [19]. At solar maximum conditions, GCR fluxes are substantially reduced producing a 
dose of roughly one-half of that produced by the solar minimum GCR flux. In this analysis, the NRL solar 
minimum GCR flux will be used as the basis for shield material selections and dose estimates. 
Considerable uncertainty does exist in the energy distribution of GCR ions. More recent GCR flux models have 
been developed by Badhwar and O'Neill [20] which may represent significant improvements over earlier models. 
The 1977 solar minimum GCR spectrum described by Badhwar and O'Neill [20] has a greater number of particles 
between 50 and 500 MeV and lacks a low energy anomalous component con~pared with the NRL CREME model. 
Although the dose versus depth estimates for the various selected materials may differ slightly, depending on the 
GCR model and quality factors selected, the basic ranking and depths required for long-term GCR shielding remain 
relatively consistent enough for our purposes. 
TRANSPORT CODES 
The transport of high-energy nucleons and heavy ions through condensed matter is calculated with the Langley- 
developed codes BRYNTRN [21] and HZETRN [22]. Both codes implement combined numerical and analytical 
techniques to provide solutions to the one-dimensional Boltzmann transport equation for particle flux and energy. 
The BRYNTRN code transports both prin~ary and secondary nucleons and also includes the effects of target nucleus 
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recoil reactions. The GCR calculations are performed with the HZETRN code which transports nuclear species ~11th  
charge numbers between 0 and 28. Secondary products from nuclear fragmentation reactions are also transported. 
Both codes evaluate dosimetric quantities based on the linear energy transfer of particles traversing the media. The 
dose is evaluated in terms of cGy, or sad (100 ergslg). For calculations of dose equivalent, biological quality factors 
are combined with the particle LET to provide exposure in terms of cSv, or rem. 
TRANSPORT CALCULATION RESULTS FOR SELECTED MATERIALS 
Candidate Slzield Materials 
Several candidate shield materials are selected for analysis to examine their effectiveness for both GCR and 
solar proton flare protection. A brief description of the selected materials and their respective mass densities are 
listed in table 4. Aluminum and lunar regolith are selected for study because they can provide a convenient shield 
material on the lunar surface. Materials having high hydrogen content are selected because such substances are 
known to be most effective for high-energy charged particle shielding on a per-unit-mass basis. Magnesium hydride 
is interesting because of its potential use as a hydrogen storage medium. Remarkably, more hydrogen is contained 
per unit volume, noncryogenically, in MgH2 than is found in pure liquid hydrogen 1231. Since hydrogen is not 
found naturally on the Moon, a convenient means of hydrogen storage may be of great importance. Furthermore, 
when any material used as a radiation shield can serve a dual purpose, mission costs can usually be reduced. Other 
examples of "dual use" materials are food stuffs, water, and waste water. Lithium hydride and borated polymers are 
considered for possible space applications because of their usage in nuclear reactor facilities for neutron moderation 
and absorption. 
The addition of various weight percent loadings of boron to polyethylene and polyetherimide is considered 
because of the large thermal neutron cross section of boron-10. Both products of the ~ l O ( n , a ) ~ i ~  reaction are 
quickly stopped in condensed matter, and consequently borated polymers are very effective in low-energy neutron 
control. Borated polyethylene is available commercially; however, the addition of boron to polyetherimide is 
relatively new [24,25]. Polyetherimide was selected because it is a space-qualified, advanced, high pesfornlance 
polymer. As opposed to polyethylene, polyetherimide can be used as the matrix resin for composite materials 
allowing for structural applications. Finally, regolith-epoxy mixtures are considered as a means to increase the 
shielding and structural properties of in-situ resources. Epoxy is the most used matrix resin in the aerospace 
industry with its behavior well understood. Epoxy mixtures can also be cured at standard temperature and pressure 
which may simplify the curing of regolith blocks on the lunar surface and are good for curing in thicker slabs. 
The propagation results are evaluated as dose (or dose equivalent) versus areal density (in units of g/cm2) which 
can be converted to a linear thickness (cm) by dividing by the density (glcm3) of the appropriate material. 
Displaying results in this manner is helpful in comparing the shield effectiveness of various materials because equal 
areal densities for a given large shielded volume will yield equal shield masses even though their linear thicknesses 
may differ. 
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Table 4. Candidate shield n~aterials. 
Material Density, g/cm3 Description 
Lunar regolith (model 1) 1 .O-2.0 (assume 1.5) 5 element model based on Apollo return 
samples 1131 (63 mol-%0, 17% Si, 10% 
Al, 6% Ca, 4% Mg) 
Aluminum (Al) 
Water (H20) 
Spacecraft/habitat structural components 
Also simulates waste water and food 
stuffs 
Lithium hydride (LiH) 
Magnesium hydride (MgH2) 
Commonly used reactor shield material 
for neutron moderation 
Potential use as hydrogen storage 
medium 
Polyethylene (CH2)-, Composition typical of composite 
materials 
Borated polyethylene 30 wt-% boron 
Comnlonly used reactor shield material 
for neutron absorption 
Lunar regolith (model 2) 5 element model used in 1271 (6 1.5 mol- 
%0, 19.3% Si, 7.5% Al, 6.1% Fe, 5.5% 
Mg) 
10 wt-% epoxy additive 
20 wt-% epoxy additive 
Mixture to bind regolith to enhance 
shielding and structural properties 
Regolith-epoxy mixture 





1.26 (pure) Space-qualified, high performance 
polymer with 0-20 wt-% boron loadings 
Solar Flare Calczclatio~zs 
The BRYNTRN nucleon transport code is used to conlpute the dose and dose-equivalent for the combined 
fluence spectra of the large proton fluxes that occurred in August, September, and October of 1989. A con~parison 
of the shield effectiveness of selected materials is shown in figure 8 for shield thicknesses up to 25 g/cm2. For thin 
layers (less than 2 or 3 g/cm2) of all materials, the dose equivalents are high enough to be mission threatening. 
Substantial thicknesses of material (between 10 and 25 g/cm2) are required to reduce the 5-cm depth dose equivalent 
to less than the 30-day guideline limit of 25 cSv. There is relatively little difference between the dose equivalents 
evaluated with the ICRP-26 and ICRP-60 quality factors [9]. 
As expected, the materials containing hydrogen are the most effective as solar proton flare shields, especially 
polyethylene, water, and lithium hydride. The present calculations also indicate that most secondary neutrons 
produced by interactions of solar flare particles are of energies too high to be significantly affected by the boron-10 
thermal neutron cross section in the borated materials. In addition, the added boron rnay actually lessen the shield 
efficiency of polyethylene at the depths of interest. This may require further investigation since the BRYNTRN 
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code still needs in~provement in the transport and modeling of low-energy neutrons as well as inlprovements in 
handling thermal neutron cross sections. The shielding differences between lunar regolith and polyethylene are 
illustrated in figure 9 where the particle spectra emergent from 10 @m2 of lunar regolith and from 10 g/cm2 of 
polyethylene are compared. In both cases, the primary flux of low energy protons (< 10 MeV) has been drastically 
reduced. However, the generation of secondary protons and neutrons emergent from the polyethylene are 
substantially less than that from the lunar regolith. 
Galactic Cosmic Ray Calculatioils 
The HZETRN code is used to compute the dose and dose equivalent for the CREME GCR flux at solar 
minimum conditions. The dosimetric values are generated for selected materials for shield amounts ranging 
between 0 and 50 g/cm2. A comparison of the shielding effectiveness of the various materials is shown in figure 10 
for the 5-cm depth dose. Aluminum and regolith behave similarly in general attenuation characteristics as seen from 
figure 10, with the regolith having slightly better shielding properties. Polyethylene and lithium hydride are also 
very similar in nature, and water and magnesium hydride are comparable materials of intermediate shield 
effectiveness in relation to the others. The better shielding characteristics for the materials containing hydrogen are 
also apparent, particularly in the case of polyethylene and lithium hydride. For the 50 g/cm2 layers, the incurred 
dose equivalent is reduced by almost a factor of two by these more effective materials. Another factor influencing 
the estimated dose equivalents is the impact of imposing the new ICRP-60 quality factors. In most instances, the 
new quality factors tend to increase the dose equivalent compared with the ICRP-26 values, sometimes by more than 
10 percent [26]. However, in general, the effect is not dramatic, and both dose equivalent evaluations appear to 
approach the same numerical values as shield amounts increase. 
An examination of the particle fluxes obtained from the transport calculations helps to illustrate the contrast in 
behavior between hydrogenous lithium hydride and regolith. Figure 11 shows comparison spectra of the computed 
fluxes emergent from both 50 g/cm2 of lunar regolith and lithium hydride. The heavy particle fluxes at all energies 
in LiH are substantially lower compared with the heavy particle fluxes in regolith where the Z = 10 to 28 fluxes do 
not appear on the LiH plot. This leads to a more rapid attenuation of the dose equivalent due to the heavy particles 
in the lighter material. The secondary neutron production is also substantially less in LiH. 
Other studies have found similar results to those described here using modified input fluxes to an updated 
version of the transport code HZETRN [27]. As mentioned previously, iron is a large contributor to the total GCR 
dose equivalent and is widely used in laboratory beam experiments. The results of calculations investigating the 
effect of 0 to 20 wt-% boron loadings in polyetherimide are shown in figure 12 for a 33.88 GeV 5 6 ~ e  beam incident 
on 18 g/cm2 of polyetherimide. As the boron loadings increase, the material's capacity to absorb secondary HZE 
particles diminishes. The decrease in shield effectiveness is illustrated by the increased fluence of projectile 
fragments. Thus, similar to the decrease in shield effectiveness seen with the addition of 30 wt-% boron to 
polyethylene for solar proton flare protection, a similar decrease in effectiveness against HZE particles is implied 
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here. The same caution should be exercised here with regard to HZETRN's modeling capability of low energy 
neutrons. 
The addition of epoxy has been shown by Kim et al. [27] to improve the shielding characteristics of regolith. 
The dose is reduced by approximately 5 to 10% with the addition of 10-20 wt-% epoxy, respectively, as shown in 
figure 13. In figure 13, H(x) represents the annual 0-cm depth-dose in water at a shield depth of x from GCR and 
H(0) represents the annual free-space 0-cm depth dose both using the ICRP-60 quality factors. The calculation of 
the dose equivalents for these curves is similar to those shown in figure 10 with the following differences (1) the 
ICRP-60 quality factors are assumed instead of the ICRP-26 ; (2) the dose is at a 0-cm depth in water instead of at a 
5-cm depth; (3) an updated version of HZETRN was used with an improved numerical solution methodology; (4) an 
updated nuclear cross-section database better modeling the energy dependence was used; (5) a slightly different 
regolith composition model was used as shown in table 4; and (6) the 1977 solar minimum GCR spectrum of 
Badhwar and O'Neill [20] was used instead of the CREME model solar minimum. Using the above methodology, 
the 0-cm free space GCR dose equivalent is calculated to be -120 cSv/yr. It should be noted that an increase in the 
dose equivalent is seen at small thicknesses for the regolith materials (fig. 13) which are not seen in the results of 
figure 10. As noted, the results of figure 10 do include the traversal of an extra 5 cm of water. The GCR spectral 
differences affecting the buildup of secondary radiation also account for some of the differences. Despite these 
differences, this information can be used for a direct comparison with the shield calculations of figure 10. 
As illustrated above, shield effectiveness can be examined by using the conventional risk assessment method 
incorporating quality factors as a function of LET. Another method is the use of a track structure repair kinetic 
model for the mouse cell C3H10T1/2 for which a large number of repair kinetic studies have been made with 
various ions and a track structure cell kinetics model derived [28]. The variation in the calculated cell transformation 
ratio T(x)/T(O) is shown in figure 14 where T(0) is the number of occurrences of neoplastic cell transformations 
resulting from a I-year unshielded exposure to the 1977 solar minimum GCR and T(x) represents occurrences 
behind x g/cm2 of shielding [27]. The results incorporate the same assumptions (excluding the use of quality 
factors) as those described for figure 13 and will vary depending on the biological model used. Although the 
attenuation characteristics for various shield materials are qualitatively similar to the attenuation of the dose 
equivalent shown in figure 13, there are important quantitative differences. Compared with the repair kinetics model 
incorporating track structure dependent injury coefficients, the quality factor may be misleading in the evaluation of 
attenuation characteristics in shields containing nonhydrogenous components [29]. This is best seen in terms of the 
attenuation of the transformation rate in a given material compared with the attenuation of the dose equivalent in the 
same material. Whereas the attenuation of dose equivalent [H(x)/H(O)] is colvelated with that for cell transformation 
[T(x)/T(O)] in light shield materials, these quantities tend to be anti-correlated in more massive shield materials. The 
result is that the addition of some materials as shielding which reduces the dose equivalent may in fact increase the 
risk of cancer. Thus, the use of LET dependent quality factors for shield design studies using lunar regolith may not 
be the best approach. More of the issues regarding the use of quality factors versus the use of biological response 
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models for protection from galactic cosmic rays can be found in Wilson et al. [29]. However, until improved risk 
models and nuclear fragmentation parameters become available, conventional dosimetry in shield design studies is 
recommended to begin to understand the magnitude of lunar shielding requirements for protection against HZE 
particles. 
COMPARISON OF SHIELDING OPTIONS 
The materials data described in the previous section are used to approximate doses to crewmembers on the lunar 
surface for various shielded configurations. Ideally, a computer model can be generated to estimate the shielding 
thickness distribution around specific target points within the habitat. A detailed model will not only provide 
the thickness distribution of the shielding, but will also provide the added protection from the pressure 
vessel, tanks, consumables, and other structures. The directionally dependent dose contribution can then be 
interpolatedlextrapolated from the material dose-vs-depth data for each thickness in each direction. In free space, 
radiation will surround the crew from the full 4n solid angle. However, on the lunar surface only a solid angle of 277 
is considered because the mass of the planet protects the crew from half of the free-space radiation. The directional 
dose can then be numerically integrated over the solid angle about a target point to determine a total dose at that 
point. 
Previously, such an analysis was performed for the regolith shielding configuration of figure 5 [2]. This 
analysis, as well as the other estimates in this section, consider only the protection of the added shielding and not of 
the basic habitat components. A series of target points were selected for a cross section of the module. The 
resulting dose equivalent (ICRP-26) distribution is shown in figure 15 for GCR at solar minimum (CREME model) 
and for the August 1972 flare (which is on the same order of magnitude as the October 1989 flare [9] which 
dominated the sum of the 1989 flare fluence spectrum). The maximum 5-cm depth dose incurred from GCR is 
approximately 8.2 cSv/yr while the dose incurred from the August 1972 event is approximately 0.6 cSv. When 
detailed geometry is not available, conservative approximations can be estimated directly from the dose-vs-depth 
data. For instance, for 75 g/cm2 of regolith protection a 5-cm depth dose of 25 cSv/yr was estimated by Simonsen et 
al. [26] (a 25 cSv/yr dose equivalent can also be extrapolated from figure 10). On the lunar surface, the dose inside 
the habitat is estimated as half of the free-space dose or 12.5 cSv/yr. This is a fairly good approximation conlpared 
with the 8.2 cSv/yr considering that the natural slump line of the regolith provides significantly more protection than 
75 g/cm2 in many directions for the detailed calculations. 
For long duration stays on the lunar surface, the GCR dose will tend to be the limiting dose that will drive the 
shielding requirements. In order to compare various shield materials with the habitatlregolith configuration using 
the dose-vs-depth data directly, a dose of 12.5 cSv/yr from GCR is assumed to be the design goal within the habitat. 
Lithium hydride and polyethylene, which are more effective in their attenuation of free-space radiative fluxes, are 
considered here for example purposes. For a 5-cm depth dose estimate inside the habitat of 12.5 cSv/yr, an areal 
density of 18 g/cm2 of polyethylene and an areal density of 16 g/cm2 of lithium hydride are log-linearly interpolated 
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from figure 10. These thicknesses of polyethylene and li t l l i~~m hydride appear to be reasonable design cl~oices ince 
the dose-depth curves tend to flatten out between 15 to 20 g/cm2 (fig. 10) with the addition of more shielding 
material providing less of a reduction in dose compared with the larger reductions at srnall thicknesses. Figure 16 
shows the shielding configuration which assumes that Earth-transported shielding can be prefabricated to fit snugly 
around the module. The prefabricated shape greatly reduces the shielding volunle requirements compared with the 
shielding volume requirements associated with just piling the regolith on top of the nlodules. However, the regolith 
volume requirements may also be reduced by techniques such as bagging (which may prove to be too labor 
intensive). Concept 1 requires approximately 40 m3 of polyethylene and approximately the same of lithium hydride. 
Concept 2 requires approxinlately 59 m3 of polyethylene and approximately the same for lithium hydride. 
The processing of regolith with epoxy can reduce the amount of bulk regolith required because of its enhanced 
shielding characteristics and because the mixture can be cured into blocks that can fit snugly around the module 
similar to the shape of the prefabricated shield design of figure 16. For a rough approximation of the possible 
savings, assume that the addition of 20 wt-% epoxy decreases the estimated regolith shield thickness by 10% from 
75 glcm2 to 68.5 g/cm2 (see figure 13). The curing of the regolith blocks would be similar to the curing of borated 
epoxy as described by Tkibeault et al. [30] except that the regolith-epoxy mixture can be cured at room temperature. 
Further study would be required to adapt an optimum processing technique that can be accomplished in the lunar 
environment. For a regolith-epoxy shield similar to the design of figure 16, Concept 1 would require approximately 
100 m? and Concept 2 would require approximately 147 m3. The epoxy, which is 20 percent of the shield mass, 
must be transported from Earth. The mass of required epoxy for Concept 1 is 29 t (1 t = 1000 kg) and for Concept 2 
is 43 t. An overall summary of the shielded options are shown in table 5. 
Table 5. Shield mass estimates for habitat concepts. 
Shield, Shield Shield Volume, m3 Mass, t 
Amount, Thickness, 
Material g/cm2 cm Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 1 Concept 2 
Regolith 75 50 556 48 1 834 722 
Polyethylene 18 19 40 59 46 54 
Lithium Hydride 16 19 40 59 32 48 
Regolith -20 wt-% epoxy 68 46 100 147 146 215 
For the selected regolith, polyethylene, and lithium hydride shield thicknesses, the sum of the 1989 flare doses 
can also be estimated. From figure 8, a 5-cm depth dose equivalent of 0.35 cSv for regolith, 7.6 cSv for 
polyethylene, and 11.0 cSv for lithium hydride shields is estimated. The increased thicknesses of shield material 
greatly reduces the flare contribution to dose because of the flare's softer or less-energetic particle spectrum 
compared with the GCR. Thus, the larger quantities of regolith appear favorable; however, doses for all materials 
are still within the 30-day guidelinellimit of 25 cSv. The sum of the 1989 flare dose with the annual dose due to 
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GCR for the shielding options are also within the annual limitlguideline of 50 cSv. Skin and eye doses are also 
estimated to be within the lin~itslguidelines [26]. The flare data suggest that water, lithium hydride, or polyethylene 
may be excellent materials for a flare shelter which may be provided for protection while crewmembers are in the 
process of covering their habitat with regolith. Water would most certainly serve a dual purpose once the habitat was 
covered. 
The mass estimates of the prefabricated shielding transported from Earth can be compared with the mass 
requirements of the heavy equipment for regolith coverage. From table 3, assuming the combination of regolith 
equipment from the ESDB [14], a total mass of 9.0 t is estimated. This is only approximately 20 to 30 percent of the 
prefabricated shield mass requirements. In addition, the payoff of the regolith equipment mass will increase as more 
habitats (which require coverage) are added to the base and much of the equipment will most likely be used for other 
base activities. The regolith-epoxy shield option will require both the regolith moving equipment plus the epoxy to 
be launched from Earth. Concept I and 2 would require 38 t and 52 t, respectively, of Earth-launched mass, which 
is on the same order of magnitude as the total requirement of the prefabricated shielding. However, more analysis of 
this shield design concept should be conducted before it is discounted. Caution should be exercised in comparing 
radiation shielding options on the basis of Earth launch mass alone. The habitat design and shielding concepts are 
intimately related, thus, although the shielding characteristics of the materials will remain the same, other factors of 
the habitat design (such as size and configuration) and base operations (such as EVA time constraints or available 
equipment) may drive the shielding selection. 
OPERATIONAL CONCERNS 
Mission planners must address a variety of operational parameters before large scale regolith moving activities, 
such as utilizing in-situ resources for radiation shielding, can be undertaken. Regolith mining equipment must be 
designed and qualified to withstand the harsh lunar environment and to minimize the creation of dust. Many of the 
tasks associated with regolith moving operations may prove too tedious and EVA time-consuming to be practical. 
The added risk of extensive EVA operations must also be addressed. With potentially long periods of time 
anticipated away from the lunar habitat, a plan must be developed to protect crewmembers during EVA and sortie 
missions in the event of a large solar proton flare. 
Corlstrztction and Mirlirlg Eqziipment Design 
Construction and mining equipment must be designed to withstand the lunar vacuum, large temperature 
extremes, 116 gravity, and the adherence of abrasive dust particles [31]. In the lunar vacuum, many of the terrestrial 
lubricants will break down and specialized bearings and n~otors may be required. The repair and maintenance of 
equipment will also be difficult if machines must be worked on in EVA suits or if they must be returned to a 
pressurized volume for work. In addition, the lunar dust will cause severe operating conditions. The abrasiveness of 
the dust will increase the wear and tear on all moving parts and seals. The electrostatic adherence of the particles to 
all surfaces will make it a difficult problem to avoid. Design tolerances must also address temperature extremes of 
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134 OC to -170 "C, which are far greater than terrestrial machine designs tolerances, as well as designing for a fast 
rate of temperature change as machinery passes in and out of shadows. The decreased gravity will affect the 
excavating force as well as the maneuverability of some machines. In addition, the mining equipment must be 
designed to achieve a high operating reliability in this environment which may also prove difficult. As stated by 
Gertsch [31], "Terrestrial mining is notoriously hard on equipment; even the most rugged components have a 
disconcerting habit of breaking despite decades of design experience. This history has forced a conservative 
approach to mining methods and machinery design. Lunar mining equipment must be at least as reliable while 
operating in an even more rugged, poorly understood, and risky lunar environment." 
Dust Contamination 
Dust creating tasks, such as regolith collection and moving, should be performed as far as reasonably possible 
from the habitat area. Dust will adhere to thermal rejection radiators and possibly other reflective surfaces and to 
solar panels creating decreased operational efficiency. All contaminated surfaces will require frequent cleaning. 
Dust will need to be cleaned off suits before entering the habitat to avoid contamination of the environmental control 
and life support system. Thus, a reliable means of dust contamination control should be developed prior to 
excavating and moving large quantities of regolith at a lunar base site. 
EVA Requirements 
EVA requirements will also be a strong mission driver. A rough approximation of the magnitude of the EVA 
requirements for regolith shielding activities is attempted here assuming the shielding methodology and rationale 
described in Appendix 1 of Little [4]. The analysis assumed that the regolith was collected, bagged, and stacked in 
place around a habitat similar to that of Concept 2 (but much larger). The analysis also assumed various degrees of 
automation throughout the shielding operations and relied heavily on the automation of the bagging, moving, and 
placement of regolith with varying degrees of human intervention for each task. Roughly 555 person-hours of EVA 
were estimated to cover the assumed habitat configuration with 4558 m3 of regolith to a depth of 2 m (a shield 
thickness of 2 m was selected based on earlier shield requirement studies). In the analysis, a linear relationship 
existed between the volume of regolith required for shielding and the number of EVA hours required to shield the 
habitat. As shown in table 2, on the order of 481 m3 to 556 m3 of regolith are required for shielding the habitat 
concepts. Using the previous analysis as a basis, it is estimated that 68 EVA-hours are required to shield Concept 1 
with 556 m3 of regolith and 59 EVA-hours are required to shield Concept 2 with 481 m3 of regolith. Further, 
assuming 4 workers are available and each one works one 6-hour EVA shift per day, then an estimated 2.5 to 3 days 
will be required. Although Concept 1 and Concept 2 do not require the bagging of all the regolith as did Little's 
analysis [4], the comparison does serve to illustrate the magnitude of the EVA time required. 
In addition, the regolith excavation time must also be estimated. The duty cycle of a 7.7 t capacity front end 
loader (similar to the ripper excavation loader in Table 3) is estimated to have a yearly production rate of 33,000 t/yr 
with a 35% duty cycle [32]. In comparison, well-managed Earth-based operations have a daily production rate of 40 
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to 100 m3 per 8 hours per person [33] which would equate to 22,000 to 55,000 tlyr of lunar regolith. Thus, 
33,000 t/yr appears to be an ambitious production rate. Nonetheless, the 834 t (556 m3) for Concept 1 would require 
just over 9 days to excavate and the 722 t (481 m3) for Concept 2 would require approximately 8 days to excavate. 
Thus, the entire shielding operation is estimated to take between 10.5 to 12 days. Although it is not the purpose of 
this analysis to estimate EVA time and machinery design criteria for mission specifics, the above estimates do 
provide a rough magnitude of the required regolith moving operations and EVA activities. Likewise, there will be 
EVA requirements for the placement of prefabricated shielding. 
Solar Proton Flares 
During normal lunar base activities, it is anticipated that there will be many times during which crewmembers 
will venture from the habitat. Crewmembers may be relatively unprotected from the radiation environment during 
scientific sortie missions, during routine maintenance on external systems, during regolith excavation and moving, 
and during other in-situ radiation shielding operations. Scientific sortie missions and regolith moving activities will 
most likely take crewmembers furthest from the base. As mentioned earlier, if the solar flare can be predicted, 
crewmembers will have a minimum warning time of 20 minutes before the arrival of energetic particles. A time 
analysis of the development of the October 1989 flare was performed by Simonsen et al. [34]. The dose equivalent 
rate to the skin (0-cm depth dose), eye (0-cm depth dose), and BFO (5-cm depth dose) organs was estimated using 
the GOES-7 satellite time history data of the October flare as input to the BRYNTRN code. The dose equivalent 
rates (ICRP-26) were then compared with the LEO limits to determine if and when any limits were exceeded as 
shown in table 6. For missions away from the base, it was assumed that the EVA suit provided approximately 
0.5 g/cm2 of equivalent water protection. As shown in table 6, all the limits are exceeded except the BFO career 
limit (assumed to be 200 cSv) within the first 32.5 hr after receiving the flare warning. The limiting dose for the 
October 1989 flare is the 30-day ocular lens dose which is reached 17 hours after receiving warning. In comparison, 
one EVA shift may last between 6-8 hours. Most importantly, for flares like the October 1989 event, crewmembers 
will have a number of hours to seek shelter before any 30-day limits are exceeded. These times would then 
determine a safe distance a crewmember could venture from the protection of the habitat or flare shelter. The best 
possible scenario is that crewmembers reach the shelter as soon as possible to keep their doses as low as reasonably 
achievable. 
Table 6. Time after start of October 1989 proton event for which limits are exceeded for a water shield thickness of 
0.5 g/cm2 on the lunar surface [34]. 
Exposure Time after which limit is exceed for 
Limit Blood Forming Organ, hr Ocular Lens, hr Skin, hr 
Annual 32.5 22.2 
Career not exceeded (assuming 24.4 
200 cSv limit) 
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The time development of flares can be very different. The October 1989 flare came in three main pulses and 
lasted on the order of 10 days. The February 1956 flare delivered its dose within hours; twenty minutes after the 
optical flare and radio noise were seen at Earth, energetic particles arrived. From the ground-based measurements, 
the February 1956 intensity was seen to have peaked 30 minutes later followed by a decay with a mean time of one 
hour [35]. Thus, the entire flare lasted only a few hours. Crewmembers would have had significantly less time to 
reach a flare shelter before limits were exceeded compared with the October event. The time development of the 
February event was also characteristically very different from the other recorded large flares of November 1960 and 
August 1972. 
The August 1972 event series is an interesting set of events not only from the point of view of their seriousness 
of exposure, but also from the time occurrence and observation of related variables 1361. It was predicted on 
August 2, 1972, that there would be no major solar activity for the period of August 3 to August 9. However, it 
appears that even as this prediction was being officially released, the August 1972 flare sequence was in progress. 
During the class 3B flare of August 2, 1972, at 2005 UT, a large type IV radio burst was among the significant 
ground-based observations made. On the basis of these observed data, large dose rates were predicted for free 
space. However, the observed doses according to the IMP satellite data were found to be only 1.3 cGy at a 1-cm 
depth. A smaller 2B flare then occurred on August 4, 1972, at 0621 UT for which radio output records are lacking 
(presumably from observational selection). Whereas only minor doses in free space were predicted for this event, it 
was the largest event ever observed for space exposures. By 0700 UT, the accumulated dose at 1-cm depth was at 
2.7 cGy, climbing rapidly to 10 Gy over the next several hours (1400 UT). Astronauts (nominally shielded in free 
space) would have had only -3.5 hours to reach a flare shelter from the time of flare onset at 1AU to the time that 
30-day exposure limits were exceeded. The second less conspicuous August 4, 1972, event may have led one to 
under react due to the "cry of wolf' only 34 hours earlier. However, if one did not react properly to this second 
event, in some ways a seemingly less important event, then severe exposures would have been received within 
several hours. For EVA missions on the lunar surface, the further examination of solar flare time development data 
and flare forecasting methods are required to quantify "safe" distances that crewmembers can venture away from 
their flare shelters during lunar operations. 
CONCLUDlNG REMARKS 
Although a definitive answer to "what is the best shielding option" cannot be made at this time, this analysis 
attempts to provide materials data which can be used for trade studies for various shield options. Examples of how 
to use the material dose-vs-depth data directly are provided to aid in quick comparisons of shield mass requirements. 
The materials data also provide valuable information for the selection of habitat components, for instance, the 
protection of crewmembers using potable and waste water or the selection of a polyetherimide composite as the 
internal structure of a habitat module. Various operational concerns associated with in-situ resource utilization, 
which must be examined before a shielding methodology is selected, are also discussed. 
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Lunar regolith still appears to be an attractive option for radiation protection for the habitat configurations 
considered in this analysis. However, if much smaller habitats are selected, then the mass of the regolith-moving 
equipment may approach the mass requirements of prefabricated shields launched from Earth. Some of the major 
trade-offs will be the EVA time requirements, EVA risk, and the design costs and reliability of regolith moving 
equipment. If it is deemed necessary to provide a flare shelter while the habitat is being covered, viable options 
appear to be polyethylene, lithium hydride, and water. 
Future studies must emphasize the use of track-structure dependent biological response modeling for astronaut 
risk assessment instead of quality factors based on LET for protection from HZE particles. The adequacy of results 
derived using quality factors to represent biological systems is still in question for HZE particles. Thus, the 
optimization of shield designs must await an improved understanding of biological response. Space flight validation 
, of shield design software, nuclear cross-section databases, transport codes, and environmental models are also 
required for shield design optimization. If advanced materials are selected, effort is required in the area of shield 
materials concept development and laboratory validation. The aforementioned advancements can be easily 
incorporated into the shield design methodologies described in this report. 
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Figure 1. Lunar outpost habitat Concept 1 [2]. 
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Figure 2. Lunar outpost habitat Concept 2 [2].  
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Figure 3. Concept 1 habitat with regolith shield 121. 
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Figure 4. Concept 2 habitat with regolith shield [2]. 
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Figure 5. Concept 2 habitat with regolith shield [2]. 
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Figure 6. Three large solar flare fluences based on 1989 GOES-7 data. 
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Figure 7. Galactic cosmic ray differential flux spectra at solar minimum for selected elemental groupings. 
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Figure 8. 5-cm depth dose for sum of 1989 flares as function of areal density for various materials. 
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Figure 9. Nucleon flux spectra for 1989 flare exposures emergent from 10 g/cm2 of lunar regolith and 
polyethylene. 
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Figure 10. 5-cm depth dose for GCR at solar minimum as a function of areal density for various materials. 
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Figure 1 1. Concluded. 
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Figure 12. Calculated fluence of projectile fragments after traversal of 18 g/cm2 thick polyetherimide shield 
irradiated with 33.88 GeV 5 6 ~ e  ions. 
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Figure 13. Attenuation of dose equivalent due to 1977 solar minimum GCR fluence behind regolith and regolith- 
epoxy shield as a function of areal density [27]. 
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Figure 14. Attenuation of cell transformation due to 1977 solar minimum GCR fluence behind regolith and 
regolith-epoxy shields as a function of areal density [27]. 
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Figure 15. BFO dose equivalent distribution within the habitat module for the regolith shielding concept of 
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EXCAVATING ON THE MOON AND MARS 
CHAPTER 16 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper briefly reviews terrestrial methods for excavating soil and rock, and discusses them with a view 
toward using the material as radiation shielding for initial human operations- reconnaissance missions-on the 
Moon and on Mars. Much of the equipment and techniques can be used also for mining, and would remain 
essentially the same whatever the end use of the material mined: local building material, resource export, or 
construction material for space operations. A small mining operation to provide shielding material for an outpost 
can form the nucleus of a larger scale effort in extraterrestrial manufacturing and supply for a permanent human 
presence. 
All of the approaches to material excavation that are outlined here were developed on Earth. With rare 
exception, they have not been applied to any extraterrestrial environment (the exceptions are the robotic sample 
scoops on various lunar and martian landers, and the digging and coring performed by lunar astronauts). 
Consequently, many of the machine design criteria discussed here will have to be modified, often radically, for 
effective application on the Moon and Mars. 
Although numerous effects of the nonterrestrial environments are discussed in this paper, all data regarding 
machine performance and mass trends are for present-day Earth-bound equipment. This paper is intended as 
background information source for planners, rather than a compendium of data that do not yet exist. To begin to 
obtain that data will require a well-planned, objective program of physical testing and evaluation of basic machine 
design criteria in the environments of the Moon and Mars. 
SCENARIOS 
Two basic shielding scenarios are possible for shielding human activity on the Moon and Mars from the 
harmful effects of cosmic radiation: tunneling into a rock mass to create living and working spaces, and heaping 
loose surface material over constructed habitats on the surface. Each scenario requires a different suite of equipment 
and techniques. 
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frizizeling 
This approach would use the naturally occurring rock or regolith mass as a radiation shield, augmented perhaps 
by grouting the surrounding rock or lining the excavated spaces. The principal difference between this and the 
second scenario is the greater uncertainty of quality control with respect to the homogeneity of the shielding 
capability. Human fabrication of shield material would create a more certain product than reliance on variable 
properties of an imperfectly known rock mass. 
On the other hand, a rock mass in situ already is in mechanical equilibrium on human time scales. 
Uncoizsolidated Mass 
This often-imagined scenario would construct habitats on or near the surface, with foundations seated perhaps a 
few meters deep. Regolith would be gathered and piled over the structures to an acceptable thickness. Variations on 
this theme include con~paction of the regolith, masonry-like construction using manufactured regolithic bricks, and 
vitrification of the outer surface of the unconsolidated regolith shield. 
Wilson et al. [I]  estimate regolith thickness of 50 cm will be required to shield lunar habitats, 15 to 20 cm for 
martian habitats. The original studies ignored the angle of repose of unconsolidated regolith, although this has been 
rectified in other work (Simonsen et al. [23). Incorporating the additional mass necessary to assure stability of the 
shielding material placement increases the radiation safety factor. 
ENVIRONMENT 
The environments of both the Moon and Mars are discussed in great detail elsewhere (Simonsen [3]). However, 
those aspects that will affect excavation processes are summarized here. The actual extent of these effects cannot be 
determined until physical trials are conducted. 
Lunar 
In terms of the energy needed for transport, the Moon and Mars are much closer to each other than they are to 
Earth, from where all support and supplies must come. Missions will have to be planned carefully and have a high 
degree of flexibility; sending home for a wider conveyor belt, for example, will be a very expensive option. This 
impacts directly on one of the major problems of excavation anywhere: the properties of natural materials vary in 
unexpected ways. Regardless of the degree of automation, it will be very difficult to micromanage an excavation 
operation successfully from Earth. This implies a high degree of autonomy, provided by humans or intelligent 
equipment or, more likely, a combination. 
Both the Moon and Mars generate a gravitational acceleration that is significantly lower than accustomed to on 
Earth. Since nearly all mining and processing procedures rely heavily on the effects of Earth's gravity, this is 
expected to be one of the major differences. Lunar gravity is 17% that of Earth's. 
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The atnlosphere of the Moon is essentially a vacuum. The few sparse gas molecules that do exist are 
insufficient to create the ubiquitous molecular layer on all surfaces that current industrial processes depend on. This 
will affect the flow of fragmented rock increasingly as the particle size becomes finer. 
The lack of atmosphere and the two week daylnight cycle create wide temperature extremes. Machines running 
in direct sunlight could tend to overheat, but night operation will be difficult due to the deleterious effects of cold on 
materials, including seals and lubricants. 
Martian 
In addition to the lower gravity (40% of Earth's) and the far remove from Earth cited for Lunar operations, 
Mars operations must deal with other factors. 
The temperature swing between day and night is somewhat less than on the Moon, but the median temperature 
still is much colder than Earth activity (-123°C to 26OC). This depends also on the location of the operation, for 
Mars has an atmosphere. It is much thinner and of different composition (mostly carbon dioxide) than Earth's 
(mostly nitrogen) and so does not react in the same ways to external (solar) influences. 
Martian soil is chemically reactive, containing a powerful oxidizing agent. If widespread, this would affect 
machine reliability to an unknown degree in both the short and long terms. 
UNIT OPERATIONS 
Mining projects are planned and conducted using the concept of unit operations that apply whether the 
operation is on the surface or underground, large or small, metal or nonmetal, or coal or industrial mineral. The 
mining unit operations are fragmentation, excavation, materials handling (transport), and ground support. The unit 
operations approach is a powerful tool; each unit operation can be a self-contained module of equipment and 
procedures. In practice, more than one unit operation often is incorporated in a single machine (Gertsch [4]). The 
techniques of accomplishing the unit operations can be either cyclic (e.g., drilling, blasting, removing the broken 
rock, ensuring rock mass stability, then starting all over again) or continuous (all unit operations underway at the 
same time). 
Fragrnerztation 
Fragmentation breaks the desired material from the surrounding mass by inducing fracturing. The method used 
may range from scraping to ripping to explosives to mechanical excavation. The distribution of fragment sizes and, 
to a lesser degree, shapes affects the performance of all subsequent handling of the material. These parameters are 
controlled mainly by the characteristics of the material, and to a lesser degree by the type of fragmentation method 
employed. 
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Excavatior~ 
Excavation is the process of removing the matesial from in sit11 after it has been fragmented. It often is 
combined with the fragmentation process (e.g., some mechanical excavators both fragment and excavate). For 
unconsolidated or weakly con~pacted materials, a separate fragmentation step often is unnecessary. 
Traitsport 
The transportation of the material to the processing plant or the placement location is an important aspect of 
mining. It can be the limiting factor in determining production rates. For example, current rock-cutting technology 
would allow mechanical tunnel boring machines to advance much faster than they actually do, but the broken rock 
has to be picked up from the excavation floor and removed at a rate no less than that at which it is produced. 
Processirzg 
Processing changes the form and/or content of the material in preparation for its final use. For producing 
shielding material, that could range from simple sizing (crushing, grinding, and sorting) to complex processes for 
element extraction and material manufacture. This aspect is not dealt with here. 
Placenlent 
Although not a traditional unit operation, placement is included here as the last step in the process of creating a 
radiation shield. It consists of either piling and compacting the regolith, or constructing a shield using more 
thoroughly processed material (i.e., manufactured building materials). It may be unnecessary in the tunneling 
scenario unless a lining is manufactured from native materials. 
EQUIPMENT SELECTION 
Equipment selection is a subject of great importance to terrestrial mining and civil engineers, as it has a 
profound influence on the financial success or failure of a project. Even so, it must account for so many variables, 
many of them imperfectly known, that it remains as much an art as a science. Martin et al. [5] and Atkinson [6] 
discuss this topic with respect to excavation equipment. Caterpillar Inc. [7] also publishes detailed inforn~ation on 
selection criteria. 
The production capacity of any machine is determined by the geometry of the machine, the cycle time, and the 
efficiency of the operation. The first parameter is determined by the machine design, including modifications made 
on-site (very common). The second is governed by the characteristics of the particular operation, including length 
of travel/haul; grade profile of the path; cohesiveness, bearing capacity, and angle of repose of the material; and 
times needed for fixed tasks (loading, dumping, turning, etc.). The third, efficiency, is a modifying factor that takes 
into account everything that affects the average production rate of the machine, such as moderate downhill grades (a 
help) or abrasive or sticky materials, night-time operation, etc. (hindrances). The efficiency of extraterrestrial 
excavation is expected to be very low by Earth standards. 
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Cycle times and machine efficiency on Earth are determined empirically, with time-and-motion studies of the 
actual or similar operations with the same or similar equipment. The more removed previous experience is from the 
situation at hand, the less reliable the prediction of machine efficiency (also called reliability or availability). In the 
instance of excavation on the Moon and Mars, terrestrial precedents are so different that only relative evaluations 
among different machines can be made. Even that is of limited usefulness since the nonterrestrial environments will 
affect different aspects of machine design, use, and maintenance. 
The equipment selection process ranks all candidate machinery in terms of application severity and machine 
con~plexity to produce a relative score. Some of the issues of importance on Earth, such as the effect of wet 
weather, are not directly transferable off-planet. However, other issues will be of increased importance. What these 
are, and how they will affect equipment availability, can be determined with any degree of confidence only with 
empirical studies. 
For example, for extraterrestrial projects, the shipping (launch) weight of the machine is of greater concern than 
usual. This will be exacerbated by the usual response of machine designers to abrasive conditions: thicken wear 
parts and make them more robust, thereby increasing the mass of the machine. Note that, although most of the plots 
in this paper concentrate on equipment mass and per-load capacity, many more factors must be taken into account 
for effective equipment selection. 
A convenient measure for comparing excavation systems is the specific energy of excavation. This is the 
amount of energy required to fragment a unit volume of material. Figure 1 shows the relative specific energies of 
the different rock fragmentation methods in use on Earth. Subject to constraints of available power and machine 
strength, rock fragmentation is more efficient at lower specific energies; less fracture surface area is required to 
produce larger particles (fragmentation energy is directly proportional to fracture surface area created). 
TUNNELING 
Tunneling on Earth is accomplished either cyclically, with explosives, or continuously, with mechanical 
excavation equipment. This section describes the systems that are used to create underground openings. 
Machine configurations, indeed the initial choice of machine type, depend on whether the tunnel is being driven 
in "soft groundH-poorly consolidated material-or hard rock. The choice on the Moon and Mars will depend on 
the location and the needs of the project. The relative radiation shielding characteristics of the two types of material 
also will play a part in equipment selection. 
Cut-and-Cover 
This actually is a surface method, in which a tunnel is created by digging it as a trench, erecting ground support 
for the sidewalls and roof, then backfilling the top. The depth of excavation could be calculated to provide just 
enough material for shielding the remaining height of the habitat, built as a surface structure. 
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This approach will require some sort of surface excavation system, such as a backhoe (see below), which is 
practical for depths to 6 n ~ ,  although the process can be taken in stages to depths of 18 nl (Morton [8]). Sheeting is 
installed to support the walls in all cases. The structural requirements (and therefore the mass) of the sheeting will 
have to be determined from more detailed study of lunar and martian materials. It must withstand inward flexure, 
bottom heave, and rupture. 
Drillirig and Blastirzg 
This is the traditional method of excavating rock, and still consumes the lowest specific energy. It remains the 
fragmentation method of choice for many surface and underground mines. Material is fragmented by distributing an 
explosive agent in holes drilled into the rock volume. After detonation, the muck (broken rock) is removed by hand 
shovel or, more commonly, powered mucking machine. The cycle is repeated when the working area has been 
cleaned and made safe. 
In terms of material volume fragmented versus launch mass, this approach is by far the most efficient. The 
specific energy for explosively fragmented material is much less than by any other method (Figure I). With regard 
to transportation safety concerns, many explosives are available in binary form; that is, one component (the largest 
by mass or volume) is insensitive to normal shock, and can only be detonated by the second, initiator component 
(small volume). Additionally, Mars, and perhaps the Moon, may provide the appropriate raw materials to 
manufacture one or both components. This is an area of research that deserves increased attention, for it could 
provide enormous savings in program launch costs. 
Drills will be needed to bore the blastholes for spreading the explosive throughout the rock volume to be 
fragmented. Numerous designs are in use today that operate by percussion, rotation, or a combination of the two. 
One design already has been adapted for obtaining core samples from the lunar regolith, with mixed success due in 
part to the unexpectedly high cohesion of the regolith below a few centimeters depth. This example points out the 
importance of detailed, accurate characterization of the target material prior to equipment design and mission 
planning. 
Full-Face Mechanical Excavators 
Also known as tunnel boring machines (TBMs), these are complex, dedicated fragmentation/excavation systems 
that create round tunnels one meter to 13 meters in diameter, to essentially unlimited length. Some of the smaller 
machines (microtunnelers, up to 3 m diameter) are designed to operate with no human presence in the tunnel, a 
feature that increases their usefulness in hazardous environments. TBM designs can be optimized for tunneling 
through rock of all strengths and conditions, by changing the cutting tools and the amount of support the machine 
gives the working face (Thon [9] and Handewith and Dahmen [lo]). 
TBMs and microtunneling machines operate by pushing a rotating cutterhead against the rock (Figure 2). The 
reaction forces for this are generated by gripping the walls of the just-excavated tunnel with hydraulic pads. Behind 
itself, the TBM pulls a short conveyor onto which it loads the muck (rock chips) created by the cutting tools 
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mounted on the cutterhead. This conveyor unloads the muck onto another conveyor, rail, or truck haulage for 
removal from the tunnel. Equipment for grouting the rock surrounding the tunnel, installing rock bolts (to prevent 
rockfalls), and installing tunnel lining also are mounted on the TBM frame, which can be 30 m long or more 
(Figure 3). 
The sn~aller TBMs may be useful for creating living and workiilg spaces within the regolith or the rock masses 
of the Moon and Mars. The stability of underground excavations too near the surface is poor, so increasing their 
depth will increase the mechanical stability of the opening as well as the radiation shielding effect. 
Regolith would be considered "firm ground" in soft-ground tunneling parlance, in other words, non-rock 
material in need of support during the tunneling process, but not too prone to run-ins. TBMs for this condition 
support the ground immediately behind the working face with a shield that may extend around the entire periphery 
of the tunnel. The tunnel lining is installed immediately behind the shield. Drag-type bits (Figure 4) are most 
appropriate for tunneling in regolith, usually mounted on a broadly spoked cutterhead that leaves space for the 
material to fall through into the muck-collection system. 
Tunneling through hard rock, such as lunar basalt, is similar, although the requisite thrust and torque on the 
cutterhead are much higher. Disc cutters (Figure 5) are mounted on a shrouded cutterhead (since advance rates are 
lower than in soft ground), probably without a shield. The mechanical processes remain the same. Table 1 lists 
some information from several recent hard rock tunneling projects in the northwestern United States with diameters 
appropriate for underground living spaces. 
Table 1. Performance data for some tunnel boring machines in hard rock (from Thon, [9]). Basalt is a crystalline 
rock similar to some granites in its excavatibility. 
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In comparison to explosive fragmentation, where the specific energy is less than 2 kW-hr/m3, disc cutters 
require about 10 kW-hr/m3 and point attack cutters require about 30 kW-hr/m3. 
Partial-Face Mechanical Excavators 
These mechanical excavators are more flexible and mobile than the full-face designs, but at the cost of 
increased complexity and decreased robustness. They fragment rock with a small-diameter rotating cutterhead 
nlounted on the end of a boom (Figure 6). Movement of the boom during cutting allows openings of varied cross- 
sectional shape to be created. Machines of this type are known as roadheaders and continuous miners, and have 
been developed for varying purposes in underground mining. Muck is removed with gathering arms rotating 
continuously on an apron in front of the working face, forcing the muck to fall into a central chain conveyor that 
dumps, in turn, into a waiting shuttlecar or belt conveyor hopper. 
Partial-face machines are used in many types of civil and mining engineering projects, but they cannot be used 
economically in rock with more than moderate strength. In abrasive rock, bit wear can become a problem. The 
more sophisticated roadheaders are so complex that they have to be operated under computer control to achieve their 
potential performance. 
Muck Transport 
On Earth, underground muck removal and transport systems have evolved to deal with the constant gravity 
vector. Fragmented rock falls immediately to the bottom (invert) of the working area, where it is picked up 
mechanically (e.g., rotating muck buckets, gathering arms, suspended clamshell buckets) and transferred to an 
external transport system. This traditionally consists of discrete units, such as railcars or mobile shuttlecars. 
Co~iveyor systems, which operate continuously, are being used increasingly, however (see below). 
SURFACE MINING 
The following descriptions briefly cover the major equipment types that might be considered for obtaining 
regolith for processing into shield material. Some types of machinery in common use are too large and complex to 
be feasible for startup or reconnaissance missions, but would be better suited for long-term and/or large-scale 
operations (e.g., dragline shovels, large bucketwheel excavators). Three representative equipment combinations 
have been examined previously with regard to their feasibility for lunar operations by Gertsch and Gertsch [I 1,121. 
This section, as the previous one, deals primarily with the unit operations of fragmentation and excavation, leaving 
material transport to the next section. Some equipment, however, combines all three unit operations. 
Drilling and Blasting 
If the regolith or rock material is too cohesive to be excavated directly, explosives may provide the most 
efficient means to reduce its cohesion to the point where it can be removed by the equipment discussed beIow. The 
use of explosives is discussed above. If needed, "fluffing" could even be accomplished from orbit prior to landing, 
with a missile or series of small charges. 
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S1usher.s 
This is the simplest and most flexible method of moving loose material, either on the surface (Figure 7) or 
underground. Proposed by Gertsch 1131 for lunar regolith mining, it also would require the least mass to be 
launched from Earth for any excavation system. Slushers can handle relatively deep and steeply sided excavations 
well, and can be combined with other forms of material transport if the haul distance is greater than about 100 m 
(Ingersoll-Rand [14]). 
Slushers come in several different forms (Figure 8). For cohesive, fine-grained regolith, a box or crescent-type 
blade will retain its load better than an open-sided, or hoe design. The crescent blade eliminates internal corners 
where sticky material can accumulate, which would reduce the effective payload and therefore the productio~: rate of 
the system. However, if the regolith proves to be very abrasive, a blade design that covers load-bearing surfaces 
with a static layer of the material being excavated will reduce the wear. In this case a box design with a short 
loading lip may prove useful. 
The key to successful slusher excavation is the system of wire ropes manipulated around pulleys and controlled 
by one, two, or three mechanical winches that are mounted on movable platforms (traveling bogies), as shown in 
Figure 7. Motion of the slusher blade is controlled by varying the tensions in the appropriate ropes. Combinations 
of rope tensions produce surprisingly subtle motions of the slusher blade. Slushers are amenable to remote control, 
provided the operator has a clear view. Automation may be possible in homogeneous materials such as stockpiles. 
Slushers work well in material that already is fragmented. The size and to some extent the shape of the particles 
govern the achievable production rate. The cohesion of the material also affects performance. The top few 
centimeters of lunar regolith should present no problem to a conventional slusher arrangement. As the cohesion 
increases with depth, however, both the mass and the digging angle of the blade may have to be modified to break 
the material free from its surroundings if it has not been loosened by blasting or ripping (see below). Several 
interdependent aspects of slusher blade design will have to be investigated for this purpose. Figure 9 relates blade 
capacity of two types of box design to their shipping mass. Bear in mind that cycle times are as important as blade 
capacity in predicting performance, but since cycle times depend on minesite configuration, conclusions are difficult 
to draw at this stage. 
Another problem will be oversized material (e.g., boulders) embedded in the regolith. If sparse, the blade can 
be worked around them. If too numerous, they can impact production severely. In the latter case a rake blade can 
be used to sift through the regolith, removing oversized material to a waste area at one side. Once the pit is cleaned 
up, then the excavation blade can be reinstalled and production resumed. 
Dozers 
The dozer is a crawler- or wheel-mounted tractor with a front-mounted blade used for digging alld pushing 
loose material (Figure 10). They are used in excavation, fragmentation (ripping, digging), and short-range transport 
(Martin et al. [5]). Dozers with heavy duty shanks hinged on the back can rip apart weak consolidated material, 
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preparing it for removal. Dozers also push other equipment when that equipment's propel power needs to be 
increased temporarily. 
Ripping-inserting and dragging a hardened steel prong through the material-works well in soils that are 
compacted or otherwise weakly consolidated, or bedded rocks with weak bonds between the bedding planes. With 
adequate traction, the largest dozers can disturb the soil as deep as 3.5 m. This may be required for regolith mining 
if the material proves to be too well-compacted for direct excavaticn. Caterpillar [7] has determined diagnostic 
ranges of seismic wave velocities for rippable material. 
Ripper design is affected by the strength contrast between the matrix material (regolith) and embedded 
oversized fragments (boulders), available power, and the balance between traction and motive forces, among other 
factors. Long ripper tips work best in loose, abrasive materials because they offer the most wear material. 
However, if a great deal of oversized rock is mixed in the regolith, tip breakage may become a problem, 
necessitating a change to shorter, more robust tips. 
Dozers come in two propel types: tracks (crawlers) and wheels. Crawler dozers tend to be more stable, have 
better traction, and exert lower pressure on the ground, but wheel dozers are two to four times faster. These 
comparisons may not change significantly on the Moon or Mars, but other factors will come into play. Crawler- 
mounted equipment, for example, tends to be more sensitive to abrasive materials than rubber-tired machines. The 
relative importance of this factor will depend on what technology replaces rubber tires off the Earth. 
Commercially available dozers come in a very wide range of sizes and capabilities. Figure 11 illustrates the 
approximate relationship between machine mass and capacity. Terrestrial machine selection is based mainly on the 
blade capacity, with allowance for the swell factor of the material (10% to 65%). 
Scrapers 
Scrapers (Figure 12) excavate surface material in thin layers, transport it, and then discharge it with a spreading 
action. Their travel speed usually is rather fast. In terrestrial mines they are used for topsoil removal, general 
reclamation, overburden removal, thin seam mining, and general utility work. They do not have the fragmentation 
capability of dozers, but they are useful where thin layers of material must be removed from, and spread over, large 
areas (Martin [5] and Hays [15]). 
Scheduling of auxiliary equipment, particularly pusher dozers, is crucial to the production rate of scrapers. 
Several different basic designs of scrapers are available, including one or two axles, one or two engines, and 
configurations for pull-, push-, or self-loading. Single-engine models are the most efficient design, with capacities 
about 45% of GVW. Other designs are somewhat lower. In hard-to-load materials they are pushed by one or more 
crawler dozers (usually outfitted with special pusher blades to prevent damage to either machine), or linked together 
in a push-pull arrangement. Self-loading machines are correspondingly heavier than other types. Dual-engine 
designs can move faster and have better traction than single-engine models. All designs have low centers of mass. 
Figure 13 shows how scraper capacity generally is relared to machine size for beverai types of present-day sclapers. 
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Front-End Loaders 
The front-end loader is a wheel or crawler mounted tractor with a bucket on the front (Figure 14). It is used for 
excavating, loading, and transporting material moderate distances and in some applications is known as a load-haul- 
dump (LHD). Tires are a major cost item, as they are for trucks (below). 
Front-end loaders are very mobile, and are used often for small or intermittent load-and-carry applications 
(Martin et al. [5]). Larger models can be used as primary haulage for distances up to 183 m, if the grade of the path 
is low (Hays [16]). Figure 15 shows how bucket capacities generally increase with machine mass, although other 
factors also affect machine design. Some of the spread in the data is due to the interchangeability of buckets and the 
many aspects of bucket design that can be altered to match the excavating conditions. 
Successful adaptation of front-end loaders to lunar and martian environments will depend on whether a prime 
mover as efficient and economical as the diesel engine can be developed. This will determine whether front-end 
loaders and, to a lesser extent, trucks, will be useful there. Truck haulage is easier to power externally (trolley- 
assist) due to its higher path-predictability. Front-end loaders, on the other hand, must be free to move about, to 
retain their flexibility. 
Front-end loaders have been partially automated in some mines, although the interplay of forces required for 
loading the bucket is surprisingly subtle and difficult to automate completely. Some LHDs are successfully tele- 
operated underground where roof conditions are too dangerous for human presence on the machine. This 
compromise between full automation and on-site operator control is a promising alternative for extraterrestrial 
applications. The transmittal distance must be kept short enough, however, that time-lag remains negligible. 
Hydraulic Excavators 
Hydraulic excavators focus on excavation. When the material is weak and unconsolidated, they also can 
fragment, but usually this is accomplished by another system (e.g., blasting). Material transport is commonly by rail 
or truck. 
This classification encompasses both hoes and shovels (Figure 16), which differ only in their bucket 
configurations (Martin et al. [5]). Backhoes also can be included (Figure 17). Units usually are diesel-powered, 
with hydraulics powering individual operating functions. The hydraulic system consequently is extremely complex. 
Hydraulic excavators can develop high crowding, prying, and breakout forces. Their advantages over front-end 
loaders include the absence of tire costs, lower specific energy, and greater ruggedness (Files [17]). They also 
permit highly selective excavating. For bulk mining of material where property variations are of less importance, 
selectivity may not be worth the additional mass and maintenance complexity. Figure 18 shows how machine mass 
varies with bucket capacity for many of the excavator models on the market today. 
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Elecfric Shovels 
Originally operated by steam, then diesel, and now electric power, shovels operate in the mid-range capacity 
(front-end loaders and hydraulic excavators cover the low end, and draglines and bucketwheels cover the high end). 
Stripping shovels are the largest type, up to 140 n13 bucket capacity (Files [18]). Loading shovels are in the 8 to 54 
m3 range (Sargent [19]), although 4 to 6 m3 diesel-powered units are still used in very rugged applications (Martin et 
al. [5]). Electric power is supplied by a trailing cable, which often limits mobility and flexibility. However, the 
concept is readily transferable to environn~ents where combustion engines will not operate. The production rates of 
equipment of this size probably will not be needed for some time, until after the demand for raw material has 
increased substantially over the needs of a reconnaissance mission. 
MATERIAL TRANSPORT 
Terrestrial practice makes extensive use of mobile conveyors, alone or in combination with transport vehicles 
such as scrapers, front-end loaders, etc. Trucks also are popular due to their flexibility. A possibility for 
extraterrestrial work is a ballistic transporter, which would throw material either directly into place or into an 
intermediate spreading system. Track (i.e., train) haulage, while forn~erly very popular in the mining industry, is not 
discussed here because of the need for an extensive infrastructure that will be beyond the needs of initial missions to 
the Moon and Mars. 
Trztcks 
Trucks are limited to one unit operation: transport. Terrestrial off-highway mine trucks range in capacity from 
35 to 350 tons, all larger than necessary for the envisioned startup on the Moon or Mars. The biggest single cost 
item in their maintenance is the tires. Pneumatic rubber tires provide the terrain flexibility that makes trucks so 
valuable on Earth. It is not clear how this aspect could be transferred successfully off-planet. Trucks are very 
flexible for transpoifation. 
There are three types of off-highway trucks (Figure 19): conventional rear dump, tractor-trailer (bottom, side, 
and rear dump), and integral bottom dump. The conventional rear dump is the most common type used in tenestrial 
surface mines because it is the most flexible. It is suitable for a wide range of materials, including cohesive clays 
that resist flowing. Regolith also may not flow easily, although the effect of the excavation process on its cohesion 
is not yet well understood. Bottom dump truck designs are limited to free-flowing materials, and even side dumps 
do not have the quick unloading capability of a conventional rear dump truck. Rear dumps also can withstand 
severe loading impacts more easily, such as boulders. Rear dumps often are less economical for long-distance 
hauling, however, and their rated payload is lower than for other designs (Table 2). Figure 20 illustrates the average 
relationship between capacity and empty mass for conventional rear-dump trucks. 
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Table 2. Terrestrial mining truck capacities as functions of gross vehicle weight (GVW) (from Hays [20]). 
payload as % of GVW 
conventional rear dump 55%-60% 
tractor-trailer 60%-65% 
integral bottom dump 60%-70% 
Even off-highway trucks must have a relatively well prepared road surface in order to approach their production 
potential (Hays [20]). Road construction and maintenance are important parts of mining operations that use truck 
haulage. Road grades must be kept gentle; optimum grades on Earth for conventional rear dump trucks range from 
7% to lo%, limited by the drive train, traction, and the ability to stop backward movement. Traction, the usable 
driving force developed by the truck tire on the road surface, will be less in reduced gravity. The radii of horizontal 
curves must be large enough that the trucks do not tip over at normal operating speeds. The tipping hazard will 
increase in low-gravity environments because the reduced weight will induce operators to forget that inertia remains 
the same. Adequate sight distance, determined by speed and stopping ability, always is important for safety reasons. 
Haulage roads also must have a stable roadbase that adequately supports the heavy weight of off-highway trucks. 
The road surface must not offer too much rolling resistance; this effect depends directly on gravity. Research will 
be required to determine the most effective ways of building adequate roads on the Moon and Mars. 
Coitveyors 
While trucks are cyclic transporters of material, conveyors are continuous. This often makes conveyors more 
economical in mining applications. They are being used increasingly both underground and on the surface, for runs 
sometimes several miles in length (Duncan and Levitt [21]). 
Conveyor belt capacity is determined mainly by the characteristics of the material to be transported (angle of 
repose, angle of surcharge, and flowability), in addition to belt speed and width (CEMA [22]). The angle of repose 
is the slope angle assumed by a freely formed pile of the material on a horizontal surface. The surcharge angle is the 
slope angle of the material on a moving conveyor belt, usually 5" to 15" less than the angle of repose (sometimes 
20" less). Generally, as the angles of repose and surcharge increase, the flowability of the material decreases. 
Regolith is expected to have relatively high angles of repose and surcharge, indicating correspondingly low 
flowability. Again, these important parameters will have to be determined for planning purposes by direct physical 
measurements. Table 3 lists some examples of the mass capacity of standard troughed conveyor belt configurations, 
for selected belt widths, material densities, and side angles. 
Conveyors are relatively complex machines, with a series of continuous belts (usually reinforced rubber-like 
material) stretched over freely rotating idlers spaced 2 m to 3 m apart. Figure 21 shows some of the aspects of basic 
conveyor design. The total mass of structural material needed to build a conveyor of any length adds up quickly. 
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Table 3. Exa~nples of normal bulk material capacity of troughed conveyor belts in tonneslhr at 100 ft/min belt 
speed and a surcharge angle of 0.44 radians (Torre, [23]), under Earth-normal gravity. Idler roll angle is 
how far the sides of the belt are slanted up from horizontal, to reduce material spillage. 
idler roll material belt width 
angle density (mm) 
(radians) (kg/nl3) 762 1067 1372 1676 1829 
Drive pulleys and tension pulleys are prone to wear, especially in abrasive environments or where the heat built 
up during operation cannot be dissipated quickly enough. Both factors may be problems on the Moon; the reactivity 
of Mars soils may enhance corrosion of moving parts, as well. 
The infrastructure required for a conveyor system, although large, is less difficult to install than that for a rail 
haulage system. Railroads require carefully prepared base and sub-base courses. Like truck roads, railroads must be 
constantly maintained. 
Some of these concerns may be ameliorated by advanced conveyor designs now being studied. Figure 22 
shows a design being developed as one of several approaches to difficult situations. 
Ballistic Transporters 
An alternative to both cyclic haulage (front-end loaders, trucks, rail haulage) and continuous conveyor transport 
is the ballistic transporter. Similar to terrestrial snowblowers, this concept also could combine the fragmentation 
and excavation unit operations with transport if the distance was relatively short and the material poorly 
consolidated. Longer hauls would be possible by combining ballistic transporters with other forms of material 
transport, such as slushers at the input and/or output ends. 
The production rate of this type of equipment depends on the excavatability of the material-whether 
undisturbed or stored in a bin or hopper-in addition to the diameter, lead angle, and rotational speed of the screw 
conveyor that mobilizes it, and the power of the thrower unit. A review of industrial snowblower design would be 
instructive, particularly locomotive-mounted sizes. 
Airless environments offer the advantage of no breezes to disperse the product stream. Incorporating the effects 
of reduced gravity into the design should be a straightforward exercise. Like all machines, moving parts will suffer 
wear, especially when working in abrasive materials. However, the number of moving parts per unit volume of 
material is lower than any of the other iransport concepts except slushers. 
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SHIELD CONSTRUCTION 
Raw regolith material could be emplaccd loose over surface structures, or it could be used to manufacture 
building materials with the appropriate shielding characteristics. The manufacturing process is beyond the scope of 
this paper, but placement of unconsolidated regolith is not. 
Placemerit 
Placing the loose regolith (or blasted rock fragments) around and over a habitat module will require strict 
control of rate and location. Depending on the size of the area to be covered, the following types of equipment 
could do the job: 
0 Slusher - small area. Working from a stockpile of mined material, this would allow one person to place 
regolith carefully and evenly. This system would exert little additional pressure on the area being covered. 
0 Front-end loader - small area. Although skilled operators can spread the material somewhat while 
dumping, the material will tend to form a hummocky surface that will have to be smoothed, if not 
compacted. 
Conveyor - small to large area. Elevate the output end of the conveyor over the center of the area to be 
covered, if it is small, or move the output end periodically, if the area is large. A slushes may be useful as 
an auxiliary spreader. 
Ballistic transporter - small to large area. The degree of control possible on the spread of the material 
stream will have to be evaluated. A sweeping motion of the output end of the transporter would tend to 
produce a relatively even layer of material, without the hummocky characteristics of cyclically unloaded 
material that must be counteracted during compaction. 
9 Scraper - large area. This approach would be feasible if the area to be covered can withstand the weight of 
a scraper passing over it, and if the area is relatively large. Consequently, it may be more appropriate at a 
later stage in human settlement. 
Conzpactiorz 
If the regolith must be compacted to increase its stability, any one or a combination of four techniques can be 
applied (Aulicino, [24]): 
0 Static weight, provided by surface rollers. Steel rollers, whether dual- or three-wheeled, operate best on 
granular soils that benefit from the crushing action of the weight. In less optimal conditions, waves of 
plastic deformation can be created in the material. The effects of vacuum, for lunar operations, and 
cossosive soils, for martian operations, remain to be evaluated. 
Kneading action, provided by sheepsfoot rollers. This is more appropriate for cohesive soils, on Earth. 
The penetrating feet spread the load in all directions within the material, and tend to pulverize lumps. 
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Impact, provided by handheld tampers or ramnlers suited for small areas or confined spaces. These are 
differentiated from the vibratory compactors by their very low frequency and high amplitude. 
e Vibration, provided by drum rollers and plate compactors. The latter also can be operated by hand, and are 
used for the bottoms of trenches, confined areas, and steep slopes. Both types of machines supply series of 
rapid impacts, and work best at some optimum moisture content. Dry material often does not compact well 
due to intergranular friction. This may be a problem on the Moon, where intergranular locking of the 
angular regolith particles will resist compaction. 
All compaction techniques are applied to layers of the material, called lifts. Full compaction of a lift must be 
achieved before more material can be added, because the compaction forces penetrate only a limited depth. 
Therefore, the optimum lift thickness for achieving maximum shielding potential must be determined empirically. 
Several possible problems will have to be evaluated before more detailed planning is possible. Increased 
machine mass will be needed to accomplish the same compaction in low gravity as under Earth-normal gravity. The 
compaction mechanisms familiar on Earth may operate differently where organic constituents, moisture, and 
atmospheric gases are not ubiquitous. The different compositions and structures of the lunar regolith and the 
martian soil will affect con~paction as well. 
CONCLUSIONS 
At this early stage, with even the general configuration of the mine still unknown, the general consideration of 
minimizing specific energy at all stages of the fragmentation, excavation, and transport processes must guide 
recommendations. Launch mass must also be minimized, while maintaining maximum flexibility and robustness. 
Using these simple criteria, regolith for shield material should be obtained by: 
0 Primary excavation with a three-drum slusher system, after explosive loosening of the regolith if more than 
the top few centimeters are needed. Oversized rocks would be moved aside, with no additional (secondary) 
fragmentation. 
0 Transport with the slusher system, combined with a ballistic transporter if haul distance is on the order of a 
few hundred meters. If longer, a general-purpose truck or a series of ballistic transporters would be 
required. 
Placement with a slusher spreading the material over the area required. 
For the tunneling scenario, two options are possible, depending on whether the openings are to be created in 
regolith (soft-ground tunneling) or basalt (hard rock tunneling). In regolith: 
0 Excavate the material with a semi-automated shielded tunnel boring machine mounted with drag-type bits 
and an open cutterhead. 
* Load the material behind the machine into a general-purpose truck. 
* Once the excavated material is on the surface, transport and place it as recommended for regolith mining. 
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For tunneling in basalt or any other strong, brittle rock, the same criteria lead to: 
s Fragmentation of the rock by explosives. 
e Excavation with a small powered mucker or a slusher. 
Muck transport with a robust truck. 
Extraterrestrial mining to produce shielding material is possible using any one or a combination of all the 
techniques discussed in this paper. They all are drawn directly from current terrestrial mining and construction 
practice. Little needs to be re-invented; instead, pre-existing technology can be comprehensively evaluated and 
adapted to the new challenges. This evaluation should be performed as much as possible in the space environment, 
for that will be the major source of obstacles. Creativity will be called for in designing modifications to equipment 
and techniques to overcome those obstacles while retaining the basic utility of their approaches. 
These methods work because they have been tested under demanding field conditions continuously, in some 
cases for over one hundred years. This base of experience is a powerful tool that can help promote the goal of 
starting and maintaining a permanent human presence in space. 
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EXCAVATING ON THE MOON AND MARS 
Figure 1. 
Blast hole drills Boring machines Explosives 
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Mean particle size, cm 
Specific energy of excavation versus the average particle size produced, categorized according to 
technique. TBM = tunnel boring machine, pf = powder factor. 
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'lead -7 
Figure 2. Simplified schematic of a hard rock tunnel boring machine (Ozdemir et al. [25]). 
Figure 3. A tunnel boring machine with its support system (from Handewith and Dahmen [lo]). 1 = tunneling 
machine, 2 = trailer with the motors, 3 = machines's muck removal system, 4 = transfer conveyor, 
5 = skid frame, 6 = railcars for transporting muck out of the tunnel. 
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Rock mass 
Figure 4. Drag bit chipping action in hard rock. In soft ground, drag bits both fracture and scrape the material off 
the working face. 
Rock mass 
Rock mass \ 
Figure 5. Disc cutters fragment rock by chipping it. The arrow indicates the direction of motion as the cutter is 
rolled in a continuous circle. Machine advance is into the rock (downward on the page). 
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Figure 6. A continuous miner, one type of partial-face excavator. The loading jib is a short conveyor that 
transfers muck to a series of shuttlecars. The machine derives part of its reaction forces from the 




Figure 7. Terrestrial surface mine setup using a slushes with the drums mounted on moving platforms. 
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Angle hoe Box 
Crescent 
Figure 8. Basic slushes designs, illustrating different side lengths. (a) hoe, (b) semi-hoe, (c) angle hoe, (d) box, 
(e) crescent (Ingersoll-Rand 1141). 
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Figure 9. Approximate relationship of slushes capacity to blade mass for box-hoe and folding-hoe designs (from 
Rhoades [26]). 
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Figure 10. This model of dozer has an operating mass of nearly 37,000 kg, a height of 3.4 m, a length of 6.2 m, and 
a width of 3.4 m (excluding blade). Blade capacity varies form 4.7 m3 to 11.7 m3, depending on blade 
configuration (data from Caterpillar [7]). 
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Blade capacity, cubic meters 
Figure I I .  Approximate relationship of track-mounted dozer blade capacity to machine operating mass, including 
fluids (from Caterpillar [7]). 
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Figure 12. This model of scraper has an operating mass of 44,000 kg, a height of 4.3 m, a length of 14.3 m, and a 
width of 3.9 m. Machine capacity is 23.7 m3 (data from Caterpillar [7]). 
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Figure 13. Approxiamte relationship of scraper capacity to machine operating mass (from Caterpillar [7]). 
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Ire 14. This model of front-end loader has an operating mass of 9,000 kg, a height (with bucket raised) of 
4.7 m, a length of 6.6 rn, and a width of 2.4 m. Capacity varies form 1.4 m3 to 1.7 m3 depending on 
bucket configuration (data from Caterpillar 171). 
the 
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Figure 15. Approximate relationship of front end loader bucket capacity to machine operating mass (from 
Caterpillar [7]). 
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Figure 16. A small hydraulic shovel with a special gripping attachment on the bucket. Note the ability to dig below 
grade. 
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Figure 17. This type of backhoe masses about 450 kg and has a bucket capacity of 0.2 m3 to 0.3 m3. 
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Bucket capacity, cubic meters 
Figure 18. Approximate relationship of hydraulic excavator capacity to machine operating mass (from Caterpillar 
171). 
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2-axle rear dump 
3-axle rear dump 
3-axle bottom dump 
2-axle bottom dump 
Figure 19. Basic designs of mining and construction off-highway trucks. Articulated trucks also can be side- or 
rear-dump. 
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Figure 20. Truck capacity is normally given in terms of maximum load. In low-gravity environments, however, the 
volume of the bed may be the constraining factor (from Caterpillar [7]). 
Feed chute 
\I Loading skins Discharge chute 
Tail 
pulley 
at loading point* carrying idlers** 
*Impact idlers, if required **Training idlers, as required 
Vertical gravity take-up 
Figure 21. Schematic of a simplified belt conveyor, showing important components (CEMA [22]). 
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Figure 22. The pipe belt, an advanced belt conveyor concept for use on steep slopes (Atkinson [27]). 
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Chapter 17 
SPACE RADIATION SHIELDING ANALYSIS BY CAD 
TECHNIQUES 
SUMMARY 
Analysis techniques have been developed and implemented in order to predict the amount of radiation shielding 
provided by matter surrounding a point in space. Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models are used to represent 
spacecraft components and materials so that the distance traversed by the radiation through each material may be 
calculated. Also, a full-body, human, Computed Tomography (CT) scan data set is being used to represent the 
amount of shielding provided by human body tissue to a point within the body. These two separate capabilites have 
been developed and integrated in order to provide a complete picture of a particular radiation shielding environment. 
INTRODUCTION 
Space is considered a hostile operating environment for many reasons, not the least of which are the effects of 
ionizing radiation. Whether the concern is for the health of an astronaut or the health of an electronic component, 
the extent of exposure to ionizing radiation in space can have a significant impact on mission duration, risk, and 
performance. For these reasons, it can significantly impact such large-scale design issues as spacecraft weight and 
overall configuration. It is, therefore, important to have a set of methods and tools which can accurately predict 
radiation doses for a component or crewmember operating in the space radiation environment. 
In order to predict the radiation dose at a particular point in space, it is necessary to model both the external 
radiation environment and the surrounding matter which will shield the point from the environment. In general, 
given a particular directional distribution of radiation about a target point in space, a radiation shielding model 
would need to include the contributions of surrounding matter like the spacecraft structure, equipment, propellants, 
etc. For predicting the dose incurred by an astronaut in space, the shielding model is extended beyond the model of 
the physical hardware of the spacecraft to include the contribution of the body tissue surrounding the target point 
(Fig. 1). The tools and methods presented in this paper were developed in order to provide for the development and 
use of complex radiation shielding models for this purpose. 
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The two tools which are the primary focus of this paper were developed to give detailed information regarding 
the directional shielding distribution surrounding a target point in space. The first tool developed, RadICal, 
processes specially prepared CAD geometry models and calculates the directional thickness distributions about 
specified target points. The second tool developed, INT5, uses a Computed Tomography-scan (CT-scan) dataset to 
represent the body tissue of the 50th percentile USAF male. The shielding calculated with this software can then be 
combined with the output of RadICal to produce a total shielding model. A third computer program, XCSPH, is 
also presented, which displays this information graphically so that an analyst can evaluate and interpret results 
quickly and efficiently. 
CAD GEOMETRY MODEL SHIELDING ANALYSIS 
The RadICal program is used to process specially developed geometry models in a common format and produce 
directional shielding information for a set of specified target points. The flowchart in (Fig. 2) shows the input and 
output files associated with RadICal. The inputs consist of a geometry file, a material mapping file, a ray direction 
file, and a list of target points. 
The geometry file contains all the physical components that RadICal will use for the shielding analysis. Each 
component in the model has a unique name and is associated with a particular material type as specified by the 
material mapping file. This mapping file lists each component of the model and its material type. The ray direction 
file is a list of direction cosines which defines the rays that will emanate from the target point. It is along these rays 
that the material thicknesses of each component will be calculated. These thicknesses, measured in each direction 
defined in the ray direction file, are sorted by material type and distance from the target point before being written to 
the output file. The following sections describe each of these files in more detail. 
(a) RadZCal Zitputs: CAD Model 
The format for the RadICal input geometry file was chosen to be compatible with some commonly available 
CAD tools and to provide a very simple format so that models which are created with incompatible CAD modelers 
can be easily translated into a format that is compatible with RadICal. Geometry models used by RadICal have 
surfaces represented by a mesh of flat faces or facets. These facets are defined by a series of points which define 
their edges (Fig. 3). The points are simply defined by their (x,y,z) coordinates. Typically, each collection of facets, 
which together form a closed volume or component, are put into a named group in the file. Only the facet groups 
which are referenced by the material mapping file are used as components by RadICal. 
The restrictions on these groups of facets that represent conlponents are: 
0 together they form a completely enclosed volume 
adjacent facets share points 
e facet normals are consistent and oriented so that they are pointed "out" on outer surfaces and pointed "in" 
on interior curfacec 
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Q there are no "cracks" in the facet connectivity 
e each facet should be referenced by one and only one component 
Also, to help ensure accuracy of the analysis and limit the growth of roundoff error, it is best to use triangular 
facets exclusively since they are inherently planar. 
The primary CAD programs used to create shielding models used in the development of these analysis tools 
were the Solid Modeling Aerospace Research Tool (SMART) and the Wavefront Model program. SMART is a full- 
featured CAD program developed by the Vehicle Analysis Branch at NASA Langley Research Center. It is able to 
generate models in the required format directly. The AliasIWavefront Model program is able to read and write 
models in the format used by RadICal in addition to performing many functions required to "clean upt' a SMART 
output model so that it conforms to the restrictions outlined above. 
The two biggest advantages of this simple, faceted, model representation are the fast calculation of the ray-facet 
intersections and the ability to easily translate models into this format which are based upon higher-order 
polynomial surfaces. This conversion from parametric surfaces to faceted geometry is often done by creating a 
triangle mesh based upon the intersection of isoparametric lines on the surface. This can be accomplished in most 
comn~ercial CAD programs by exporting the geometry to a stereo lithography file format. Finite element modelers 
can also be quite useful for generating triangle meshes which meet the requirements for RadICal input. 
Another consideration when constructing a shielding model for RadICal analysis is the level of detail. The two 
factors that most affect the contribution of a component to the total shielding are its thickness and the total angle it 
covers in a spherical coordinate system centered at the target point. If these two component attributes are modeled 
accurately, and the component is positioned properly with respect to the target point, modeling any further details 
generally will not increase the accuracy of the analysis. Further reduction in detail can be gained on components 
that are very far from the target point and cover a small solid angle. Often, even with a dense ray pattern, dense, 
conlpact components placed far from the target point will catch at most 1 ray out of roughly 2000. Modeling these 
components with attention to fine details will be a waste of time. Even close to the target point, component details 
which are small compared to the thickness of the component as a whole may be ignored. 
Often when performing a shielding analysis of a preliminary design there will be a number of components about 
which only the outer dimensions and overall weight are known. For a simple analysis, it is often adequate to 
represent these components by only their outside shape and their total weight. This "smeared" approach to 
coniponent modeling can provide adequate results when applied carefully. 
(b) RatNCa1 Znpzcts: Material Mappirzg File 
The material mapping file is used by RadICal to determine the material type for each component in the model. 
The file format is simply the name of the component followed by an integer which identifies the material type. 
Often, each component is given a unique material number so that material types may be changed at a later date 
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without re-executing RadICal. Actual inclusion of the properties of the material as they relate to ionizing radiation 
occurs when a radiation analysis is performed using the RadICal output thicknesses as input. 
(c) RadZCal Ilzputs: Ray Directiort File 
The ray direction file is used to define which directions RadICal will use to calculate thicknesses. Any list of 
direction cosines are allowed; however, for the purposes of our development and analyses, an even distribution was 
thought to be the best in terms of computational efficiency and in terms of being able to understand the contributions 
of different components to the total shielding. The most common ray distribution used in RadICal is based upon a 
dodecahedron for which each pentagonal face has been divided into 5 identical triangles (Fig. 4). Each of these 
triangles is then recursively subdivided into more triangles to produce a finer mesh. Each vertex on the surface of 
this sphere is used to define a ray direction. A sphere which has been subdivided to the extent that it has 1922 
vertices is usually adequate. 
(d) RadZCal Algoritlzins 
In order to calculate the radial thicknesses of the faceted components, RadICal has a series of nested loops 
which, for each ray, checks for an intersection between the ray and each facet in the model. Any facets which are 
intersected by the current ray are then flagged as to whether the ray is going "into" or "out of" the facet. These 
intersections are then sorted by distance from the target point and material reference. Material thicknesses can then 
be calculated from the intersection locations and output in the order that the incoming radiation would encounter the 
different materials. 
(e) RadZCal Output 
The output file for RadICal contains the sequence and thicknesses of the materials that are encountered by 
radiation as it approaches the target point. The format of the file is shown in (Fig. 5). This file is used in 
conjunction with radiation transport calculations through various thicknesses of ordered materials. Through the use 
of interpolation routines (used to reduce the number of transport calculations) the flux of particles at the target point 
can be calculated. 
COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY SCAN-BASED HUMAN BODY MODEL 
The INTS program uses a Computed Tomography scan (CT-scan) dataset as the basis for calculating the 
radiation shielding provided by body tissue surrounding a point within the body. The flowchart in (Fig. 6) shows the 
input and output files used by INT5. The inputs are the CT-scan data, a ray direction file, and a target point, about 
which the shielding will be calculated. There are 663 CT-scan data files, each containing a single, coronal, data 
slice. The ray direction input file is the same format as the one used in RadICal, described above. The target point 
is specified in millimeters, in the body coordinate system which has the positive X-axis pointing forward, the 
positive Y-axis pointing out of the right shoulder, and the positive Z-axis pointing down. 
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The raw CT-scan data are a three-dimensional, 2 5 6 ~ 2 5 6 ~ 6 6 3  array of data points. Each point represents the 
average radiodensity of the surrounding matter relative to the type of x-ray used in the scan. The original point 
spacing of the raw CT-scan data is 2.16~2.16 mm within each 256x256 data point slice and 3 mm between slices. 
The ray direction file specifies the direction each ray points away from the specified target point. Body tissue 
density values are integrated along each ray to get the total shielding provided by body tissue in that direction, and 
these directional shielding values are stored for use with radiation dose prediction software. To aid in post- 
processing, the body tissue is also classified by density into several categories during the integration. This 
classification allows an analyst to view the shielding contribution of the body's fat, cartilage, bone, andlor soft tissue 
independently. 
(a) CT-Scaiz Raw Dafa: Descripfioit 
The raw CT-scan data used as the basis for this model were provided, courtesy of Dr. Elliot Fishman and 
Derrick Ney at Johns Hopkins Hospital. One portion of their studies was to produce a full-body, medium resolution, 
CT-scan of a fresh cadaver which had no obvious physical deviations from a healthy, living subject. This was done 
in order to aid in the development of new techniques in medical imaging. The high radiation dose incurred during 
the roughly five hours of beam exposure precluded the use of a live subject. Within two hours of the time of death, 
the CT-scan commenced with the subject lying flat on the scanning bed with his arms and hands placed in front of 
him. The subject was a male in his 50's who had died following a brain hemorrhage which was the result of a 
cerebral aneurysm. His height and weight place his body size near the 95th percentile. At the time of the scan, the 
subject was wrapped in sheets and had several tubes remaining in the body, which were left from various emergency 
medical procedures. These objects, the table which supported the subject, and a ring artifact due to the large size of 
the subject relative to the scanning equipment, are visible in the raw CT-scan data as delivered from Johns Hopkins. 
The data values themselves were represented in an arbitrary system of units known as Hounsfield numbers. 
Hounsfield numbers (h) typically range from a value of -1000 to +I000 and the scale is typically calibrated so that 
water yields a value of 0 and compact bone is near +1000. To allow for efficient data storage, Johns Hopkins 
personnel shifted the Hounsfield numbers by an increment of 1024 so that they could be stored as positive 
(unsigned) integers. 
(b) CT-Scaiz Raw Dafa: Preparation 
The first step in processing the raw data received from Johns Hopkins was to remove the extraneous data 
artifacts described above. The table, ring artifact, and general noise were removed manually by setting values of 
data points which were outside the body to zero, slice by slice. Data artifacts which were internal to the body were 
left unchanged and later tests showed that they have a negligible impact on analysis results. The data values 
associated with the table and ring artifacts were quite high, however, and would have significantly skewed any 
results. 
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Another step in the processitig of the raw CT-scan data was to determine scaling factors which would scale the 
original subject so that he would have the same physical dimensions as the U.S. Air Force 50th Percentile Male. 
Scaling the dataset to the dimensions of the 50th percentile nlale was desirable since most radiation calculations 
incorporating body geometry utilize the Conlputerized Anatomical Man (CAM) model [I] which is also based upon 
the 50th percentile male. Over 30 different physical measurements were taken from the CT-scan dataset and used to 
determine scaling factors which would scale the cadaver's physical size to that of the reference 50th percentile male 
[2]. Typical measurements used for this scaling ranged from chest circumference to foot length to head width. 
Software was written which could measure these dimensions directly from the data and store them in inches. 
Scaling factors were calculated in each direction (x, y, and z) for each part of the body where a clear size 
comparison could be made. These local scaling factors were then used to calculate three scaling factors for each 
slice in the dataset. If, for example, the y-direction scaling factor was 0.87 at the waist and 0.83 at the shoulder, the 
scaling factors for the slices in between would be linearly interpolated from these bounding values. This same 
approach was taken for scaling in all three directions. Since scaling factors in the Z (height) direction change the 
thickness of each slice, the slices were also individually translated in the Z direction so that there were no gaps 
between slices. These separate scaling factors were stored in a file which is used at suntime for each INTS analysis. 
In order to compute shielding values based upon the CT-scan data, the CT-scan data values were correlated with 
standard body tissue density values. A least squares curve fit for an equation in the form: 
resulted in the plot shown in (Fig. 7) where y is tissue density and x is h + 1024. Points used for the correlation 
were the densities for the lungs, fat, liver, skeletal bone, and compact bone. The data point in the figure which 
identifies water is shown only for comparison. The equation obtained from the curve fit is used to convert the CT- 
scan Hounsfield numbers to tissue density values at runtime for integration. Except for the removal of the noise and 
scanning artifacts, all other processing and modification of the CT-scan data occurs at runtime so that the original 
tissue data are always stored in their original form. 
(c) ZNT5 Iizputs 
INTS inputs consist of the processed CT-scan data, a ray direction file, and the locations of the selected target 
points. Each of the 663 CT-scan slices from the processed dataset is stored in a separate, numbered file. These files 
are read into a single three-dimensional array at runtime and all calculations use this array, combined with the data 
from the scaling factors file, to represent the human body. The scaling factors file contains the X and Y point 
spacing for the data within each slice as well as the (x,y,z) location of the center of each slice. 
The ray direction file used by INT5 is identical to the one used by RadICal. It contains a list of direction 
cosines which specify the direction of each ray along which the body tissue data will be integrated. Typically, an 
even distribution of rays is wed. The se!ectec! target points are stored in 2 data file which is read at runtime. They 
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are specified in millimeters in the body coordinate system. In order to be consistent with existing human body 
radiation models, a right-handed, Cartesian coordinate system is used which has its origin at the top of the subject's 
head, X positive in the forward direction, Y positive out the right shoulder, and Z positive down, toward the feet. 
(d) ZNT5 Algoritlzm 
INTS integrates along each ray specified in the ray distribution file, beginning at the target point and stopping 
when it reaches the edge of the dataset. At each integration step, it calculates the local body tissue density based on 
the conelation between Hounsfield numbers and tissue density described above. The data are interpolated in the 
plane of the slice (the X-Y plane) using the four surrounding data points. Due to the physics of Computed 
Tomography scanning, the data can be considered to be averaged already in the Z direction and no interpolation is 
necessary in that direction. 
Integrating the tissue volumetric density along each ray produces an areal density for that direction which has 
the units masslarea. Also, depending on the value of the calculated tissue density at each point along the ray, INT5 
classifies the tissue as either fat, organ, cartilage, or bone. Running totals of the amount of each tissue type are kept 
for each ray direction. These values are used during postprocessing to visualize the distribution of each type of 
tissue about the target point and to identify specific body structures which are contributing significantly to the 
shielding of the target point. 
(e) INT5 Output 
The output file for INTS is written in the same format as the RadICal output file. It begins with a header 
identifying the file type and format. This is followed by the (x,y,z) location of the target point used. The data 
describing the calculated shielding distribution follow with the areal density values grouped with the direction 
cosines of the ray that they represent. As in RadICal, the first line of each group is the three direction cosines of the 
ray followed by an integer which specifies the number of "materials" which are related to that ray. For INTS output, 
these different material numbers are used to represent the different tissue classifications described above. Material 1 
is the total areal density in that direction considering all tissue encountered along the ray. Materials 2-5 represent 
the directional totals for fat, organ, cartilage, and bone, respectively. Using the same output format as RadICal 
allows for the use of the same postprocessing software as well as providing a straightforward way to combi~le 
RadICal results and INT5 results during any subsequent radiation analysis. 
OUTPUT VISUALIZATION 
The XCSPH program has been developed to postprocess the results of both RadICal and INT5. It has the 
capability to plot either calculated radiation shielding distributions or calculated directional doses and dose rates 
from other programs. It displays these data values as colors on the surface of a sphere. It is sorntimes helpful to 
imagine this sphere centered on the analysis target point so that the color of a particular point on its surface will 
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represent the amount of shielding which is between the target point at its center and the external radiation 
environment. 
The color spectrum used can be mapped linearly or logarithmically to the data values, depending on the user's 
preference. The user is also able to rotate the sphere interactively to clearly see how much shielding has been 
calculated in any particular direction from the target point. The data values displayed on the sphere can either 
represent the total shielding surrounding the target point or be restricted to particular materials (or combinations of 
materials) that are listed in the RadICal and INT5 output files. 
An analyst or mission designer can gain many insights into the impact of the various spacecraft components on 
the overall shielding by examining RadICal output in this way. If, for example, each component has been assigned 
its own unique material ID, the contribution of each component to the overall shielding can be easily displayed and 
compared. It is clear what fraction of the 4n solid angle a component occupies and what level of shielding it 
provides relative to other components. This can be a great aid when configuration decisions must be made which 
are, in part, based upon shielding considerations. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A suite of tools has been developed to calculate the radiation shielding provided by spacecraft components and 
biological tissue, represented by CAD models and a CT-scan dataset, respectively. Other specialized techniques and 
tools have been developed which allow an analyst to more easily understand and interpret the results of these 
analyses so that the impact of design changes can be quickly and easily understood both quantitatively and 
qualitatively. 
Recommendations for furthering this work include a detailed comparison between the results calculated with 
the CT-scan model and those produced by the CAM model. Also, it would be useful to create other sets of scaling 
factors which could be used to represent a 5th percentile or 95th percentile male. Some effort has been given to 
identifying potential techniques for modifying the position of the appendages of the CT-scan dataset so that it is in a 
sitting or neutral bouyancy position, but software development for this purpose has not been initiated. 
The INT5 software has been developed so that it may easily be adapted to use other CT-scan datasets as the 
basis of a radiation shielding body model. There are many opportunities for the acquisition and analysis of other 
CT-scan datasets, both animal and human. The same Johns Hopkins team which provided the CT-scan dataset used 
in this work has also scanned a variety of research animals which may be similar to animals which are flown on 
certain Space Shuttle experiments. 
There are also two publicly available datasets available from the U.S. National Library of Medicine's Visible 
Human Project. In addition to photographic and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) datasets, this project has 
produced very high resolution CT-scans of a male and a female cadaver. These datasets would provide a higher 
level of fidelity when compared with the current CT-scan dataset. 
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Recommendations for further development of the RadICal program would include adding the capability to use 
parametric surfaces directly from high-end CAD packages instead of requiring that the model be converted to a 
faceted representation. 
Another development area which should be pursued would be to transition any geometry related files for either 
input for output to use the more recently developed Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) file format instead 
of the AliasIWavefront object file format. This would allow for the geometry to be viewed and interacted with 
through a World-Wide-Web (WWW) browser instead of using specially written X-windows based interfaces which 
are often more costly and time-consunling to develop and maintain than WWW-based interfaces. 
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Figure 1. Elements of Radiation Shielding Analysis. 
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Chapter 18 
[NTEGRAIBED SHIELD DESIGN METHODOLOGY: 
APPLICATION TO A SATELLITE INSTRUMENT 
SUMMARY 
A detailed analysis of the radiation exposure and subsequent effects on an environmental satellite charge- 
coupled device (CCD) photodetector has been performed for a 5-year mission in Sun-synchronous orbit at an 
altitude of 705 km. Estimates of energetic particle damage to the detector are based on presently available trapped 
radiation data, and also include contributions from large solar proton events and more numerous ordinary proton 
flares associated with solar activity. A representative computerized solid model of the spacecraft configuration has 
been developed, and detailed nucleon transport calculations have been made for the different spacecraft materials. 
Damage estimates have been made using currently accepted dosimetric techniques for these detector types. The 
present effort, while relating to a specific mission, also purports to describe a methodology more generally 
applicable to missions incorporating radiation-sensitive electronic components. 
INTRODUCTION 
Human efforts to explore and utilize extraterrestrial space have resulted in enormous benefits since the first 
crude satellites were placed in orbit during our own generations. In addition to the revolution in communications 
technology, a variety of instruments aboard orbiting platforms and deep space probes have brought about 
remarkable advances in our knowledge of the near-earth and interplanetary space environment. Knowledge of the 
environment, coupled with developments in instrument technologies, will enable the design and utilization of space 
platforms for measurements and observations of increasing detail and precision. One such platform instrument 
being designed for investigations related to the physics and chemistry of the Earth's atmosphere is the Stratospheric 
Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) I11 instrument, whose purpose is to provide accurate data on the temporal and 
spatial concentrations for a number of atmospheric species [I]. Consideration of the required accuracy of 
observation for some species indicate that spectrophotometric measurements of unprecedented precision are needed. 
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The SAGE instrument consists of a scanning Cassegrain telescope and diffraction grating spectrometer 
combination which examines spectral absorption of solar and lunar-reflected radiance in atmospheric occultation. A 
cross-section layout of the instrument indicating the location of optical components is shown in Fig. 1. The 
spectrometer utilizes the CCD as its optical detector. These devices consist of assays of miniscule (-10 pm) silicon 
electrodes (pixels) and are currently used as general purpose optical imagers. Recently, techniques have been 
developed to accurately calibrate CCDs for measurement of absolute intensity of optical radiation. However, such 
calibrated CCDs are much more subject to both direct interference and long-term degradation as a result of exposure 
to high-energy nucleons and heavy ions found in the Earth-orbital and interplanetary space environment. Therefore, 
measures must be taken to provide adequate protection from these particles to ensure required instrument integrity. 
In order to approximate the useful lifetime of a CCD detector on a given mission, three factors must be considered: 
(I)  the high-energy charged particle environment, which varies with solar activity and locale; (2) the transport and 
interaction of high-energy particles through spacecraft structural materials and supplied shielding; and (3) the 
ultimate exposure of the detector itself, which in the case of sensitive electronic devices is related to the number of 
lattice displacements produced in the active areas of the device. 
MISSION ENVIRONMENT 
The proposed orbit for this instrument mission is near-circular, with an altitude of 705 km in high inclination 
(98 deg.) so that on each revolution the platform crosses the equator twice and is in the vicinity of both poles. Such 
an orbit indicates that the instrument will be subjected to fluxes of trapped particles in the Van Allen belts while 
Grating 
Secondary \ f I 
Figure I .  Cross-section layout of SAGE instrument showing optical components. 
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over low and middle latitudes, and when crossing the polar regions, will be subject to exposure from solar proton 
flares and galactic cosmic rays. These latter constituents are substantially deflected by the geomagnetic field at 
lower latitudes. The design mission duration is five years. 
The most important sources of radiation affecting the CCD are the protons in the trapped regions and particles 
from solar proton events. The low flux, high-energy galactic rays have been shown not to play a significant role in 
the general degradation of the detector [2]. The trapped proton environment is taken from the NASA AP8 model 
[3] ,  and the five-year fluence has been computed previously for the appropriate orbital conditions [4]. The solar 
flare proton contribution consists of a combination of rare, large events and the more numerous ordinary flares [5]. 
The large flares selected for this mission correspond to the spectra observed by the GOES-7 satellite during Aug.- 
Oct. 1989 [6] .  The ordinary flare constituent is based on the Explorer satellite measurements during Solar Cycle 
XXI 171, and represents the five-year fluence spectrum for these flares. The flare spectra have been modulated using 
a previously developed energy dependent magnetic cutoff model [a] .  Transmission factors appropriate to the SAGE 
orbit have been applied to the free-space flare spectra. Fig. 2 shows the individual constituents and total five-year 
differential proton fluence ultimately chosen to represent total mission exposure. The trapped protons constitute 
most of the exposure at low and high energies, while the flare contribution is of greatest significance between 1 and 
50 MeV. The total differential fluence spectrum has been used as direct input for the Langley transport code 
BRYNTRN [9] to compute the attenuation for spacecraft materials. 




I 1 1 1 1  
10-2 10-1 100 101 102 103 
Kinetic energy, MeV 
Figure 2. Modeled spectral proton environment for 5-year polar orbital mission at 705-km altitude. 
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CCD EXPOSURE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
Particle Ti-onsport 
The ultimate particle flux incident on the CCD detector depends on the attenuation of the primary particles and 
on the generation and transport of secondaries produced by nuclear interactions. Individual material properties 
influence the manner in which the particles propagate. In addition, the order in which particles encounter various 
materials impacts the emergent spectra. The BRYNTRN code is ideally suited to performing transport calculations 
of this type, since it is an efficient, deterministic, high-energy nucleon transport program containing a relatively 
complete nuclear interaction database for many materials. 
Sample flux spectra are given in Fig. 3 for emergent spectra through quartz-tantalum and tantalum-quartz 
combinations. The two calculations indicate the differences in emergent flux when the sequences of materials 
encountered are reversed; that is, the material slabs are not commutative with respect to the final spectrum. The 
most notable differences are observed in the transmitted primary protons, where at low energies (< 1 MeV), the Ta- 
quartz combination results in a proton flux of up to a factor of three less than the emergent proton flux from the 
quartz-Ta combination. Thus, it may be important to consider the spacecraft constituent materials and the manner in 
which they are distributed. 
Zizstrunzent Solid Geometry Model 
The detector, shield, and the important components of the SAGE I11 instrument have been modeled with 
Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) software using dimensions from scale drawings of the assembly. Fig. 4 shows a 
split view of the solid model and some of the more prominent components. Fig. 5 depicts the detector assembly in 
greater detail and indicates the shape and location of the aluminum block shield surrounding the CCD. The CAD 
model contains the information necessary to define directional thickness amounts around specified target points. In 
the present study, 1922 directed rays are defined at a target point and are regularly distributed so that all rays may be 
associated with a constant solid angle (4~11922). For a target point in the center of the CCD detector, the 
distribution of shield amount in terms of linear density (g/cm2) has been calculated. The values are sorted from 
minimum to maximum and plotted in Fig. 6 as a cumulative distribution function. The derivative of this function 
(shown in Fig. 7) may then represent a probability function of directional shield amounts. For the SAGE instrument, 
the probability distribution peaks at approximately 5 g/cm2. 
CCD Dosiinetry 
Permanent degradation of CCD performance from energetic particle radiation is thought to be primarily due to 
projectile-nucleus interactions leading to lattice displacements in the silicon crystal structure [lo]. Several 
approaches are evolving to estimate these effects of the space radiation environment [lo], [ l l ] ,  but presently, 
experimental testing of individual devices in high-energy accelerator beams is needed to provide accurate detector 
response characteristics. 
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Figure 3. Calculated Flux Spectra for Quartz-Tantalum Material Combinations. 
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Figure 4. CAD Model depiction of the SAGE I11 instrument. 
Figure 5. CAD Model details of SAGE IS1 detector and shield assembly. 
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Figure 6. Cumulative distribution of linear density for target point at detector location. 
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Figure 7. Linear density probability distribution at detector location. 
Radiation damage to CCDs may be related to the direct energy deposition, or dose, resulting from particle 
interactions in the silicon medium. The dose, D, may be calculated as 
where 4 is the incident differential flux at energy E, and S is the stopping power, or energy loss per unit linear 
density of silicon (including both electronic and nuclear interactions). The proton stopping power for a silicon target 
is shown in Fig. 8, as extracted from the BRYNTRN atomic interaction database. 
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Kinetic energy, MeV 
Figure 8. Proton stopping power in silicon. 
For protons, the conventional dose evaluation is dominated by the interactions with bound electrons; however, 
these interactions are not strongly related to permanent displacement damage. A dose evaluation procedure believed 
to be more closely related to lattice nuclear displacements is the energy deposition due to the nuclear interactions 
alone, described as a "non-ionizing energy loss", or NIEL [I I]. The coilresponding dosimetric quantity has been 
termed the "nirad" (non-ionizing radiation absorbed dose), calculated as 
where S, is the energy loss due to nuclear interactions. The S, functions for protons and neutrons in silicon are 
shown Fig. 9. 
I n-1 '.. Protons 
Kinetic energy, MeV 
Figure 9. Non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL) for neutrons and protons in silicon. 
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An important specification of CCD perfomance is the charge transfer efficiency (CTE), which is a measure of 
the capability of moving photoelectrons collected from one pixel to another in the detector array. A methodology 
has been developed [lo] to evaluate the CTE, and the corresponding charge transfer inefficiency (CTI = 1 - CTE) 
for specific devices. Measured values for CTI [lo] for a series of proton beam exposures are shown in Fig. 10. 
Such measurements have been shown [lo] to bear a correspondence to calculated numbers of displacements in 
typical CCD structures, indicating that the non-ionizing component of the incident radiation is of most importance. 
However, even though actual numbers of displacen~ents within the crystal lattice may be con~puted with some 
confidence, not all displacements result in permanent charge traps. Consequently, experimental measurements of 
CTI for individual detector types remain the most reliable way of assessing actual detector response to nucleon 
irradiation. The overall transfer inefficiency for the CCD measurements of Fig. 10 may be computed as 
CTI= Q(E)[ proton I pi,xel ] A ~ ~ E  
where Ap is the area of one pixel and the other symbols remain as previously defined. 
CCD MISSION EXPOSURE AND SURVIVAL ESTIMATES 
For the given external environment (Fig. 2), a rigorous calculation of the exposure at the CCD location within 
the instrument includes transport calculations along each directional ray, taking into account the material types and 
thicknesses. A great simplification results if the spacecraft is assumed to be composed of a single material. Then a 
Kinetic energy, MeV 
Figure 10. Measured values of charge transfer inefficiency for CCD exposed to accelerator proton beams (from 
Ref. 9). 
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precalculated dose-vs-depth function, D(t), may be used in conjunction with the thickness (t)  distribution, p(t), of 
Fig. 7 to compute the dose at the target location, DT, as 
Since the CCD shield and much of the spacecraft structure is aluminum, this material has been chosen for these 
approximate evaluations, referred to here as the "Aluminum Spacecraft" results. The dose-vs-depth functions used 
in this approach as calculated for the assumed environment are shown in Fig. 11. The difference between the proton 
and total curves for the nirad dose represents the neutron contribution; the proton and total dose for rad units are 
indistinguishable. The Aluminum Spacecraft results for the 5-year mission are: 687 rad and 0.424 nirad. 
The detailed CAD model calculations include an evaluation of the directional dose for individual rays and a 
subsequent solid angle integration to arrive at the total dose. These results for the complete CAD model are: 782 rad 
and 0.373 nirad. The directional calculations can further be used to indicate along which directions the detector is 
most vulnerable, and as might be expected, this occurs in the region of the opening in the shield which admits the 
optical radiance to be measured. 
In evaluating the ultimate degradation of the detector, the charge transfer inefficiency (CTI) has been 
determined according to the measured values of Janesick et al. [lo]. The CTI can also be estimated according to a 
damage coefficient of .00075ACTE/nirad(Si) as deduced by Dale et al. [I  I]. For the Janesick function the computed 
CTI is .000136, and for Dale's coefficient the CTI is .000280, corresponding to CTE values of .999864 and .99972, 
respectively. Since the SAGE CCD is an 800 x 10 pixel array, 800 to 810 pixel transfers are involved in a CCD 
readout operation. From the two CTE values given above, the charge transfer efficiency for the entire device is 
predicted to be reduced by 10.4% and 20.3%, respectively. Since the lower CTI (Janesick transfer function) 
0 5 10 15 20 25 
2 Linear density, glcm A1 
Figure i 1. Dose-vs-depth functions for aluminum calculated for the SAGE-111 space environment. 
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Figure 12. Directional Dose Pattern in the Region of the CCD Shield Opening (Darker Areas Represent Larger 
Radiation Intensities). 
has been evaluated only for the proton dose and the nirad evaluation includes the dose due to secondary neutrons, 
the 20.3% degradation is felt to be a more representative prediction. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A detailed analysis of the radiation exposure and subsequent effects on the SAGE I11 CCD photodetector has 
been performed for a five-year mission in Sun-synchronous orbit at 705-km altitude. A primary general conclusion 
is that the instrument should survive and produce acceptable data for the entire mission duration. Estimates of 
energetic particle damage to the detector are based on well-established environment data, detailed nucleon transport 
calculations through spacecraft materials, an elaborate CAD model of the spacecraft configuration, and currently 
accepted dosimetric evaluations for CCD detectors. The predicted degradation due to environment exposure for the 
subject mission is approximately 20%. 
Methods for accurately and reliably predicting radiation effects on CCDs (and other radiation-sensitive 
electronic components) are still evolving. The modeled environment and associated transport calculations are felt to 
provide realistic particle fluxes and delivered dose amounts for this mission; however, the final step of predicting 
signal degradation for the device has relied heavily on experimental results obtained from exposures on relatively 
few specific devices. It is likely that future SEI missions (both manned and unmanned) will employ increasingly 
sophisticated electronic imagers such as CCDs which will require dedicated analyses of their behavior in the space 
radiation environment. The analysis described herein is felt to represent some logical steps in this direction. 
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Chapter 19 
SHIELDING MATERIALS BEVELOPMENMND TESTING 
ISSUES 
SUMMARY 
The alteration of space radiation by shield materials of specified elemental composition, density, and thickness 
is investigated theoretically by using the NASA LaRC's high-charge, high-energy nuclei transport (HZETRN) 
codes. The fluence of the projectile-fragment particles from energetic ion beams shows that the number of particles 
behind most shield materials increases with increasing shield thickness. The material's performance as shielding 
from galactic cosmic ray (GCR) is examined by comparing the shield effectiveness of risk reduction from the 
conventional quality factors and also from the probability of the neoplastic transformation ratio of shielded 
C3HIOT112 mouse cells. The results show that the attenuation of biological effects within the shield and body 
tissues depends on the shielding nuclear properties and that hydrogenous materials are good candidates for high- 
performance shields. 
Experimental studies have been conducted to validate the prediction of the fragmentation from the energetic 
heavy ion beams and to develop appropriate shielding technology for human protection from space radiation. Film 
castings of advanced polymeric materials are processed and characterized experimentally to evaluate the effect of 
the energy absorption from the neutron exposure. The preliminary results show that the addition of elemental boron 
powder to a polymer material allows the material to absorb low-energy neutrons. In addition, the boron does not 
cause a degradation in mechanical and thermomechanical properties. Relatively thick boron-loaded epoxy castings 
are processed and the detailed data analysis of the castings indicates that thermomechanical properties are not 
significantly changed from those of the neat epoxy resin and that boron-loaded epoxy castings show significantly 
higher mechanical properties, such as compressive strength and modulus, than those for the neat epoxy resin. Thus, 
hydrogen-containing advanced polymeric materials with boron provide both good structural stability toward 
radiation and high shielding capability for human protection. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The NASA Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) Program recognized that heavy ion particle radiation (Galactic 
Cosmic Radiation), high-energy proton radiation (solar flares), and neutron radiation would be hazards to the human 
occupants and electronic components of spacecraft and that appropriate shielding technology needed to be 
developed. Radiation from solar flares consists primarily of protons with energies less than 1 GeV. Galactic cosmic 
rays (GCR) consist mostly of protons and alpha particles, with a small, but significant component of heavier 
particles (HZE), with kinetic energies up to 10" GeV [I]. Humans in a lunar habitat or on a manned mission to 
Mars will require more protection from GCR than has been used heretofore on shorter missions. 
As HZE in the GCR interact with a shield, they fragment and deposit energy at rates that depend on the nature 
and energy of the incident pal-ticles, the nature of the shield material, and the depth into the shield. The relationships 
are complex, so that, in some instances, the "shield" can cause an increase in both the number of particles and the 
dose due to the production of secondary particle radiation. For example, the dose equivalent from HZE particles 
absorbed by a human behind a 1.3-cm aluminum shield, the traditional structural material for spacecraft, exceeds by 
10% the dose equivalent in free space 121. This is due to a greater rate of energy transfer at the back side of the 
shield ( a )  by the projectile or its fragments after they have been slowed by their passage through the shield, (b) by 
secondary energetic nuclei and fragments generated in the shield, and (c) to a lesser extent, by secondary particles 
knocked out of the target material. 
Computer codes [3] have been developed to calculate the fluences of primary and a large buildup of secondary 
particles from energetic ion beams and also to assess the biological response from annual GCR exposure behind a 
shield. Fluences of projectile fragments have been predicted behind polymeric materials to provide data for code 
validation [4, 5, 61. Pilot experiments to validate this fragmentation have been conducted for graphitelepoxy 
composites at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. The estimation of biological response due to energy deposition 
from the transmitted radiation behind a shield material provides the relative shield effectiveness [5, 61. By 
conlparing the theoretical calculations, the candidate materials concepts are identified for human protection from 
space radiation. 
Energetic charged particles will suffer nuclear reactions and Coulon~b dissociation processes and stop inside a 
shield. Low-energy, secondary-charged particles are stopped near their point of production. Although the 
production spectra of high-energy neutrons (E > 10 MeV) from the nuclear fragmentations are still not known and 
are very controversial [7], they are an important contributing factor in the overall exposure. Even the low-energy 
neutrons (below 1 MeV) are able to migrate far from the beam axis. Therefore, the shielding of these secondary 
neutrons occurring within a shield and their impact on a shield have been investigated experinlentally [4, 8, 91 not 
only for the fundamental human protection, but also for the potential applications in the nonaerospace sector (e.g., 
nuclear power plants, nuclear-powered submarines, and medical facilities providing neutron radiation therapy). 
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GCR TRANSPORT 
Cosn~ic ray nuclei are the only direct and measurable sample of matter from outside the solar system. Although 
GCRs probably include every natural element, not all are important for space radiation protection purposes. The 
abundances for species heavier than nickel (atomic number Z > 28) are typically 2 to 4 orders of magnitude smaller 
than that for iron [lo]. Figure 1 illustrates fits to the measured spectra at 1 astronon~ical unit (AU) for hydrogen, 
helium, and heavy ions up to nickel (atomic number 28) at the 1977 solar minimum modulation from the relatively 
quiet solar cycle 21 (1975-1986) [l 11. 
The propagation and interactions of high-energy ions up to atomic number 28 (Ni) in various target materials 
were simulated [2] using the transport code HZETRN [3]. The code applies the straightahead approximation with 
velocity conserving fragmentation interactions for high-charge, high-energy (HZE) nuclei and nucleons colliding 
with shield materials. These interactions depend on the shield material, thickness, and the projectile-target 
interaction parameters, such as nuclear fragmentation cross sections. This code accounts for the fragmentation of 
the incident HZE ions and nucleons, but neglects the secondary heavy fragments derived from heavy atoms of the 
shield material. Materials in the target shield are characterized for the computation by their bulk density and 
elemental composition. Their properties as a shield depend on the atomic and nuclear cross sections. 
The primary mechanism for loss of energy by HZE particles is by means of Coulombic interactions with 
electrons in the target. Thus, high linear-energy transfer (LET) for HZE particles is more easily achieved with 
materials having large numbers of loosely bound electrons per unit mass. Additional energy is lost through 
collisions with target nuclei. Although nuclear reactions are far less numerous, their effects are magnified because 
of the large momentum transferred to the nuclear particles and the impacted nucleus itself. Many of the secondary 
particles of nuclear reactions are sufficiently energetic to promote similar nuclear reactions and thus cause a buildup 
of secondary radiation, which may pose an increased hazard. Because primary nuclei undergo nuclear 
fragmentation, less ionizing secondaries produced by fragmentation of HZE may pose a reduced hazard. 
With cosmic rays propagating through shield materials, it is customary, and more useful physically, to express 
distances by the total mass of all atoms encountered, and to do so in units of grams per square centimeter (g/cm2). 
The thickness of an absorber (areal density) can be converted to a linear thickness by dividing by the density of the 
matter. 
Modeliizg of Morzoenergetic, Single-Zorz Beams Transport for Fragnzeiztatioiz 
The high-energy heavy-ion radiation components are usually attenuated to lower linear energy transfer (LET) as 
a result of nuclear interactions between projectile and target nuclei. These processes become more significant as the 
particles penetrate further into the medium. Although heavy nuclei are present in small amounts in GCR, their 
effects are important because LET is proportional to the square of the ion charge. Radiation within a spacecraft 
structure, which interacts with onboard personnel or equipment, depends on the shield composition because of 
differences in atomic cross sections, nuclear attenuation, and the distribution of fragmentation products. Since 
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hydrogen has the propensity to fragment ions into smaller fragments [12], hydrogen-containing materials, such as 
polymers, are good candidates for shielding materials. Additionally, hydrogen is particularly effective in 
undergoing elastic collisions with the secondary neutrons generated within the shield, thereby reducing the neutrons' 
energies and making them susceptible for absorption by other hydrogen atoms or other elements. 
Energetic primary particles suffer nuclear reactions before stopping in a shield medium. The secondary 
radiation resulting from these reactions yields a broad distribution of energies among the lighter particles. The most 
energetic secondaries are confined to a narrow cone about the initial direction and are close to the initial beam axis 
over at least the first mean-free path [3]. This cone narrows with increasing primary energy. The flux of each 
secondary radiation with a broad energy distribution was integrated numerically to compute the total ion fluence. 
This was then compared for different materials. 
Calculations were performed for an irradiation of 33.88 GeV 5 6 ~ e  ions on graphitelepoxy composites; the 
fluence of the projectile and its fragments from the back face of the shield is shown in figures 2(a) and 2(b) for two 
thicknesses, 10 and 18 g/cm2. The projectile was chosen for analysis because relativistic 5 6 ~ e  nuclei are among the 
dominant HZE particles in GCR of radiobiological significance for manned spaceflight. The beam energy matched 
experimental data taken at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Pilot experiments to validate theoretical results for 
the production of the projectile fragments have been performed for ICI Fiberite T3001934 graphitelepoxy 
composites with 33.88 GeV 56Fe and 8.5 GeV 2 0 ~ e  beams for thicknesses of 0.822, 10, and 18 g/cm2, but data 
reduction is not yet complete. 
Extended calculations were performed for an irradiation with 33.88 GeV 5 6 ~ e  ions of six shield concepts 
constructed with the polymeric materials listed in table I. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the fluence o f 5 6 ~ e  and its 
fragments from the back face of the shield for two thicknesses, 5 and 18 g/ cm2. For projectile fragments below 
atomic number 12, there is negligible distinction among the polymers selected. For Mg and above (i.e., for Z 2 12), 
polyethylene (PE), with its high hydrogen density, is the most effective absorber for the thick shield, but the least 
effective for the thin. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), which contains heavier fluorine atoms but no hydrogen, lies 
at the other extreme. PE is the most effective shield material among several polymers at a thickness greater than 18 
g/cm2 for a 33.88 GeV 5 6 ~ e  beam. 
Table I. Empirical Formulas and Densities of Six Polymers Studied 
EPOXY C37H42N406S 1.32 g/cm3 
Polyetherimide C37H42N406S 1.27 g/cm3 
Polyethylene CH2 0.92 g/cm3 
Polyimide C 2 2 H ~ ~ N 2 0 5  1.42 g/cm3 
Poly sulfone C27H2204S 1.24 g/cm3 
Polytetrafluoroethy Iene CF2 2.17 g/cm3 
SHIELDING MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING ISSUES 
Because lunar soil is a potential construction material for a habitat for long-term lunar missions, its suitability as 
a shield from HZE particles was studied. A representative sampling of lunar regolith was reported [13] to have a 
density of 1.5 g/cm3 and to contain almost exclusively only five elements: 0 (61.5 mol-%), Si (19.3), A1 (7.9, 
Fe (6.1), and Mg (5.5). As shown in figures 4(a) and qb),  the addition of an epoxy (as a possible binder for the 
regolith) enhances the regolith's shielding capabilities. The degree of shielding can be very sensitive to the thickness 
of the material. For example, calculations show that increasing the thickness from 16 g/cm2 (figure 4a) to 18 g/ cm2 
(figure 4b) would yield significant improvements. 
The effects of introducing boron into shielding materials were also studied as a way of capturing neutrons. The 
neutrons are produced inside a spacecraft owing to neutron formation in the nuclear fragmentation processes from 
the GCR impacting on exterior walls. (Generally, the density of neutrons in free space is negligible owing to their 
11-min half-life.) These neutral species cannot dissipate their kinetic energy through Coulombic interactions, but 
must do so with elastic collisions with atomic nuclei. As noted above, hydrogen is the most effective nucleus for 
reducing the energy of neutrons to the thermal region. The boron isotope ~OB, which constitutes 19.6 percent of the 
naturally occurring element, has a large neutron-capture cross section for thermal neutrons. Some benefits 
achievable for neutron capture by boron-loaded polymers will be discussed in the experimental section below. 
Calculations were carried out for several polymeric shields containing amorphous, submicron boron powder 
(having a density of 2.35 g/cm3 for the naturally occurring distribution of boron isotopes) dispersed uniformly 
throughout the polymers. The inclusion of boron slightly enhances the material's capacity to produce secondary 
HZE particles, as shown in figure 5 for a polyetherimide. As the fraction of boron is increased from 5 to 20 wt %, 
both the density of the material and the initial range of incident particles increase because boron has a higher atomic 
number than hydrogen. It should be noted that most of the contribution to fragmentation comes from a broad range 
of charges above Z = 3 (for Li). The code LBLBEAM [3] for laboratory ion beams does not include light fragments 
of Z < 3 in any realistic way because a greater knowledge of nuclear fragmentation processes and a corresponding 
theory are required for these fragments. 
Modeling of GCR Transport and Bioresponse for Shield Effectiveness 
Interaction data for atomic ionization and nuclear reactions were combined in the Boltzmann equation with the 
1977 solar minimum cosmic ray spectrum [11] to assess the transmitted environment through various shields for 
evaluation of biological effects. The shield effectiveness is intimately related to the nature of the nuclear cross 
sections through the change in the microscopic fluctuations in biological response. Shield effectiveness was 
examined in terms of two biological models. The first model is the conventional risk assessment method using the 
quality factor as a function of LET [14]. The second model is a track-structure repair kinetic model [15] for the 
mouse cell C3HSOT1/2. 
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Corzverztionnl Risk Assessmer2t Method 
The dose equivalent H(x), which is obtained by multiplying the absorbed dose at each LET by a corresponding 
quality factor 1141, is a measure of the response of living tissue. The quality factor was used to estimate the dose 
equivalent because all cells do not absorb energy equally from each LET component. Materials with atoms of low 
atomic number (e.g., PE) attenuate a very broad range of LET components [2], even though there is a gain in many 
low LET components. However, the effects from these low LET components are due primarily to indirect damage 
in cellular DNA brought about by OH radicals and are of lessor significance [16]. Materials with atoms of higher 
atomic number (e.g., PTFE) attenuate only the highest LET components (21 at the expense of producing a broad 
range of LET components for which biological response may be enhanced relative to free space exposures. These 
results occur for shielding depths of 2 to 10 g/cm2 of aluminum which are typical for the space program [17]. The 
relative attenuation of the dose equivalent, H(x)/H(O), with depth is shown in figures 6(a) and 6(b). It was found 
that, among the materials studied, PE provides the most effective shielding at all thicknesses. PE is more effective 
than PTFE even for very thin films because of its greater efficiency in attenuating the heavier ions that are the most 
destructive to living tissue. The calculations show lunar regolith to be a less effective shield material for HZE 
particles than the hydrogen-containing polymers studied. 
Track-Strzcctzcre Repair Kinetic Model 
The second model of the response of living cells to the effects of GCR is represented here in terms of 
occurrences of neoplastic cell transformations T(x) resulting from a one-yeas exposure behind a shield of thickness x 
relative to occurrences T(0) in free space. Unlike conventional dosimetric analysis wherein radiation quality is 
represented by LET-dependent quality factors, the repair kinetics model is driven by track-structure-dependent 
injury coefficients from experimental data with various ions in the mouse cell C3HlOT1/2 [15]. The variation in the 
calculated cell transformation ratio T(x)/T(O), shown in figures 7(a) and 7(b), shows that the dependence on material 
is qualitatively similar to that found for H(x)/H(O), as shown in figures 6(a) and 6(b), although the cell 
transformation model predicts a noticeable increase in risk for thin shields (1-5 @m2). However, there are 
important quantitative differences in the protective properties of shield materials dependent on the biological model 
used. Clearly, many shield materials provide only modest reductions in neoplastic transformation ratios 
(figures 7(a) and 7(b)), whereas they show a much greater reduction in dose equivalent (figures6(a) and 6(b)) for 
the same shield thickness. 
Recently, the effects of the nuclear reactions of light ions (proton, neutron, 2 ~ ,  3 ~ ,  3 ~ e ,  and 4 ~ e )  and the track- 
structure of heavy ions were added into the calculation in order to reduce the combined effects of uncertainty in 
biological response and nuclear parameters for various shield materials 1181. Even though the absolute risk 
contribution of light ions is apparently increased from the modified calculation [19], the result in figure 8 shows that 
the upper range of maximum performance is increased substantially by using liquid hydrogen. Once again, the 
unique role of hydrogenous materials as high-performance shields is clearly shown. 
SHIELDING MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING ISSUES 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
Humans are protected from GCR basically by the structural material of the spacecraft during a long-duration 
exposure. Improved protection will be provided by using appropriate shielding materials either as a structural 
component or as another component of the spacecraft. Radiation is known to initiate chain scission and crosslinking 
in polymeric materials, both of which affect their structural properties. Thus, a study of the effect of radiation on 
polymers is important in estimating the impact of the space environment on polymer-matrix composite structures. 
Fast neutrons (1 to 10 MeV) are one of the important contributing factors to space radiation and to the 
hazardous radiation encountered by commercial high-speed aircraft which will fly at supersonic altitudes in the near 
future [20]. They travel greater distances through matter than do charged particles of the same energy because the 
primary mechanism of Coulomb interactions with the atomic electrons of the shielding material does not occur. 
Their interactions with matter are almost exclusively with atomic nuclei. These nuclear events release energies far 
in excess of chemical bond energies and can be accompanied by nuclear transformation. Another source of neutron 
exposure comes from neutron production by HZE ions. These high-energy secondary neutrons (E > 10 MeV) are 
possibly the dominant player in biological exposure, because a large amount of energy is deposited through nuclear 
reaction events with the more massive nuclei of the tissue system [20]. 
Shielding which combines hydrogen-containing polymeric materials with boron may be useful to shield humans 
from secondary neutron irradiation. For this reason, high performance polymers, which are known to have good 
stability toward radiation [21, 22,231, were used. They are a polyimide, a polyetherimide, and a polysulfone. The 
repeat units of the polymers are shown in figure 9. An epoxy resin, ICI Fiberite 934, which is aerospace-qualified 
was selected. The repeat unit of the epoxy resin enclosed with the dashed line is shown in figure 10. Elemental 
boron in the form of an amorphous submicron powder was added to the polymers to make boron-containing polymer 
films 1-3 mils thick. This method could have utility to make films, coatings, or fibers. For the epoxy, the boron 
powder was mixed physically with uncured resin to mold relatively thick (114-112 inch) boron-epoxy castings. This 
could be suitable for molding pieces of various sizes and shapes. The properties of the boron-loaded advanced 
polymeric materials were characterized to study the effects from the neutron irradiation. Their performance, both as 
a neutron shielding material and as a load-bearing structural piece, is discussed below. 
Material Processirtg and Preparatiorz 
All films were made in pure form and with up to 20% by weight of boron powder. Boron was mixed with each 
material prior to curing or solvent evaporation. Films of the polyimide (polypyromellitimide) were made by 
drawing the corresponding polyamic acid over a glass plate and heating to 300°C. The resulting material was 
extremely stable toward degradation from charged particle radiation [21]. The polyetherimide was dissolved in 
chloroform and the solution was drawn over a glass plate. The solvent was slowly evaporated producing a good 
film. The effects of energetic electrons on this material have been well studied [22]. Films of the polysulfone were 
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made in the same manner as those of the polyetherimide. The effects of ionizing radiation on this material have also 
been well documented [23]. 
A disk of 4-mil thick indium foil approximately 3 cm in diameter was wrapped with films of the polymeric 
materials, both pure and containing varying amounts of boron powder, and exposed to low-energy neutrons in a 5- 
Curie plutonium/beryllium source. A radioactive isotope of indium, l161n, is formed in the neutron capture reaction 
on H 5 ~ n  (95.7% of natural indium). The film-wrapped indium foil was irradiated for at least 18 hours, long enough 
to saturate the production of l161n, which has a half-life of 54.1 minutes. After an issadiation, the indium foil was 
placed next to an end-window Geiger counter. The radioactive indium was counted for about two half-lives, and the 
initial activity (the activity when the foil was removed from the neutron source) was determined. The percent boron 
in each film was determined by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) measurements. The data were also corrected for 
variations in the thickness of the individual films, which were each about 1 mil thick. In order to have reasonable 
differences in the activity of the indium, about 4 mils of each film surrounded the foil in the irradiations. 
The weight percents of atomic constituents of the fourth material selected, ICI Fiberite 934 epoxy, were 63.7% 
C, 6.28% H, 6.84% N, 16.93% 0 ,  and 6.25% S, as determined from elemental analysis. Four different boron-epoxy 
formulations were processed. An ICP detection method was used to analyze the boron-epoxy; the achieved weight 
percents of the boron concentrations were 3.95, 8.45, 12.89, and 17.43%. The added weight percents of the boron 
prior to curing were 5, 10, 15, and 20%, respectively, as used for the theoretical calculations. 
The viscous-uncured 934 epoxy resin and the boron powder were combined and thoroughly mixed by hand at a 
temperature of 66-71°C. Then, a vacuum was applied to the mixture at a temperature of 71-77°C until the mixture 
was deaerated. The mixture was then carefully transferred to a tooled mold and cured according to the following 
cure profile. It was heated at the rate of 1-3"CImin to 121°C, held at 121°C for 1 hour, then heated at the same rate 
to 177"C, and finally held at 177°C for 2 hours. As shown in figure 11, the distribution of the boron was not 
uniform. The oval shape in the photograph is a cluster of boron powder. 
The measured specific gravities (densities) of the boronlepoxy casts were 1.30, 1.33, 1.36, 1.39, and 1.42 g/cm3, 
for the 0, 3.95, 8.45, 12.89, and 17.43% boron concentrations, respectively. This indicates that good consolidation 
had been achieved and that the materials were essentially void free. 
CHARACTERIZATION 
Prelinziizary Aizalysis for Neutron Shieldiizg 
Figure 12 shows the results for irradiations in which the indium foil was wrapped with a pure polysulfone film 
and one containing 14.8% boron powder. Figure 13 shows the initial activity of the indium foil as a function of the 
percent boron in the film surrounding it. From these results, it can be seen that the addition of boron powder to a 
material allows the material to absorb low-energy neutrons. 
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Measurements of the glass transition temperature (Tg) and Young's lnodulus were made on pure and boron- 
loaded films of each polymer to determine whether the addition of boron caused a degradation in the polymer 
properties. Preliminary results show no change in value within experimental uncertainty, indicating that no 
degradation occurs. Thus, the presence of boron up to 20% by mass does not change the high-performance 
properties of these polymers. Detailed tests were conducted on the boronlepoxy materials and their properties are 
summarized below. 
Thermomechaiiical Analysis 
Thermomechanical analysis was used to measure the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of the materials. 
The CTE values are given in figure 14. The data indicate that the boron slightly lowered the CTE, as would be 
expected. The glass transition temperatures (Tg) determined from these curves are 183, 184, 183, 175, and 177°C 
for the five respective boron concentrations. These values are close to the 177°C final curing temperature. These 
data indicate that the boron-epoxy composites should retain good mechanical properties up to at least 175OC. This is 
in contrast to boron-polyethylene, which is one of the popular commercially available neutron shielding materials. 
Polyethylene, a thermoplastic, begins losing mechanical stability at temperatures at least 50°C lower than does the 
thermosetting epoxy resin. 
Thermogravimetric Analysis 
The TGA curves for the boron-epoxy materials are shown in figure 15. The resulting ash was not analyzed; 
however, it is postulated that it was probably mostly boron in nature. 
Neutron Absorption 
Indium foil, sandwiched between two 118-inch-thick boron-epoxy specimens, was exposed to the low-energy 
neutron source mentioned earlier. Neutrons that penetrated the shields reacted with the indium to form a beta- 
emitting isotope as described above. The fraction of neutrons absorbed by the boron-loaded epoxy relative to the 
neat epoxy is given in figure 16. It shows that for an epoxy containing 17.43% boron, almost 92% of the incident 
neutrons were absorbed, while the neat epoxy absorbed less than 1 %. 
Mechanical Properties 
Compressive properties were measured in accordance with the American Society of Testing and Materials 
Standard (ASTM Standard D695) [24] for all the boron loadings. The compressive failure strength is shown in 
figure 17. The average strength increased from 25.7 ksi for the neat epoxy to 33.2 ksi for the 17.43% boron loading, 
which is an increase of almost 30%. 
The compressive failure strain for the different boron loadings is shown in figure 18. The strain does not appear 
to have varied significantly. It is noted, however, from figures 17 and 18 that there is more scatter in the mechanical 
data at the higher boron concentrations. 
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The conlpressive n~odulus values are presented in figure 19. The average value of the modulus increased from 
1.56 Msi for the neat epoxy to 2.63 Msi for the 17.43% boron loading, almost a 70% increase. 
From these thermomechanical and mechanical results, it can be seen that the advanced neutron shielding 
materials under development may have structural, as well as shielding, applications. The popular neutron shielding 
materials (polyethylene with boron additives or water with boron additives) are effective only for controlling 
neutron flux; since they do not constitute part of the load-bearing structures, they add parasitic weight and volume. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The interaction of the incident space radiation with structural materials is a recognized means of reducing the 
exposure risk from space radiation. A theoretical study was initiated to investigate the alteration of space radiations 
by shield materials in order to evaluate the risk reduction through nlaterials selection. Experimental studies were 
conducted to validate the theoretical predictions and to test materials for the development of shielding materials 
against GCR and neutrons. 
The effects of various hydrogen-bearing compounds as potential space structural components were examined by 
con~paring the total ion fluences after passing through the shields. For energetic ion beams, a polyethylene target 
with its high hydrogen density is the most effective absorber of HZE particles for thick shields, while a 
polytetrafluoroethylene target with the heavier fluorine atoms appears to be more effective for thin shields, with 
respect to the production of secondary radiation. 
Adding an epoxy to lunar regolith to bind it into a composite enhances its shielding properties from HZE 
particles. The inclusion of boron in a polymeric material only slightly diminishes the capacity of the material to 
absorb HZE particles. Lunar regolith is a less effective shield material for HZE particles than the hydrogen- 
containing polymers studied. Therefore, a material with a high percentage of lighter atoms, such as hydrogen, 
would be effective for thick shields. However, a material composed of heavier atoms might yet prove to be more 
effective in thin shields for energetic ion beams, with respect to the number of secondary particles (without 
considering their radiation quality). A pilot experiment to validate the prediction has begun and data reduction is 
underway. 
Radiation biological risks depend on the microscopic fluctuations of energy absorption events in specific tissues 
[17]. The number of particles and the energy deposited behind most shield materials increase for thin shields due to 
a buildup of secondary radiation, which increases the hazard. Biological effects are reduced efficiently not only by 
selecting different materials, but also by adjusting the thickness of the material. Polyethylene is an efficient shield 
material at all thicknesses for GCR exposure, in spite of the large number of heavy projectile fragments produced. 
There are important quantitative differences in the predicted biological effects between the two different biological 
models. Uncertainties in the nuclear database exist for the calculation of the radiation field modified by different 
polyn~eric materials. The greatest uncertainty in biological response is expected from high LET components [25]. 
This uncertainty will be reduced by using lighter shielding materials, such as polymers. The unique role of 
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hydrogenous materials as high-performance shields is clear, even though an accurate evaluation of risk reduction is 
not possible because of the current uncertainty. The appropriate shield material optimization against GCR for 
human protection depends on the improved understanding of biological response, as well as the developnlent of an 
adequate nuclear cross-section database. 
Advanced polymeric materials with boron have been processed as a potential material for neutron shielding. 
Boron submicron powder loadings up to 17.43% were studied. The modification of the structural properties, which 
affects the basic protection to humans against GCR for long-duration exposure, was studied experimentally. The 
results show that the thermal expansion, glass transition temperature, and thermal stability of the boron-epoxy 
composites are not significantly affected by the addition of the boron; whereas, their compressive strength and 
modulus rise significantly. Furthermore, the highest boron loading (17.43%) absorbed approximately 92% of the 
incident neutrons in a laboratory experiment with naturaIIy occurring boron. A much better result would be easily 
achieved if a high concentration of "B, which is available comnlercially at greater than 95% purity, were to be used. 
Photomicrographs of a boron-loaded material showed clustering of the boron. The nonuniformity of the boron 
loading did not adversely affect the compressive properties. However, the same may not be true for other 
mechanical properties, such as tensile and flexure strengths. Thus, the development of methods for a more uniform 
distribution of the boron powder in the epoxy resin may be an important consideration for future work. 
Future candidates for high-performance structurallshielding materials may be processed and cured in space via 
electrons (for composites) or UV (for films) for rapid curing at ambient temperature. The rapid curing, without 
extreme temperature, and the absence of oxidative degradation aid crosslinking in polymerizations in space. The 
crosslinked resins have enhanced structural properties. Multilayered materials systems, where the different layers 
vary in composition and thickness, may provide a solution for shielding against the multiplicity of particles present. 
The NASA LaRC is a leading center for radiation physics and the development of fast computational radiation 
transport codes. The LaRC nuclear models are constantly being improved. With these inlproved codes and 
bioresponse models, the selected candidate high-performance structural/shielding materials and multilayered 
materials systems will be examined to develop, design, and demonstrate various radiation structural/shielding 
materials concepts. Theoretical calculations will also guide the use of local materials for Moon-based and Mars- 
based operations. 
Laboratory research will be necessary to validate the theoretical predictions for high-performance 
structurallshielding materials, regolith/polymer blocks, and multilayered materials systems. Laboratory research is 
needed to determine the feasibility of processing regolithlpolymer building blocks and developing new processing 
methods. The advantages of regolithlpolymer blocks are that they would provide more durable structures with 
significantly less material, more versatility in design and utility of structures, and increased safety from radiation. 
They might also provide a cost-savings to the mission plan due to a reduced need for heavy regolith-moving 
equipment. 
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Figure 1. Energy spectra of primary GCR ions at the 1977 solar minimum. 
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Figure 2. Predicted fluence of projectiie fragments behind graphitelepoxy composite irradiated with 33.88 GeV 
5 6 ~ e  beam. 
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Figure 3. Predicted fluence of projectile fragments behind polymeric shields irradiated with 33.88 GeV 5 6 ~ e  
beam. 
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Figure 4. Predicted fluence of projectile fragments behind lunar construction materials irradiated with 33.88 GeV 
5 6 ~ e  beam. 
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Figure 5.  Predicted fluence of projectile fragments behind 18-g/cm2-thick polyetherimide shields containing 
differing weight fractions of elemental boron irradiated with 33.88 GeV 5 6 ~ e  beam. 
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Figure 6. Attenuation of dose equivalent behind several shield materials as a function of shield thickness. 
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Figure 7. Attenuation of cell transformation behind several shield materials as a function of shield thickness. 
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Figure 8. Cell transformation ratio behind liquid hydrogen as a function of areal density relative to aluminum 
standard; solid line using HZETRN, dashed line including the effects of track-structure and light-ion 
knock-out . 
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Figure 9. Repeat units of three polymers studied. 
Figure 10. Tetraglycidyl4,4' diamino diphenyl methane epoxy cured with diamino diphenyl sulfone. 
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Figure 11. Photomicrograph of the epoxy with 17.43% by weight boron. 
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Figure 12. The aciiviiy of ihe indium foil after neutron irradiation. 
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Figure 13. The initial activity of the indium foil as a function of percent boron. 
Figure 14. Coefficient of thermal expansion versus temperature for the boron-epoxy. 
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Figure 15. Thermogravimetric curves for the boron-epoxy. 
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Figure 17. Compressive failure strength of the boron-epoxy. 
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Figure 19. Compressive modulus of the boron-epoxy. 
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Chapter 20 
LABORATORY VALIDATION OF MATERIAL SHIELDING 
PROPERTIES 
INTRODUCTION 
It will obviously be impractical to verify the shielding properties of every candidate materia1 and configuration 
in space. For this reason, shielding designers will rely heavily upon models of radiation transport. As discussed 
earlier [I], measurements at particle accelerators are an important part of the model design and validation process. 
Accelerator experiments generate high statistics data in a controlled setting with well-defined beams. While they 
cannot simulate the complex radiation fields found in space, they can be used to test model performance for selected 
critical parameter sets, for example, for particular incident particle charges, masses, and energies and target 
compositions and thicknesses. Similarly, they can be used at various stages of the shielding design process to test 
the response of particular candidate materials to a representative subset of space radiation components. 
In ref. [I] I briefly surveyed some accelerator experimental methods and facilities relevant to space radiation 
research. Here I will discuss some examples in which accelerator experiments have been used to validate model 
predictions or to test shielding materials. 
TISSUE EQUIVALENT MATERIALS 
These are of interest for at least two reasons (not including the obvious implications for radiobiological 
experiments): as shielding materials in their own right, and for investigating the self-shielding properties of the 
human body. Water and polyethylene have been used as targets in a number of different measurements, of which I 
will discuss two: 636 MeV/nucleon 2 0 ~ e + ~ 2 ~  and 510 MeV/nucleon 5 6 ~ e + ~ ~ z .  
Data were taken at the Bevalac for fragments produced by a 636-MeVInucleon 2 0 ~ e  beam in a variable 
thickness water target. Fragment charges between 4 and 10 (including 1 8 ~ e  and I9Ne) were measured 121 and 
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Figure 1. Integral fluence for fragments produced by 636 MeV/nucleon neon incident on water of varying 
thicknesses (in g/cm2). The filled circles are data; the dotted line is a model prediction of first 
generation fragments only; the solid line is a model prediction including both first and second 
generation fragments. (From ref. [4] .) 
compared to single generation [3] and multi-generation [4] fragmentation models. Figure 1 shows the integral 
fluence spectra for Z = 4 - 9 ,  compared to an analytic transport model calculation [5] with first and second 
generation fragments included. Data and model agree within about 30%, except for Z = 4 and 5, where the data 
were limited by detector threshold effects [2]. While this level of agreement was not good enough to distinguish the 
effect of higher order fragments, comparisons in this study between the data and the model were useful in a number 
of respects. For example, the model's overprediction of the integral fluence of heavy fragments ( Z = 8,9) and 
underprediction for 2 = 6 is consistent with a prediction [6] of the consequences of using energy-dependent 
fragmentation cross sections. (See ref. [4] for additional details.) 
Also at the Bevalac, the fragmentation of iron in polyethylene was measured [7] and compared [8] to a Monte 
Carlo model which uses the NUCFRG2 nuclear fragmentation model [9]. Figure 2 is a comparison of the data to the 
Monte Carlo. The agreement between data and model is good, but the model's underprediction of the heavy 
fragment yield indicated that it could be improved, particularly in its treatment of nuclear structure effects. Also, in 
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Figure 2. Comparison of measured fragment production by 510 MeVInucleon S 6 ~ e  in CH2 with a model 
calculation (solid line histogram), as described in the text and in ref. [S]. 
this case the uncertainties in both data and model were small enough that the effects of higher order fragmentation 
could be studied. It was found that at least two generations of fragments must be included for the model to 
accurately reproduce the data [S]. 
1 1  1 1  1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 .  
1 2 cm poiy 
FRAGMENTATION IN SHIELDING 
- 
Recently, 1.06 GeVInucleon beams from the Brookhaverl National Laboratory AGS accelerator were used to 
study fragmentation in several different types and thicknesses of prospective shielding materials. Figure 3 shows 
some preliminary results. 
The primary iron beam produces the large peak at the right in each spectrum, and discrete energy loss peaks for 
charges from the primary (Z = 26) down to at least Z = 4 can be identified by eye. Analytical identification 
methods using the information from additional detectors have extended the range to Z = 2 and in some cases 1. The 
data can be readily converted into separate energy spectra for each fragment. This simple example shows the 
similarity in the fragmentation properties of 2.54 cm aluminum and 5 cm graphite-epoxy, and the effects of doubling 
the thickness of graphite-epoxy from 5 to 10 cm: note the slightly increased energy loss at 10 cm (due to the 
slowing of the beam) and the increased fragmentation-evidenced by the increased height of the fragment peaks 
relative to the primary iron. 
As shown earlier [I], with the present system [lo] the approximate time required to measure a single data point 
(projectile charge-projectile energy-target angle) is approximately 1 hour, although this does not include the time for 
setting up detectors and for changing beam ions and/or energies. 
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Figure 3. Energy loss spectra from 1.08 GeVInucleon 5 6 ~ e  fragmenting in three different shielding materials. The 
ordinate is number of counts (unnormalized). The abscissa is the summed energy loss (in MeV) in two 
3 mm silicon detectors. (Preliminary). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Accelerator measurements provide accurate and precise data on the fragments produced by a particular heavy 
ion beam incident on shielding material of a specific composition and thickness. They are not an efficient means of 
replicating the complete space radiation environment, and it is therefore necessary to have accurate and precise (to 
the desired degree) heavy ion transport models. Accelerator measurements are used to validate the models and to 
directly evaluate the radiation transport properties of selected candidate shielding materials. 
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SPACEFLIGHT VALIDATION OF MATERIAL SHIELDING 
PROPERTIES 
Abstract 
A comparison of measured absorbed dose, dose equivalent, and linear energy transfer spectra of galactic cosmic 
radiation (GCR) measured with a tissue equivalent proportional counter (TEPC) in the Space Shuttle and Mir orbital 
station has been made with model calculations using the 1995 version of the radiation transport code, HZETRN. The 
TEPC was flown under a variety of shielding geometries varying from the payload bay to a middeck locker in the 
Shuttle. Data from fifteen flights show that the combined root mean square errors from both the GCR environment 
model and HZETRN for absorbed dose and dose equivalent rates are 16.8% and 18.5%, respectively. There is a 
systematic under estimation of these rates by 6%. The model calculated integral fluxes, at a given linear energy 
transfer (LET), are lower by factors varying from 1.5-2.7. Comparison of the differential energy spectra of 
secondary protons, deuterons, triton, 3He and %e generated by GCR with the Shuttle shielding materials obtained 
with a charge particle telescope with HZETRN model calculations showed that the secondary proton and deuteron 
fluxes can be calculated to an accuracy of 25%; however, considerable additional improvements in model 
calculations are required for the other three components. We suggest space based experiments and model 
improvements to reduce these errors. Improving and establishing the accuracy of these models is of fundamental 
importance to the design of exploration missions. 
INTRODUCTION 
Radiation risk from exposure to galactic cosmic radiation (GCR) is one of the main concerns for exploratory 
class space missions. For a fixed given biological response function, there are two sources of uncertainties: 
(1) estimating the GCR differential energy spectra of various ions, and (2) propagation errors in radiation transport 
model(s) due primarily to incomplete or inaccurate knowledge of nuclear fragmentation cross sections and their 
energy dependence. Model calculations using the 1965 solar minimum GCR spectrum from the CREME model [l] 
and HZETRN transport code show that to stay below an acceptable radiation exposure, small errors in calculating 
radiation exposure (dose equivalent) have a very large, nearly exponential effect, on the amount of shielding 
required. 
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This clearly increases the cost of an exploration class mission dramatically and as such there is a need to reduce 
these uncertainties. Widely varying uncertainties in predicting fluxes from the GCR environment model and the 
effects of el-rors in fragmentation cross sections have been cited 121. It is therefore fairly important to first establish 
what the actual uncertainties really are. Uncertainties in the CREME model were quoted to be factors of 2-5, but 
were in fact closer to rms error of 30% [3]. Similarly the effect of errors in nuclear fragmentation parameters have 
been shown to lead, given the 1965 GCR solar minimum spectrum, to factors of 2-6 errors in dose equivalent 
depending of shielding depth. Significant improven~ents in modeling the GCR fluxes at 1 A.U. in the last three years 
[4-71 have led to lowering the rms error to 10% [4]. In this paper, we systematically examine the errors on ability of 
the combined GCR environment model of Badhwar and O'Neill [5] and the 1995 version of the Langley developed 
HZETRN (radiation through matter) transport code, to estimate the absorbed dose rate, dose equivalent rate, LET 
spectra, and secondary light ion spectra. The results of the model calculations are compared with measurements 
using TEPC and a charged particle spectrometer flown on the Space Shuttle. 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
The tissue equivalent proportional counter was flown under at least four distinct shielding configurations: near 
the crew sleeping area on the starboard side (Dloc 2) payload bay 2 (also on the starboard side), the tunnel 
connecting the middeck to the payload bay, and the middeck or Spacehab lockers. The charged particle spectrometer 
was flown in the middeck locker only. Both of these instruments and data processing procedures have been 
described [8,9]. The parameters of the Shuttle flights are given in [lo]. 
RESULTS 
The TEPC measures the differential lineal energy spectrum, dJ/dy. These are converted into dose rates (D), and 
given the definition of quality factor, Q, as a function of LET, 1, to dose equivalent (H). These are given by: 
Rate = k 5 ~ ( 1 )  (dJ/dl) dl 
where k is conversion constant and ~ ( 1 )  is a weighting function: 
For Absorbed Dose rate (D) : 
~ ( 1 )  = 1 
For Dose Eq rate (ICRP-26) (H): ~ ( 1 )  = 13.7 ln(l + 1147.7) 
For cell transformation rate (T): ~ ( 1 )  = 00 11 -exp (-a f(l))ln 
where f(1) is related to the effective charge Z" and ion velocity P. 
Figure 1 shows the observed GCR dose rates versus the model calculated dose rates. The solid line is the least 
square fit straight line and is given by: Observed Dose Rate = (-0.47 Itr 9.3) + (1.06 k 0.11) Calculated Dose Rate. 
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Figure 1. Observed dose rate versus model calculated dose rate. 
The root mean square error is 16.75% and within one standard deviation the bias is zero and the line has a slope of 
one. Similarly, we find that the least square fit line to dose equivalent rates is given by: Observed Dose Eq Rate = 
(-32.8 + 58.0) + (1.06 + 0.1 8) Calculated Dose Eq Rate. The rms error is 18% and again within one standard 
deviation the bias is zero and slope of one. However, the fact that the mean slope of both the regression lines is > 1 
can be easily understood. There are three additional sources of radiation that TEPC measures but are not included in 
GCR model calculations. These are: (1) albedo protons, (2) albedo neutrons, and (3) secondary neutrons generated 
by the nuclear interactions of GCR with spacecraft shielding. 
The neutrons are detected by TEPC within an efficiency similar to that of body tissue and as their effective 
quality factor is higher than that of GCR, percentage wise they contribute more to dose equivalent rates than 
absorbed dose rates. Thus, one expects systematically higher rates. If we statistically subtract the rms error (10%) 
of the GCR environment model from dose rate rms errors, we get the estimates of HZETRN model errors to predict 
absorbed dose rates to be 13.4% and dose equivalent rates to 15%. In a comparison of the ability of HZETRN code 
and the GCR transport code of Dudkin and Potapov [ l l ]  that uses only the GCR charge group fragmentation 
parameters to predict absorbed dose, it was shown [12] that the two codes agree within k 15%. This is also true of 
the NRL developed UPROP code [13] for modest shielding depths. Thus, current radiation transport models can 
predict GCR absorbed dose rate and dose equivalent rates to about 15% rms accuracy; the error in dose equivalent is 
always somewhat higher. Other important quantities for crew health and shielding studies are the cell killing and 
iransi-ormatioil rates. These can bc obtained from a knowledge of the LET spectrum by using their weighting 
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functions. Note that these functions are also linear for small 1 values and saturates at large 1 values. This is a 
behavior similar to the ICRP-26 quality factor. We thus expect similar errors for these quantities to be somewhat 
higher than the dose equivalent. 
Figure 2 is a cross plot of the observed and calculated integral fluxes from different Shuttle flights. The dashed 
line is the 1:l line. A direct comparison of the differential fluxes is not possible with a TEPC type instrument 
because of the smearing of the LET values due to chord length variations. Thus, the model calculations have large 
flux spikes due to individual charges in GCR; these cannot be observed in TEPC data. These results show that the 
model sometimes overestimates and sometimes underestimates the observed fluxes. These factors vary from 
1.5-2.7. Part of this discrepancy is certainly due to the neglect of albedo, proton, albedo, and secondary neutrons. 
Recent results from carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen heavy ion beams at GSI [14] show the need to improve the nuclear 
fragmentation part of the HZETRN code. This is precisely the LET region of the greatest difference between the 
calculated and observed fluxes. 
In determining the errors of various quantities, it has been assumed that the orbit averaged geomagnetic 
transmission function as calculated by the CREME code is applicable to all flights and flight conditions. This code 
uses the vertical geomagnetic cutoffs calculated using the quiet time 1975 IGRF magnetic field. However, the 
magnetic field in 1995 has a lower field strength and has drifted westward by about 5". Comparison of the 1975 
cutoffs with HEAO-C data obtained in 1980 by Smart et al. [15] showed a systematic difference of about 2.5%. 
Nymmik et al. 1161, using a combination of high inclination satellite data, and Boberg et al. [17], using the 28.5" 
Figure 2. Plot of observed integral flux versus calculated integral flux. 
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LDEF data, have shown that the actual cutoff is lower conlpared to CREME code calculations. In addition, this 
code does not take into account that the change in cutoff due to variations in the Kp index, that reached up to 6 
during some of the Shuttle flights. Thus, it is possible that part of the uncertainty can arise from the lack of 
complete knowledge of the transmission function. 
PROPOSED SPACE VALIDATION OF HZETRN CODE 
The approach of shielding code validation discussed above combines measurements for varying times in the 
solar cycle and significantly varying shielding distributions. As such, the lack of the knowledge of the shielding 
distribution, and changes in geomagnetic cutoff due, for example, to varying Kp index can introduce uncertainties. 
These problems can be significantly reduced by carrying out an experiment to measure the dose-depth relation 
at one time in the solar cycle. Figure 3 shows the proposed flight configuration. There are four polyethylene spheres 
with diameters of 3", 5", 8", and 12". Each sphere has at its center one TEPC detector imbedded. In addition, one 
TEPC is deployed without a polyethylene sphere. The whole assembly is to be deployed at either the Dloc 2 
location in the middeck or on the ceiling in the Spacelab module. Thus, we will have measurements of absorbed 
dose, dose equivalent, and LET spectra under five shielding thicknesses simultaneously. Currently, we are planning 
two flights, one with polyethylene and one with carbon spheres, with the first flight in August 1996 
(STS-79) in a 51.6" orbit. The results would permit dose measurements from 0 to 15 g of tissue thickness 
simultaneously. The results would be compared with the next generation HZETRN code. We hope to thus further 
reduce the errors. 
1 Spacecraft power 
Power distributor 
and switch box 
Bare detector 
5-in. sphere 
Figure 3. Proposed deployment of a dose-depth experiment on the Shuttle. 
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COMPARISON OF LIGHT ION SECONDARY PARTICLE ENERGY SPECTRA 
LET spectral measurements are the key variable of current crew health protection and risk assessment 
methodology and thus provide a good check of the accuracy of radiation transport model(s). However, from 
equation (I), it is clear that it is the weighted integral of the LET differential spectrum that is the key component 
and as such tends to smooth out differences between the model calculations and observations. It is clearly better to 
check the prediction of these models to calculate the energy spectra of secondary ions directly. Such experiments 
require the use of charge particle spectrometers with good charge, energy, and isotopic resolution. Two slightly 
different spectrometers of this type have been flown on two flights each: one on STS-37 (inclination 28.5") and 
STS-48 (inclination 57"), and the other on STS-57 (28.5") and STS-63 (57"), respectively. 
Only the analysis of data from the two flights of the first spectrometer has been completed. Because of the time 
resolution, the GCR particles can be easily separated from trapped particles. In addition, particles below the 
geomagnetic cutoff can only arise from nuclear interactions of primary GCR with Shuttle shielding materials. This 
is also the energy region where isotopic resolution is possible with solid state detectors. 
Figure 4 shows the ability of the spectrometer to provide light ion mass resolution. The flight duration 
(< 5 days) was too short to look at isotopes with charge > 3. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the observed 
secondary proton energy spectrum with the calculated spectrum. The two model curves correspond to the 1994 and 
1995 version of the HZETRN model. Only particles entering through the forward direction are compared. The 
agreement is very good. Slight excess of observed particles could be due to albedo protons and (or) secondary pions 
and kaons that are not considered by the model. A similar comparison for STS-37 showed excellent agreement if 
the model was scaled down by a factor of 1.25. Thus the HZETRN predicts this spectrum to 25%. Figure 6 shows a 
similar comparison for secondary deuterons. 
Again, the problems with the 1994 model were successfully resolved in the 1995 model and the agreement with 
observation is within 30%. Figure 7 shows the comparison with 4 ~ e  spectrum. Clearly, significant improvements 
in the model are needed. The advantage of this type of verification is, of course, that it really checks the ability of 
the model to describe the secondary particle production cross sections and their energy dependence. This is not the 
case when comparison is made with LET spectra because a significant part of the spectra is still due to primary 
particles. Thus, long flights of particle spectrometers in known shielding configurations can go a long way in 
establishing the model accuracies. Fluence based risk estimation methods, charge and velocity and not LET 
dependence of cell killing (transformation) and harderian gland tumor incidence rates, all point to the need for this 
type of code validation. 
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Figure 4. Plot of energy loss in top two Si solid state detectors for secondary light ions. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A detailed evaluation of the 1995 version of the HZETRN radiation transport model and GCR environment model to 
predict the absorbed dose, dose equivalent, and LET spectra has been made. This was done using a systematic 
comparison of the model calculations with model predictions. The results show: (1) the model can predict the 
absorbed dose and dose equivalent to an sms accuracy of 15%, (2) there is clearly a need to update the nuclear cross- 
section database following recent results from carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen ions made at GSI, (3) the predictions of 
integral flux at a given LET can be off by factors of 1.5-2.7 with rms errors of 45%, and (4) the true errors may in 
fact be lower if other sources of radiation (albedo protons, albedo neutrons, and spacecraft secondary neutron) and 
errors in geomagnetic transmission function are taken into account. 
A similar comparison of model calculated and measured secondary light ion spectra shows that the HZETRN 
model predicts the secondary proton spectra to an accuracy of 25%. deuterons to about 30%. and triton, 3He and 4 ~ e  
ion spectra to about a factor of two. This is a vast improvenlent over the 1994 HZETRN code. However, further 
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Figure 5.  Comparison of observed and calculated secondary proton energy spectra. 
improvements are clearly needed. The GCR environment model needs to provide the spectra of important isotopes, 
such ? ~ e  and 1 5 ~ .  They form a considerable and energy dependent fraction of the ion fluxes. The geomagnetic 
translnission code needs to be updated to the IGRF 1990 field. Flight experiments to further verify the accuracy of 
these models, and reduce the level of uncertainty, would greatly benefit the exploration program by significantly 
lowering the cost of crew and component health protection. 
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Chapter 22 
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ABSTRACT 
An overview of issues of radiation shielding effectiveness and the current limitations in making such 
assessments for space radiation exposures is presented. Current status and future emphasis of research in radiation 
physics are discussed. Most notably there is a limited number of existing measurements for nuclear interaction cross 
sections and spectra in thin targets and particle spectra in thick targets with high energy nuclei using advanced 
shielding materials. Several areas of improvement in theoretical and computational models for fragmentation 
parameters, light particle energy and angular distributions, and transport methods are suggested by existing 
numerical studies. The divergence in current assessments in shield effectiveness found using conventional 
determinations of radiation quality as compared to track structure models needs to be addressed. Flight 
measurements of individual particle energy distributions and the demonstration of risk assessment methods using 
advanced spacecraft material concepts will aid in validating models. 111 addition, due to lack of epidemiological 
data for radiation induced cancer in humans, computational approaches to study the effects of heavy ions in causing 
known genetic and epigenetic alterations involved in cancer formation should be developed for support of molecular 
biology studies focused on reducing the current uncertainties in assessing the cancer risk of astronauts. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider risk assessment methods for radiation health effects, most importantly cancer and damage 
to the central nervous system (CNS), during interplanetary space travel where astronauts will experience prolonged 
exposures from the galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and possible exposures to solar particle events (SPE). The focus of 
this review is to consider current methods for evaluating the role of radiation shielding from the viewpoint of 
improving experimental and theoretical models and databases in radiation physics and biophysics. Radiation is an 
established carcinogen based on experimental studies with animals and epidemiological data. However, there is no 
human database for providing estimates of cancer induction for the high energy nuclei. Risk estimates are made by 
extrapolating knowledge of cancer incidence in the Japanese atomic bomb survivors and other exposed groups 
combined with estimates of the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of individual radiation types using 
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experiments with animal and cell culture models [1,2]. The atomic bomb exposures consisted largely of energetic 
photons with a small contribution from neutrons. The radiation fields in space are distinct from energetic photons 
because of the unique track structure of ions [3,4]. Radiation protection boards have considered cancer induction in 
animals as a preferred system for recommending radiation quality factors [1,2]. Currently, only two animal systems 
have been studied with high energy nuclei: the Harderian gland in the mouse [5,6] and skin tumors in the rat [7]. 
These studies are limited to a small number of nuclear types and were performed at much higher dose-rates than will 
occur in space. Recent advancements in understanding the n~olecular pathways involved in the development of 
cancer in humans and animals suggest limitations of animal studies as a human model [X-121. The evaluation of the 
cancer risk from space radiation and the effectiveness of shielding materials is thus severely limited at this time and 
points to a vital role for new studies in cancer biology using appropriate radiation fields. 
In this paper we consider current issues in radiation physics and biophysics that will be important in 
determining spacecraft shield effectiveness. We focus on numerical studies and comparisons to ground-based and 
spaceflight dosimetry which highlight the uncertainties in current models. Traditionally, the assessment of risk from 
the galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and solar particle events (SPE) has separated into the areas of determining the 
radiation environment as a function of particle energy and type and temporal dependence, the physics and dosimetry 
of radiation transport and energy deposition, and applying methods for assessing acute and late health effects. The 
status of the current model of the radiation environment in space has been reviewed by Badhwar [13]. Shield design 
issues were considered by Wilson et al. [14]. Miller [15] has reviewed existing measurements of nuclear interaction 
cross sections and Cucinotta et al. [I61 have reviewed models of radiation transport, nuclear interaction cross 
sections, and track structure models of energy deposition. Also, Yang et al. [17] and Curtis [IS] have discussed 
radiobiology data and risk models, respectively, for high charge and energy (HZE) particles in this workshop. 
RADIATION PHYSICS AND ESTIMATING SHIELD EFFECTIVENESS 
Space radiation will undergo atomic and nuclear interactions within spacecraft structures and human tissues 
leading to large modifications in radiation types from the free space environment. Nuclear interactions alter the 
con~position of the impinging radiation field and also lead to the production of new particles from the target 
materials atoms (spacecraft structures or tissues). Lower mass materials are advantageous due to their higher 
efficiency per unit mass for projectile fragmentation and because they reduce secondary ions produced from target 
atoms (target fragmentation). Secondary particles produced in high energy nuclear reactions will in almost all cases 
have lower charge than the primary particles and thus reduced rates of ionization and larger range. The reduction of 
secondary neutrons from lower mass materials is expected to be an important factor because of their excessive 
range and ability to produce low energy highly ionizing ions. Studies with the HZETRN radiation transport code 
[19, 201 for the GCR at solar minimum predicts that aluminum shielding will increase the total number of particles 
by a factor of 2 for shields of depth of 20 g/cn~2 while liquid hydrogen shielding leads to a decrease of a factor of 
about 2 at the same depth. The impact of such changes on shield evaluation depends critically on the method of 
quaritifying biological effects. However, independent of a specific biological response model it can be stated that in 
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comparing the mass dependence of shielding materials that lower mass materials offer optimal reduction in total 
particle flux, secondary neutrons, and high charge and energy (HZE) particles. 
Nuclear particles produce unique energy depositions due to the highly correlated ionization pattern from 
electron ejection about their path. The unique track structure of ions results from the lateral extension of their 
atomic or molecular excitation/ionization patterns which extends for many 10's of microns for relativistic ions with 
extremely high rates of ionization within the first few 10's of nm's from the track and decreasing approximately 
with inverse distance squared away from the ions path. The track structure of the ions results in highly correlated 
events when one considers the nucleosome and the higher order structure of DNA due to clustering of damage from 
individual electron tracks, contributions of electron track overlap, and the intersection of the track with several 
segments of DNA [5,21,22]. Individual electron tracks will produce several ionization events in volumes of sizes 
similar to a nucleosome or chromatin fiber [4]. The effects of electron overlap increase with the target volume and 
become substantial for higher charged ions leading to large RBE's for some endpoints. The importance of such 
effects for cancer induction are not known. 
The use of the linear energy transfer (LET) to determine radiation quality in conventional risk assessment is at 
odds with many radiobiological experiments [23-251 and with most theoretical models of track structure [3,4,26,27]. 
Since radiation quality factors or weighting factors have primarily been assigned for assessing exposures to fission 
neutrons or radon, the impact of the simplistic nature of radiation quality assignment has been overlooked in the 
past. A major concern for understanding spacecraft shield effectiveness and ultimately radiation risk is then the 
understanding of the track structure of these ions in relationship to existing radiobiological experiments and the 
known genetic and epigenetic alterations seen in human cancers and damage to the CNS. 
HEAVY ION FRAGMENTATION DATABASE ISSUES 
GCR transport studies [16,19,28] indicate the importance of accurate determination of GCR fragmentation 
parameters. Current theoretical models of these parameters are described in this volume [16]. Validation of these 
models requires an adequate experimental database of cross sections. There is an inadequate number of 
measurements of nuclear fragmentation parameters and also systematic differences in existing measurements. In 
Figure 1, a x2 comparison of the NUCFRG2 model [29] to experiments for Fe projectiles provides an indication of 
the systematic differences between this model and experiments. The quantum based model QMSFRG [16] will 
provide a better description of the reaction dynamics and nuclear structure effects; however, the systematic 
differences for similar projectile-target combinations points to the need for new measurements. Also, many of the 
existing data sets are incomplete in that a limited number of fragment charge or isotopic distributions were 
measured. There is a need for measurements that will give the complete set of parameters for all fragment charges 
and in some cases isotopic distributions or approaching this goal. 
The QMSFRG theory of fragmentation will continue to be developed and is currently being used in the GCR 
transport code HZETRN in new systematic studies. Preliminary results suggest the importance of nuclear structure 
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effects in reducing differences in models and experiments. This is both true for the nuclear decay cascade [16] and 
the knockout process where clustering effects have been shown to be important [30,16]. Nuclear structure models 
based on clustering typically only treat the case of a single cluster configuration such as nucleon or alpha cluster 
coordinates. Predictions of spectroscopic factors from shell model representations of a-cluster nuclei usually differ 
with experiments by a factor of 2 or more [31]. Such models would be improved if several representations of the 
nucleus could be treated in a bound-state calculation; however, this would be an extremely complicated one. This 
points to the need for measurements to support theoretical efforts. 
The target fragments produced in aluminum have been shown to provide 30-50% of the flux for linear energy 
transfer (LET) values above 50 keV/pm [32]. A significant portion of the target fragment flux is from Z>2 ions. 
The energy spectrum for the production of these ions may have an important impact and the adequacy of current 
models and experimental data should be tested. 
LIGHT ION DATABASE ISSUES 
In penetrating materials the heavy ion component of the GCR is attenuated rapidly because of the limited range 
of the lower energy components and nuclear absorption, most notably fragmentation. This is illustrated in figure 2 
where the elemental distribution of ions at 0 and 20 g/cm2 of A1 as predicted by the HZETRN code is shown. 
Clearly, the Fe and other heavy ion components are greatly exhausted by significant shielding amounts. However, 
the reduction of heavy ions results in a buildup of lighter particle because of absorption including the production of 
neutrons which are the second most abundant nuclear species in the comparison of Fig. 2 at the larger depth. Not 
shown in Fig. 2 are the Z > 2 target fragments which have also buildup due to the spacecraft shielding. In Fig. 3 we 
show the fraction of the LET spectrum from target fragments as function of depth in aluminum [32]. At large depths 
most of the high LET particles (> 50 keV/pm) are low energy protons, alpha particles, and lighter charged ions with 
moderate energies (< 10 MeVIamu). These particles are produced along the paths of the high energy ions with 
dominate sources resulting from reactions by the more abundant hydrogen, neutron and helium ions. The effects of 
the uncertainties in the target fragment knockout components are seen in Fig. 4 where the dose and dose equivalent 
are shown with and without these components and for different model spectrum. These results point to the need for 
the development of nuclear reaction models which consider nuclear structure effects such as clustering, and also for 
new measurements of energy spectra for the light ions produced by high energy protons and neutrons. 
A sensitivity study on the energy spectrum of light particles should be made. The physical bounds on the 
fragmentation parameters were evaluated by Townsend et al. [33] using a central and peripheral interaction model. 
For energy spectrum an analogous physical model should be devised to test the sensitivity of radiation transport 
codes to spectral shapes for light particle production. Currently, the effects of meson and anti-nucleon production 
have not been included in the HZETRN code. This limits our ability at this time to make a conlplete assessment of 
risk, especially on the Martian surface or in the upper atmosphere. The HZETRN code makes use of a straight- 
ahead approximation and the effects of this approximation should be most severe for low mass secondaries, 
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especially neutrons. The energy spectrum from light particles produced in heavy ion projectile fragmentation is 
assumed as a velocity conserving interaction in HZETRN which is in sharp disagreement with the physics of this 
process [34]. These and other aspects of light particle energy spectrum need to be gauged for accuracy of current 
databases that are used in radiation transport codes. 
SPACEFLIGHT VALIDATION ISSUES 
The paper by Badhwar in this workshop discusses spaceflight dosimetry [13]. There is a need for investigations 
of detector response for comparisons of transport code results with spaceflight measurements. In Fig. 5 we show 
comparisons of calculated LET spectra made with the HZETRN code to the measurements with a 2 micron diameter 
tissue equivalent proportional counter [35]. Although the comparisons are similar, issues related to detector 
response functions as discussed by Cucinotta et al. [36] need to be addressed. These include the effects of energetic 
delta-rays, the range of low energy ions, and the wall effects. Particle identification telescopes offer more direct 
comparison of models to spacelight measurements; however, particle telescopes will have insufficient counts on 
short spaceflight to measure HZE particles. In Figure 6 we show comparisons for light ion spectra measured on 
recent shuttle flights with calculations using the HZETRN code. These comparisons of light ion spectra have 
pointed out both agreements and suggested areas of improvements in radiation transport codes 135,291, and offer an 
excellent approach to identify other areas of improvements. 
Validation of radiation transport models using space flight measurements is confounded by the large number of 
factors in comparisons such as radiation environment model, earth magnetic field models and spacecraft shielding 
models. However, as transport methods improve through theoretical efforts and laboratory validation, the use of 
space flight validation will become more advantageous. Ray tracing methods are used to represent complicated 
spacecraft shielding configurations. The use of minimally shielded locations on the space shuttle could allow 
advanced shielding concepts to be tested in space through the mapping and design of objects into the shuttle payload 
bay with similar ray tracing distributions as that of a realistic Lunar/Mars vehicle. 
TRACK STRUCTURE MODELS 
Conventional risk assessment uses linear energy transfer (LET) to represent radiation quality. This neglects the 
velocity dependent width of the ion track due to secondary electrons. The parameter ZS2/p2, where Z* is the 
effective charge and P the ion's velocity, has been used by several models because the electron emission spectrum is 
known to scale approximately by this parameter. However, track width and thin-down effects are ignored in this 
approach as was noted in the 1960's by Katz [37] who suggested its use only for uniformly high energy radiation 
fields, not for complicated fields seen inside spacecraft. The model of Katz [3] uses the radial dose from electrons 
produced by an ion as the key physical parameter and the site size and radiation sensitivity of a biological target for 
determining radiation quality. Related approaches are used in the models of Scholtz and &aft [26] and Chattergee 
and Holley [27]. In Figures 7 and 8 we show model calculations for SSB and DSB using the radialdose model 1221 
and the modei of Chatterjee and Holiey [27]. The Chakierjee and Holley iiiodel includes considerations of DIqA 
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structure and early chemistry; however, both models point to the short comings of LET for describing biological 
endpoints such as SSB and DSB. 
Monte-Carlo track structure simulations [38] use more realistic treatments including the transport of secondary 
electrons, including the stochastics of individual electron ionization events. These models are computationally less 
efficient than the radial dose base models which have prohibited their use for heavy ions studies in the past. These 
models have concentrated on defined initial lesions such as strand breaks and base damage. A recent comparison 
[22] has shown important differences between the radial dose and track simulation approaches at low energies (<1 
MeV) for H and He. Shield effectiveness studies using quality factors, Z**/p2 biological cross sections [39], and the 
radial dose approach [40] give diverging results for the effectiveness of spacecraft shielding. The effects of these 
differences on shield evaluation should be considered. 
Current risk assessment procedures and several models of radiation risk incorrectly use a single parameter to 
specify radiation quality. Such approaches may seem justified due to the small number of radiation types studied in 
most radiobiological experiments. The incorrect application of a single parameter such as LET, lineal energy, or 
~ " ~ $ 3 ~  to specify radiation quality is a minor concern when the number of radiation types is minimal as, for 
example, with radon or neutron exposures, however is grossly in error for a dynamic field such as the GCR. Studies 
over the years for inactivation of biological samples have often concluded that the deviation from unique 
specification of radiation quality with LET is only important for LET'S >I00 keV/um. However, Katz has argued 
[3] that this conclusion is in error because of the fluence or dose levels used in such studies. For low LET ions, the 
probability of more than one ion passing through the cell nucleus is quite high at the doses investigated. This leads 
to an intertrack effect on the biological response which is appropriately described by LET [3]. A comparison of 
inactivation of V79 cells is shown in Figure 9a. Here the final slope cross sections in the model are compared to the 
experiments. In Figure 9b the initial slopes of the model are shown which display much larger branching with LET 
and charge especially below 100 keV/pm. The initial slopes are not accessible in experiments due to the doses used. 
More recent studies with the HPRT mutation assay [23,24] find significant branching with LET and charge with 
lower LET ions. For mutation the initial slopes of the response are more accessible at the doses used because of a 
smaller target size. Unique physical parameters that define radiation quality for mutation may be more difficult to 
define due to effects of inactivation which will reduce the mutation probability for the heavy ions. A comparison of 
the radial dose model for mutation [41] which includes inactivation effects is shown in Figure 10. A minimum in 
the mutation rate is predicted near the energy of maximum inactivation probability. The effects of inactivation on 
mutation rates at the HPRT locus may not be indicative of inactivation effects at other loci [421. Factors such as the 
role of nearby loci in the genome [42,43] and recombination repair of DSB's [44] will be important to understand 
these effects. 
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CANCER BIOLOGY AND SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS 
Cancer is observed as a disease of accumulated genetic or epigenetic alterations in growth control, DNA repair, 
and cell adhesion genes [8-121. Genetic models for cancers in several human tissues have been postulated from 
experimental evidence. In Figure 12 is the genetic model of colon cancer of Vogelstein and co-workers (9,lO). The 
long postulated 4-7 mutations required for cancer formation has been provided a genetic basis in the last 15 years as 
discussed in this model. It is expected that a larger number of genetic alterations are required for humans than in 
rodents [lo], possibly limiting the use of rodents for human risk assessment. Two common classes of genetic 
alterations have been observed in cancer cells. The first is observed to occur in genes denoted oncogenes and 
involves an activating event where a point mutation or insertion leads to gains in function within gene products 
involved in growth regulation such as trans-membrane proteins or transcription factors. Many oncogenes are 
serineltyrosine kinases which undergo large changes in activity through covalent modification during signal 
transduction. Alteration in signal transduction pathways play important roles in most human cancers and the effects 
of radiation on such protein modifications have not been studied. A second class of genetic alteration found in most 
human cancers involves the tumor suppressor genes and occurs through loss of function in both copies of the gene 
through deletion, point mutation, or epigenetic alteration. Tumor suppressor genes code proteins which provide 
negative regulatory effects on the cell proliferation. The most widely categorized tumor suppressor gene is the p53 
gene which undergoes altered function in about 50% of all human cancers. P53 functions as a transcription factor 
and negative regulator of cellular growth following DNA damage. Differences in the molecular interactions of 
human p53 and mouse p53 with proto-oncogenes have been observed which may limit the latter as representative of 
a human model. The importance of mutations in the formation of cancers suggests that ionizing radiation be studied 
for its mutagenic capability including studies of the types of mutations that are observed. Point mutations involving 
single base alterations may evolve directly from processing of DNA damage by radiation or indirectly through an 
induced instability caused by the radiation. RBE's for SSB and base-damage for heavy ions are generally less than 
one and may be indicative of point mutations that occur through direct damage to DNA. Studies of deletion 
formation in the HPRT gene [45] have found small differences in the types of deletions for heavy ions when 
compared to X-rays; however, large RBE's for heavy ions are observed for the total mutation frequency [23]. 
Experimental studies of mutations in mammalian cells have observed an increased effectiveness of lighter ions 
compared to heavy ions in comparison to inactivation experiments. This may be directly attributable to the 
effectiveness of heavy ions in causing inactivation and thus reducing their matagenic capability. Clearly, such 
factors are related to evaluating shield effectiveness. 
Genomic instability refers to the increase rates of delayed chromosome aberrations, mutation, and inactivation 
seen in the daughters of irradiated cells [46]. Alpha particles and heavy ions have been observed to produce 
significantly higher rates of instability than X-rays [47,48]. The cause of this instability will play a key role in 
assessing the role of spacecraft shielding in reducing risk and estimating the carcinogenic potential of space 
radiation. Currently, genetic effects such as mutations in DNA synthesis or repair genes, in genes related to signal 
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transduction, and in genes that control apoptotic cell death are expected to play a causative role in producing 
instability. Also, damage to the extracellular matrix, epigenetic effects such as changes in DNA methylation or the 
persistence of oxidative stress following radiation exposure [49] are suspected of causing instability. As factors 
related to known mechanisms of cancer induction such as promotion, mutations in oncogenes, tumor suppressors, 
and DNA synthesis and repair genes, and the role of genomic instability begin to be studied experimentally with 
HZE particles, computational efforts in radiation physics and biochemistry will be needed for providing a theoretical 
framework for extrapolating experimental results to the low dose-rates and spectrum of radiation types seen in 
space. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Shield evaluations using current methods indicate the advantage of using low mass materials for shielding 
because of their optimal ability to reduce HZE ions and to reduce target fragment buildup. The quantification of 
differences in proposed shielding materials such as carbon composites or aluminum is currently limited by the 
uncertainties in biological risk models such that error determinations cannot be made with sufficient accuracy. In 
fact, uncertainties in risk estimates are currently so large that selection of shielding materials is severly hindered. 
Areas of emphasis for improving existing theoretical and experimental databases were discussed. The ability to 
evaluate spacecraft shielding effectiveness will be improved by improved understanding of radiation cancer biology. 
Recent advances in the understanding of the molecular biology of cancer should be used as a guide in developing 
new experimental systems to quantify the role of radiation as a carcinogen. Biological issues are seen to both entail 
larger scientific questions than physics issues and also to be inseparable from the physics and engineering issues for 
the selection and evaluation of shielding materials and configurations. 
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Figure 1. Comparison at systematic errors in experiments and NUCFRG2 model for Fe fragmentations. 
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Figure 2. Calculations of elemental fluxes at 0 and 20 g / c i ~ ~ 2  of aluminum using HZETRN code. 
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Figure 3 Calculations of fractional contribution from target fragments to GCR particle flux at a given value of 
LET behind alulllinum sl~ielding. 
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figure 4 Calcualtions of GCR dose and dose equivalent silowing in~portance of light ion prodoction cross sectiolls. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of LET spectrum from HZETRN model to measured y-spectrum on STS-56. 
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calculated and measured proton and deuteron flux versus energy on STS-48. 
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Figure 7a. Comparison of calculations (lines) in radial dose model and experiments (symbols) for RBE for SSB's 
in mammalian cells. 
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Figure 7b. Comparison of calculations (lines) in radial dose model and experiments (syn~bols) for RBE for DSB1s 
in mammalian cells.. 
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Figure 8. Comparisons of model of Holley and Chatterjee with experiments for number of SSB, DSB, and 
Chromatin breaks per Gy per Dalton. 
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Figure 9a. Comparison of radial dose model to experiments for final slopes of inactivation cross sections in V79 
cells. 
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Figure 9b. Initial 
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slope cross sections in radial dose model for inactivation of V79 cells. 
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Figure 10. Initial slope cross sections in radial dose model for HPRT mutation of V79 cells. 
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Figure 1 1. Multi-stage model of Vogelstein and Kinzler for colo~l cancers. 
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RECOMMENDED SHIELDING STRATEGIES FOR HUMAN 
EXPI1C)RA"TON 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF WORKING GROUP A 
The task of Working Group A was to recommend a strategy for the development and evaluation of materials for 
space use and space radiation protection. This included the materials currently used in space activities and material 
parameters for architecture, design methods, construction and human factors with the associated research 
requirements. A follow-on task will identify the parameters required for a design handbook to be used by mission 
plannerslengineers to minimize the radiation risk to astronauts on Lunar and Mars missions. 
MATERIALSICONCEPTS 
Five categories of shielding n~aterialslconcepts were identified and recommendations were generated for each 
category. The categories include: I) New materials currently under development for space applications other than 
shielding 2) High performance shield materials 3) In-situ material utilization (e.g. regolith) 4) Con~binations of 
materials for selective shielding of specific components and 5) Dynamic shielding concepts. Each materiallconcept 
should be evaluated using computational procedures and experimental testing (laboratory and flight as appropriate) 
as well as evaluating the impact of the shield material option on the entire mission. Recommendations for the 
validation of the shield materiallconcepts are also addressed. 
Recornrnendatiolis for 1) New materials czrrre~ztly zmder developmertt for space applications other tlzalz 
shieldi~zg 
A survey of existing material databases and literature should be performed to identify newly developed materials for 
space applications. The radiation properties for each material should be evaluated and catalogued along with other 
performance-related properties. Points of contact for material information exchange should be established. Both the 
high performing arid poor performing shield materials should be noted. The newly created database should contain 
uniform, consistent, and traceable design data. 
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Recorrtine~zdntioizs for 2)  High perforittance shield materials. 
Both the high-performing and poor-performing characteristics of shielding should be identified and publicized 
to manufacturers of space materials in order to create a more synergistic approach to new material design. 
Favorable characteristics include: high electron density per unit mass, maximum nuclear cross section per unit 
mass, and high hydrogen content. A materials design study should be made to determine the design of practical 
maximum performance shields which are space stable and cost effective. Once the new materials are designed and 
fabricated as high performing shields, the radiation properties should be evaluated along with other performance- 
related characteristics and included in a database. An iterative process balancing shield performance with other 
perforn~ance-related characteristics will most likely take place. 
Recortzmendatiorzs for 3) In-sit11 material zttilizatioiz. 
Many past lunar mission studies have identified the possible usage of in-situ resources, such as regolith or 
regolith-derived compounds, for space radiation shielding. These options have the possibility for the largest impact 
on mission surface operations. The requirements for in-situ material processing should be identified. Among those 
requirements are the design of ground operations equipment for the handling and processing of large volumes of 
regolith, The design of such equipment would depend on knowledge of the material sites. This would be gained in 
several steps in the following table. 
Table 1. Lunar Materials Information Needs for In-Situ Material Characterization 
orbital reconnaissance (3m resolution)--density, surface and subsurface topography, regolith 
depth, mineralogy 
site selection for ground reconnaissance, angle of repose, bulking factor, flow traits, basic 
separation traits, abrasiveness, response to compaction, traction effects, force-displacement tests 
Technology steps include surface reconnaissance by remote surface probes, automated remote recon, and finally a 
recon team for on-site data collection. A design study of surface operational equipment will then be required. 
Recontinetzdations for 4) Coinbiizatioits of materials. 
Possible hybrid shielding concepts require greater investigation. New combinations of materials, each 
possessing favorable performance-related characteristics (shielding, structural, etc.), may markedly improve 
synergistic possibilities for reduced launch mass. Some possible candidate material choices include the layering of 
various materials, regolithlepoxy mixtures, borated composites, and novel dual-use materials (e.g. Magnesium 
hydride as a hydrogen storage medium). 
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Reconzrrze~zdatiorzs for 5) Dyrzarnic shielding corzcepts. 
In addition to material selection, "dynamic" shielding concepts can also dramatically reduce parasitic shield 
requirements. Examples of such concepts warranting further investigation are mobile, personal, and reconfigurable 
shielding such as actively pumping water shielding to inhabited areas of the spacecraft or temporary use of structural 
elements to construct a temporary shelter from solar events such as movable flooring. More futuristic "dynamic" 
shielding concepts for further investigation may be the use of high-temperature superconductors for magnetic 
shielding or the use of plasmas. 
RADIATION MATERIAL PROPERTY EVALUATION 
Cor?zputatiorzal Evalz~ation 
It is recommended that the radiation properties be evaluated relative to aluminum as illustrated in figure 1 with 
liquid hydrogen shown as the maximum performance limit. In this way, materials can be qualitatively evaluated 
while the debate ensues over the most appropriate risk model to use (dose equivalent, fluence-based, biologically 
based, etc.). 
Figure 1 .  Maximum relative shield performance index relative to aluminum for various biological models. 
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It is recommended that both NASA and non-NASA codes be used for computational evaluation. A survey 
should be performed on the availability, applicability, and limitations of various industry tools. A written 
description of the survey results should be gathered in a single location. 
Experinterttal Evabatiorz 
Any specific mission will be designed on the basis of the current shielding codes and some testing will be 
required to assure that this developing technology in fact results in the anticipated protection factors. A design 
testing protocal must be developed with available accelerator facilities to ensure protection requirements are met. A 
shield materials design experiment for space exposure on International Space Station or a lunar return is highly 
recommended. 
Missiolt Impact Evaluation 
Ultimately, the impact of the shield materialstconcept selection on the entire mission must be evaluated. The 
development of a 'top-level' parametric mission model is required for a meaningful trade study, including sample 
mission times, durations, surface stay-times, transit times, anticipated EVA'S, and candidate habitattspacecraft 
configurations. Shielding strategies will be required for each mission element including transit vehicles, habitats, 
storm shelters, EVA suits, and rovers. The development of a probabilistic solar particle event model would enhance 
mission impact evaluations. To accurately trade shielding strategies and options, design criteria must finally be 
established whether in the form of dose-equivalent limits, transformation rates, or acceptable risk, etc. Finally, 
guidelines addressing the impact of uncertainties on design goals and mission cost should be established. 
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The task of Working Group B was to assess our knowledge of the physical processes and make 
recommendations on further requirements on database and transport code development and validation. Further 
emphasis on need for environment definition and risk evaluation methods are also given. 
NUCLEAR FRAGMENTATION MEASUREMENTS 
Ground-based measurements (i.e., at accelerators) are needed to validate the radiation transport model and 
associated database. Two types of experiments are required, thin-target experiments are used to evaluate cross 
section models used to generate the nuclear and atomic databases and thick-target are necessary to evaluate the 
representation of the material transmission factors by the transport models used in shield design: 
1. Cross section measurements (thin-targets) (see Table 2 for summary) 
a. energy dependence of the iron fragmentation cross ~ e c t i o n s - ~ ~ ~ e  is the heaviest significantly 
abundant component of the GCR. 
b. light ion fragmentation cross sections to elucidate the role of nuclear structure effects in fragmentation. 
c. angle dependence of light fragments (including neutrons) produced by proton bombardment (double 
differential cross sections). 
Table 2. Fragmentation Measurements (thin targets) 
Energy 
Projectile (GeV/nucleon Target Objective 
'H 0.25, 1.0 C, Al, Cu d20 / dEdQ (n, p, d, t, 3 ~ e ,  a) 
4 ~ e  0.1-0.2, 0.6, 1.5 '0, '0, '0> nuclear structure 
1 6 0  0.1-0.2,0.6, 1.5 '0, '0, 'O> nuclear structure 
28S i 0.1-0.2, 0.6, 1.5 ''3, '0, ''3, nuclear structure 
4 0 ~ a  1.5 C nuclear structure 
5 5 ~ n  one energy C, Al, Cu nuclear structure 
5 6 ~ e  0.1-0.2,0.6, 1.0, 1.5 '0, '0, ' 0 9  do /dE 
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The beam time required for these measurements are given in Table 3. 
Table 3. Beam-time for thin-target experiments 
Projectile Approximate time needed 
'H 21 days 
4He 3 days 
1 6 0  3 days 
28Si 3 days 
40Ca 3 days 
5 5 ~ n  1 day 
5 6 ~ e  4 days 
2. Thick target (fluence) measurements 
Targets here are to include HzO, composites and multiple-layered shielding materials. It is expected 
that many of the considerations noted by Group A will dictate targets for these measurements, and 
given the dynamic nature of materials science, and the short lead time required for selecting targets, we 
suggest deferring choices of targets until shortly before each accelerator run. The beam-time required 
for thick target experiments are estimated to be as follows: 
8 hrs I ion / energy I target for charged particles 
24 hrs / ion I energy 1 target for neutrons 
(These times do not include beam tuning.) 
LOW-DOSE RBE'S (ABOVE THRESHOLD) FOR DETERMINISTIC EFFECTS 
Cunent radiation quality factors relate to the careenagenie potential of the highly ionizing radiations. Quality 
factors required for other biological effects are expected to be quite different. Deterministic effects may pose limits 
in future space travel through deterioriation of the central nervous system or as early radiation syndrome. The 
associated RBE's for such effects as erythema, prodromal vomiting and cataracts (if considered a deterministic 
effect) should be included. The RBE's depend on the specific biological endpoint and should be tabulated and 
placed in the design handbook. 
SPE (SOLAR PARTICLE EVENTS) 
A probabilistic risk model for SPE protons and He ions from GOES data should be developed including 
particles above 100 MeVIamu and a niethodology provided for applying it to given n~ission scenarios and shielding 
configurations. Ten times the October '89 event has been suggested for mission design. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL GCR MODEL 
The present Badhwar-O'Neill GCR model is based on particle data of the more intense components as protons, 
helium ions, oxygen and iron flux spectra. The models need to be extended to include &components of the GCR in 
the Badhwar-O'Neill Model. 
UNCERTAINTIES 
Uncertainties in shield estimates arise from three sources: current inadequacies of the transport procedures and 
associated databases, uncertainty in environmental models, and the lack of knowledge of the biological response to 
space radiation exposures, especially the HZE particles. In this respect, there is a need to: 
1. Document uncertainties for all Handbook quantities, in particular: 
a. low-LET risk coefficients 
b. high-LET response of risk (Q vs. L) 
2. Document how uncertainties propagate--from source terms to risk. This is to be done in such a way that 
shielding designers will be able to use it as a design tool, plugging in the best available values for 
uncertainties in each quantity (i.e., environment, radiation transport, low-LET risk, high-LET dependence 
of Q) at the time of the design. 
3. Evaluate various radiation risk models: 
a. the "modified" conventional (equiv. dose) methodology, which is presently accepted and is probably 
preferred at present. 
b. fluence-based (including multiple values for the radiation quality coefficient depending on charge and 
velocity of the ion). 
c. biologically-based LaRC model (based on cell mutation and other data in the literature). 
TRACK STRUCTURE STUDIES 
The density of ionization about the ion track is an important determinant of biological injury. Models have 
been developed based on mainly proton data and extended to heavy ions assuming effective charge for stopping. 
Experiments of delta-ray energy spectra, including angle dependence, for 0.1 GeV protons and 0.6 GeVInucleon 
5 6 ~ e  in a liquid H20 target should be performed to test these models. The experiments will be necessary to provide 
data to validate a (Monte Carlo) track-structure code (that should include ionization clustering along the track). This 
code will be needed to ultimately understand mechanisms and to better determine risk from high-energy heavy ions. 
If disagreements are found then fui-ther research may be wan-anted. 
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SPACE VALIDATION OF TRANSPORT CODES (INCLUDING CAD) 
The shield material concepts developed and validated in ground studies should be evaluated in the space 
environment as an integrated test of the design methods and models. The following experiments are recommended: 
a. fly one or two selected particle spectrometers (inside and outside payload bay) on long missions 
(16-90 days). 
b. spheres of different materials in payload bay with TEPC at the center of each. 
c. solid-state spectrometer for measuring LET spectra. 
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